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Abstract
The Kashmir dispute has led to two wars (1947-1948, 1965), serious military
encounters (1999,2001) between India and Pakistan, as well as a militant and non-
militant separatist movement seeking independence for Kashmir (1989- ). While this
conflict has been subjected to sustained analysis by academics and journalists,
Kashmir's centrality to the public culture ofIndia, explored here through a study of
Hindi cinema, has received little to no attention in the considerable literature on the
area. The articulations of Kashmir in Hindi cinema - as a paradise on earth, sacred site
of Hinduism, home ofIndia's spiritual and syncretistic traditions, pivotal to the idea of
an eternal Indian civilization - help to reveal the attachments that guide 'Indian' claims
on Kashmir.
This study addresses the question of how, why and in what ways Kashmir is
presented as a 'special' region in Hindi cinema. In doing so it initiates a discussion on
region and religion in Hindi cinema, scholarship on which has long prioritized the
'nation'. As India's only Muslim-majority regional state, divided between India and
Pakistan, Kashmir became a symbol of Indian secularism, a fact that is often reiterated
in political discourse, as well as in academic research on the Kashmir dispute.
Paradoxically, this symbol of Indian secularism, it is argued, is a site for religious
contestations in Hindi cinema. The synonymy between Indian and Hindu in Kashmir
films rests on the disavowal of a 'Muslim' Kashmir, so as to allay a Hindu majoritarian
anxiety about a Muslim majority region in post-partition India. Therefore, the abstract
equality of secularism, and the neutrality of 'national culture' remain merely 'ideals' in
India's dominant form of public culture, namely Hindi cinema. The representations of
Kashmir in Hindi cinema make explicit the regional and religious contestations over the
national and the secular, providing a far more diverse account of history, culture and
politics in India than is commonly acknowledged by 'official' discourses, mainstream
historiography, and nation-centred (film) scholarship.
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l.Introduction
Why Kashmir and Hindi Cinema?
We have always regarded the Kashmir problem as symbolic for us, and it
has far-reaching consequences in India. Kashmir is symbolic as it
illustrates that we are a secular State, that Kashmir, with a large majority
of Muslims, has nevertheless, of its own free will, wished to be associated
with India .... Therefore, this problem is not, and has never been, a
problem of a patch of territory being with India or not. It is a problem of
much deeper consequence (Nehru 1958: 213).
Kashmir is a region that has been subjected to international focus due to a political
conflict that has led to two wars (1947-1948, 1965) and triggered serious military
hostilities (1999,2001) between India and Pakistan. A militant and non-militant
separatist movement in Kashmir which began in 1980s continues with varying
intensities to date. The Kashmir dispute is now the largest militarised territorial
dispute in the world (The Daily Times 15 May 2009).
There is another dimension besides the legal, political, and strategic that has
received little to no attention in the considerable scholarship on the area and that is
the prominence of Kashmir' in the public culture' of' India'. Why do many Indians
consider Kashmir a 'special place' (Inden 2008: 523)? The present study's focus
rests on this question, though with particular reference to Hindi cinema: how, why,
1 'Kashmir' unless specified otherwise is used in this study to refer to the Valley of Kashmir. The
regional state is referred to as Jammu and Kashmir. The area under the administrative control of Pakistan
is called Azad Kashmir ('Free Kashmir').
2 The term 'public culture' has been used to escape the 'dichotomies and debates as high culture versus
low culture; mass culture versus elite culture; and popular or folk versus classical culture' (Appadurai &
Breckenridge 1988: 5). Unlike the use of terms like national culture it is premised on the understanding of
public culture as highly contested, not addressed to a 'homogenous and universal Indian' (Appadurai &
Breckenridge 1988: 7).
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and in what ways is Kashmir articulated' as a special region in Hindi cinema. It is
argued that the representations" of Kashmir in Hindi cinemas offer us unique
insights into the contested relationships between region, religion, and secularism in
India and in doing so reveal the possible meanings of Kashmir's 'symbolic'
centrality to India.
Nehru's explanation of Kashmir as a symbol ofIndia's founding principle of
secularism" has been reiterated in political rhetoric, as well as in academic work on the
Kashmir dispute (Rizvi 1995: 17-18, Bose 1997: 181, Hagerty 1998: 67). However, this
doesn't explain why Kashmir with a Muslim majority continues to be used by Indian
nationalists to validate India's secular nationhood (Expressindia 2008) as opposed to
any other region such as Mizoram or Nagaland with Christian majorities, or Punjab
with a Sikh majority. The volume of scholarship on the Kashmir dispute (Engineer
1991, Purl 1993,2008, Lamb 1994, Jha 1996, Schofield 1996,2003, Bose 1997,2003,
2007, Joshi 1999, Singh 1995, Behera 2006, amongst others), and the extensive
coverage given to it in the news media (Sonwalkar 2004) might suggest that Kashmir's
privileged place in India and its public culture is derived from the Indo-Pak dispute or
3 'Articulation' is used here in the way that Laclau & Mouffe defme it, 'as any practice establishing a
relation among elements such that their identity is modified as a result of the articulatory practice'
(Laclau & Mouffe 2001: 105). Further articulation can be understood as a way oflooking at a 'social
formation without falling into the twin traps of reductionism and essentialism .... of theorizing the
elements of a social formation and the relations that constitute it not simply as relations of
correspondence ... but also as relations of non-correspondence and contradiction, and how these relations
constitute unities that instantiate relations of dominance and subordination' (Slack 1996: 113-117).
4 This study uses 'representation' as Goodman (1976) defines it, as a transformation of the specified
object. He says, '[i]n representing an object, we do not copy such a construal or interpretation - we
achieve it. In other words, nothing is ever represented either shorn of or in the fullness of its properties.
A picture never merely represents x, but rather represents x as a man or represents x to be a mountain, or
represents the/act that x is a melon' (Goodman 1976: 9).
S The term Hindi cinema is problematic given that the language used in the commercial Bombay cinema
also termed Bollywood, is a mix of primarily Urdu and Hindi (often termed Hindustani), and also English
and regional dialects. However this term has been chosen, as it is a common usage.
6 However, the word 'secular' was introduced in the Constitution ofIndia as late as 1976.
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the violent insurgency which has over the years been closely related to the global threat
of 'terrorism', its geo-political importance, or its 'special status' in the constitution of
India.7 However, why is it that other regions such as the Northeast in India that share
many similarities with the Kashmir political situation - an ongoing violent conflict,
secessionism, large number of conflict casualties, geo-strategic importance, the
involvement of foreign nations, a special status in the Indian constitution (Sonwalkar
2004: 390-391) - do not figure prominently inHindi cinema and other media in India.
Sonwalkar (2004: 400), in a comparative study on Indian news journalism on Kashmir
and the Northeast argues that when compared to Kashmir's prominence in the news
media, the Northeast's insignificance to it is a form of 'symbolic annihilation'
(Sonwalkar 2004: 400). Scholars have suggested that there are other factors beyond that
of the political dispute in Kashmir, ranging from the racial to the cultural (Sonwalkar
2004), its history of representations as a paradise on earth and as the homeland of
undivided India (Inden 2008), which need to be explored further in order to understand
Kashmir's significance in India. Therefore, Kashmir's symbolic centrality to India far
surpasses the account provided by Nehru above and it is argued that Hindi cinema
draws upon these diverse articulations of Kashmir providing a fresh perspective on
Kashmir's privileged place in the public culture of India.
While Kashmir has had a significant place in art, literature and poetry, this study
is interested in commercial Hindi cinema, frequently called 'Bollywood', due to its
unparalleled importance to public culture in India as compared to any other media
7 The 'special status' alludes to Article 370 of the Constitution ofIndia which bestows the state of Jammu
and Kashmir with autonomy on all matters except Defence, Foreign Affairs and Communications.
However this status was diluted over the years and according to some scholars was never truly
implemented (Bose 1997: 30-33).
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(Dwyer 2002: 7-12, Dwyer 2006a: 1). It has been pointed out by film scholars that for
'millions of Indians, wherever they live, a major part of "India" derives from its
movies' (Rajadhyaksha 1994: 10). Hindi cinema participates in the social, political,
historical and cultural negotiations of everyday life in India, as do its popular
representations of Kashmir. Moreover, Hindi cinema has had a unique relationship with
Kashmir. It is recognized that Kashmir has been the foremost shooting destination for
Hindi cinema, making it almost a second home for the Bombay filmmakers.! or as one
scholar has put it 'Bombay cinema's most exotic colony' (Chakravarty 1996: 209).
Kashmir's landscape in these films has figured not merely as a backdrop, but has been
imbued with a surplus of meanings. The Kashmir dispute has also been the theme of
several Hindi films dating from the 1950s to the present.
Race, religion, geography, history, politics, literature, poetry and commerce
have all played a part in articulating Kashmir as central to the narratives of belonging in
Hindi cinema. None of this is to suggest that the political context and the dispute over
Kashmir is irrelevant to this study; rather it frames much of the present discussion, but it
merely implies that it alone does not offer an adequate account of Kashrnir's special
status in Hindi cinema.
Political and Historical Context
While a detailed account of the 'roots' of the conflict would date back to 1846 (Bose
1997: 23), a brief summary of events which led to the dispute over Kashmir in the post-
8 The 'B' in 'Bollywood' refers to the city of 'Bombay' - home to the Hindi film industry. The
preference for 'Bombay' rather than 'Mumbai' when speaking about the film industry is due to the fact
that the former name of the city has always been synonymous with the film industry.
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colonial context is necessary in order to contextualise this thesis. A more detailed
analysis of the political context is given in the chapters below, where required.
Independence from colonial rule in 1947 was followed by the event of the
violent and traumatic Partition of British India into Hindu-majority provinces and
Muslim-majority provinces, leading to the establishment of two independent dominions
- India and Pakistan," The princely state of Jammu and Kashmir was a Muslim majority
state but ruled by a Hindu Maharaja. A protracted movement against the Maharaja led
by the Kashmiri Muslim leader Sheikh Abdullah (1905-1982) since the 1930s received
the support of the Indian nationalist movement (Zutshi 2004: 259-322). In 1947
princely states such as Jammu and Kashmir, which were not ruled directly by the
British, had to accede to either India or Pakistan, either voluntarily or through coercion
(Talbot 1949, Lumby 1954, Copland 1997).10 Kashmir's fate at the time of Partition
remained uncertain, as the Maharaja, encumbered by a popular movement for
democratic change, but anxious to hold on to his powers, vacillated between India and
Pakistan. An attack by the North Western Frontier Province (NWFP) tribesmen backed
by the Pakistan Army (Khan 1970) convinced the 'panic-stricken' Maharaja of Kashmir
to accede to India in October 1947 (Bose 1997: 27). With the arrival of the Indian Army
in Kashmir, a full-fledged war between India and Pakistan ensued.
This accession to India was 'conditional' and was to be ratified by 'a reference
to the people' (Bose 1997: 27). This promise to hold a plebiscite as is well known was
9 India became a Republic in 1950 and Pakistan in 1956. For more on the Partition of India see Jalal
1994, and Wolpert 2006.
10Nehru suggested in 1946 that no princely state would be able to hold its own militarily faced with the
armies of India and that any princely state that refused to join the Constituent assembly would be
considered an enemy state (Copland 1997: 258). In Junagadh, Jodhpur and Hyderabad, where the rulers
wanted to remain independent or join Pakistan, India used its troops to settle the matter (Rizvi 1995).
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never honoured and remains at the heart of the present day conflict. The dispute
between India and Pakistan continued both in diplomatic quarters and through war, but
the relationship between Kashmir and India also soured as a result of the undemocratic
machinations of the Central Government in Delhi (Bose 1997: 30-54). In 1953,
Kashmir's first Prime-Minister Sheikh Abdullah, lIon whose alliance as Nehru had
often reiterated, the entire claim ofIndia on Kashmir rested (Noorani 2006a), was
undemocratically removed from his position, arrested and kept in prison for more than a
decade." With all 'democratic and institutional channels of protest and dissent
effectively blocked' over the years, an insurgency began in Kashmir in 1987 (Bose
1997: 50). Kashmir militancy has gone through many phases and players, and has also
been backed actively by the Pakistan State (Puri 1993, Bose 1997).13
What is significant for this discussion is that India's claim on Kashmir was
never articulated as merely strategic or territorial, but as a symbol of its very
nationhood. As Nehru, himself a Kashmiri Hindu, often admitted, '[t]here can be no
greater vindication than this of our secular policies, our Constitution, than that we have
drawn the people of Kashmir towards us' (Nehru quoted in Noorani 2006a). The impact
of the Partition of India on the ways in which Indian secularism developed has been
widely acknowledged (Bhargava 1998, Tambiah 1998). However, the ways in which
Kashmir as a Muslim majority region became the site to triumph over the two-nation
theory of 'Pakistan' and therefore influenced the understanding of secularism, has
11Until 1965, the head of the executive of the Government of Jammu and Kashmir on the Indian
administered side was referred to as the Prime Minister. This was changed to Chief Minister during GM
Sadiq's period in office as head of Jammu and Kashmir Government.
12 The Indian State has been accused of manipulating electoral processes and violating democratic norms
in Kashmir ever since Sheikh Abdullah's arrest in 1953 (Bose 1997).
13 For further analysis of the political situation see Engineer 1991, Purl 1993, Lamb 1994, Jha 1996, Bose
1997,2003,2007, and Singh 1995.
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seldom been part of the scholarly discussions on secularism in India. As such Kashmir
is 'a zero-sum test for each state's [India and Pakistan] legitimating ideology and one's
validity invalidates the other' (Hagerty 1998: 67). This is reflected in Hindi cinema as
discussed in the chapter below, where Kashmir is both the reminder and the denial of
the Partition of India, the threat to and the promise of India's eternally indivisible unity.
Theoretical Framework
The Nation and Hindi Cinema
Most scholarly work on Hindi cinema begins by emphasising the significance of cinema
to public culture in India (Rajadhayksha 1993, 1994, Chakravarty 1996, Nandy 1998a,
Dwyer 2006). Given its prominence to public culture, Hindi cinema has been a prime
enunciator of'Indianness' and provided powerful frameworks within which notions of
collectivity and belonging are articulated (Rajadhyaksha 1994: 10). Some scholars have
argued that in the case of India it is the commercial Hindi cinema which constitutes a '
"nation-space" against the dominant norms of Hollywood, and so ironically fulfils
aspects of the role which the avant-garde Third cinema proclaims as its own'
(Vasudevan 1995b: 305).14
Any engagement with Kashmir, given the vexed political situation and rival
claims by India and Pakistan, invariably returns us to the category of the nation, one
which has also dominated Indian film studies. Even though this study attempts to shift
the vantage point of analysis to the region, it is referenced by and in response to the
scholarship on the nation in Hindi cinema, which necessitates an understanding of some
key works that have framed this debate in Indian films studies.
14 For more on Third cinema see Gabricl1982, Pines & Willcmen 1989, Starn & Shohat1994.
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Gellner ([ 1983] 2006), Hobsbawm (1983) and Anderson ([ 1983] 1991) put
forward compelling modernist theories of nations and nationalism that continue to
impact the study of cinema the world over. 15 These theories of nationalism have
focussed on different aspects like industrialization (Gellner), invention of the past and
its forged continuities to the present (Hobsbawm), and the spread of print capitalism
(Anderson). It has become common as a result of these theories of nationalism and
national belonging to speak of the nation as an invention, construction, and cultural
creation. These innovative theories of nationalism which brought to the focus different
forms of myth-making and dissemination, opened up the study of cinema as a
quintessentially modem institution for both constructing and maintaining the idea of the
nation and its corollaries of national culture, national community and national identity.
In particular, the understanding of the nation as an imagined community (Anderson
1991) bound by a horizontal time-space continuum seemed amenable to the study of the
national in literature and cinema, such as Nation and Narration (Bhabha 1990), Cinema
and Nation (Hjort & Mackenzie 2000), and China on Screen: Cinema and Nation
(Berry & Farquhar 2006). As Bhabha (1990: 2) rightly points out that 'the nation as a
form of narrative' is a suggestion implicit in Anderson's space and time analysis of the
modem novel. The strongest critique of Anderson's scholarship comes from those who
argue against his claim that certain modular forms of nationalisms that emerged in
Western Europe, Americas and Russia spread globally to Asia and Africa (Chatterjee
1993). Many others have critiqued the elitism inherent in his emphasis on the 'the
cognitive dimensions of nationalist "imaging'", arguing instead for a 'subaltern
messianic nationalism' (Pinney 2004: 103). Not only is the emphasis on the novel and
IS This modernist conception was challenged by Anthony Smith's National Identity, 1991.
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newspaper elitist but, because of widespread illiteracy and the lack ofleisure-time
necessary for reading, it is also a minority form in developing countries compared to
other popular forms such as television, film and certain oral traditions (Brennan 1990:
56). However, despite these valid critiques the explosion of scholarship on the nation
and cinema and national cinemas owes much to Anderson's conception of the nation as
an imagined community, which has also had a tremendous impact on the study of the
nation in Hindi cinema (Chakravarty 1996, Prasad 1998).
Further, Fredric Jameson's (1986) influential but contentious essay, Third-World
Literature in the Era of Multinational Capitalism, left its mark on this scholarship. The
debate that this essay generated brings to the fore some of the central critiques of the
scholarship on the nation and Hindi cinema. Jameson (1986: 69) argues in this essay
that all third-world texts are national allegories. He argues that the private/public split of
the western capitalist culture does not stand ground in the third-world where even texts
which are seemingly occupied with the private and the more individuated subjectivity
'necessarily project a political dimension in the form of national allegory ... where the
telling of the individual story ... involve[ s] the whole laborious telling of the experience
of the collectivity itself' (Jameson 1986: 69,86). Indian film scholars have also argued
that Indian cinema does not bring into conception an individuated self (Vasudevan
2002: 6) but privileges the social form of the family, while Prasad (1998: 71) elaborates
on the resistance of the feudal order in Hindi films to the 'invention of the private' .
However, it is Jameson's insistence and lack of elaboration on why other forms of
belonging like 'family', 'community', or 'collectivity' are ('always necessarily') an
allegory of the nation in third-world texts that has been viewed controversially. More
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so, given that the nation in most instances of filmic representations is an abstraction,
suggests that the nation is as much an effect of reading as that of representation.
Jameson's essay does not emphasize adequately the nation as an act of interpretation.
Ahmad (1987), in a response to Jameson's essay, challenges the generalisations
and the binary oppositions of the 'first' and 'third' world, and the category of 'third-
world literature'. Ahmad (1987: 12) asks the valid question of when in history does a
text become a third-world text? Prasad (1992: 78-80) in a response to this critique
suggests that the degree to which 'the national-allegorical' is visible in a text is also
reliant on various factors including institutionalised literary and art theory. Prasad
(1992: 73) suggests re-inscribing all literatures in their national frameworks and then
investigating what causes the visibility and invisibility of these frameworks in different
contexts. If Ahmad asks when the third-world text becomes third world and national-
allegorical, Prasad asks for whom and under what conditions?
The question of when is cinema national (Hayward 1993) and for whom
(Willemen 2006) are also the central lines of critique in the debates on national
cinema." These debates have also highlighted the problems in the over emphasis on the
study of the nation in cinema. Many scholars have questioned why films that are
produced and consumed outside the strict borders of the nation should be termed as
national, and many therefore have introduced the use of the concept of the
'transnational' to speak of a cultural and commercial enterprise as complex as that of
cinema (Wilson & Dissanayake 1998, Higson 2002). The second critique comes from
those who argue against the diverse, contingent, and complex expressions of belonging
16 For more on the concept and debates on national cinemas see Higson 1989,2002, Crofts 1993,
Hayward 1993, Hjort & Mackenzie 2000, and Vitali & Willcmen 2006.
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in cinema being reduced to the framework of the national. While it is indisputable that
films engage a context which is often nationally specific, that is to say the characters,
cast, crew, language, and the narrative invoke quite loosely a specific place (like India
but more specifically a region or a city), that in itself doesn't necessarily make the film
about the nation or national identity (Willemen 1994, 2006, Higson 2002, Hjort 2002).
More importantly such an account may not reflect the ways in which geographically
dispersed audiences receive these films. The films on Kashmir in this study are quite
clearly about a region even though some of them overtly negotiate with 'the impossible
unity of the nation as a symbolic force' (Bhabha 1990: 1). It must be recognised that
even in these cases, unity is an ideal, strived and aspired for, negotiated and challenged,
and not a given as much of the scholarship on the nation and cinema presumes. As a
result region and religion (secularism) are the chosen categories for analysis in this
study, as the title of this thesis suggests.
The nation is the concern of two important studies on Hindi cinema,
Chakravarty's National Identity in Indian Popular Cinema (1996) and Prasad's
Ideology of the Hindi Film (1998). Chakravarty (1996: 8) sees Hindi cinema 'as a
mediated form of national consciousness' and Prasad (1998: 7) sees Hindi cinema 'as
an institution that is part of the continuing struggles within India over the form of the
state'. While there are significant differences in approach both devote considerable
attention to the question of 'authority' and 'law'. Prasad's (1998) analysis offilms
across different periods traces a movement of the subordination of the religious/familial
to the authority of the secular State and provides a relevant framework for this study to
assess the ways in which the State intercedes with the form of filmic narratives so as to
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gain a privileged position within narrative structures. Both studies also emphasize the
importance of viewing the cinema within the framework of the modern and emphasize
the 'radical contemporaneity of the time we live in, the determining effect of the
synchronic structure of modern India on all our memories of the past' (prasad 1998:
17). However, the present is over-determined in Prasad's framework by the nation-state.
As Rajadhyaksha (1994: 10) rightly points out, the 'Indian' in Indian cinema is not
restricted but moves beyond 'what the state has been able to claim for itself, and as a
result envisions its own and not always 'officially legitimate' articulations of belonging.
Rajadhyaksha's suggestion to move beyond the framework of the State in order to
understand the diverse articulations of belonging in Hindi cinema can also be observed
in the work of other scholars and particularly in the ongoing debates about 'tradition'
and 'modernity' in Hindi cinema.
Dwyer (2006a: 2) writes that Indian film studies is 'overdetermined' by the
study of nationalism based on the analysis of few canonical films and argues for the
necessity of the study of the religious in Hindi cinema. According to her, the silence on
the study of the divine in Hindi cinema has much to do with the understanding of the
cinema 'as an emblem of the modern' (2006a: 4), and following Nandy's scholarship,
she argues for a conception of 'many modernities' wherein the religious and the modern
do not exist in an antithetical relationship to each other (2006a: 159). This position is in
turn informed by the tradition/modernity debates around which many discussions on
Indian cinema take place. Nandy (1995: 235) (1998a: 11) has forwarded the insightful
but contested view of the popular film as protective towards tradition and a site of
resistance to modernity, trying 'to incorporate aspects of alien cultures that could be
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more charitable to the surviving fragments of a community-based culture'. He sees
Hindi cinema as a site for the 'vigorous expressions of the selfhood of the Indian caught
between the old and the new' (1998a: 17). Prasad (1998: 109), while agreeing that the
negotiations of tradition and modernity dominate Hindi films, urges us to see the
popular film as an 'object of the desire for modernity'. Prasad (1998: 113) argues that
Hindi cinema, rather than privileging the traditional, advances 'commodity culture
within the context of traditionally regulated social relations', and 'represents the utopian
aspiration to transform the social in keeping with the promises made by capitalism and
the modern nation-state' .
While these debates are instructive, the analysis of the Kashmir films'" made by
one of the most celebrated films directors in India, Raj Kapoor, suggests that the
significant question may not be so much about Hindi cinema's preference for the
traditional or the modern as it may be about the ways in which these categories are
rearticulated in a late colonial and post-colonial context. Differing and concurrent views
of the traditional and the modern vied for space in Hindi cinema over different periods
of time. This is made evident in this study through a comparison between the Kashmir
films of the brothers Raj and Shammi Kapoor, both of which made Kashmir central to
the rearticulations of tradition, modernity and 'Indianness'. Rajadhyaksha's (1993,
1996) account of Indian cinema is illustrative and useful to this study as it incorporates
the idea of shifting notions of the traditional and modern. Rajadhyaksha writing about
the early years of cinema in India, says:
17 The term 'Kashmir films' is used in this study to speak of the films under analysis i.e. the films on the
subject of Kashmir, or set inKashmir.
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·.. the entire establishment of cinematic genre as a language of industrialized
mass culture in India lay in the effort to translate the neo-traditional idiom of
feudalism, kinship, family, and patriarchy into current discourses of statehood,
democracy and law (Rajadhyaksha 1996: 403).
However the 'neo-traditional' itself transformed at different times and in different
forms, for instance in the period following Independence:
Neo-traditionalism, once associated with religious, revivalist or reformist
symbols, moved into allegories of nationality that, in the melodramatic mode,
used stand-ins of nation (the Mother-India archetype or its other variations),
Region, Community or Patriarchy. These are in themselves less significant than
the metaphors they further created, where the national itself now became a
voyeuristic space, often representing either a legitimacy that could be acquired,
or other kinds of wish-fulfilling desires for freedom/change/salvation
(Rajadhyaksha 1993: 67).
Notwithstanding the critique of whether a stand-in for the nation is simply ever just a
stand-in for the nation, or whether the region, community and patriarchy are indeed
stand-ins for the nation in all cases, Rajadhyaksha quite pertinently reverses the
equation by asking what the national in itself came to signify in cinema. This question
becomes particularly relevant for films that represent a distinct region in Hindi cinema -
Kashmir. The region here does not emerge merely as an appendage, easily understood
by and collapsible into the category of the nation; rather, it has been argued that the
national itself is articulated and rearticulated through the region. Nor is the region
merely a stand-in for the nation as it often represents a primary and not necessarily a
subsidiary terrain of belonging. Given that the nation is represented through its
constituent parts (region, family, individual) (Chakravarty 2000) in cinema, it is through
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the regional that the national comes to be recognized in the films discussed here, and
consequently the national emerges in its relationship with the regional in this study.
Kashmir as Region: Hindi Cinema's other Contexts
The dominant nationalist historiography that insists on the total ising standpoint of
a seamless nationalism needs to be challenged not only because of its interested
use of categories such as 'national' and 'secular' but also because of its
privileging of the so-called 'general' over the particular, the larger over the
smaller, the 'mainstream' over the 'marginal' - because of its view ofIndia, and
all of South Asia, from Delhi alone (Pandey 1991: 559).
The emphasis on the region in this study does not suggest that the region and nation
have been politically, culturally, socially, and geographically fixed categories, nor that
these categories can or should be viewed exclusively. Rather this focus has been
deployed here so as to highlight a shift from the emphasis on the nation and cinema that
has dominated Hindi cinema scholarship. While the national is of interest to this study,
it is so with respect to a specific region. This study does not presume 'the nation' as its
starting point, a given or natural unity such as India, or the region as an a priori part of
the nation. Besides the theoretical imperative informing this position, the highly
contested politics of Kashmir would not justify such assumptions.
The term regional in Indian cinema studies is used for the non-Hindi" films and
as such there are no studies that elaborate on the ways in which the region is represented
in Hindi cinema. This could be ascribed to what scholars have viewed as Hindi
cinema's disinterest in the region or regional specificities (Chakravarty 1996: 200,
18Hindi being the national language of India, all other recognized languages are termed 'regional'
languages.
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Dwyer 2002: 20, Virdi 2003: 2).19Why is it then that a cinema which according to film
scholars has been obsessed with the nation and disregards the region, ends up so often
in one specific region - Kashmir? The indifference to regional specificities implies that
one region could easily substitute for the other. However, barring a few instartces, this
has never been the case with Kashmir which has almost always been represented as a
distinct region in Hindi cinema. An illustration of this is that breaking with Hindi
cinema conventions, Kashmir is repeatedly named as Kashmir within film narratives,
film titles, and film songs. The act of naming in Hindi cinema is crucial as it is through
'naming and renaming, the object is constructed and reconstructed' (Laclau 1997: 18-
19).20 Additionally, the landscape, attire and use of language are regionally specific,
making the setting of these films explicit.
Chakravarty (1996: 209) has drawn attention to Kashmir's status in Hindi
cinema saying that '[t]he strategic importance of Kashmir as the eroticized landscape of
the mind in the social imaginary of Indians ... can hardly be overstated'. She further
elaborates the ways in which Kashmir has been a place for 'honeymooners and lovers,
arising no doubt from its scenic beauty, [which] has been translated by the Bombay film
into a symbol of purity and unspoiled nature and as visual therapy for audiences coping
with life in overcrowded cities and towns'. This analysis, while acknowledging
19 However, specific regions and their cities do evoke specific resonances in Hindi cinema, for example
Bombay as the quintessential metropolis of modem India. More so, the screen personae of the film stars
are not entirely de-linked to their off-screen coordinates, and many films deliberately highlight the
regional identities of the film stars in the film narratives and film songs. For instance, the fact that
Amitabh Bachchan hails from Uttar Pradesh and Shatrughan Sinha from Bihar is well-known because it
has been so revealed on screen within the filmic narratives, this moment of recognition offering added
fcleasures to fans, particularly those who are from the same region.
o In the same article, Laclau quotes from the Preface he wrote for the first English edition of Slavoj
Zizek's (1989) The Sublime Object of Ideology, and says 'if the unity of the object is the retroactive effect
of naming itself, then naming is not just the pure nominalistic game of attributing an empty name to a
preconstituted subject. It is the destructive construction of the object itself" (Laclau 1989).
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Kashmir's special place in Hindi cinema, does not open up to any understanding of why
and how Kashmir as opposed to any other region comes to occupy this status.
Kashmir's popularity in Hindi cinema is often ascribed to its attractiveness as a
shooting location in the 1960s because of the coming of colour film (Virdi 1999: 19).
Consequently, the film Roja (The Rose, Mani Ratnam 1992) is seen as the moment of
transformation, of the aesthetic of tourism to that of terrorism in the Kashmir films of
the 1990s (Niranjana 1994) and onwards. These insights are accurate, but do not tell us
why Kashmir as opposed to any other region becomes the preferred location for either
of these narratives? The attractiveness of colour film could have been enhanced by any
scenic locale, and the growing tourist aesthetic in Hindi cinema could have taken
filmmakers to other regions in India in the same way that it did to Kashmir. Similarly,
why is it that the militant threat in Kashmir becomes the subject of several films while
other regions with separatist and militant movements like the Punjab and the Northeast
do not attract the same attention in Hindi cinema? Tourism and terrorism in the Kashmir
films did not emerge ex nihilo and these very categories that are used by scholars to
explain the status of Kashmir in Hindi cinema need further elaboration. Kabir (2005:
84) critiques the ways in which scholarship has sought to explain Hindi cinema's
fascination with Kashmir and suggests that a more thorough 'historicization of
Bollywood's Kashmir obsession' is needed. This study attempts to do just that by
discussing the films of Kashmir made in the six decades after the Independence and
Partition of India in 1947.
The shift in focus to the regional context in this study is done in an attempt to
provide a better understanding of Kashmir and its contested history and politics, as
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these films reveal much more of these 'minor' contexts which shaped Hindi cinema's
relationship with Kashmir, left out in discussions which are centred on the nation.
Rajadhyaksha (1994: 11) in an attempt to problematize the approaches to the study of
film in India turns to the critique of Indian historiography made by Pandey:
Even today after decades of powerful and sophisticated history-writing by Left-
wing as well as nationalist and other liberal scholars, the view from the 'centre'
remains the recognised vantage point for a meaningful reconstruction of 'Indian'
history .... By attributing a 'natural' quality to a particular unity, such as 'India',
and adopting its 'official' archive as the primary source of historical knowledge,
the historian adopts the view of the established state ... [and] the history of India
since the early 19th century has tended to become the biography of the emerging
nation-state (Pandey 1991: 559-560).
Kashmir which has remained a consistent challenge to the idea of a unified Indian
nation in Hindi cinema destabilizes any neat narratives of cinema as a chronicle of the
nation in the making. Pinney (2004) in his study of chromo lithographs in India argues
that visual histories challenge the claims of conventional historiography. Visual culture
is not merely a reflection of 'conclusions established elsewhere' and by 'other means',
mere 'illustrations' of history, but rather images are an 'integral element of history in
the making' (Pinney 2004: 8). Unlike conventional historiography's affirmation of the
State, these images, according to Pinney, engender a separate sphere encompassing the
contestations and negotiations of disparate political and religious interests, made even
more contingent when commercial interests are taken into account (2004: 8,203). An
illustration of his argument is his critique of scholarship which has sought to link the
visual culture of I990s India to the growth of Hindu Right politics (Basu 1993,
RajagopaI2001), arguing that the 'complex and consequential entanglement of images
and politics' should be placed within a much longer history which reveals that much of
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what is seen to have changed in the 1990s with the ascendancy of the Hindu Right has
exact parallels in earlier periods (pinney 2004: 202-206).
This study has been framed against the periodization of Hindi cinema as
Nehruvian (1950s), post-Emergency (1970-80s) and Hindutva (,Hindu-ness') (1990s-)
(Ganti 2004: 24). As is fairly evident, this periodization is derived from national events
and sometimes even more narrowly from those who command political power at the
centre (Central Government) at given points of time. The Nehruvian period is one in
which Nehruvian ideals of nation building are seen to be dominant in Hindi cinema.
The post-Emergency period refers to the films in the 19708 and 80s following the Indian
Emergency of June 1975 - March 1977 when the then Prime Minister Indira Gandhi
declared a national emergency under Article 352 of the Constitution of India." The
Hindutva period in Hindi cinema refers to the ascendancy and securing of political
power (1998-2004) of the Hindu Right-wing party - the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)-
associated with militant Hindu nationalist movements.f The trajectory of the nation as
that of a secular democracy is pre-determined in this periodization and different
political moments are judged as either conforming or deviating from this given norm. A
study of Kashmir in Hindi cinema reveals a more complex narrative of politics than is
acknowledged by such a narrow periodization of Hindi cinema.
Also, the assumption of India as a whole, made by nation-centred film
scholarship, collapses the difference between regional and national contexts. For
instance, while the 1990s Kashmir films are often seen within the framework of
21 This is also a period of extreme censorship, suspension of civil liberties, postponement of elections, and
numerous detentions and arrests of political leaders and activists (palmer 1976).
22 These movements draw on the thinking of Hindu nationalist figures like Veer Savarkar(1883-1966)
comprising of 'a new politics of militant Hinduism based on ethno-religious mobilization' which has
grown through its political organization, and also through public culture (Dwyer 2006a: 273).
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Hindutva politics, what is missed is that the significance of Hindu Right politics in
Kashmir dates back to the 1950s and not the 1990s when it emerged forcefully on the
national scene. This is elaborated upon in Chapter Three, which looks at the politico-
cultural engagements in Kashmir of the 'Leftists' and the 'Rightists' of the film industry
in the 1940s-50s.23
This study is also contextualized and situated it in its difference from an earlier
critique of the representations of Kashmir in Indian film studies which made an
appearance in the periodical Economic and Political Weekly with Niranjana's essay
(1994) 'Integrating Whose Nation: Tourists and Terrorists in Roja'. Roja, a Tamil film
centred around separatist militancy in Kashmir generated a sustained debate amongst
film scholars marked by an imperative to understand the political and social changes of
1990s India. While some scholars in this debate tried to return some regional specificity
to the Tamil film dubbed in Hindi (Vasudevan 1994, Dirks 2001), nonetheless Kashmir,
the other region implicit in the film was ignored. For instance, the discussions on the
film frame the film through national events like the Babri mosque demolition in
Ayodhya in 1992 (Niranjana 1994) and other happenings in Andhra Pradesh, Assam,
Bihar and Delhi (Srinivas 1994). The film explicitly depicts a militant movement for
independence in Kashmir and therefore is a film about (albeit 'misguided') Kashmiri
separatist desire. However, by using the film primarily as a point of entry into larger
national debates this scholarship willy-nilly suppresses the specificity of a discussion on
Kashmir, Kashmiri separatism, and Kashmir's troubled relationship with India, and
thereby pre-empts a closure on a subject that the film itself seeks to negotiate -
23 The term filmmaker is used in this study to cover all aspects of filmmaking like writers, lyricists,
camerapersons, directors etc. Similarly, the term film industry includes those aspects which form part of
its culture like film magazines and film awards.
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Kashmir's relationship with India. The use of the framework of the rise of
communalism and ascendancy of the Hindu Right, or the liberalization of the Indian
economy and the activities ofthe (repressive) national State in other regions ofIndia in
order to speak of Kashmir is premised on equating Kashmir with the rest of India, of a
synonymy of Kashmir with India. The region is not merely a synonym, metaphor or
metonym for the nation in Hindi cinema, and to treat is as such is to do so at the
expense of disarticulating differences, so as to provide a centrist and homogenising
conception of the regional and national and also of cinema, one that 'anticipates or
contributes to a triumphalist nationalism' (Vasudevan 1995a: 2809). The Roja debate
also fails to acknowledge that Kashmir's travails with the State have a much longer and
more specific history than that of the liberalization and rise of the Hindu nationalism in
1990s India.
One of the scholars of the debate insists that though Roja came to be received as
a film about Kashmiri separatism, an aspect that is 'tendential', as the film is actually
about 'transpatriarchal migration', and an attempt to re-form Hindi cinema's
relationship with the State (prasad 2002: 146-158). These arguments have been very
useful to this study and have been elaborated upon in a chapter below. However, why a
film that sets out to be a film on Kashmiri separatism and is received as such by
audiences, turns out in the scholarship on the film not to be significantly about Kashmir
at all is unclear. Surely, the fact that Kashmir is where Hindi cinema re-forms its
relationship with the State so as to privilege the State over other forms of belonging
makes Kashmir significant to the film's real pre-occupation. The question of why a
filmmaker from Tamil Nadu, a region which has had its own separatist movement in the
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past (Menon & Nigam 2007: 137-138), uses Kashmir to tell a story which makes a plea
against separatism and for national unity is itself revealing, but unexplored in the Roja
debate.
It is seldom acknowledged that even the categories of the majority/minority
(HindulMuslim) deployed extensively in Hindi cinema scholarship undergo a
tremendous reversal if Kashmir as the region becomes the centre of analysis of the
Kashmir films. Most discussions on the Kashmir films do not acknowledge that the
figure of the Muslim is a minority when seen nationally, but a large majority when seen
regionally in Kashmir.i" The same is true about deploying a category such as 'Indian
Muslim' which is used to speak of the Muslim as a national minority - is the Kashmiri
Muslim an Indian Muslim? For instance, all regional differences between Muslims in
India are collapsed when the question is asked of why it is that the Telugu version of the
Tamil film Bombay (Mani Ratnam 1995) evoked protests from the 'minority
community' in Andhra Pradesh, which made no public protest about Roja (Niranjana
1995: 1291). The expectation that Muslims in Andhra Pradesh would protest against the
representations of Kashmiri Muslims in Roja is premised on the assumption that
Muslims in India are a monolith - unclassified by caste, class, region and ideology -
and framed within the generic category of the 'Indian Muslims' or the 'minority'.25
Such assumptions in film scholarship are possible when the national becomes the
24 Another view is that the Hindu majority itself is a construct of the Congress led independence
movement which co-opted many of the non-Brahmin castes who had not previously been seen or seen
themselves as belonging to the category of 'Hindus' so as to create a Hindu majority and then make the
claim to represent them (Frykenberg 1985: 74-75).
2S One wonders ifit is possible to speak in terms ofa 'Hindu' protest in a similar vein? Most often when
there is such a protest the commentary and reports on it classify the Hindus as belonging to the Hindu
Right or as Hindu fundamentalists (Desai 2004: 159) (Singh 2008). However, no such classification
seems necessary when speaking about the Muslim community.
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vantage point for analysis and contributes towards the erasure of differences, even if the
intent of the critique is to challenge such homogenising tendencies in films.
However, it is not an insignificant fact that the Roja debate explicitly linked the
centrality of the representations of Kashmir to the debate on religion and secularism in
India. The fact that a film like Roja should choose Kashmir as a site for a negotiation or
re-negotiations of Indian secularism is wholly understandable when we recall that
Nehru had called Kashmir the symbol ofIndia's secularism. However, secularism has
been a highly contested doctrine in post-independent India and has its own particular
meanings in the Indian context.
Kashmir as Secularism, Kashmir as Religion
In most liberal democratic societies secularism is understood as a measure of separation
between religion and the State - a 'measure' precisely because this separation takes
different forms in different societies. Secularism around the world as Scanlon (1998:
56-57) points out has been a mixed strategy on the parts of different States: it has been
more about particular political compromises struck by them than about upholding the
'universal' values enshrined in the doctrine. Even though this argument is a familiar one
in the Indian context, it is as relevant to other parts of the world where it has been
difficult to evolve an exclusive relation between the religious and the political. As Asad
(2003) points out, the problem lies in the distinctions between categories such as the
secular and the religious and the religious and the political.
Indian secularism is best approached as a variant of 'western' secularism
because it acquired the meaning that the State should treat all religions with equal
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respect. This version sought not to reject religion but on the contrary accept that 'all
religions are meaningful' (Tambiah 2004: 422). Nandy (1998b: 326-327) (2003: 34-35)
treats the gap between the standard meanings of secularism and the home grown Indian
version as an opening, a possibility to theorize the emergence of an Indian secularism
and an Indian modernity. Here the word secular is not opposed to the sacred but to
religious intolerance. Nandy (1998b: 326) stresses a conception of the secular which
emphasizes that 'each major faith contains within it an in house version of other faiths
both as an internal criticism and as a reminder of the diversity of the theory of
transcendence'. Many scholars (Bhargava 1998, Bilgrami 1998) have critiqued Nandy's
argument as traditionalist nostalgia, because according to them his understanding of
Indian secularism gives Indian society the appearance of a social structure without any
antagonisms.
Notwithstanding this critique, Hindi cinema accesses this meaning of secularism
by refusing to separate the sacred from the secular and the religious from the political.
Dwyer (2006a: 133) agrees that it is this 'pluralistic' meaning of secularism which is
used in the film industry. For instance, many films on Kashmir frame Kashmir through
shots of the Hazratbal shrine (a Muslim shrine in Srinagar which holds a holy relic in
the form of the hair of the Holy Prophet Muhammed) and Shankaracharya temple
(Hindu temple for Lord Shiva in Srinagar), signifying the religious co-existence of
Kashmiri society. However, something more and something less than this narrative of
pluralism as secularism emerges in the Kashmir films.26
It has been often acknowledged that Hindi cinema mostly portrays characters as
belonging to Hindu, upper-caste, North-Indian backgrounds, treating the lower castes,
26 For more on the ways inwhich secularism is understood in India, see Kesavan 2001.
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religious minorities and different regions ofIndia as 'others' (Dwyer 2002: 28). The
figure of the Muslim when represented in Hindi cinema is portrayed in a manner that
distinctly identifies himlher as a minority under a prior and eternal Hindu community
and authority (Vasudevan 1995b). Many films through the 1950s-80s have had one
Muslim character who is usually lovable, loyal, conscientious and traditional, but
almost never the central protagonist. 27 While this may seem expected, given that the
Muslims are a national minority in India but even in Kashmir where Muslims are a
large majority, the reality of a Muslim Kashmir is sidestepped and pushed to the
background, only to emerge as a threat to a unified Indian nation with the onset of the
'terrorism' films. However, when in many of these film narratives Kashmiris revert to
Kashmiriyat - understood as Kashmiriness, regional belonging, and an ethos of
religious co-existence - Islam is rescued by reason, and Kashmir's affinity with Indian
secularism is established. While Hindi cinema, breaking with its norms, recognizes the
particularities of Kashmir's history, culture and politics, it does so in ways that attempt
to establish its equivalence and not its difference with 'India'. However, in doing so it
unmasks the region-nation and secularism-religion strains that frame the articulations of
Kashmir in India.
Kashmiriyat: Regional Belonging, Religious Syncretism and Indian Secularism
Hindi cinema has drawn upon notions of Kashmiriyat from as early as the 1950s
Kashmir films to the more recent ones made in response to the militancy in Kashmir.
27 Barring the genre of films which were called 'Muslim Socials', such as Pakeezah by Kamal Amrohi,
1972.
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Kashmiriyat has been difficult to define and the scholarship on it assumes diverse
positions on the meanings of the term. Rai (2004) writes:
Since the 1930s the term has increasingly come to be understood as a reflection
of a peerless tradition of regional nationalism, standing above petty religious
rivalries and founded on the historical survival of what is perceived as a more
salient legacy of cultural harmony. However, Kashmiriyat so defined was an
idealized 'remembering' of one of the several shifting meanings of 'being
Kashmiri': it was not only summoned but also circulated in very specific
political and historical moments (Rai 2004: 224).
Rai (2004) historicizes the notion of Kashmiriyat by demonstrating that religious
mobilization was central to politics in modem Kashmir, revealing the connections
between Kashmiriyat, religion and nationalism in Kashmir. She suggests that
Kashmiriyat is the creation of Kashmiri and Indian majoritarian nationalisms (2004:
258):
Indian secular nationalism has played no small role in keeping alive a sense of
the regional and religious particularity of Kashmir, at the same time as it has
worked towards effacing it ... the accrediting of an Islamic identity to the
Kashmiris was related to yet another purpose they were to serve in the secular
nation-state .... However, the thrust of nationalism has moved gradually
towards erasing Muslim-ness, especially since, in light of the new militant mood
of Kashmiri self-assertion, it can no longer remain safely part of a secularist
state's project of a controlled ascription of religious identities (2004: 296).
Hindi cinema reflects this tension between acknowledging Kashmiriyat as a
form of 'tolerant' Islam so as to establish Kashmir's distance from any pan-Islamic
identity (Pakistan), while simultaneously attempting to mask any regional and religious
particularities as articulated through Kashmiriyat, by creating its equivalence to Indian
secularism. Therefore, Kashmiriyat mostly emerges in Hindi cinema as an argument
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against 'Muslim separatism', with reference to the Partition of India in the 1950s films
or the post-militancy films of the 1990s.
However, Rai collapses the difference between how Kashmiriyat is deployed
and rearticulated by Indian and Kashmiri nationalists and the historical resonances it
may have carried for Kashmiris in their religious and literary cultures, and indeed in
their everyday lives. Rai's approach to Kashmiriyat as a 'construct' of the Indian and
Kashmiri nationalist elite does not accommodate a discussion about the ways in which
Kashmiri people have participated in these articulations of Kashmiri belonging.
Zutshi (2004) provides an alternative understanding of Kashmiriyat as 'regional
belonging' and explores how it has been articulated in different historical contexts. Her
work differs from that of Rai in that she does not see Kashmiriyat as a 'product of
nationalist minds' (Zutshi 2004: 3) but rather traces its history to pre-colonial times,
where 'the narrative on regional belonging in this period [pre-colonial] certainly
transcended religious affiliations in expressing a vision of Kashmir as a homeland that
had to be saved from destruction from outsiders' (Zutshi 2004: 16). This idea of
regional belonging from the pre-colonial period took on Kashmiri nationalist overtones
only in the 1930s and shifted 'from the conception of Kashmir as mulk, which can be
conceived as land, place, or homeland, to watan, a more territorial conception of the
nation' (Zutshi 2004: 250):
From late 1933, the Kashmiri Muslim leadership began the gradual articulation
of the agenda and discourse of the movement in clearly national terms, one that
addressed the issues of the Kashmiri nation as a whole. Socialist ideas, which
had the potential to unite people of different religious affiliations under a single
political and economic program, became the basis of the movement. More
significantly still, the concept of Kashmiriyat, with its emphasis on a united,
syncretic Kashmiri cultural identity, although not overtly articulated, came to
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inform the political discourse of this period (Zutshi 2004: 244).
Zutshi's (2004) work attempts to separate the ways in which the idea of Kashmiriyat
was articulated historically and the ways in which the Indian and Kashmiri majoritarian
nationalisms as represented by the Indian National Congress and National Conference
(the political party led by Sheikh Abdullah) sought to deploy it, so as to erase regional,
religious and linguistic differences. Therefore, a concept of regional and religious
belonging that evolved historically to articulate difference was used by both the Indian
State and Kashmiri nationalists to thwart any expression of difference. The
majoritarianism of the National Conference, as Zutshi points out, used the
homogenizing discoursesf of Kashmiriyat to suppress discontent in the various non-
Kashmiri regions of Jammu and Kashmir. The Indian State, in turn, used it to deepen its
ties to Kashmir.
Bose (1997: 117) offers a political interpretation of Kashmiriyat and has argued
that it is 'an intrinsically valuable collective good', and in its 'fiercely assertive spirit of
autonomy from Delhi' (1997:183), it is possible to see how it fashions itself against
Indian nationalism and not merely in its reproduction. Puri (1995: 55), a veteran
journalist and political activist, offers another defmition of Kashmiriyat as a 'unique
28 The use of 'discourse' here following Foucault (1972) on 'discursive formation' refers to a group of
statements that have 'regularity in terms of order, correlation, position and function' between them
(Macey 2001: 101), providing a language for talking about or representing a particular knowledge about a
topic, such that it limits other ways of 'constructing that topic' (Hall 2007: 56). Since power and
knowledge 'imply one another' (Foucault 1980: 27), the relationship between discourse, knowledge and
power is implicit in the use of the term. Further, Laclau and Mouffe (1987: np) see discursive structures
as articulatory practices, '[t]he term discourse refers to a totality which includes the linguistic and the non
linguistic. Objects are never meaningful in and of themselves, but take on a meaning only after a social
construction ... for example in a system of relations with other objects. This system is a discourse'.
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civilizational experiment' which developed out of a synthesis of Kashmir Shaivism,
Sufism and Buddhism/"
Hindi cinema uses all these diverse meanings and multiple deployments of the
term, sometimes within the same film. Kashmiriyat appears as an idea of difference
from a Indian metropolitan centre in Jab Jab Phool Khile (Suraj Prakash 1965), as
Kashmiri nationalist history in Shayar-e-Kashmir Mahjoor (Prabhat Mukherjee 1972),
as regional belonging and religious coexistence which defines Kashmir and Kashmiris
in Mission Kashmir (Vidhu Vinod Chopra 2000), an incipient Kashmiri Muslim cultural
resistance to Muslim fundamentalism in Yahaan (Shoojit Sircar 2005), and as indistinct
from Indian secular nationalism in Fanaa (Kunal Kohli 2006). As Zutshi (2004: 3)
rightly points out, the understanding of Kashmiriyat is complicated by its links to two
political projects, 'which alternatively overlap, diverge and clash: first, the discourse of
a unified Indian nation-state based on a unitary nationalism; and second, a highly
federalized nationalism based on regionalized and plural identities'.
However, as mentioned above the post-partition framework does not limit the
articulations of Kashmir in Hindi cinema, which explicitly rely on older practices of
representing Kashmir - as central to the universe of Hinduism, as a Mughal paradise
garden on earth, as a 'resort of the Raj' (Keenan 2006), as the 'old homeland', as the
inheritor of 'Indo-Aryan traditions' (Nehru 1968: x-xi), and as essential to the idea of an
Indian civilization. The impact of these historical representations of Kashmir is
discernable in Hindi cinema's articulations of Kashmir as a special region in India. For
example, Kashmir as the spiritual centre of India, as pivotal to the idea of Hindu pasts
and an Indian civilization, is rearticulated in Hindi cinema as a form of Romanticism in
29 For more on the debates on Kashmiriyat, see Ali 2002 and Aggarwa12008.
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the films of Raj Kapoor. The idea of Kashmir as a Mughal 'garden of delights' is also at
its most obvious in the innumerable Hindi film song sequences shot in the Mughal
gardens in Kashmir. The 'holiday films' of the 1960s-80s draw upon the British
colonial articulations of Kashmir as a tourist haven. A short discussion of these
historical representations of Kashmir as a paradise on earth is therefore necessary in
order to contextualize the contemporary representations of Kashmir in Hindi cinema.
Historical Representations of Kashmir as a Paradise on Earth
What were the forces that brought into existence, about 4,000 years ago, a quiet
little temple on what is now known as the Sankaracharya Hill? How is it that for
thousands of years, the learned Brahmins of South India have ... looked
northward and prayed: Namaste; Saradadevi: Kashmira Mandala Vasini (I
salute the Goddess ofSarada who resides in Kashmir) .... What made Sankara,
when he wanted to rejuvenate the spirit ofIndia, to travel ... all the way to the
distant hills in Kashmir? ... What were the forces that attracted Swami
Vivekananda ... to Kashmir? What made him standing before the holy cave of
Amarnath, experience one of the highest stages of spiritual ecstasy ... made
Kalidasa see the 'laughter of Shiva' in the Himalayas and Subramania Bharati
think of Kashmir as the Crown of Mother India? ... The answer to all these
questions is one and only one: Kashmir, for thousands of years, has been a part
of the Indian vision-a silent and serene, yet solid and strong part; an integral and
inseparable part (Jagmohan 1996).30
This sentiment from an article written by a former Governor of Jammu and Kashmir,
who later joined the Hindu nationalist BJP, has an illustrious predecessor in Nehru's
Discovery of India, first published in 1946, and also in his 'Foreword' (1968) to S L
Pandit's translation of Kalhana's Rajatarangini (River of Kings), a Sanskrit history of
Kashmir. How did these centuries-old representations of Kashmir as a special place
30 Jagmohan was a Minister in the Government led by the Hindu nationalist BJP between 1999 and 2004
and also the Governor of Kashmir from 1984-89 when an insurgency challenged the Indian State in the
late 1980s.
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become significant for nationalist constructions ofIndian pasts and fundamental to
articulations of a seamless Indian history? Historical accounts of the representations of
Kashmir in Sanskrit, Persian, colonial, Kashmiri, Hindi and Urdu texts, reveal a
complex and layered narrative of Kashmir as a special place. However, this is not to
suggest an unbroken continuity between ancient, medieval, and modern representations
of Kashmir, but to stress that the articulations of Kashmir as a paradise on earth in
Hindi cinema have a longer history in older textual practices.
Inden (2008: 523-559) argues that this idea of Kashmir goes as far back as the
second century to the reign of Kaniska (78-102 CE) who held a significant Buddhist
Council in Kashmir, and is also rooted in the paradise-making practices of Sanskrit
texts. He calls the idea of Kashmir as a special place 'a rather vague but strongly felt
notion' (2008: 523), which characterized a change in ontological scale for Kashmir. The
Kashmiri ruler Muktapida Lalitaditya (724/5 - 760/1 CE) even put forth the claim that
Kashmir is the political and spiritual centre ofIndia (2008: 528). These practices of
representing Kashmir as a paradise on earth and the homeland of India are, according to
Inden (2008: 547), articulative and disarticulative of 'order in the subcontinent'. That
Kashmir should have been a measure of order in the subcontinent in ancient India is
itself quite interesting given its status in contemporary times. According to Nilamata
Purana, a seventh century text, Kashmir is Goddess Uma incarnated as a Lake and
reborn as an attractive domain. Kashmir also often appeared in Vaisanava and Shaiva
texts as the wife of the Lord (Shiva or Visnu). The River Jhelum which rises in Kashmir
is considered an incarnation of the Hindu goddess, Gauri, the bride of Shiva. Nilamata
Purana enumerates many other auspicious signs which make Kashmir a special place:
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Brahmans devoted to the Vedas and meditation, auspicious temples, crossings
(pilgrimages), abundance in food and rain and the beauty of its women (2008: 523-547).
The Nilamata Purana puts Kashmir as 'both the condensed icon and origin of all that
was the best in India' (2008: 545).31
Kashmir had also been one of the main centres of Sanskrit poetics and Shaiva
thought from the sixth century to the present. Pollock (2003: 92) writes that 'by the
middle of the twelfth century more innovative literature was written in Kashmir perhaps
than anywhere else in South Asia'. One of the key texts of this illustrious history, a text
which has emerged as central to Indian history, is Pandit Kalhana's Rajatarangini,
written in the twelfth century (Subrahmanyam 2003, Zutshi 2008). This text too has
played an important role in situating Kashmir as central to articulations of India's past.
While Rajatarangini is not the only Sanskrit text that cements Kashmir's reputation as a
centre of Sanskrit learning, but is a part of a larger body of texts, it is by narrativizing
Kashmir as a glorious Hindu kingdom of the past that Rajatarangtni assumes
importance for narratives of India's past and places Kashmir at the historical origins of
India.32
The Buddhist tradition also articulates Kashmir as a special place. Kashmir's
reputation as a spiritual home of Buddhism in eighteenth century Europe was such that
it was believed that Buddha was a Kashmiri and that he had supposedly said that no
31 Before the Nilamata Purana, only two of Kashmir's tirtha ('crossings') had what Inden calls-
'subcontinental standing' (2008: 537).
32 Sanjay Subrahmanyam (2003: 257) writes that the Rajatarangini is 'always cited as the one great
exception to India's supposed indifference to history', but criticizes the argument that the text cannot be
treated as historical because of its status as a kavya ('poetry'/ 'epic'). For Subrahmanyam (2003: 257),
Rajatarangini is 'highly historical- a critical synthesis of earlier traditions and reports, well integrated
into a sequentially organized, mostly pragmatic programme of political wisdom, raja-niti, with a truly
amazing investment in realistic detail'.
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other country compared to Kashmir 'in the practice of yoga and Samadhi, or religious
trance' (Drew 1999: 211).
The practices of paradise making which sought to represent Kashmir as a special
place persisted even as Kashmir's rulers became Muslims in the thirteenth century
(lnden 2008: 547-552). Sultan Zainulabidin (1420-70), in particular, revived Kashmir's
standing as a paradise on earth. The Mughal Emperors of India after their conquest of
Kashmir in 1586 made Srinagar the summer capital of their Empire. They represented
Kashmir as a paradise but largely' drew on imagery and cosmology that has a long and
complex genealogy centred on the Middle East' (Inden 2008: 548). This refashioning
by Mughals articulated Kashmir as a bag-e-behisht, Garden of Eden (lnden 2008: 548).
The Mughals built pleasure gardens in Kashmir and revived the idea of Kashmir as a
terrestrial paradise. Inden (2008: 552) argues that both the Mughals and the imperial
rulers before them displayed through these representations of Kashmir as a special
place, as paradise on earth, their 'imperial progress'. That Nehru should call Kashmir a
'vindication' ofIndian nationhood in post-colonial India becomes particularly
interesting in this context.
Equally significant have been representations of Kashmir in Kashmiri Persian
texts. Though this remains an area not very well researched, there have been some
attempts to study the Persian literary culture in Kashmir, for example Tikku's (1971)
Persian Poetry in Kashmir, 1339-1846. Tikku (1971: 4, 88) suggests that much of
Kashmiri Persian literature was dominated by a mystical strain because of the exposure
of Kashmir to Persian mysticism, what he calls the 'mystical mood' of this period The
Persian histories of Kashmir also privilege the religious history of Kashmir as a site of
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Hindu and Muslim mysticism, for example the sixteenth century text by Abul Fazal,
Ain-i-Akbari (Drew 1999: 203). Kashmiri Persian texts such as Futuhat-i-Kubrawiya
(1768) by Abdul Wahab Nuri, Futuhat-i-Qadriya by Mir Syed Muhammad Hussain
Qadri Mantaqi (1882) and Asrar-ul-Abrar by Baba Dawood Mishkati (The Secrets of
the Pious, 1655) informed later Persian and Kashmiri texts such as the influential
Persian history of Kashmir, Tarikh-e-Hasan, by Pir Ghulam Hassan Khuihami (Hassan
1954).33Many of these texts chronicle the lives ofKashmiri Sufis like Sheikh
Nooruddin Wali, or Nund Rishi, the patron saint of Kashmir and his Rishi Order of the
Sufis, which also became central to representations of Kashmir as a paradise of Sufi
well-being (Hassan 1954: 1-22). Over the last few decades, many Kashmiri historians
have emphasized the role of the Kashmiri Rishi order in particular and Sufism in
general to Kashmir's history. For instance, the work ofP N K Bamzai (1962), GM D
Sufi (1974), Mohammad Ishaq Khan (1994), A Q Rafiqi (1996), Shafi Ahmad Qadri
(2002), and W M Ashraf (2004) reveal how the Sufis and their ideas of religious
pluralism came to define Kashmir's religious history. The centrality of Sufism to
Kashmir's cultural life in historical accounts of Kashmir is drawn upon by Hindi
cinema from as early as the 1950s to the more recent films.
The imaginings of Kashmir in Europe were largely shaped by accounts of
colonial administrators and European travellers in the region. Perhaps even more than
the historical representations of Kashmir in Sanskrit and Persian, it is the colonial
representations of Kashmir which resonate in Hindi cinema. Francois Bernier's (1625-
1688) Travels in the Mogul Empire, A. D. 1656-1668 ([1826] 2001), Victor
33 I am indebted to Abir Bazaz for pointing out the key Persian and Urdu texts for this discussion, and for
providing the translations where necessary.
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Jacquemont's (1801-1832) Lettersfrom India ([1834] 1996) and Walter Lawrence's
(1857-1940) Valley of Kashmir ([1895] 2005), were some of the more popular
European accounts of Kashmir. However, even though the older texts like Abu-I-Fazl's
Ain-i- Akbari fundamentally shaped these European representations of Kashmir (Drew
1999: 203), most of these works display an Orientalist bias in the sense Said (1994: 1)
describes Orientalism, as 'a way of coming to terms with the Orient that is based on the
Orient's special place in European Western experience'.
Kashmir's place in English Romanticism was sealed with Bernier's extremely
popular account of Kashmir, and it came to be recognised as the quintessential 'Paradise
of the Indies' (Drew 1999: 201). The often quoted line from the poem Lalla Rookh by
Thomas Moore published in 1817 - 'Who has not heard of the Vale ofCashmir ... '-
sums up the status accorded to Kashmir in the Romantic imagination. Many other poets
and writers like Coleridge (1772-1834), Southey (1774-1843) and Shelley (1792-1822)
were extensively using the imagery of Kashmir in nineteenth-century poems such as
Kubla Khan. Prometheus Unbound, The Curse of Kehama, Zeinab and Kathema and
A/astor (Drew 1999: 194-273). Kashmir's status as the 'true terrestrial paradise' was
premised on an understanding of Kashmir as a centre of mystical religion. This
mythology of Kashmir - as the original home of Buddhism, as the earliest residence of
the Brahmins and the place where theological rites were purest, the birthplace of
Brahma, Indra's heavenly paradise, the mountain abode of Shiva, its rivers as
Goddesses, the dwelling place ofSarasvati (the name ofa goddess and also the name of
India's oldest sacred river) (Drew 1999: 194-204) - came to inform the imagery of the
metaphysical landscape occurring in much English Romantic writing and poetry. For
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many of these writers Kashmir came to be the place that was 'critical to an
understanding of mankind's origins' (Drew 1999: 204). For instance:
In Prometheus Unbound Shelley projects on to' a Vale in the Indian Caucasus'
a pattern of imaginative imagery which is perfectly identical with that elaborated
in the mythology of Kashmir .... [I]t is in the Vale of Kashmir that the young
poet in Alastor, having scoured the ruins of all other ancient civilizations for 'the
thrilling secrets of the birth of time', at last experiences a vision ...(Drew 1999:
233,255).
This imagination was not limited to English Romanticism; in German Romanticism too
Kashmir figures as a paradise on earth (Willson 1964: ix, 53, 87 & 212). However, it is
also with the British that Kashmir is transformed into a hill station (Keenan 2006: 131-
171). The practices of the British which rearticulated Kashmir as a tourist haven
impacted the representations of Kashmir in the holiday films, wherein a distinctly
tourist aesthetic comes to dominate an entire period of the Kashmir films.
Kashmir's status in the European Romantic imagination was also rearticulated in
Urdu and Hindi literary Romanticism which had a direct influence on Hindi cinema,
due to the close association of these literary spheres with Hindi cinema, discussed
further in Chapter Four. Kashmir in the Hindi film Romantic imagination is not just a
paradise on earth but also the centre of all spirituality, pivotal to the question of origins
and civilization. Many of the representations of Kashmir in Urdu and Kashmiri
literature in the twentieth century, however, can be traced back to the Persian and Urdu
poetry of Muhammad Iqbal (1877-1938).34 Iqbal belonged to a Kashmiri family settled
in Punjab and his writings on Kashmir added a further layer of complexity to the image
of Kashmir, as Kashmir appeared in his poetry as a besieged paradise. This theme was
34 The relationship between Iqbal and the English Romantics has been explored in Iqba/ and the Eng/ish
Romantics. by Malik, 1988.
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to recur both in Kashmiri and Urdu literature as well as Hindi cinema of the 1950s and
1990s. It is Iqbal's image of Kashmir as a Muslim paradise and an Iran-e-Sagheer
('Little Iran') (Iqbal 1998: 844), which had a lasting impact on representations of
Kashmir as well as on Kashmiri politics. One of Kashmir's most popular political
leaders, Sheikh Abdullah, often turned to the impassioned poetry of Iqbal, and even his
autobiography borrows a metaphor from Iqbal's poetry for its title (Abdullah 1993).
Jalal (2000: 352) writes that Iqbal always considered Kashmir to be his true home and
that his poetry 'demonstrates a keen sense of belonging to Kashmir':
Hindustan main aaye hain Kashmir chhod kar,
Bulbul ne aashiyaana banaya chaman se door.
I have come to India from Kashmir
The nightingale has built a nest outside the garden (Khayal n.d.).
In another poem, Iqbal writes, 'Every corner of Kashmir is like heavenlEach part of
Kashmir holds the secrets of nature' (JalaI2000: 353). Iqbal often returned to Kashmir
in his poetry in his well-known poems like Waadi-e-LoJab and in such Persian
collections as Payam-i-Mashriq [1923] and Javid Nama [1932]. In Javid Nama, Iqbal
explicitly connects his thinking on Kashmir with the idea of an Islamic paradise (Azad
1977: 163). Towards the end of Javid-i-nama, he addresses himself to the Persian Sufi,
Mir Syed Ali Hamadani (1314-1384), who played an important role in the beginnings of
Islamic culture in Kashmir, and mourns Kashmir's loss of political sovereignty (laments
the British sale of Kashmir to the Dogras in 1846) (Azad 1977: 180):
Dehqaan 0 kasht 0 jooey wa khiyaban farokhtand
Qaume farokhtand wa che arzaan farkhotand
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The peasants, the fields, the streets, were sold
Nations were sold and they were sold cheap (Azad 1977: 180).
But in the same poem, Iqbal invokes a compelling image of Kashmir:
Koh 0 dariya wa gharoob e aftab
Man khuda ra deedam anjaa behijaab
The mountains, the rivers and the setting sun
I have seen God unveiled in this place (Azad 1977: 179).
The imaginings of Kashmir as a Muslim paradise acquired a new resonance in Iqbal's
imagining of Kashmir as a spiritual sanctuary that had been subject to brutal oppression.
Even though Iqbal visited Kashmir only once, in 1921, he remained active with
Kashmiri political initiatives in Punjab against the Dogra rulers of Kashmir. Iqbal was
not only associated with the Kashmiri Magazine started by Mohammad Deen Fouq, a
Kashmiri historian, but also with the Kashmir Committee (Azad 1977). Iqbal also
supported the Kashmiri struggle against the Dogras through his involvement with
Anjuman-i-Himayat-i-Islam and Anjuman-i-Kashmiri Musalman (Jalal 2000: 352).
Iqbal writes:
Tod us dast-e-jafa kesh ko ya Rab jis ne
Rooh-e-azaad-e-Kashmir ko pamaal kiyaa
God, crush the oppressive hand
That stole the freedom of Kashmir (Khayal n.d.)
As political and cultural figures of Kashmir such as the poet Mahjoor (1885-1952) and
Sheikh Abdullah turned to the writings of Iqbal in the decades after Iqbal's death,
Iqbal's vision of an exploited and oppressed Kashmir became closely intertwined with
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the larger narrative of the question of Muslim sovereignty in South Asia. While the
paradise to be regained in Kashmir increasingly came to be imagined as a besieged
Muslim paradise in Iqbal's poetry, many Hindi poets and writers were also using
Kashmir to speak of Hindu pasts.
Kashmir's status as a place of Shaiva philosophy and Sanskrit learning was
being used to articulate Kashmir as central to the idea of an Indian and Hindu
civilization (Chandrakanta 2004). The Hindi Romantic poets like Jaishankar Prasad
(1889-1937) drew upon Kashmiri Shaivism in the venerated epic poem Kamayani
(Naikar 2002: 2), and Ramdhari Singh Dinkar (1908-1974), known as India's national
poet, was known to have called Kashmir kavyabhoomi ('the land of poetry')
(Chandrakanta 2004: 389-398). In a study on why the news media gives a preferential
treatment in terms of coverage to Kashmir as opposed to the Northeast, Sonwalkar
(2004: 398) finds that it is these kinds of articulations of Kashmir as a special place,
found in the poetry of great Hindi poets such as Sumitranandan Pant (1900-1977) and
Dinkar that creates amongst people/journalists in India, a fascination for Kashmir.
Kashmir's special status for Hindi and Urdu writers in post-colonial India is particularly
relevant to a study of Hindi cinema, as many Urdu and Hindi literary figures have been
closely associated with the Hindi film industry.
The account presented in this segment serves two purposes. Firstly, it draws
attention to Kashmir's special place in religious, historical and literary texts because of
their influence on the representations of Kashmir in Hindi cinema as elaborated in the
chapters below. Also, this discussion demonstrates that contemporary representations of
Kashmir as a special region have a much longer history than the political conflict
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between India and Pakistan. However, it must be remembered that these diverse
articulations of Kashmir as a paradise on earth - in the form of an 'auspicious
landscape' (Inden 2008), paradise garden, British holiday resort, religious syncretism-
often appear together in films, rearticulated often (but not always) in the context of the
political dispute with Pakistan in Hindi cinema. Thus, the 1951 war film Kashmir
(Rajendranath Jolly) begins with the paradise imagery of the mountains and lake while
invoking Kashmir's pluralistic spiritual ancestry or Kashmiriyat in the narration.
Similarly, a film on terrorism in Kashmir - Zor, (Sangeeth Sivan 1998) begins with the
Persian couplet - agar firdaus bar roo-e zameen ast, hameen ast-o hameen ast-o
hameen ast ('if there is paradise on earth, it is this, it is this, it is this'). This couplet is
credited to the Mughal emperor Jehangir who is commonly believed to have uttered
these words mesmerized by the beauty of Kashmir, and is also known to have said that
he would choose to lose the rest of his empire rather than Kashmir (Drew 1999: 201).
The film Mission Kashmir is a film about militancy in Kashmir, which evokes the
auspicious landscape of Kashmir, refers to Kashmir as Jannat ('an Arabic word used
commonly in India meaning paradise/garden'), and emphasizes the idea of Kashmiriyat,
which is threatened by fundamentalist Islam in the film. The song in Mission Kashmir,
where the militant Altafis reunited with his childhood sweetheart Sufi (a name which
produces its own resonances), takes them both from a shikara ('boat') on Dal Lake to
the Mughal garden of the library the Mughal Prince Dara Shikoh built. Itwas under
Prince Dara Shikoh, the son of Emperor Shah Jahan, who lost a succession battle to his
brother Aurangzeb, 'that Kashmir traditions of syncretism achieved their greatest
influence on the Mughal court' (Dalrymple 2008). This discussion on the historical
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representations of Kashmir also draws our attention to the inadequacy of the nation as a
category for this study as it eclipses regional and religious articulations central to an
understanding of Kashmir's symbolic centrality to narratives of belonging in India.
However this account is not to suggest that Kashmiris did not have any role to
play in these articulations, '[not] only were Kashmiris instrumental in shaping an image
of their land, they also utilized, by the eighteenth century, these expressions to articulate
a sense of being Kashmiri' (Zutshi 2004: 34).35However, this study is focussed on the
ways in which Kashmir is articulated as a special place for narratives of belonging in
Hindi cinema, and does not incorporate in any detail Kashmiri responses to these
articulations."
While Kashmir may have a long history of representations as a special region,
Kashmiris do not necessarily figure in the same ways within that history. The Nilamata
Purana mentions a curse on the people of the country that they would be 'liars,
dishonourable, impure agents' (lnden 2008: 544). As Inden (2008: 544) puts it, '[s]o the
country may be a paradise on earth but its inhabitants do not necessarily deserve to
dwell there'. The Mughals hoped to turn Kashmir 'from a wilderness to the nurtured
and controlled garden' and in some colonial accounts Kashmir is an 'ugly picture in a
magnificent frame' (Rai 2004: 3). Nehru while calling Kashmir the 'old homeland' was
known to have said infamously that Kashmiris were not a virile people and addicted to
an easy life (Noorani 2006a). It would be far too simplistic to suggest that the
3S For more on the ways in which Kashmiris articulated a distinct sense of belonging to a homeland. see
Zutshi 2004,16-56.
36 A recent publication looks at the 'Indian desire for the Valley of Kashmir. and Kashmiri responses to
that desire' (Kabir 2009: I). While the significance of such scholarship to this study cannot be overstated,
but its publication near to the completion of this thesis meant that it could not be fully incorporated in the
present discussion. Any future versions of this study will be greatly benefit from an engagement with this
scholarship.
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marginalization of Kashmiris in Hindi cinema should be traced to these earlier
moments. However, one has drawn on these instances to begin a discussion which will
be carried forward in the following chapters, that representations have a disarticulative
effect with respect to specific 'actors and situations' (Inden 2000: 13). The caution
Spivak (1988) recommends us to exercise - that portrait can often become proxy is very
useful to bear in mind in studying the representations of Kashmir in Hindi cinema."
The Structure of the Thesis
Multiple frameworks of analysis and a varied methodology have been used in
this study. Apart from films ranging from the archival to the contemporary, this study
uses interviews with filmmakers, advertisements and reviews in film magazines,
biographies, memoirs, and other kinds of commentary surrounding Hindi cinema. This
thesis is divided into six chapters which deal with the Kashmir films keeping in mind
thematic coherence rather than chronology. While countless films have been shot in
Kashmir, the focus rests on films where Kashmir features prominently in terms of the
theme, subject, characters or location. The time period for analysis (1947-2007) has
been determined by the choice of taking the Indo-Pakistan dispute over Kashmir as a
reference point, and also by the availability of the earliest films in the archives.
The following chapter focuses on the Kashmir films on the First India-Pakistan
War of 1947-48, alternatively referred to as the First Kashmir War or the 'tribal raid'.
This chapter argues that the representations of this war make Kashmir central to the
articulation of a unified Indian nation in a post-partition context. Chapter Three looks at
37 Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak (1988: 276-277) in a reading of Marx's The Eighteenth Brumaire
distinguishes between the meanings of representation and re-presentation and interprets it as a difference
between proxy (representing, 'stepping in someone's place') and portrait (re-presenting, 'placing there').
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the engagements in Kashmir of the Left-wing intelligentsia of the Hindi film industry,
through the examples of two leading film personalities, Khwaja Ahmed Abbas and
Balraj Sahni, both belonging to the 'Progressive' movement in India. The latter part of
the chapter looks at cartoons on Kashmir that appeared in Filmindia, through the 1950s,
many made by Bal Thackeray, who later became the chief of the Hindu Marathi
nationalist political party, the Shiv Sena ('Shivaji's Army') established in 1966. These
examples are used to demonstrate that Kashmir was emerging as pivotal to diverse and
divergent nationalist projects. Chapter Four explores the meanings of the 'journey' to
Kashmir in Hindi cinema. It begins by looking at the films of Raj Kapoor in which
Kashmir is articulated as central to the idea of an Indian civilization, and the second part
of the chapter looks at the holiday films of the 1960s-80s where Kashmir is an
aspirational symbol of a growing consumer modernity, and its landscape comes to be
associated with tourism. Both these journeys signify the changing conception of
modernity and tradition in India. However, common to both is the centrality of Kashmir
to the articulation of'Indianness'. The fifth chapter looks at films from the 1980s-90s
wherein Kashmir begins to be inserted into the narratives of terrorism in Hindi cinema.
A comparison between the 1980s and 1990s films is made to demonstrate the ways in
which the conception of terrorism in Hindi cinema transforms with the beginnings of
militancy in Kashmir, wherein the 'Muslim' comes to be embodied in the figure of the
terrorist. Chapter Six looks at the limits to the articulation of Kashmiri regional
belonging in Hindi cinema. The idea of Kashmir as a special place in Hindi cinema
takes on particular meanings in the context of Kashmiriyat in three recent films -
Mission Kashmir, Yahaan, and Fanaa. The understanding of Kashmiriyat expressed as
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Kashmiri regional belonging in an older films like Shayar-e-Kashmir Mahjoor and Jab
Jab Phool Khile is suppressed in these films to emphasize Kashmiriyat as religious co-
existence besieged by fundamentalist Islam. Kashmir emerges in these films as the test
ofIndian secularism, the focus ofIndia's religious syncretistic traditions, and as the site
for the redemption of the Muslim 'terrorist'.
The discussion of the Kashmir films from 1949-2006, highlights the ways in
which the complex and contested relationship between region, religion and secularism
in India, lies at the heart of Kashmir's centrality to public culture in India.
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2. Revising the Past, Rescuing the Present: Hindi Cinema and the Events of 1947-
48 in Kashmir
Overview
Why do certain historical events become worthy of (cinematic) remembrance while
many others are forgotten? The event in question is the 1947-48 war between the newly
formed nations of India and Pakistan over Kashmir, which took place a few months
after the independence (partition) ofIndia. This war, variedly referred to as the 'tribal
raid', the First Indo-Pak War or the First Kashmir War, altered the political geography
of Kashmir and also set the stage for ongoing hostilities between India and Pakistan.
While there are other films in which the allusion to the tribal raid is made, for
example, Ek Musafir Ek Hasina (Raj Khosla 1962), this chapter discusses two films
made explicitly on the subject - Kashmir Hamara Hai (KK Verma 1950), and
Kashmir, (Rajendranath Jolly 1951). However, this event took place in the shadow of
another far-reaching event - the Partition of India into two independent dominions of
India and Pakistan. The Partition, as has been acknowledged by scholars, went largely
unrepresented until recently in Hindi cinema (Sarkar 1999).38
This chapter argues that unlike the Partition of India which marked a
fundamental break in the idea of an unified Indian nation, the first Kashmir war
became an early 'nodal point" (Laclau & Mouffe 2001: 112) in the articulation of a
unified Indian nation. It is also argued here that given the silence on narrativizing the
38 For more on cinema as an allegory of the Partition. see Sarkar 1999. Some of the early films that allude
to Partition are Lahore (ML Anand 1948). Nastik (IS lobar 1954). and Dharmputra (Yash Chopra 1961).
Recently there have been more films which explicitly deal with Partition like Hey Ram (Kamal Hasan
2000). Godar: Ek Prem Katha (Anil Sharma 2001). and Pinjar (Chandra Prakash Dwivedi 2003).
39 As Laclau and Mouffe elaborate. 'any discourse is constituted as an attempt to dominate the field of
discursivity, to arrest the flow of differences. to construct a center. We will call the privileged discursive
points of this partial fixation, "nodal points" (Laclau & Mouffe 2001: 112).
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traumatic event of the Partition, the Kashmir war became a way of speaking of
Partition and Partition violence.
Background and Political Context
India and Pakistan had existed as independent dominions for a little over two months
when in October 1947 they confronted each other in a war over the future of Kashmir.
The account below is a brief summary of a highly contested event, provided for an
understanding of the political context in which these films were made.40
Before India's Partition and independence, Kashmir was a princely state ruled by
the Hindu Dogras from Jammu, who presided over a largely Muslim population. Itwas
under the leadership of Sheikh Mohammed Abdullah, who is one of the most important
political figures in the modem history of Jammu and Kashmir, and his party the
National Conference, that the 'freedom movement in Kashmir' was launched in 1931,
against the ruling Hindu Dogra monarchy (Wani 1995: 3).41The 1930s was a period
when the Kashmiri leadership consolidated this movement and began articulating its
agenda in nationalist terms, 'one which addressed the issues of the Kashmiri nation as a
whole' (Zutshi 2004: 244). Imbued with socialist ideas and informed by the discourses
of Kashmiriyat, the National Conference led by Abdullah became 'the bearer of the
majoritarian nationalist ideology for the people of the state' (Zutshi 2004: 253). Sheikh
Abdullah's close alliance with Nehru and consequently with the Congress-led
independence movement in India (Fazili 1980: 85) did not have absolute support in the
40 For more on the circumstances that led to this war see, Lamb 1994, Jha 1996, Bose 1997 and
Whitehead 2007.
41 Established in 1932 as the Muslim Conference. the name was later changed to the National Conference
in 1939 (Wani 1995: 3).
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Valley, and as a result the opposing political force to the National Conference, the
Muslim Conference politically close to the Muslim League regained much popularity
(Zutshi 2004: 266-267).42 The Muslim League led by Mohammad Ali Jinnah in tum
did not consider the National Conference the representative voice of Kashmir, and
Jinnah is reported to have said after his visit to Kashmir in 1944 that '99 per cent of the
Muslims who met me are of the opinion that the Muslim Conference alone is the
representative organization of the State Muslims' (Fazili 1980: 87). The Kisan
Mazdoor Conference and the Socialist Party in Kashmir were in favour of accession to
Pakistan (Fazili 1980: 104), which becomes particularly paradoxical in the context of
the next chapter in which the close bonds between communists from India and Sheikh
Abdullah's Kashmir are explored. One can conclude from the different accounts of the
1930s and 1940s that while Abdullah had a towering presence in the Valley, there were
other kinds of political opinions being expressed through the same period about the
future of Kashmir.
The political crisis in Kashmir persisted until the time oflndia's Partition and
even with the creation of India and Pakistan the political fate of Kashmir remained
undecided. A revolt against the Maharaja within his own forces was underway in
certain parts of the region particularly Poonch (popularly called the Poonch revolt) and
42 The 'Quit Kashmir' movement launched by Sheikh Abdullah and backed by the Congress in Kashmir
in 1946 against the Maharaja (and not the British as was the case with the 'Quit India' movement of
1942, led by Gandhi) has been called a huge success and a dismal failure by different scholars. Zutshi
(2004: 266-303) has argued that by the mid-1940s, Kashmiris were suspicious of both the Congress and
the Muslim League and therefore unhappy with Sheikh Abdullah's excessive proximity to the Congress.
Itmust be remembered that the Muslim Conference, the chief opposition to the National Conference in
the Valley did not support the idea of Kashmir's merger with Pakistan but the idea ofIndependence,
despite its links to the Muslim League. Thus, the opposition to Sheikh Abdullah was not necessarily a
support for the idea of accession to Pakistan. However, Whitehead ([forthcoming] 2010) argues that the
'Quit Kashmir' movement strengthened Abdullah's political dominance in the Valley and was possibly
the biggest organized political mobilization in the Kashmir Valley of that time.
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Mirpur (Ellis & Khan 1999, Chib 2001), when a huge number of tribesmen from the
neighbouring areas ofNWFP (North-West Frontier Province)" in Pakistan with the
help of the Pakistani Army entered the Kashmir Valley.44 Many Kashmiri Muslims
also looked upon these triballashkars ('a military force') as liberators fighting the rule
of the Dogras (Whitehead 2007: 10). The National Conference with its strong hold on
the political sentiment in the Valley organized themselves into a 'militia' to defend
Kashmir from this attack. Many accounts of valour and loyalty of the National
Conference cadres are narrated from this time, which will be taken up for discussion
below.
As the fall of Srinagar seemed imminent in October 1947, the Maharaja signed
the Instrument of Accession to India. The conditions of the accession to India were that
the Indian Army would be sent to repel the attack on Kashmir and that the 'finality' of
the Maharaja's accession would be decided with a 'reference to the people' of Jammu
and Kashmir (Bose 1997: 27). Subsequently, the Indian Army was airlifted into
Kashmir and the tribesmen pushed back.45 Many questions about what happened in
those four days remain mired in controversy. A ceasefire was announced in 1948 that
brought the war to an end. It left 'two-thirds' of Jammu and Kashmir in Indian control
while parts of '[ w]estem Jammu and Poonch ... as well as Gilgit and Baltistan fell
under Pakistani control' (Bose 1997: 27).
43 Afghanistan was separated from what is now NWFP (North-West Frontier Province), FATA (Federally
Administered Tribal Areas) and Balochistan in 1893with the Durand Line. which separated Afghanistan
from British India. This line now divides some of the Pashtun tribes between Afghanistan and Pakistan.
44 The 'official' involvement of the Pakistani Army is sometimes denied. but several accounts (many by
Pakistani military officers) give a detailed account of this involvement (Khan 1970).When exactly the
Pakistan Army got officially involved in the operation is also a contested issue.
4S The Indian Army had been airlifted to Kashmir by 27 October 1947 (Lamb 1994: 1). The Indian
version disputes this account (Jha 1996: 2-3). An example of the rival accounts of these events by India
and Pakistan are provided by Jha (1996: 2-4).
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Historically the 1947-48 Kashmir war is the moment when Kashmir became a
(disputed) 'part' ofIndia (and Pakistan). The significance of the event was far greater-
not only was Kashmir as Nehru had remarked the greatest 'vindication' ofIndia's
secular principles (Noorani 2006a) but as India's only Muslim majority regional state it
was a moment for India to disprove the Muslim League's two-nation theory, again in
Nehru's words the 'raison d'etre' for India's presence in Kashmir (quoted in Mullik
1971: 30). Nehru had admitted that Kashmir was the 'prize' that India was fighting for
(quoted in Noorani 2006b) with Pakistan. It is in this ideological battle in which
Kashmir becomes the 'prize' to be won and a sign ofIndia's 'vindication' over the
two-nation theory that Kashmir's centrality to articulations of Indian nationhood need
to be understood. The films discussed here along with the larger commentary on the
war illustrate the ways in which Kashmir enters the modem Indian nation - as pivotal
to the question ofIndia's unity, challenged by an immanent and imminent threat of
'Muslim separatism'. This remains the framework within which the political debate on
Kashmir evolved and even to the present day remains unresolved. The discussion on
the more contemporary films on Kashmir in the chapters below will establish this
argument further.
Forging Unity: Kashmir Hamara Hai
The 'National' Struggle and 'National' Heroes
Kashmir Hamara Hai directed by KK Verma and produced by Roop Kala
Niketan (also referred to as Nav and Nau Kala Niketan in some places) was a film
produced in Calcutta and belongs to a time when Calcutta studios produced Hindi
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films. The cast of the film includes established actors of that time like Meera Mishra
and Pahari Sanyal. The film opens with the protagonist Ashok (the character is loosely
inspired by the nationalist leader Subhas Chandra Bose) trying to escape from the
British police as a result of his involvement in the 'Quit India' movement of 1942
launched by Gandhi. Looking for refuge he hides in the house ofRai Bahadur, where
he meets the heroine of the film Kalpana and falls in love with her. Their romance is
interrupted when he decides to join Subhas Chandra Bose's Indian National Army
(INA), preferring the path of revolution to peace ('kranti' and 'shanti'). His exploits as
a soldier in the INA are shown through a series of dissolves that end with India's
independence. The independence celebrations are underway when the tribal raiders
along with a Pakistani military aide and a British officer plot an attack on Kashmir.
Pakistan's involvement is adequately implied though not directly mentioned in the
film. The Pakistani military officer called Ismail Sahib is probably a reference to
Colonel Ismail Khan, a Pakistani soldier who led the Gilgit Scouts rebellion against the
Maharaja's forces in Kashmir in 1947-48. The British officer called Colonel Bull in the
film could be an allusion to Major Brown who was the Commanding Officer of the
Gilgit Scouts and provided assistance to the rebellion against the Maharaja's forces
(Schofield 1995). Ashok, the hero of the film goes to Kashmir and leads the operations
of the Kashmiri militia formed to fight the raiders. With the arrival of the Indian Army,
Kashmir is rescued and the film ends with the 'martyrdom' of Ashok and his loyal
friend Shaukat.
The film consists of two segments. The first segment is about the Indian
struggle for independence from colonial rule while the second part is about the Indian
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'defence' of Kashmir from the raiders. The narrative link between the first and second
segment establishes continuity between the Indian freedom movement and the events
of 1947-48 in Kashmir. This is achieved by plotting an unbroken continuity in the
exploits of its main protagonist Ashok who is a soldier in the INA in the first half of
the film and metamorphoses into a soldier of the Kashmiri militia of the National
Conference in the second half of the film. Also, a minimal cut separates the segment on
the Indian freedom struggle and the crisis in Kashmir, suggesting the 'meanwhile' and
'elsewhere' of Anderson's (1991) nation as an imagined community. As the freedom
fighters celebrate India's independence, an attack on Kashmir is being planned,
situating the events of Kashmir in 1947 as the final act in the struggle for Indian
independence.
The film expresses and displaces the differences of ideology and practice
between various strands of the Indian freedom struggle in undivided India by bringing
up the differences between Mahatma Gandhi and Subhas Chandra Bose. Subhas
Chandra Bose (1897- 1945) was a prominent Indian nationalist leader. He was the
President of the Indian National Congress for two consecutive terms but resigned
following ideological differences with Gandhi. Bose was not an adherent of Gandhi's
policy of non-violence and advocated a violent resistance to the British. The film
invokes Bose's disillusionment with Gandhi's path of ahimsa ('non-violence'). With
the outbreak of the Second World War, Bose escaped from India and travelled to the
Soviet Union, Germany, Japan, seeking military help to combat the British." The
461t was with the help of Japan that Subhas Chandra Bose organized Indian Prisoners of War to form the
INA. He led them in battle against the Allied forces in Burma. With the end of the war and Japan's
defeat, the INA surrender was imminent. Subhas Chandra Bose's death is mired in controversy, the exact
year and circumstances of his death are not known. For more see, Bose 1982 and Bose 1997.
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protagonist Ashok based on the figure of Bose speaks of his preference for revolution
as opposed to Gandhi's peace and is shown to escape from India and travel the world
building up an army of soldiers. Additionally, in a strange reversal of historical facts,
Ashok, a soldier of the INA, is shown fighting the raiders in Kashmir even though INA
officers led the raiders on the Pakistani side (Bose 1997: 27). Thus, in order to purge
Indian nationalist history of all its contradictions and differences, the film engages in a
host of revisions. However, in doing so the film reveals the contested 'history' and the
contending nationalist discourses of that time.
This continuity between these contradictory moments in the film is formally
achieved through the use of dissolves, wherein one image merges into another, forming
a seamless narrative of the nation. The escapades of Ashok in the INA are merged with
documentary footage of Bose and a narration that glorifies his service to the newly
formed nation. This image then dissolves into the Quit India Movement of Gandhi and
the voice-over announces independence by declaring that the dream of independence
that Gandhi, the father of the nation had nurtured has been realized ('Rashtrapita
Mahatma Gandhi lea sapna sach hua') and India's soldiers have returned home
triumphant. The 'soldiers' are a reference to Bose's INA who are linked to Gandhi's
dream of independence, thereby forging a relationship between two very different
facets of the nationalist struggle. Therefore, the film obscures the antagonisms it
foregrounds. In post-independence India, differences in the independence movement
are expunged to re-produce a sanitized and uniform 'national struggle' and 'national
heroes'. As Laclau and Mouffe have argued, hegemony is not so much about imposing
a 'uniform conception of the world on the rest of society' but about articulating
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'different visions of the world in such a way that their potential antagonism is
neutralized' (Slack 1996: 119).
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Figure 2.1: 'A picture no lover of freedom & unity can afford to miss'. An
advertisement for the film Kashmir Hamara Hai shows an image of the map of
Kashmir being punctured by a dagger (Film india January 1949a: 12).
Another sequence in the film involves a similar set of dissolves where the
portrait of Gandhi dissolves into one of Bose, then to Nehru and Sardar Patel. The
cartographic image of India forms the backdrop on which these differences are
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dissolved and merged to form a new iconography of the nation. This is further
emphasized through shots from various parts of India like the Benares Ghats and the
Taj Mahal. The map ofIndia was frequently used in the Hindi cinema of this period.
What is significant is that it is personified and often deified in the image of a mother
goddess, this 'deity' popularly named Bharatmata ('The goddess India' and 'Mother
India,).47 Thus, the metaphoric excesses in which India is embodied as Bharatmata48
and Kashmir as an atoot ang ('inseparable part') of its political body (Subramanian
2008). Therefore, as Pinney (2004: 204) has pointed out that unlike some theories
(Anderson 1991) where nationalism is the product ofa 'harsh wedge between
cosmology and history', in the Indian context visualizing the nation 'has revealed itself
as the recombination of history and cosmology'. In the film Kashmir Hamara Hai, the
violence perpetrated on the Kashmiri people by the raiders is shown symbolically
through a shot of a dagger piercing the map of Kashmir, from which blood flows out,
over a soundtrack of screams and wailing. These kinds of investments in the embodied
figure of the nation also helped build identification with an entity which was fairly new
for most Indians and also for those who had left behind their homes in what was now
seen as an enemy country i.e. Pakistan.
The ways in which Gandhi is used by the film also illustrates the 'messianic'
nationalism absent from 'top-down historiography of the nationalist struggle that
privileges literate elites and the state' but which can be found in visual histories
(pinney 2004: 103,203). The protagonist Ashok in the film Kashmir Hamara Hai
47 Another example for this kind of personification of the map of India can be found in the film Mughal-
e-Azam (K. Asif 1960), where the map of India speaks in the first person as the voice of India
rHindustan').
8 For more on the embodiment of the map ofIndia as a mother goddess see, Ramaswamy 2001.
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refers to Gandhi as bhagwan ('God') and his benevolent presence in the form oflittle
statuettes and large paintings provides moral sanctity to Ashok's revolutionary
missions. The poster for the film has an image of Gandhi with a halo around him,
blessing the revolutionary figures in the film (the hero Ashok, members of the
women's militia in the foreground right, and the Indian freedom fighters pitched
against the British Forces on foreground left). The alternative title of the film Bapu Ne
Kaha Tha ('so said GandhilBapu') illustrates this argument further. But this deification
of Gandhi goes hand in hand with an attempt at rearticulating Gandhian politics. The
main characters and the scenario in the first segment of the film are used to set up an
argument which would resonate through the film - Gandhian ahimsa is equivalent to
national suicide given the threats and challenges to India's unity in the face of an attack
from Pakistan. The battleground for these ideological contestations is Kashmir. One of
the characters in the film remarks that ahimsa is equivalent to suicide, and even though
such a statement would ideally provide the space in the film's narrative to extol the
virtues of ahimsa, Ashok doesn't refute the statement but merely says that he has many
tasks set for him by God to complete before he can embrace death. The path of ahimsa
is already being brought into question in this film so soon after Independence.
Gandhi's non-violence is pitched against the interests of the State and it is important
that the differences between a Gandhian ideal and the imperatives of the State are
invoked in the context of Kashmir.
Nonetheless, the film seeks to legitimise India's position on the war in Kashmir
with recourse to Gandhi. A Filmindia editorial does the same by pointing out that 'even
Mahatma Gandhi preferred violence to cowardice' (Film india January 1949: 3). Nehru,
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when accused of going to war in Kashmir against Gandhi's wishes, had replied by
saying that Gandhi had advised him that it was 'the duty ofIndia to go to the rescue of
Kashmir and to go with Armed Forces' (Nehru 1958: 219). The non-violence of
Gandhi had already been rejected by the main protagonist in the first segment of the
film, the second segment suggests that the military action in Kashmir had the blessings
of Gandhi, also suggested by the title of the film - Bapu Ne Kaha Tha (so said
Bapu/Gandhi).
Rearticulating Gandhian ahimsa within a framework of India's military
intervention in Kashmir is a task the film sets itself. This requires revising the past to
provide its unstable continuity to the present. The film uses Gandhi's dictum Karo ya
Maro ('do or die') - a slogan used by Gandhi in the Quit India Movement of 1942 - as
the trope to open up the space for renegotiating the need for violence in the interests of
a nation-state. The film is replete with repetitions of this dictum and each repetition
places it further away from the context in which it was originally articulated. For
example, the code name for the covert revolutionary operations in the film is 'Do or
Die'. This slogan is also used (in the form of text) to describe Ashok's activities with
the INA. The first song of the film is - ya toh karenge ya marenge, bas ab ek taraana
('either we will do or die, that's our clarion call'). Whether in the form of posters,
titles, code names or songs, Gandhi's slogan is redefined in its entirety through
constant repetitions in the first half of the film. 'Do or die' is used to speak about
abandoning non-violence (defined as inaction) in the interests of a militarized and
'strong' nation. This reflects the ways in which Gandhi's 'anti-statist' position made
him a marginalized figure in post-Independence India and Gandhian politics was
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appropriated and re-interpreted to fit the 'state-oriented frame of politics' (Nandy 2003:
23).49 Kashmir became the site for these rearticulations in Hindi cinema soon after
India's independence.
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Figure 2.2: A haloed image of Gandhi forms the background of the poster for the film
Kashmir Hamara Hai, alternatively titled Bapu Ne Kaha Tha (Film india January
1949b: 62).
49 For a more detailed discussion on the appropriations of Gandhi in Indian politics see Chatterjee 1986.
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The 1950s as the Nehruvian Period of Hindi Cinema?
The film Kashmir Hamara Hai glorifies Subhas Chandra Bose and venerates his role in
the freedom struggle of India even as it deifies Gandhi. The 1950s is a period in which
many such films on militant revolutionary figures like Bhagat Singh, Chandrashekher
Azad, and Subhas Chandra Bose were being made." However, this is the period which
film scholars have commonly defined as 'Nehruvian' (Bhaumik 2004, Ganti 2004), in
ways similar to that of mainstream Indian historiography which commemorates the
Gandhi-led Congress struggle as the freedom struggle ofIndia. The editor of
Filmindia, Baburao Patel, in his usual blunt style, castigates the directors of these
films:
Our freedom has already been turned into a license by the film producers who
are exploiting our people's patriotism with an obviously mercenary and vicious
design by producing pictures like "1857", "Mandir", "Shaheed", "Bapu Ne
Kaha Tha", "Ahimsa", "Sabyasachi", "Azaadi ke Rahpar", "Chandrashekher",
"Anjangarh", "Hua Savera" etc .... "Samadhi", the story of the I.N.A by
Filmistan Ltd.," "Subhas Chandra Bose" by Sheela Pictures, "Jhansi ki Rani"
by Saurashtra Pictures, "Apna Desh" by Rajkamal Pictures .... The mass mind
does not look at these so-called patriotic pictures with the discerning eye of a
scholar of history .... To the masses these pictures provide merely a school for
anti-social crimes against the people and the State ... (Patel 1949: 3-5).
The categories of the 'masses' and the 'scholar of history' in this editorial
reveals the disjoint between the narratives of the freedom struggle that were popular
amongst the people soon after the independence ofIndia and the narrative preferred by
the elites of the time. It also reveals an anxiety about acts of violence and revolt against
so These revolutionary facets of the freedom struggle continue to find representation in the Hindi films.
Recently, there were a spate offilms on the revolutionary national hero Bhagat Singh (Rajkumar Santoshi
2002), and the Sepoy Mutiny of 1857 was also the theme of a recent film (The Rising, Ketan Mehta
2005).
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the 'State' that these revolutionary figures could inspire in 'the masses'. The West
Bengal Government briefly banned the film Kashmir Hamara Hai (Bombay Chronicle
25 March 1950: 3). Such acts of censorship in Bengal reveal the Government's
apprehensions regarding such films. The film Biallish (aka 42, Hemen Gupta 1951)
was also banned by the West Bengal Censor Board and the reason provided was that
the film would 'excite disorder' because of its depictions of police brutality against the
freedom fighters in the Quit India movement (Sarkar 1999: 201). The presence and fear
of popular mass movements and public hostility against the police and army, given that
'the system was not that different, [and] it was probably capable of similar
excesses'(Sarkar 1999: 201) as that of the British seems to be the motive behind such
fears and censorship. This was particularly so in Bengal which had 'a strong, if
marginalized, undercurrent of anti-state (and anti-Congress) sentiments' (Sarkar 1999:
203) through this period.
The nationalist films from this period were rarely based on Gandhi and the
Congress-led struggle for freedom when compared to the vast number of films made on
militant revolutionaries. This is not to suggest that the Nehruvian vision of a modern,
secular India did not have any influence in the film industry. Many filmmakers like
Mehboob Khan (1907-1964) and Raj Kapoor (1924-1988) were attempting to translate
Nehru's vision ofIndia for a wider audience. However, the classification offilms as
Nehruvian relies on a small number of films made by few leading directors and even
these films are more nuanced than just being an endorsement of a Nehruvian idea of
India. This is discussed with reference to the films of Raj Kapoor in Chapter Four.
Therefore, the categorization by film critics and scholars of the 1950s cinema as
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Nehruvian, secures a narrow reading of a period in which contrasting nationalisms vied
for space.
This problem of periodization leads us to the related problem of naming the
1990s films following the rise of the right-wing BJP as dominated by Hindutva
discourses (Niranjana 1994, Rai 2003, Ganti 2004). As the ensuing discussion of the
tribal raid films will reveal, Hindu nationalist and communal discourses particularly
about Muslims and Islam were in place in popular magazines and films soon after the
independence and Partition of India. Subsequent chapters will explore the ways in
which the articulation of politics in Hindi cinema is far too complex to be reduced to
such transparent intents, singular motives and linear relationships between politics and
film.
The Ambiguities of Azaadi
If part of the film Kashmir Hamara Hai attempts to build continuities by disarticulating
the differences between militant revolutionaries and the Gandhi and Congress-led
freedom struggle of India, another part of the film tries to erase the history of
Kashmir's contested union with India by articulating Kashmir as India. The
Independence Day celebrations in Kashmir Hamara Hai end with a forewarning about
the events in Kashmir when Ashok remarks, 'Bapu ne kaha tha ki azaadi ko haasil
kame se kaheen zyada mushkil hai azaadi ko banaye rakhna' ('Gandhi had said that it
is far more difficult to maintain freedom than to gain it'). This scene cuts to the one in
which the attack on Kashmir is being planned by the tribesmen and the Pakistanis. This
warning serves the purpose of articulating the events in Kashmir as part of the struggle
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for India's freedom. It must be remembered that Kashmir was at this time not yet a part
ofIndia and acceded to India as a result of the attack. Quite clearly, the word azaadi
(,freedom') signifying liberation from colonial rule is transformed and now signifies
the territorial integrity of the new nation-state and encompasses the fight for the
integration of Kashmir into the Indian Union.
Similarly, in the film Kashmir, the narrator in the beginning of the film tells us
'azaadi jab tak na mile ek sunehra khwab hoti hai aur mil jaye toh ek bart zimmedari
jiske /iye qurbani denee hoti hai' (,freedom is a golden dream till it is achieved and
once achieved it is a big responsibility for which sacrifices need to be made'). In both
films the narrative link between India's freedom struggle and the tribal raid in Kashmir
is premised on the assumption that Kashmir belongs a priori to India. The opening title
of the film Kashmir dedicates the film to 'all known and unknown sufferers in the
cause of freedom and dignity of man', while the closing is a dedication to the 'bravery,
sacrifice and sufferings of our jawans [who] have cleared many a valley of the raiders' .
If the sacrifice demanded in the opening narration is a reference to the sacrifices of the
Indian Army as this closing title suggests, then the struggle for freedom in Kashmir is
not a Kashmiri struggle for freedom as the rest of the film strives to reiterate, but about
the territorial integrity of the Indian nation-state.
Thus, the role of the Indian Army in 'helping' to liberate Kashmir is stressed
through constant repetitions in the dialogue of the film. As the Indian Air Force enters
Kashmir in the film Kashmir, the hero's father exclaims, 'madad beta madad ... madad
bheji hai Sheikh aur Bakshi ke taqdeer ko Bapu aur Jawahar ke Hindustan ne' {'help
son help ... Sheikh and Bakshi's fate has received help from Bapu and Jawahar's
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India'). Similarly, in the next scene of the same film, the spy working for Pakistan
says, 'ab inhe [Kashmiris] buzdil na samjho, Hindustani fauj ke aane se unke hausle
barr gaye hain ' (' don't think of the Kashmiris as cowards now, their courage has
grown with the arrival of the Indian Army'). This racial stereotyping of Kashmiris is
prevalent both in India and Pakistan and one would recall here Nehru's statement
indicting the Kashmiris for their lack of virility (Noorani 2006a). In the penultimate
scene of the film Kashmir Hamara Hai, the character ofRai Bahadur (the heroine's
father) exclaims, 'Kashmir bach gaya! Hindustani fauj ab aa chuki hai!' ('Kashmir is
saved! The Indian Army has arrived! '). Kashmir is best described as a war film with
most protagonists being either soldiers or spies, and the exaggerated presence of the
armies is also an effect of generic verisimilitude. However, by emphasizing the Indian
Army as the liberator of Kashmir, these films establish Pakistan as the common enemy
of both the Indians and Kashmiris, thereby forging a relationship between India and
Kashmir by articulating Kashmir as part of India. As the chapters below will elaborate,
much of Kashmiri politics has hinged on a reassurance of Kashmir's rejection of
Pakistan.
Similarly, the character of Shahida played by Nirupa Roy in Kashmir when
recounting the raid in Baramulla says, 'ghulami ki hazaaron saallambi zindagi se
azaadi ki maut behtar hai' ('to die for freedom is better than to live a thousands years
in slavery'). The collective memory of belonging to a homeland ruled by foreign and
destructive rulers has been attributed to Kashmiris from pre-colonial times (Zutshi
2004, Whitehead 2007). This sentiment of strong regional belonging and against
despotic rule was emphatic at the time of the tribal raid because of the impact of the
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anti-Dogra movement of the 1930s. Therefore, when a Kashmiri protagonist brings up
thousands of years spent in slavery (,ghulami'), Kashmir's centuries long struggle with
foreign and autocratic rulers is framed in the context of the tribal raid and the India-
Pakistan war."
Figure 2.3: The official insignia of the Indian State and the National Emblem - The
Ashoka Lions are emphasized on the poster for the film Kashmir, underscoring the
Indian State's claim on Kashmir (Film india March 1950: 12-13).
Ironically, the attack by the tribal raiders was to liberate Kashmir from Dogra rule.
Thus, it is curious that these films seek to articulate the tribal raid in continuity with the
oppression of the Dogra rule. One could alternatively argue that Shahida's dialogue is a
51 However, the reference to the many years spent in slavery could also be an allusion to the Afghan rule
over Kashmir, as the tribesmen belonged to different Afghan tribes. The sentiment of despair against
foreign occupation was vehement during the Afghan rule between 1753-1890 (Zutshi 2004: 16-38) in
Kashmir.
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reference to the British rule in India in which case it serves the purpose of subsuming
Kashmir's freedom struggle within the larger framework ofIndia's freedom struggle.
The ambiguous use of the word ghulami and azaadi forges connections
between the independence struggle of India, the struggle against the Dogra rule in
Kashmir, and the defence against the tribal attack of 1947-48. These narratives of
historical oppression seek to recast Pakistan in the memory of brutalizing foreign rule,
just as the Indians become the real 'liberators' of Kashmir. This deliberate ambiguity in
the use of language so as to make constant slippages between India and Kashmir also
holds true for the word 'hamara' ('ours') in the title of the film Kashmir Hamara Hai.
Whom does the 'our' stand for - Kashmiris or Indians? And by extension whom does
Kashmir belong to - Kashmiris or Indians? The fact that the protagonist of the film is
an Indian revolutionary makes us lean towards the reading that the slogan is being used
to emphasize India's claim on Kashmir as opposed to Pakistan's.
The slogan Kashmir Hamara Hai is originally attributed to a famous speech
made by Sheikh Abdullah in Lal Chowk ('Red Square') in Srinagar made around the
time of the tribal raid. The slogan is then wilfully appropriated in the film through
constant slippages. Over time all references to the original context are erased so as to
express the rival claims on Kashmir by India and Pakistan. Therefore, it is no surprise
that a film with the same title was made in Pakistan (Kashmir Hamara Hai, Rafiq
Chaman 1949) and more recently in India (Kashmir Hamara Hai, Ratan Irani 2005).
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Figure 2.4: 'Kashmir Hamara Hai historical speech of Sheikh Mohammd Abdulla [sic]
in presence ofPandit Nehru in Lal Chowk' (The Official Website of Jammu and
Kashmir Government, India: n.d.).
The Hindu Right has also appropriated this slogan in the past (Das 2000: 21) and it
continues to be used extensively by them. In recent years, one has heard BJP protestors
in far-flung areas ofIndia laying their claim on Kashmir by chanting this slogan
(IBNLive 2008), bringing out the ways in which a slogan raised in the First Kashmir
War by Kashmiris for Kashmir, has travelled across contexts in the last six decades.
Puri (1993: 12-13) makes a reference to such a reversal of meaning of the word azaadi
in Kashmir when he laments about how in the last sixty years the meanings of azaadi
have changed from an emotional attachment with India to a sentiment of alienation
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from India. That the word azaadi in the 1940s-50s meant a sentiment for India is
debatable, but what is interesting is the ways in which it is used by the tribal raid films
to mean precisely that - Kashmir's unity with India. Therefore, it must be remembered
that the word azaadi has its own (long) history in Kashmir and is not a creation of the
1990s militant movement against the Indian State. Much like images, words travel
across contexts to mean different things at different times.
The films under discussion in this chapter explicitly make Indian nationalist
history their object. They piece together different fragments from different historical
moments in an attempt to build a seamless narrative of the Indian nation. The tribal
raid films articulate India's 'natural' claim on Kashmir by making it both the final act
of India's independence struggle and the first act of the independent Indian nation.
They do so by forging continuities between India's independence struggle against the
British, and Kashmir's freedom struggle against the Hindu Dogra monarchy.
Simultaneously, they represent the attack on Kashmir by raiders as an attack on India's
sovereignty and territorial integrity. These articulations in Hindi cinema assume
importance because Kashmir was not already a part of India at the time of the attack
and yet these films seek to forge continuities between disparate events and histories so
as to establish India's innate claim on Kashmir. The discussion on the tribal raid films
demonstrates the ways in which the first war in Kashmir in 1947-48 became a defining
moment for the ways in which the contours of the Indian nation were being drawn,
rather re-drawn, with reference to nationalizing its populations (in particular Muslims),
culture and history (Pandey 2001: 1) in service of the idea of the unified nation.
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Kashmir: Cinema as a 'Mirror of History'
The films discussed in this chapter make a claim on 'reality' and 'history', which is
evident from the films itself and the publicity material surrounding the films. The film
Kashmir is advertised as a 'mirror of the history of Kashmir' (Film india March 1950:
46). However, both films are marked by glaring omission of facts, the most obvious
being the silence on the Instrument of Accession and the controversial circumstances in
which Kashmir acceded to India. The film Kashmir begins where Kashmir Hamara
Hai ends - with the arrival of the Indian Armed Forces. However, the entry of the
Indian Army is not explained with reference to the accession or the conditions of the
accession in either of the two films. While in Kashmir Hamara Hai there is a passing
reference to the Maharaja joining India, there is complete silence on this subject in the
film Kashmir. It is not surprising that this historical moment that lies at the heart of
sixty decades of the Kashmir dispute finds no mention in these films. Such details were
deemed unnecessary and even problematic as these films sought to articulate India's
eternal and natural claim on Kashmir.
Kashmir produced by Rajdeep Pictures was advertised with much fanfare and
seems to be the bigger production compared to Kashmir Hamara Hai, boasting of a
star cast like that ofVeena (Sakina), Nirupa Roy (Shahida), Al-Nasir (Salim), Kuldeep
(Nargis), Achla Sachdev (mother), and Zohra Sehgal (sister). The film begins with the
episode of the siege of Baramulla by the raiders and the arrival of the Indian Army in
Kashmir. The story is told through a Kasbmiri family: the brothers Rebman and Salim
live in Srinagar and work for the Indian Armed Forces (it is unclear whether they are
part of the Maharaja's forces or the Indian forces but the reviews suggest the latter)
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(Film india 1951: 57). Rehman is to be married to Shahida but news arrives that
Shahida and her grandfather have been killed in the Baramulla attack. Sounds of
aircrafts hovering in the skies announce the arrival of the Indian Air Force and the
beginning of the war. Nargis, a 'Pakistani' spy (there is a constant allusion to Pakistan
and the Pakistani Army, even though the word 'Pakistan' is never explicitly used in the
film), is introduced along with a Kashmiri man called Akhtar . Akhtar is Salim and
Rehman's cousin and has a personal vendetta against Salim because he is in love with
Sakina who is soon to be married to Salim. Salim's aircraft has an accident but he is
saved by Shahida, who it is revealed is still alive. Salim and Shahida get together to
fight the raiders through guerrilla operations. In the meantime Nargis seduces Rehman
and plans to marry him so as to use him to get vital information about the Indian Army.
In the final sequence, Nargis and Akhtar are exposed and Salim and Shahida return to
Srinagar to be reunited with their respective fiancees. The film ends with the ongoing
war in Kashmir and the closing title of the film reminds us of the immense bravery and
sacrifices made by the Indian Army.
Kashmir is the only instance in Hindi cinema of a Kashmiri Muslim hero (who
is not a 'terrorist' as is the case in the films from 1990s onwards), and therefore the
question that springs to mind is why does this film against the norms of Hindi cinema
use Kashmiri Muslim protagonists to tell its story? This serves the purpose of
articulating the defence of Kashmir against the Pakistani side by the Indian Army as a
Kashrniri struggle. Even the review of the film Kashmir calls it a 'patriotic story of
Kashmiris' (Bombay Chronicle 2 June 1951: 3). However, the hero is an officer in the
Indian Air Force and therefore the real liberator of Kashmir in this film are the Indian
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Forces, the implicit assumption as discussed above being that Kashmir is an integral
part ofIndia.
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Figure 2.5: 'Rajdeep's mirror of the history of Kashmir. ' An advertisement in
Filmindia (March 1950: 46).
Given that both these films claim to be realist representations of the events of
1947-48, the extensive use of documentary footage is a common feature in them. The
clips consist mostly of Sheikh Abdullah and Nehru giving speeches (for instance,
images from the famous speech of Sheikh Abdullah standing beside Nehru in front of
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Coronation Hotel in Srinagar provided above), and of Abdullah paying his respects to
the 'martyrs' who died defending Kashmir. The other shots are of women and men
from the Kashmir militia formed by Sheikh Abdullah's National Conference, and of
the Indian Air Force and Army's arrival in Kashmir. The use of newsreel and
documentary footage in these films serves some explicit purposes.
Real images authenticate and authorize these otherwise fictional narratives. These
films use 'real' documentary footage to remind the audiences that the story unfolding
on the screen is based on 'true' events. However the selective use of documentary
'evidence' is not an innocuous rendering of historical fact but rather produces the
historical fact. These films narrativize the history which 'ought' to be remembered. The
endless revisiting of real images when inter-cut with fiction seeks to tell fiction as fact
and film as history. The public memory of these historical events is often formed by
these images, as there are few ways in which people can access these distant events.
These images from history are standardized through endless repetition and framing
(through narrative, voice-over, and songs) in these films (and other mass-media), so
that any alternative interpretation, image or memory is hard to imagine or believe. As
Kaes (1992: 196) points out, history films substitute both historical experience and
historical imagination.
While both the films mention real historical figures like Gandhi, Bose, and
Nehru, it is the constant eulogizing of Sheikh Abdullah in these films that stands out as
extraordinary. Documentary footage of Sheikh Abdullah is overlaid on patriotic songs
in these films, resounding with Zindabad ('Long Live') slogans for him. While it is
common to hear and see the mention of national heroes in Hindi cinema, the eulogizing
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of a regional leader is quite uncommon. When seen in conjunction with the other
newsreels and documentary films endorsing Abdullah's leadership discussed in the
next chapter, one wonders how Abdullah came to occupy the stature he did in the
media (including cinema) of those times. India's 'moral case' on Kashmir's accession
centred on Sheikh Abdullah, as Nehru had admitted more than once, as India was able
to lay its claim on Kashmir because of its alliance with a popular Kashmiri leader like
Abdullah (Mullik 1971: 26, 89). As a result, India's propaganda machinery relentlessly
promoted Abdullah as a national hero. However, there is adequate proof that the people
of Kashmir were suspicious of Abdullah's proximity with the Congress and were not in
favour of joining either India or Pakistan after the lapse of paramountcy (Zutshi 2004:
266-308). According to other sources, there was a general understanding amongst the
Indian leadership of that time that there was sentiment for Pakistan in large segments of
Kashmir's population along with an even more overwhelming sentiment for an
Independent Kashmir (Noorani 2006a). Therefore, it was in India's interest to promote
Abdullah as the sole representative of Kashmir and stress on his secular credentials, his
preference for India and his opposition to a 'theocratic' pakistan.52 Abdullah's alliance
with the Congress and the larger anti-colonial struggle, his extolling of Kashmiriyat,
along with his immense popularity, made him the hope of Muslim-majority Kashmir's
accession to India. Therefore, the disparate political voices in the Kashmir of that time
were silenced in the accounts of that period, in the clamour of promoting Sher-e-
Kashmir ('Lion of Kashmir'), as Sheikh Abdullah was popularly called, as the
representative of the people of Kashmir.
'2 Abdullah who was popularly known as Sher-i-Kashmir, now lies buried on the banks of the Dal Lake.
However, after the beginnings of a militant movement in Kashmir, his grave has been constantly guarded
by security forces as there have been attempts to deface it by some separatists (Whitehead 2007: 12).
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A greater part of these films bring up Abdullah's and by extension Kashmir's
commitment to Hindu-Muslim unity, understood as Kashmiriyat in Kashmiri and
Indian nationalist discourses, which is a way of speaking about Kashmir's close
relationship with Indian secularism as opposed to the two-nation theory. In Kashmir
Hamara Hai the leader of the raiders says, 'hum kabailiyon ka sabse bara dushman
Sheikh Abdullah Hinduon aur Mussalmanon ki fauj ikhatta kar raha hai aur ... koshish
kar raha hai ki Kashmir ko Hindustan ke saath mila diya jaye' ('the biggest enemy of
the raiders, Sheikh Abdullah, is bringing together Hindus and Muslims and forming an
Army ... he is trying to merge Kashmir with India'). This is a reference to the National
Conference voluntary militia which brought together Kashmiri Hindus and Muslims in
order to defend parts of Kashmir from the raiders. Kalpana says later in the film, 'aaj
humne saare duniya ko Hindu-Muslim ekta ka woh anmol nageena dikhaya hai jiski
chamak ne hamare andhere raasto ko jagmagaa ke azaadi ki manzil tale pahunchaya
hai' ('today we have dazzled the whole world with the priceless gem of Hindu-Muslim
unity and its light guides us on the path of freedom'). Similarly, Ashok when leaving to
fight the raiders in Kashmir says to Kalpana, 'bahut se aadarsho aur sidhaanto ka
faisla hoga aur yehfaisle hamare khoon se likhe jayenge' ('the outcome of the struggle
for our ideals and principles will be written in our blood'). This illustrates how
Kashmir became the site to articulate the ideals ('aadarsh') and principles
('sidhaanton') ofIndian nationhood in post-Partition India. There is a constant
reference to Kashmir's religious syncretistic traditions which are co-opted so as to
articulate Kashmiriyat as a natural corollary to Indian secularism. The question is not
whether there is such a similarity between the two concepts but rather why this link is
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emphasized in these films. What purposes does it serve? The opening voice-over of the
film Kashmir describes Kashmir as the ideal example of Hindu, Muslim and Sikh
brotherhood, and the next line goes on to tell us how this paradise of religious harmony
is in peril. Kashmiriyat's avowed commitment to Hindu-Muslim unity is done in many
ways:
Yahan na Hindu Muslim hat bas hai azaadi
Pujneeya Bapu key yeh aankhon ka taara hai
Kashmir hamara hai
Here (Kashmir) there is neither Hindu nor Muslim but just freedom
this (Kashmir) is dear to Bapu's (Gandhi) heart,
Kashmir is Ours
The line in the song which emphasizes 'just freedom', is a direct attack on the two-
nation theory, which is as the cause for the splintering of this vision of 'one' freedom
and nation for the Hindus and the Muslims. The latter line is a reference to the hope
that Gandhi had placed in Kashmir on seeing that it had remained peaceful through the
communal holocaust of Partition (Puri 1993: 10). However, this status is bestowed on
Kashmir in these films in the specific context of post-Partition India, and the reiteration
of Kashmir's pluralist traditions is used to delineate Pakistani Muslims from Kashmiri
Muslims, in order to claim Kashmir for India.
The Question of Muslim Loyalty
Pooch rahee hat azaadi humse
kaun ha; apna kaun paraya
Freedom demands ofus to know who is our own and who is the other
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(Lyrics of a song from Kashmir Hamara Hai)
These are the lyrics of a song sung in the penultimate scene of the film Kashmir
Hamara Hai. The song asks the Kashmiris to recognize the difference between one's
own and the other. It is evident from the film that Kashmiris must recognize Pakistan
as the (outsider) other. This is the note on which a film made in post-Partition India on
the first Indo-Pak war in Kashmir ends - with a question about (Muslim) loyalty. In the
film Kashmir the word wafa which means loyalty and commitment is invoked in a
song sung by the Kashmiri protagonists, 'rah-e-wafa mei nikle hain seeno ko taan ke,
farzand hum he madre Hindustan ke' ('we are walking on the path of loyalty with our
heads held high, we are the sons of Mother India'). The creation of Pakistan - a nation
for Muslims, and later an Islamic Republic", along with a secular India with an even
larger Muslim population, meant that the essential loyalty of the Muslim subject was
(and is) deemed questionable in India. To date all popular discourses on the subject
continue to be dominated by the unfathomable query of whether or not the Muslim is
and can be a loyal subject of the Indian nation. Kashmir's national poet Mahjoor
expresses this difficult position of the Kashmiri Muslims in India well, when he says,
'though I would like to sacrifice my life and body for India, yet my heart is in Pakistan'
(Mahjoor quoted in Bazaz 1954: 298)' The film magazine Filmindia poses the same
question in an editorial:
.. , And because the Muslim in India extend their Islamic brotherhood beyond
the frontiers of provinces and countries, I expected the Indian Muslims to be the
first to protest against Pakistan's propaganda of malice and hatred and to
53 Pakistan became an Islamic State in 1956.
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protest loudly and vehemently in the interest of peace and harmony in our
secular state (Patel 1952: 53).
Pandey (2001) draws our attention to this anxiety about the loyalty of Muslims in India
by citing the example of a speech made by a prominent national leader in India soon
after the Partition:
... Govind Ballabh Pant, Congress chief minister of Uttar Pradesh ... was
driving home the same point in Allahabad. Indian Muslims should 'realize
clearly' what loyalty to the nation would mean if Pakistan invaded India, he
declared. 'Every Muslim in India would be required to shed his blood fighting
the Pakistani hordes, and each one should search his heart now, and decide
whether he should migrate to Pakistan or not' (Pandey 2001:162).
The proof of a Muslim's loyalty is not merely the one extracted from all patriotic
citizens - to be ready to die in the service of one's country - but in the case of Muslims
it is to be ready to die fighting Pakistan, their 'own' Muslim brethren. 54 The First
Kashmir War became a locus of all these fantasies, and since many Kashmiris Muslims
fought the Pakistani raiders, they fulfilled some of these expectations. In 1947-48,
Kashmir became the test of the Indian Muslim's loyalty to India and 'in December
1947, Sardar Patel questioned the leading freedom fighter and Congress Muslim leader
Maulana Azad's patriotism for not denouncing Pakistan on Kashmir' (Noorani 2006a).
Similarly an extremely vituperative editorial about a documentary film of the tribal raid
titled 'The Story of Kashmir' directed by Naval Gandhi, proclaims:
As it is this topical story is booed and hooted by Muslim masses in the cinemas,
who are still for all practical and spiritual purposes deep dyed Pakistanis and
54 Garam Hawa, a 1973 film by M S Sathyu, was an exemplary dramatization of these tensions in post-
Independence India.
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will remain so even if the Hindus treat them as sons of the same soil. ... As we
must accommodate four and half crores of Pakistani Muslims in our secular
state to prevent national suicide, it will be wise and discreet for our newsreel
and film producers to present only such stuff as would not irritate our Pakistani-
in-laws even if every word of the story be just and truthful. Many exhibitors in
the country are scared of showing 'The Story of Kashmir' because of its lop-
sided commentary which screams at us the righteousness of our cause in an
indignant voice which Muslim masses don't like (Film india December 1948:
9).
In comparison the several accounts of the loyalty of the Kashmiri Muslims were
eulogized for many years after the tribal raid. Abdullah's speeches were always
placatory and reassured India of Kashmir's loyalty. The following are a few examples
from the many available on the Government of Jammu and Kashmir official website,
perhaps published as a testimony of Kashmir's allegiance to India. In a speech made on
Radio Kashmir on 2 May, 1950:
If the Muslims [emphasis added] of Kashmir could resist aggression from
Pakistan, when they had no friends, why should anybody in India expect a
change in the minds of Kashmiri people ... we shall always be with India and
never with Pakistan (Abdullah quoted in the website of the Government of
Jammu and Kashmir 2009a).
Abdullah raises the question ofIndia's 'honour' and rejects a 'theocratic' Pakistan in a
Press Conference in Delhi in 1948:
... We have burnt all our boats. There is no place in Kashmir for a theocratic
State. Kashmir will never make a plaything of India's honour (Abdullah quoted
in the website of the Government of Jammu and Kashmir 2009b).
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Even as late as 1964 when Sheikh Abdullah was released from prison,55 after being
incarcerated for more than a decade, Nehru, in a speech at the AICC (All-India
Congress Committee) meeting said:
Sheikh Abdullah is wedded to the principles of secularism and does not want
anything to be done to vitiate these in any way. He does not believe in the two-
nation theory which was the basis of formation of Pakistan (quoted in Singh
1985: 111).
However, this also shows how desperately India needed the constant reiteration of
loyalty from the Kashmiris so as to validate their 'principled' claim on Kashmir on the
grounds ofIndian secularism. Secularism is used metonymically to stand in for India
and the question of loyalty to secularism on the part of the Muslim becomes a demand
of supreme loyalty to the nation over that of religion (Islam). A poster for the film
Kashmir makes an allusion to the ways in which Kashmir was becoming a site to test
the competing nationalisms of both India and Pakistan in the post-Partition context.
The text on the poster reads, 'in Kashmir we shall succeed', as if suggesting that the
Partition was a defeat ofIndian nationhood which would be redeemed in Kashmir. It is
in this context that Nehru's use of Kashmir as 'vindication' ofIndian nationhood can
be understood. The concern with Indian unity and Kashmir's role in validating such a
unity is these films can also be understood if framed against the event of the Partition
of India. The advertisement of the film Kashmir Hamara Hai makes this evident when
it juxtaposes the freedom struggle with the imperative of unity- 'A picture no lover of
freedom & unity can afford to miss' (Film india January 1949: 12).
ss Abdullah was dismissed and arrested in 1953 on charges that were never proved by the Indian
Government.
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Figure 2.6: 'The road to success is a winding one. No man can tell for sure what lies
ahead for him and his ambitions. Success demands all out efforts and sacrifices, so
does patriotism. In Kashmir we shall succeed'. An advertisement in Filmindia (March
1950: 78).
The episode of the martyrdom ofMaqbool Sherwani in the tribal raid films
becomes the loci of the contestations between Indian nationalism and Islam, which is
done by setting up an opposition between the Islam of the 'insider' (Kashmiri) as
opposed to that of the 'outsider' (Pakistan). Maqbool Sherwani was a National
Conference worker in Kashmir and joined the voluntary militia to fight the tribesmen.
In all the glowing tributes paid to him, it is stressed that it was because of sacrifices
like his that Kashmir was saved from the raiders (Anand 1963, Abbas 1977a). Whether
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it is Army officers or well-known writers, it is the story of Sherwani which is
recounted by various people when speaking about the tribal raid, and has gained
legendary status in India (Sen 1994: 139, Anand 1963). Since stories of valour,
sacrifice and martyrdom operate largely at the level of myth, it is difficult to separate
facts from the mythology of martyrdom that surrounds the story of Sherwani, and
therefore the accounts discussed below emphasize on the ways in which these events
are represented.
In most of these accounts it is the episode ofSherwani's trial and death at the
hands of the Pakistani military officers and the tribesmen that is narrated. The story
mythologizes Sherwani as a martyr by invoking Jesus's crucifixion. Mulk Raj Anand
(1963: 90) in his epitaph on Sherwani writes that when Sherwani's body was found he
looked like Yessuh Messiah (' Jesus Christ') on the cross. The last line Shewani utters
before he is killed in the film Kashmir is attributed to Jesus, 'mere khuda inhe maaf
kama kyunki yeh nahin jaante yeh kya kar rahe hain.' ('0 God, forgive them for they
know not what they do'). However, Sherwani's Jesus-like figure is speaking about the
true meaning oflslam to his Pakistani captors. The death of a Muslim at the hands of
other Muslims in the name of Islam is evidently a story which best brings out
Pakistan's 'communalism' as opposed to India's 'secularism'. InKashmir, the
character of Maqbool Sherwani tells his captors about the true tenets of Islam:
Tumne Islam se, insaniyat se, dhoka kiya hai ... Haan mei kaafir. Mein nahin
manta uss mazhab ko jo doshizaon ki izzat lootna sikhaye ... jiski nazron mei
masoom bachchon ka khoon jayiz ho. Mei laanat pherta hoon tumhare iss jihad
par jiske parde mei khoon ki holi khelijaye. Lekin tum kyajanojihad, tum kya
jano mazhab ... turn kya jano khuda, turn tohjahil ho, makkar aur khudgarz,
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logon ne tumharijihalat ka faida utha kar tumhe maut ke moonh mei dhakel
diya hai.
You are betrayers not only of Islam but of entire humanity. Yes I am an Infidel!
I don't believe in a religion that advocates rapes ... and does not even spare
innocent children. I condemn your jihad which is nothing but mass murder. But
what do you know about the real jihad, what do you know about faith ... what
do you know about God, you are ignorant, treacherous and selfish. Your
masters have exploited your ignorance and have pushed you into the jaws of
death.
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Figure 2.7: Image of Sherwani' s 'crucifixion' in the film Kashmir. An advertisement in
Filmindia (1951: 12).
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The monologue given to his captors by Shaukat based on the character of
Maqbool Sherwani in Kashmir Hamara Ha; is very similar. His captors ask him how
he would prefer to die, as there are various kinds of slow and torturous deaths they
could offer him. Shaukat replies that not one can strike fear in the heart of a sacha
mussalman ('true Muslim') who loves his madar-e-watan ('motherland'). A true
Muslim is defined here as one whose primary loyalty is to the nation. Further Shaukat
tells his captors that those who have inflicted pain and suffering on their own Muslim
brothers in Kashmir should be ashamed at calling themselves Muslim. He ends by
saying, 'maut lee saud agar tum kyajaano kisse kehte ha; mussalman' ('you who trade
in death, what do you know about what it to be a true Muslim'). In another
commentary the same dichotomy between Islam and the nation is set up, when
Sherwani is asked to pledge his allegiance to Islam:
'Say Islam Zindabad and Hindu-Muslim-ittehad [union] Murdabad! No more
fooling us now.' 'No, that shall not be', was the firm, tight-lipped reply of
Sherwani, who was a rebel against reactionary authorities ever since his
boyhood. 'I only desire to say my last prayers' ... 'You will not offer prayers.
You will say what we want you to say, or, we will make you to', threatened the
ferocious Amir. 'No, hundred times No', replied Sherwani. 'I say Naya
Kashmir Zindabad! Sher-i-Kashmir Zindabad!' (Dhar n.d.)
Islam and nationalism have been pitted against each other here. One wonders why the
slogan of 'Islam Zindabad' (and not 'Pakistan Zindabad'i is set up in a contradictory
relationship with Kashmiri nationalist slogans. This opposition is not set up in the case
of Hindus or Sikhs where nationalist figures in films could quite easily be seen raising
religious slogans along with Indian nationalist ones (for instance, Border, JP Dutta
1997). This tension between nationalism and religious identity was what informed the
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categories of the nationalist Muslim and the communalist Muslim in Kashmiri politics
(Zutshi 2004: 210-259) and in the rest ofIndia (Pandey 200 I: 155- 159). Much of
Kashmiri politics during this period was framed within this dichotomy of the
nationalist and communalist Muslim, wholeheartedly endorsed by leading intellectuals,
artists and filmmakers to which secular nationalist Muslims were no exception (Abbas
1977a: 361). It is interesting to note that while categories such as 'Hindu nationalists'
and 'secular nationalist' were used to politically group Hindus, the only available
category for Muslims was that of the 'nationalist Muslim' (for those who rejected the
two nation theory) or the 'communalist'. Thus secularism in India pre-determines the
Muslim's relationship to both religion and politics. Also, proving their loyalty to the
nation is exclusively the burden of the Muslim community because, as Pandey (2001:
159) rightly points out, it is assumed that Hindus are not a constituent of the nation, but
are the nation.
The loyal Muslim who must die to save the Hindu hero or heroine is often the
ideal reserved for the Muslim in Hindi film narratives. 56 The Hindi films reveal the
ways in which this ideal is imagined, the Muslim who must sacrifice his life for the
nation fighting his co-religionists as the enemy. This is not a secular fantasy, neither a
nationalist one, this is a majoritarian fantasy in which the Muslim must wilfully and
voluntarily subjugate his/her life to that of the majoritarian ideology. The question of
loyalty becomes a means to nationalize (bring into the fold of the nation) the Muslims
56 The question of the loyalty of the Muslim remains central to Hindi cinema. The recent Shahrukh Khan
blockbuster Chak De India (Shimit Amin 2007) mounts a critique on this discourse. Even a film like
Mirch Masala (Ketan Mehta 1985), categorized as 'alternative' cinema in India, has a loyal Muslim
character -Abu Miya (Om Puri), who eventually gives up his life defending the honour of the women in
the spice factory of which he is the chowkidar ('guard'). The character of the loyal Pathan Sher Khan
played by Pran in the film Zanjeer (Prakash Mehra 1973) in which the song, Yaari hai imaan mera, yaar
meri zindagi ('friendship is my faith, and my friend is my life') is another example of the same.
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as a minority in India. This becomes significant in the case of Kashmir where the
Muslims are not a minority in the region but become so in the nation. Nationalizing and
minoritizing mean the same thing when it comes to the category of 'Indian Muslims' -
not merely a category that articulates the national identity of Muslims in India but one
that articulates them as a minority in India. The existence of a category such as 'Indian
Muslim' is only conceivable for a minority as one has never come across a similar
category for the Indian Hindus. This is not to suggest that the Kashmiri Muslims have
accepted this form ofminoritization without resistance, as much ofKashmiri politics in
the last few decades would corroborate.
To further underline the difference between the Muslim insider and the Muslim
outsider, the account of Sherwani' s death is imbued with feverishly religious overtones
so as to depict his captors as religious fanatics. This is the scene the Progressive writer
Anand paints in his epitaph on Sherwani:
And as they (Indian troops) combed the streets and houses, they entered the
Mughal Caravansarai and found the body of Maqbool Sherwani tied to a
wooden pole in the stables, with the word, 'Kafir' written on the lapel of the
shirt ... (1963: 91).
Yet the Pakistanis in these films are not driven by faith but by greed. A long
monologue by Sherwani about Jinnah in the film Kashmir makes this explicit:
Leader! Tumhare leader, jo na namaz ke paband hain na rozon ke, jinhe Koran
sharif ki aayat tak yaad nahin, joh masjid mei baat karte hain toh angrezee
zabaan mei our dard /iye phirte hain Islam ka. Jao unse pooeho ki Islam mei
kahan sikhaya gaya hai ki doosron ki bahu betiyon kt izzat lootna ... kahan
likha hai ki doosre mazhab walon ko kajir samajhna ... kofir mei nahin ... kajir
hain woh logjinhone tumhe mazhab ki ghalat taleem dee hai
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Leader! You speak of a leader who neither prays nor fasts. One who doesn't
know a single verse from the holy Koran. Who speaks English in a mosque and
yet laments about the fate of Islam. Go ask them does Islam preach rape ... does
it deem the people of other faiths as infidels? ... It is not me who is an Infidel...
Infidels are those who have given you this false understanding of faith.
The critique of Jinnah here is premised on the popular knowledge of his self-professed
secularism (Mufti 1995: 79), and therefore his lack of Muslim piety. Interestingly, it is
Jinnah's modernism in this monologue which makes him unrepresentative of the
Muslim community. This paradox is explained well by Mufti (1995) in his argument
about the ways in which Indian nationalist thought emerged, wherein Gandhian
spiritual transformation along with its religious symbolism that belonged to a subaltern
folk life went hand in hand with a secular and modern socioeconomic change under the
leadership of the national elite. This made it possible for Nehru with his socialist
leanings and Gandhi's populist support to brand Jinnah' s liberalism as politically
retrogressive and his modernism as unrepresentative (Mufti 1995: 82-84). This is how
it is possible to simultaneously frame the Muslim outsider in these films as non-modern
and communal, and their leader Jinnah as modern and unrepresentative.
The incidents of the Muslim tribesmen attacking and looting Muslim
Kashmirisii found extensive coverage in the films, literature, memoirs and political
commentary on the tribal raid. Also, in the film Kashmir, the flashback of the attack on
Baramulla being recounted by Shahida shows her brother pleading with the raiders and
telling them, 'hum toh tumhare bhai hain, mera naam As/am, Mohammad As/am hai'
('we are your Muslim brothers, my name is Aslam, Mohammad Aslam '). Despite
51 While the raiders particularly attacked the Sikh community in Kashmir (Whitehead 2006: 5-6), the
films and other accounts of this event hardly mention the Sikhs. They either emphasize the attack on the
Hindu community or the Muslims, as the former serves the purpose of speaking of 'Muslim violence' and
the latter highlights the hypocrisy of the Pakistanis.
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stating his Muslim identity, the raiders rape his sister and kill him in front of her eyes.
The advertisements for these films also highlight the fact that the raiders killed, looted
and raped their own co-religionists (Film india April 1950: 68-69). Similarly, in other
accounts of the tribal raid, the raiders are shown disrespecting the Koran (Mehta 2005:
77). The Islam of the outsider is both fanatical and opportunistic, while that of the
insider (Kashmiris) is principled and guided by loyalty to the nation. This Muslim
insider becomes a terrorist in the later 1990s Kashmir films like Roja and Mission
Kashmir, and is misled by the amoral Muslim outsider, only to realize his error of
judgment and be reformed by the end of the film.
As the chapters below will elaborate, this representation of the Muslim as a
minority, framed through the question of loyalty remains a dominant narrative of Hindi
cinema. Several films like Roja, Sarfarosh (John Mathew Matthan 1999), Fiza (Khalid
Mohamed 2000) and Mission Kashmir use similar frameworks to negotiate the
relationship between the Indian nation and Islam. Similar dialogues explaining the true
meanings of words such as Mussa/man and jihad ('holy war waged on behalf of
Islam'), are set up in many of these later films (Sarfarosh, Fiza). However, it must be
stressed that these discourses in Hindi cinema are prior to the onset of Hindutva politics
of the 1990s, and that Hindu Right discourses were not a product of the 1990s either,
but very much a part of the public discourse on Kashmir in the late 1940s-50s as the
next chapter will elaborate.
The 1947-48 Kashmir War in Hindi Cinema as an Allegory of Partition
This chapter began with a question about why a major event like that of Partition went
largely unrepresented in cinema while the 1947-48 Kashmir War received extensive
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attention by scholars, theatre-persons, filmmakers, journalists, and novelists. Unlike the
representations of Partition which were generally suppressed, the representations of the
tribal raid were given official sanction, as is evident from the praise that the film
Kashmir Hamara Hai received from prominent leaders of the country:
Opening next Friday at the Krishna and other theatres, Roopkala Niketan's
"Kashmir Hamara Hai" is the first full length film to deal with the patriots who
defended Kashmir in 1947 .... The film has been highly praised by Sheikh
Abdullah, Morarji Desai and other leaders (Bombay Chronicle 25 March 1950:
3).
The ban on Kashmir Hamara Hai in Bengal was lifted when 'distinguished' persons
certified that the events depicted in the film were 'historic' and realistic (Bombay
Chronicle 25 March 1950: 3). A review of the film Kashmir urges every 'Indian' to
watch this 'patriotic film', and praises the film for its 'sincere treatment of a theme that
is painful in the extreme' (Bombay Chronicle 2 June 1951: 3). Additionally the
Information Films ofIndia (later referred to as Films Division) made numerous
documentary films on the tribal raid, and many newsreels on the event are publicly
available on different websites (Harappa 2009, Youtube 2009). Apart from films and
newsreels, the tribal raid became a part of novels, short stories, memoirs, at least one of
which was published and reprinted by the Government of India. Krishna Mehta's
(2005) 'eye-witness' account of the tribal raid was first published under the aegis of the
Government of India in 1954 and re-printed by the Government in 1966. The official
sanction of this account, by the Government, has led commentators to view it as
propaganda (Whitehead 2006: 5).
The representations of the tribal raid received legitimacy in a way that until
recently, Partition narratives never had. However, the communalized environment of
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post-partition India influences the representations of the tribal raid in the films of the
1950s. Some of the posters of these films, such as that of Kashmir, frame the tribal raid
as a civil war rather than as an attack by a foreign enemy (Sarkar 1999: 132). One such
poster declares, 'We'll nail old glory to the top of the pole'. This reference to the
Confederate flag also suggests that the war in Kashmir was viewed as a civil war and
not merely as an attack by a foreign nation (Sarkar 1999: 132).58 Similarly Mehta
(2005: 120, 126) writes in her memoir, 'five thousand Muslims [emphasis added] have
entered Jammu and they are sure to take it over from the Hindus' (2005: 120-126). The
advertisement for the film Kashmir in Filmindia (April 1950: 68-69) also sees the tribal
raid in the framework of a 'holy war' and the medieval invasions by Muslims (like that
of Mahmud Ghazni in the tenth century and Muhammad Ghouri in the twelfth century).
Further, it uses the metaphor of 'saffron earth' (Kashmir is well known for its produce
of saffron, but saffron is also the colour associated with Hinduism and Hindu
nationalism) to speak of Kashmir (Film india April 1950: 68_69).59As Mufti writes
(1995: 88) that with a 'nationalized' Indian history, the arrival ofIslam in India is seen
primarily in terms of' conquest' and therefore as a trauma to the nation. The raiders are
portrayed as brutes - violent, greedy and sexually depraved. The 'demonizing of
Muslim potency', and their 'inherent aggressiveness' (Hansen 1996: 162, 195) are
central to Hindutva ideology. The fetishist use of words like jihad kalima
('Mohammadan confession of faith'), and kafir ('infidel'), in the tribal raid films, point
S8 It remains to be investigated how foreign films such as The Birth of a Nation (D W Griffith 1915) about
the American Civil War impacted representations of the Kashmir War in Hindi cinema of the 1950s. It is
hard to isolate those elements in these narratives which represent the events of 1947-48 in Kashmir and
those which might have been carried over to these films from the genre of the War films made abroad.
S9 The very term 'raiders' invokes the memory of the medieval raids and conquests by Mahmud Ghazni
and Muhammad Ghouri.
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to a larger anxiety that these accounts struggle to suppress. The 'criminal charge' in
these accounts of the tribal raid violence is over-determined by the 'political charge'
(Pandey 2001: 79). As one reads the narratives of Partition one is struck by the
'canonized' acts of Partition violence (Pandey 2001) appearing repeatedly in the
accounts of the tribal raid (Khosla 1990, Mehta 2005). The relentless references to
forced conversions to Islam in the tribal raid (and Partition) accounts primarily rely on
a narrative of 'Muslim violence', the political and historical frame of which far exceeds
the events themselves. 60Atavistic Muslim mobs, brutalizing forced conversions, the
rapes and the subsequent mass suicides, the question of the honour and the stories of
the unflinching courage and sacrifices by the community (Mehta 2005) - the
similarities between the ways in which the Partition narratives structure the tribal raid
representations are too many to recount here." What is of relevance is not the
authenticity of these representations of the tribal raid as Partition narratives, but the
purposes such a remembering might serve.
The ways in which events are remembered and written about implicate them in
the making of the event and the ways in which nations and communities employ these
representations to construct and reconstruct themselves (Pandey 2001: 66).
Remembering and memorializing the events of Kashmir in 1947-48 played a role of
articulating new national identities. The tribal raid becomes the space to revisit the
wounds of Partition and the war in Kashmir is narrativized as an allegory of Partition.
60 Most Partition accounts exaggerated the violent acts of the Muslims while downplaying those events in
which Hindus and Sikhs were the aggressors (Pandey 2001: 106).
61 For similarities between the two accounts see Khosla, 1990 and Mehta, 2005.
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Figure 2.8 'We'll nail old glory to the top of the pole'. An advertisement in Filmindia
(March 1950: 42).
The images of the 1947-48 war in these films also came to signify Partition
violence, given the lack of other such cinematic representations. The tribal raid with its
images of violent atrocities against the non-Muslim minorities in Jammu and Kashmir,
and against Muslim co-religionists in Kashmir, set an early pattern for representation of
Partition violence in Indian cinema as essentially Muslim violence.f Unlike Partition,
the tribal raid provided the opportunity to talk without restraint about what was
62 For example, seeHey Ram (Kamal Hassan 2000) and Pinjar (Chandra Prakash Dwivedi 2003). While
the films may be suggesting that both communities were equally to blame, the lasting image in these
films is always of a marauding Muslim mob.
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perceived to be Muslim violence, as in this instance, the Muslims were clearly from
what was now an 'enemy' country. It created the space for a buffer discourse on
Partition which did not indict or arraign the Indian Muslim directly - placing a safe
distance between the 'us' and 'them', the insider and the outsider.f
More importantly, Kashmir was inserted into the events of the Partition thereby
attempting a fundamental and final break for Kashmir from Pakistan and forging its
union with India. It is interesting that whilst on one hand there is a mythologizing of
the ways in which Kashmir was unaffected by the Partition violence so as to prove the
unpopularity of the idea of Pakistan in Muslim majority Kashmir, on the other hand
remembering the tribal raid in the framework of Partition serves the purpose of
bringing Kashmir into the fold of the nation. Kashmir is inserted as a corollary to the
Partition in one instance and a rejection of the Partition in the other.
It could be argued that there is little surprise that the tribal raid gets told as a
Partition narrative as the tribal raid and the ensuing war was a fallout of the Partition of
India. Kashmir was also partitioned as a result of the events of 1947-48 into two areas
under the respective control of the States of India and Pakistan. Both these arguments
are correct. However, it must be remembered that unlike the case of Partition violence,
the tribal raiders came to Kashmir from another nation, and the violence was not the
outcome of inter-community riots. Also, unlike Partition, the tribal raid was a war
between the newly formed States of India and Pakistan and involved their armies. More
importantly, the LOC (Line of Control) that divides the Indian and Pakistani controlled
parts of Kashmir is not yet an official border or, in other words, the so-called Partition
63 While the tribal raid accounts received official sanction, the films alluding to the Partition of India like
Nastik, have often faced censorship. For more see Sarkar, 1999.
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of Kashmir is still disputed. By arguing that Kashmir was also divided in 1947-48 one
would be making an assumption about the finality of these borders and settling an issue
which is far from settled.
Figure 2.9: 'In a moment of hatred & passion the beautiful valley became hell's
inferno.' The representation of the Kashmir War in the framework of India's Partition.
On the Front Cover of Film india (March 1950).
Given that there is an ongoing movement in Kashmir for independence which seeks to
speak for an undivided Kashmir, any such unqualified inclusion of the events of 1947-
48 in Partition scholarship would be disarticulating many Kashmiri voices and
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strengthening the claims of India and Pakistan over Kashmiri territory. The events of
1947-48 often emerge in some academic scholarship on the Partition of India (Talbot &
Singh 1999). Much more caution needs to be adhered to before accepting the events of
1947-48 in Kashmir as Partition and many more qualifications are required before
including these events of Kashmir into Partition scholarship.
Concluding Remarks
If Partition marked a rupture in India's glorious march to freedom, the tribal raid or the
first India-Pakistan war became the moment to suture over the painful events of
Partition so as to reformulate an uninterrupted narrative of Indian nationhood
Therefore, not only are the events of 1947-48 in Kashmir represented so as to bear a
continuity with India's nationalist history but also to portray the naturalness of
Kashmir's union with India. In the process these films reveal the contested nature of
the narratives of nationhood.
Kashmir has come to symbolize the tragedy and pathology of India's Partition.
The battle over Kashmir so soon after the Partition of India renewed nationalist
sentiment in both countries and provided an opportunity for the two countries to
displace the burdens of Partition on to the conflict over Kashmir. This was to have
terrible and tragic consequences for Kashmir - not only were two wars fought between
India and Pakistan over the region, but a lack of democracy ensured by its politically
volatile status, sparked off political movements culminating in a fiercely violent
showdown between the Indian State and Kashmiri secessionists in the 1990s.
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Figure 2.10: 'Acclaimed by Shri Morarji Desai & Sher-e-Kashmir Shaikh Abdullah
[sic]'. An advertisement in Filmindia (January 1949c: 62).
The films on the First India-Pakistan War reveal how the 'nation' is after all a
moment of fragile coming together that needs to be asserted and affirmed through
everyday practices. The films discussed in this chapter remind us that narratives aimed
at making a natural claim to an ahistorical unity of the nation are best approached as
articulatory practices. The following chapter explores some of these practices and looks
at the politico-cultural investments in Kashmir of individuals belonging to the Bombay
film industry of the post-independence period. This provides us a lesser-known but
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immensely significant context to the articulation of Kashmir as a special region in
Hindi cinema.
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3. The 'Left' and the 'Right': The Hindi Film Industry's Politico-Cultural
Engagements with Kashmir in Post-Partition India
Overview
The previous chapter explored post-partition cinema to look at the ways in which
Kashmir was being articulated as a 'part' oflndia in the 'tribal raid' films. However,
these films were informed by other politico-cultural practices/" This chapter looks at
the engagements in Kashmir of the left-wing intelligentsia of the Bombay film industry,
through the examples of two leading film personalities, Khwaja Ahmed Abbas and
Balraj Sahni, both belonging to the 'Progressive' movement in India. The latter part of
the chapter looks at cartoons on Kashmir that appeared in Ftlmindia, through the 1950s,
many made by Bal Thackeray, who was to later become the founder of the Hindu
Marathi nationalist political party, the Shiv Sena (Shivaji's Army). These examples
from alternative politico-cultural projects show that a projection onto Kashmir of
everything that is pivotal to the unfolding teleology of the nation, are central to the
diverse imaginings of Kashmir in India. This further corroborates the argument made in
the chapter above that contrasting political projects were vying for space in the years
following the independence of India and any formulaic reading of the films and cultural
politics from this period (Nehruvian), would be a gloss over what were far more
complex articulations of region, religion and secularism in India.
The Progressive Legacy and The Bombay Film Industry
The cultural milieu of the 1940-50s in India was largely influenced by artists
belonging to Left oriented Progressive cultural movements- AIPW A or PWA (All India
64 'Practice' is defined here as 'certain recognized means of acting upon the world and upon humans for
the purpose of producing a definite outcome' (Hobart 1996: 9).
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Progressive Writers Association) founded in 1936 and its sister organization IPTA
(Indian Peoples Theatre Association) in 1943 (Ahmed 2006: 178). These organizations
were set up with the aims of promoting social justice and progressive values through
literature, theatre, and films." Most of the well known writers, theatre persons, and
filmmakers from undivided India like Munshi Premchand, Saadat Hasan Manto, Rashid
Jahan, Ismat Chugtai, Kaifi Azmi, Faiz Ahmed Faiz, Mulk Raj Anand, Sajjad Zaheer,
Rajinder Singh Bedi, Sibte Hasan, Krishen Chander, Khwaja Ahmed Abbas, Sardar
Jafri, Balraj Sahni, and others were closely associated with or were members of the
association.
These organizations were formed in an extremely charged national and
international atmosphere - the economic depression and the rise of fascist powers in
Germany and Italy. Indian writers like Sajjad Zaheer, Mulk Raj Anand, Balraj Sahni,
who were to spearhead Left cultural politics in undivided India were abroad during this
period, and were drawn to communism (Zaheer 2006). For instance, Balraj Sahni in his
autobiography describes the process of his politicization in London - his awareness
about the truth of colonial oppression and the threat of fascism (Sahni 1979: 41). It is
while working at the BBC World Service in London that Sahni and his wife came
across other communists and joined the Communist Party (Joshi 1974: 54). On the
national front, there was growing discontent against colonial rule and many people were
joining the struggle against British imperialism (Zaheer 2006: vii). The anti-colonial
movement had gained momentum and was taking on socialist overtones with an
increased emphasis on freedom that also ensured large-scale socio-economic change.
6S For a detailed introduction to this movement see Gopal2005, Ahmed 2006, and Zaheer 2006.
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Spread across India, encompassing many regions and languages like Bengali,
Marathi, Hindi, Urdu, the PWA along with its sister organization IPTA became hugely
influential in the cultural and political sphere, challenging all kinds of orthodoxies and
reactionary ideas. Even though these were independent organizations, they have most
often been seen as the cultural fronts of the Communist Party ofIndia (CPI) (Ahmed
2006: 20). This is largely because a majority of its members and leadership comprised
of communists, even though significant differences marked their approach and
commitment to culture and politics in India (Abbas 1977a: 227). In fact, many of these
writers, poets, and lyricists moved to Bombay because the office of the CPI was in
Bombay, and thus they gravitated towards the film industry as a means to their
livelihood (Abbas 1977a:227). The Bombay film industry at this time drew enormously
from the energies and talent of this movement and it would be fair to say that the
Progressives were an extremely influential force in the industry (Vasudevan 2002: 7,
Gopa12005: 124).
The life and works of two people, Khwaja Ahmed Abbas and Balraj Sahni are
used in this chapter to unpack the relationship between the Bombay film industry, Left
politics, and Kashmir through the 1940s and 50s. While many other Progressives from
the film industry had close relationships with Kashmir, for instance Sardar Jafri, Sahir
Ludhianvi, Rajinder Singh Bedi, Krishen Chander, Saadat Hasan Manto (the latter two
themselves Kashmiris), and might have made interesting case studies to explore this
association, Abbas and Sahni were prominent figures of the Bombay film industry and
the Left intelligentsia in India, with particularly deep political and cultural investments
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in Kashmir." More importantly, despite sharing their political orientations, their
cultural engagements in Kashmir were quite dissimilar, bringing to the fore the different
approaches to Kashmir within the Progressives, and consequently within the Left in
India.
Despite the tremendous influence of the Progressives on the cultural milieu of
Kashmir, particularly with reference to the period of the First Kashmir War or the tribal
raid, there has been no scholarly research on this subject to date.67 The following
segment discusses the ways in which the Leftist orientation of the National Conference
made Kashmir a region apart for the Progressives as it symbolized the possible future of
a socialist nation.
The Progressive Legacy in Kashmir of the 1940-50s
The 'Naya Kashmir' ('New Kashmir') memorandum adopted by the National
Conference in 1944 was inspired by communist ideals'" and made the political
atmosphere in Kashmir amenable to the activities of the Left in India. Puri, writing
about the Leftist orientation of the Naya Kashmir, says:
The New Kashmir memorandum was supposed to have been drafted by
66 Krishen Chander was a Kashmiri Rajput (Ahmed 2006: 264), and Manto emphasizes his Kashmiri
origins in his letter to Jawaharlal Nehru (Manto 2001: 87-91). While a lengthy engagement with literature
is beyond the scope of this study, but Kashmir's prominent place in the literary works of the Progressive
writers is a subject worthy of future research.
67 Neither does the scholarship on the Progressive movement (Gopa12005, Ahmed 2006) touch upon the
influence and impact of the movement in different regions of India, such as Kashmir.
68 Writing about the ideological leanings of the National Conference, Fazili (1980) quotes the Soviet
influence on the leaders of the party. Communist literature that had entered the Valley from Russia
through Gilgit and the northern borders of Kashmir had an immense impact on many young people living
in the oppressive conditions of the Dogra regime, who were charged by its project of radical change
(Fazili 1980: 70).
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communist ideologues and had clear Marxist imprint. In its preface, Sheikh
Abdullah refers to the model of the Soviet Union ''which had not only in theory
but in daily life and development has [sic] practically proved that real freedom is
born out of economic freedom." It proposed a constitution for the state that
would ensure "Liberation of the people and their children from the darkness of
poverty, ignorance, illiteracy and superstition to the light of freedom, peace and
prosperity, and fulfil the historic role of their country, Kashmir, by joining the
working classes of the world ... (Purl 2004).
It was a common practice amongst Leftists of undivided India and particularly Lahore,
to travel to Srinagar in the summer months and interact, engage, and influence the
National Conference workers (Taseer 1986: 24, Singh 2006: 49-54). Many communists
from Punjab were directly involved in the drafting of the Naya Kashmir document. The
revolutionary poet and member of the PWA, Faiz Ahmed Faiz, whose nikah (,Muslim
marriage') had been performed by Sheikh Abdullah in Srinagar on 28 October 1941,
was one of the key advisers on the Naya Kashmir document (Taseer 1986: 257-258).
Another Lahore Leftist responsible for the shaping of this document was BPL Bedi, the
father of the well-known Indian actor Kabir Bedi (Taseer 1986: 24). Bedi was
extremely close to Abdullah and became his chief adviser when the latter became Prime
Minister in 1948 (Taseer 1986: 24). He was also one of the foremost patrons of the
National Cultural Front, an organization which was closely associated with the PWA
and IPTA, and set up in Kashmir at the time of the tribal raid (Singh 2006: 48-49, Rahi
R 2005). The involvement of the communists and Progressives in Kashmir through this
period was in keeping with the official position of the CPI, which considered the
freedom movement in Kashmir to be part of the larger freedom movement in India
(Fazili 1980: 84-99). This phase of the CPI, popularly termed 'Joshism' (Bhattacharya
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1999: 329), after its first General Secretary PC Joshi from 1935-1947, was a period of
close association and support for the Nehru led Government, which was seen as
committed to socialist goals. Therefore the Nehruvian lead on Kashmir found support
amongst the Leftists and specifically amongst those like Abbas, who wholeheartedly
supported the Nehruvian vision of a future India.
The struggle in Kashmir since the Reshamkhana or the Silk Factory Strike in
1924, and against the Dogra monarchy, down to Abdullah's radical 'land to the tiller'
policy were also seen to be in keeping with socialist ideology (Abdullah 1996: 13, 108-
112). The Progressives were charged by this Leftist political agenda in Kashmir and
Sahir Ludhianvi, the well-known Urdu poet and lyricist of the Bombay film industry,
had written for the Kashmiri people:
Red salute to you oh! Kashmir peasantry,
Red salute to you oh! Men of integrity,
Red salute to you oh! Red salute from us ... (quoted in Fazili 1980: 98).
Similarly, Abbas mentions in his autobiography that he visited Kashmir as a show of
solidarity during the 'Quit Kashmir' movement against the Dogra rule (Abbas 1977a:
308-309). Abbas also visited Kashmir at the time of the tribal raid along with his wife
on an invitation to carry out 'counter-propaganda' against Pakistan (Abbas 1977a: 315).
While it is evident why a struggle against feudalism and monarchy in Kashmir
with a socialist blue print for the future would call for the wholehearted participation of
the Progressives, it is their representation of the tribal raid as the moment for an
unfolding revolution that is worth exploring further. The role played by the Indian
communists in the First Kashmir War, which led to Kashmir's accession to India cannot
be overstated. The voluntary militia of the National Conference that was formed to fight
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the raiders comprised mostly of Indian and Kashmiri communists (Whitehead 2007:
149). The fact that communists including their women cadres led the voluntary militia
of the National Conference (Khanna 2007: 18-19) and fought the tribesmen along side
the Indian Armed Forces, gave the war an appearance of a revolution. Usha Khanna,
who lived in Srinagar and was part of the CPI and also active in the women's militia
during the tribal raid, writes, 'I remember the legendary Communist Party leader PC
Joshi sending me a red dupatta ['scarf used by South Asian women to cover head and
upper body'] all the way from Delhi with the message "Bravo-Let the Red Flag Fly
Proudly'" (Khanna 2007: 18). Abbas brings up the Spanish Civil War (1936-1939) as
comparison when he speaks of the tribal raid. Writing about the leading Progressive
writers from India and Kashmir who had congregated in Kashmir at the time of the war
in 1947-48:
The atmosphere reminded one of Spain and the International Brigade where, it
was said, writers had come to live their books, and poets had come to die for
their poetry! The creativity of these writers was infectious ... (Abbas 1977a:
305-306).
Another key figure of the PWA, Mulk Raj Anand in his epitaph on Maqbool Sherwani,
compares his hero to the Russian guerillas. Sherwani wonders during the mayhem of the
tribal raid, 'what the Russian guerillas had done in similar circumstances under Hitler's
occupation' (Anand 1963: 18). Anand's epitaph is reflective of this charged atmosphere
in Srinagar, and the hero Sherwani pays obeisance to the Progressive poets like Faiz,
Jafri Ludhianvi, and the Kashmiri poet, Dina Nath Nadim (Anand 1963: 19). The
National Conference workers are referred to as 'comrades' and elsewhere he makes the
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same point when one of the supporters of Pakistan tells Sherwani, 'you workers of the
National Conference are like the communists' (Anand 1963: 24-48). In this short
novella, Anand depicts Sherwani as a poet- revolutionary, a poet who is willing to join
the war as a soldier. It is apparent that this imaginary is inspired from the Spanish civil
war in which the poet Ralph Fox fought on the side of the Republicans. Further
evidence of this is that Mulk Raj Anand had attended the second Writers' Congress in
Madrid as an Indian representative, at the time of the civil war in Spain (Ahmed 2006:
71), and had a close association with Fox (Zaheer 2006: 13).
Rehman Rahi, one of Kashmir's most eminent poets, and recipient ofIndia's
highest literary award (Jnanpith Award in 2004), in a personal interview, spoke of the
immense influence of the Progressive movement on the literary and artistic landscape of
Kashmir during this period. Kashmiri writers and artists like Dina Nath Nadim, Aasi,
Prem Nath Pardesi, Somnath Zutshi, Mohan Lal Aima, and many others were also
connected to the PWA (Abbas 1977a: 316). Rahi was also made the organization's
General Secretary, and according to him a large part of the cultural production around
the tribal raid was the result of the efforts of the Progressives, or bore the mark of their
influence (Rahi R 2005).
Pran Kishore, the Associate Director of the KashmirilUrdu film Shayar-e-
Kashmir Mahjoor discussed below, and also well-known for his story for the very
popular TV serial about a family in Kashmir, Gul Gulshan Gulfam (Ved Rahi 1987), in
a personal interview with the author, spoke about the presence of Progressive writers in
Kashmir during the tribal raid and described the happenings in Kashmir as what looked
like a communist revolution. He remembered that the IPT A staged a play called Chauda
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Goliyan ('fourteen bullets') on the martyrdom of shaheed ('martyr') Sherwani (Kishore
P 2006). Kishore further pointed to the christening of the main square in Srinagar as Lal
Chowk ('Red Square'), along with the communist symbolism of the National
Conference flag, red in colour with the image of a plough.
The Progressive legacy in Kashmir is brought out well by the film Kashmir
Too/an Mei, or Storm Over Kashmir, made in 1949 by a group of theatre actors and
filmmakers closely allied with PWA and IPTA. Storm Over Kashmir is produced by
India Art Theatres Ltd and directed by BD Garga, well-known film academic and
author of several books on Indian cinema. Keeping with Progressive traditions, the film
introduces 'the people of Kashmir' in the star cast along with IPTA artists. The IPTA
actress, Achla Sachdev plays the main protagonist of the film, and the commentary for
the film is credited to the Progressive writer, Rajinder Singh Bedi.69 The title of the film
is reminiscent of Pudovkin's 'Storm over Asia' (1928), considered one of Soviet
cinema's silent film classics. While Storm Over Kashmir is described as a documentary,
most parts of the film are fictionalized, meant to function as a generic and not specific
narrative of what ordinary Kashmiris endured during the tribal raid
The film reveals to us the horrors of the tribal raid through the character of a
Kashmiri woman, Shabbo. The film opens with Shabbo mourning the death of her
infant, sitting amidst ruins and the destruction wrought at the hands of the tribesmen.
The commentary informs the audience, 'Death and destruction, hate and fear, these
were the gifts of raiders from Pakistan brought to the people of Kashmir'. The film then
69 Rajinder Singh Bedi gained immense success as a writer in the film industry and some of his best
known films are Mirza Ghalib (Sohrab Modi 1954), Devdas (Bimal Roy 1955). Madhumati (Bimal Roy
1958), Bambai Ka Babu (Raj Khosla 1960), Anupama (Hrishikesh Mukherjee 1966). and Abhimaan
(Hrishikesh Mukherjee 1973).
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goes into flashback painting a portrait of an idyllic village life in Kashmir. The
commentary in the film highlights the struggles of the Kashmiri workers and peasantry,
and eulogizes Sheikh Abdullah as a revolutionary leader:
Sheikh saheb's arrival sent a thrill through the village ... there was an air of
expectancy. A movement was being launched demanding a popular government
and economic reforms for the peasants .... Sitting in the cool shade of the
Cyprus trees, she had heard her revered leader tell them that they must win the
power with which to build a new life, that they must never despair, that victory
would ultimately be theirs. The peasants of the Kashmir valley had suffered
much and at times it looked as if their fate would never change. With Sher-i-
Kashmir amongst them their determination grew to end the rotten state of affairs
in their land ... .
This idyllic village life is disrupted with the attack of the tribesmen. Scenes of plunder
follow, and the entire village is razed to the ground. This is followed by documentary
footage of the National Conference voluntary militia, portraying the resistance offered
to the tribesmen by the people of Kashmir. Images of workers, the children's army ('Bal
Sena') and the women's militia, marching and carrying banners, 'Shahidani Kashmir
Zindabad ['Long Live the martyrs of Kashmir'] - Silk Weaving Factory Workers
Union, Raj Bagh', and 'We will defend our motherland with our young blood- Bal
Sena', are inter-cut with images of Sheikh Abdullah paying his respects to the
'martyrs'. The commentary speaks of hope and freedom in the framework of socialism
as images of Abdullah and Nehru roll on the screen:
The Kashmir of tomorrow is taking shape today. Men, women and children all
of them have a part to play. The masses of Kashmir have found their soul. Bent
backs are no longer bent, eyes doused by poverty are aglow. The old hates have
dissolved. A new comradeship had evolved between worker, peasant, and
intellectual. Freedom has begun to find its roots. Yes, a new Kashmir is rising
from the rubble heaps. It is the Kashmir ofShabbo's dreams. Her son is dead but
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there are millions of other sons of Kashmir who will defend their new won
freedom, till their fertile field, and finally reap the rich harvest. An ugly chapter
has ended. A new age has begun.
The question of the conditional and contested accession of Kashmir to India is not
represented in this film, and instead, Kashmir's past and present are intrinsically woven
with the future of a socialist India.
What inspired the politics of PWA and IPTA activists in Kashmir? How did
their cultural politics impact the representations of Kashmir? A closer look at the life
and work of Abbas and Sahni reveals that the Progressive legacy in Kashmir is diverse,
and comprises of different approaches to Kashmir and India, and the relationship
between region and nation in India.
Building the Nehruvian Consensus: Khwaja Ahmed Abbas, National Integration
and the Kashmir Question
Khwaja Ahmed Abbas (1914-1987), novelist, screenwriter, and journalist is best known
in the world of Hindi cinema for the films he wrote for one of the stalwarts ofIndian
cinema, Raj Kapoor. Dr. Kotnis Ki Amar Kahani (V. Shantaram 1946), Neecha Nagar
(Chetan Anand 1946), Awara (Raj Kapoor 1951), Shri 420 (Raj Kapoor 1955), Mera
Naam Joker (Raj Kapoor 1970), Bobby (Raj Kapoor 1973) and Henna (Randhir Kapoor
1991), are few of the more popular films written by him.70 Abbas is also renowned for
his directorial venture Dharti Ke Lal (1946), considered India's first avant-garde film.
Closely associated with both the PWA and the IPTA, he was one of the co-editors of the
PWA journal Naya Adab and one of the founders of IPTA (Abbas 1977a: 228 & 332),
70Henna was completed by Randhir Kapoor due to the demise of Raj Kapoor.
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Writing about his ancestry, Abbas mentions the well-known Urdu Romantic poet
Khwaja AltafHusain or Hali ('modem') as he was known, and points out his family's
long commitment to Progressive values (1977a: 18-19). As ajoumalist his 'last page' in
the Blitz was extremely popular and is known to be the 'longest running weekly
political column' (Rajadhyaksha & Willeman, 1994: 39) in India. The Blitz set up in
1941 by the pioneering journalist RK Karanjia, was a tabloid that promoted anti-
imperialist and Leftist ideas. Like Abbas, Karanjia can be described as a secular
nationalist, imbued with 'leftist internationalism' who advocated the 'Third-World
cause against American interests' (Prakash 2003). Both Karanjia and Abbas were
extremely supportive and loyal to Nehru, which was quite apparent on the pages of the
Blitz.
Abbas has written extensively about his active engagement with the unfolding
political scenario in Kashmir after independence. On the cultural front, in a personal
interview, Farooq Nazki, writer, poet and former director of Doordarshan in Srinagar,
credited Abbas with the setting up of the IPTA chapter in Kashmir in 1945 (Nazki F
2005). However, Abbas's politico-cultural engagements in Kashmir can be best
understood if we view it within the larger framework of his myriad negotiations with
secular nationalism, Left cultural politics, loyalty to Nehru, commitment to the cause of
National Integration, all of which are discussed below.
Key figures from the PWA and IPTA had close relationships with Nehru, which
in tum gave these organizations a certain legitimacy and acceptance in the national
mainstream (Gopa12005: 154). The socialist and modem outlook of Nehru made many
writers and activists gravitate towards him, and the Progressives saw in him an
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opportunity to infuse the Congress with a more radical socio-economic program
(Ahmed 2006: 156).71Abbas's unabashed support for Nehru is apparent in his writings.
In fact, in his biography, he titles the three chapters on Nehru as 'My Long Love
Affair'. Writing about the first time he saw Nehru in a newsreel, 'I sat up as the slim
young man came riding on a white horse. This, I said to myself quite irrationally, is my
leader, my comrade, my beloved' (Abbas 1977a: 86). This overtly romantic imagery,
that of Nehru as saviour, a prince, was not entirely uncommon, as many other writers
and filmmakers from that generation, like Raj Kapoor, were forthright in their support
for Nehru, and sought to carry forward Nehru's vision for India through their work
(Nanda 2002: 68). Abbas writes that every film that he ever made was in reality made
for Nehru, and Nehru reciprocates by making special appearances to the screenings of
Abbas's films (Abbas 1977a: 441-454). Abbas mentions another legendary filmmaker-
Mehboob Khan's (1907-1964) love for Nehru:
When Nehru died, we died- for Nehru was us, the soul and spirit ofIndia .... And
it was literally so for the sixty-year old film director and producer, Mehboob
Khan, whose devotion to Nehru and his ideals was so great that as he heard the
fatal news he felt a stab of pain in his already diseased heart and saying, "Ab is
mulk mein rahney se faida? " he collapsed never to rise again (Abbas 1977a:
446).72
The anxiety over the fragility of Nehru vian secularism for Muslims living in post-
partition India, captured well in Abbas's story about Mehboob above, is also reflected
71 However, the relationship of the CPI with the Congress was to remain a bone of contention throughout
the period of the CPI' s history, and positions veered from that of cooperation to antagonism.
72 In a short story, June in December. Abbas reconstructs this episode in the life of his protagonist, a
professor who has a heart attack when he hears pfNehru 's says' I don't want to live in a world, in an
India, without Jawaharlal Nehru' (1977b: 89).
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in Abbas's writings.73 Abbas takes troubles to point out the sacrifices that Muslims have
made for secularism and the unity of the Indian nation. He brings to light the sacrifices
of 'Brigadier Usman ... the most important Muslim to lay down his life for secularism
and Kashmir' (Abbas 1977a: 307), and later he goes on to speak about Maqbool
Sherwani's commitment to Indian secularism. He is anguished upon finding out that the
Indian soldiers refer to the tribesmen as 'Musallahs' (Muslims), rather than as
Pakistanis:
After all this was the war which was being waged with the help and assistance
of the people of Kashmir, most of whom were Muslims and, thanks to their
leader, the redoubtable Shaikh Abdullah, anti-Pakistanis. This was the war in
which, only a few miles away, a Muslim called Maqbul Sherwani, rather died
than give up his secular and pro-Indian attitude. I took up the matter with
Brigadier Sen and he said in effect, "It is difficult to change the thinking of these
soldiers who are ignorant of the basic principles of secularism". I wanted to ask
him: then what is this war about? What am I, a "Musallah," doing here? (Abbas,
1977a: 306-307)
This anxiety about the future of Muslims in a secular India is easily understood in the
context of post-partition India, wherein Muslims are in the unenviable position of
constantly having to prove their loyalty to the Indian nation, discussed in the chapter
above."
73 Sheikh Abdullah had also apparently said, 'It is all very well for the people in India to think that
communalism in India has been fmally eliminated. But no one can deny that communal spirit still exists
in India. Many Kashmiris feel what will happen to them and their position if, for instance, something
happens to Pandit Nehru' (Filmindia March 1952: 7-9).
74 A fellow Progressive and Bombay film actor, Balraj Sahni, brings Abbas's loyalty to India into
question:
Balraj Salmi, a film star and a friend of mine had accused me of doing dirty propaganda against
India- like the film India Speaks- and anti-India documentary which had been exposed and
attacked on my 'Last Page!' .. , I was very much hurt by the association ofSardar Jafri (whom I
knew as a humanist and an understanding friend) with my accusers and inquisitors (Abbas
1977a: 332).
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On the other side of the border, in Pakistan, Abbas's comrades from the PWA
were getting involved in the same war in Kashmir from the Pakistani side. Faiz Ahmed
Faiz, the revolutionary poet of Pakistan visited the Uri sector as a show of solidarity at
the time of the tribal raid, led by his friend Major General Akbar Khan (Khan 1970:
108), and on his return praised the courage of the Pakistani Army officers (Ahmed
2006: 251).75 Two cultural activists from the PWA, on two sides of the border,
supporting their country's War effort in Kashmir, points to the ways in which the
Progressive legacy was coming under the pressures of rival nationalisms, months after
the Partition of India.
It is therefore not surprising that in most of the post-partition Progressive
accounts of the war, Pakistan is named as the enemy. The unconditional rejection of
Pakistan becomes one of the most entrenched ideological positions of the secular
nationalists in India. Abbas makes a 'resounding declaration [in an article] that I would
not go to Pakistan' (Abbas, 1977a: 524):
I felt no hatred for Pakistan or Pakistanis. How could I when there were my
relations, my friends whom I admired and loved? But (contradictory as it might
seem) I was dismayed by the concept of "one religion, one country" which was
at the root of Pakistan .... While I wished Pakistanis all luck in building up their
country, it became a secret obsession of mine to try and bring back at least some
intellectuals who belonged to Indian areas, but who had been persuaded by
family considerations, or by political compulsions, to migrate to Pakistan. In
1948 I wrote an "Open Letter to Sahir Ludhianvi" ... in which I appealed to this
young Indian poet to return to India. . .. And, to my considerable surprise and
joy, he ... came back to India ... (Abbas 1977a: 297-298).
75 Sajjad Zaheer, one of the founders of the PWA (who was sent to Pakistan by the CPI to set up the
Communist Party in Pakistan), Faiz Ahmed Faiz and Major General Akbar Khan, were to be later
arrested in 1951 for the Rawalpindi Conspiracy Case. For more on the Rawalpindi Conspiracy Case and
its relationship with Kashmir see, Hasan Zaheer, 1998.
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Abbas then goes on to narrate how the leader of the Communist Party in Pakistan,
Sajjad Zaheer, was brought back to India through Nehru and his joint efforts, so that
Zaheer could be 'useful to his country' again (Abbas 1977a: 298-299). However, this
distrust of Pakistan is borne out of Abbas's unfailing commitment to national unity and
secularism and therefore he despises the Hindu Right with the same passion as he does
the DMK (Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam) in Tamil Nadu, who according to him would
'like to have a Tamilian Pakistan' (Abbas, 1977a: 429).
It is this commitment to secular nationalism and opposition to Pakistan's two-
nation theory that dominates his perspective on Kashmir. In his short story, Walls of
Glass (Abbas 1977b), the heroine Mehmooda is Kashmiri and in love with Saleem, a
Muslim who migrates to Pakistan at the time of Partition. While Mehmooda is
ideologically committed to India, she agrees to follow her love to Pakistan when
suddenly Gandhi is assassinated:
Mehmooda's heart split into two. Half her heart was Indian. Half of her heart
[because of her love for Saleem] was Pakistani .... To go to Pakistan now
seemed to Mehmooda a betrayal of the martyrdom of the Mahatma .... She
came back home and wrote a letter to Saleem in which she informed him about
their decision to live in India, and her love for Saleem which was eternal (Abbas
1977b: 61-62).
Read metonymically, Kashmir must make personal sacrifices for its larger ideological
commitments to India. These commitments have to be honoured particularly in the face
of any personal (or religious) affinity to Pakistan. Therefore this story is both
descriptive and prescriptive of Kashmir's loyalty to India.76
76 The story reminds one of the lines from the poet Mahjoor mentioned earlier, 'Though I would like to
sacrifice my life and body for India, yet my heart is in Pakistan' (quoted in Bazaz 1954: 298).
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There are similar strains in the story of the film Henna (1991) discussed in the
chapter below, a film penned by Abbas for Raj Kapoor. The question of love divided by
borders is central to both Walls of Glass and Henna. In both stories the heroine is
Kashmiri, but Henna belongs to the Pakistani administered side of Kashmir, and
therefore proves her loyalty by choosing her love for the Indian hero over her love for
Pakistan. The 'natural' choice for all Kashmiris it would seem is India.
It is apparent that for Abbas, the question of national unity and integration is
foremost. Film critic Kobita Sarkar writes about Abbas, '[a]s a reformer and
pamphleteer, Abbas has two main compulsions - economic equality and national
integration' (quoted in Hasib 1987: 26). Abbas's oeuvre reveals his preoccupation with
the theme of national integration and some of the films he directed on the subject are
Hamara Ghar (1964), and Saat Hindustani (1969). These films also won the National
Award for the best films on national integration (Abbas 1977a: 494-508). The film Saat
Hindustani is a story about seven Indians from different parts of India involved in the
national struggle for liberating Goa from Portuguese rule and uniting it with India.
However, years later they are portrayed as focusing on 'petty' regional politics in their
respective regions of the country. Abbas sees this overt regionalism as disruptive, and a
force of disintegration for the nation. Abbas depicts through these characters, the
various shades of parochialism, mostly in the form of language politics and regional
disputes from the north to the south of India. In the end, they are reminded of their
common struggle for the liberation of Goa, i.e. the larger struggle for national
integration. Interestingly, Kashmir is absent in the narrative of Saat Hindustani, but
present in its absence - as by 1969, the year the film was made, it is the most important
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region in India's quest for integration. The silence on Kashmir can only be understood
as an act of self-censorship or caution on the part of Abbas, as this is a volatile political
period in Kashmir (Noorani 2006b) and even the Kashmir films of this period steer
clear of all kinds of politics, even of the feel-good 'secular' variety."
The Limits of Progressive Politics In Kashmir
However, it is a film like Saat Hindustani that explains Abbas's sudden volte-face on
Abdullah after his arrest in 1953 - from being Sher-e-Kashmir, the 'uncrowned king of
Kashmir,' a 'close friend' to a 'dangerous' man (Abbas 1977a: 301-306). Saat
Hindustani makes Abbas's unflinching commitment to national unity and his suspicion
of regional nationalisms apparent." Is it possible that Abbas saw Abdullah as a
hindrance to Kashmir's 'full' integration with India?
The sudden silence on Abdullah also marks the works of the other activists
from the PWA and the IPTA, for example Anand's epitaph (1963) and Sahni's
endeavour Shayar-e-Kashmir Mahjoor (1972), published and released after the event of
Abdullah's arrest. Despite the fact that these narratives cover the period of the anti-
Dogra movement and the tribal raid, there is no mention of the figure of Sheikh
Abdullah in either one of them. The propaganda machinery of the Indian State and the
communists had first glorified Sheikh Abdullah as the representative of the Kashmiri
77 There is a passing reference to Kashmir in the story where the character from Punjab, Joginder, has
fought the tribals during the tribal raid. Yet again, the reference to Kashmir returns to the •golden'
moment ofIndia's relationship with Kashmir.
78 In a series of interviews done with Indira Gandhi along with RK Karanjia for the Blitz (Karanjia &
Abbas, 1974), Abbas discusses all possible issues of national and international concern with Indira
Gandhi, except that of Kashmir. By the time Indira Gandhi comes to power, Sheikh Abdullah has already
spent more than a decade in jail without trial. It is therefore surprising that while every possible issue is
discussed with the inclusion of Vietnam, the mention of Kashmir is singularly absent in these interviews.
Whether the reason for this silence was a 'friendly' advice or self-censorship on the part of the journalists
can only be speculated.
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people, and suddenly the same machinery not only falls silent but works towards
erasing his figure from the history of Kashmir. It is ironical that when Sheikh Abdullah
was arrested by the Dogra regime at the time of the 'Quit Kashmir' movement,
communists had traveled from undivided India to Kashmir to participate in
demonstrations to protest his arrest (Taseer 1986: 5). Abdullah's portrait appeared
repeatedly in the CPI paper through this period, and 'the party publicized calls for the
first anniversary of Abdullah's arrest to be marked as "Sheikh Abdullah Day"
(Whitehead [forthcoming] 2010). However, about a decade later, when Sheikh
Abdullah is arrested by the Indian State, there is a complete silence on the part of the
communists and the Progressives on the episode. It is the Gandhian Mridula Sarabhai
and the socialist Jayaprakash Narayan, who take up his cause in India (Basu 1996).
This shift in proclivities of the Indian State and the CPI towards Abdullah can be
understood by taking a closer look at the regional politics of Kashmir, and the changes
taking place within the CPI. The Sadar-e-Riyasat ('Constitutional Head of Kashmir')
Karan Singh with the involvement of the Central Government led by Nehru (Noorani
2006b, Mullik 1971) ordered the dismissal of Abdullah on August 8, 1953. Sheikh
Abdullah was arrested on charges of a conspiracy against the State that were never
proved in a court of law called the 'Kashmir Conspiracy Case'. Bakshi Ghulam
Mohammed, Abdullah's 'close' aide was invited to form the Government (Mullik 1971:
45) in his place. Eleven years later, all charges against Abdullah were dropped and he
was released from prison. While the circumstances leading to his arrest are too lengthy
to recount, it would suffice to say here that it was Abdullah's insistence on an India-
Pakistan accord on Kashmir and his stress on autonomy and even independence for
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Kashmir that made him a threat to the Indian State (Noorani 2006a).79 Noorani (2006a)
suggests that Abdullah's colleagues Bakshi Ghulam Mohammed and GM Sadiq were
more than aware of the plans to depose Abdullah, and eventually at different points of
time during Abdullah's incarceration agreed to step into his shoes on the behest of the
Indian State. It is on the count of the tacit support of the undemocratic practices of the
Indian State in Kashmir (Bose 1997, Noorani 2006b) that the Progressive legacy in
Kashmir can be most faulted. Even though the Progressives have produced scores of
works on Kashmir, it is through their silences that much of their investments in Kashmir
are revealed.
Abbas's autobiography reveals a proximity to the workings of the Nehruvian
State and illustrates the ways in which filmmakers and journalists were directly
involved in the unfolding politics of Kashmir. When his close friend Sheikh Abdullah,
whom Abbas credits with having 'saved' his life is undemocratically removed and
placed in prison, Abbas continues to ally and work closely with the Indian State on
Kashmir (Abbas 1977a: 541).80 Nehru asks Abbas to meet Abdullah in court and make
a report on him (Abbas 1977a: 434). Abbas is less than supportive of Abdullah in his
report to Nehru, and when asked whether it would be safe to release Sheikh Abdullah,
79 A month before Abdullah's arrest, a National Conference committee set up to resolve the dispute over
Kashmir had up with the following suggestions:
As a result of the discussion held in the course of various meetings, the following proposals only
emerge as possible alternatives for an honourable and peaceful solution of the Kashmir dispute
between India and Pakistan: (a) Overall plebiscite with conditions as detailed in the minutes of
the meeting dated 4-6-1953; (b) Independence of the whole State; (c) Independence of the whole
State with joint control [India-Pakistan] offoreign affairs and defence; (d) The Dixon plan with
independence for the plebiscite area (Noorani 2006a).
Soon after Abdullah was arrested.
80 Abbas expresses his gratefulness towards Sheikh Abdullah and the Jammu and Kashmir Government
who paid for his surgery in the United States of America (1977a: Preface).
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Abbas replies, 'I don't know if it would be perfectly safe, but certainly it would be less
dangerous' (Abbas 1977a: 437).
Itmust be noted here that the leading journalist RK. Karanjia from the Blitz,
apparently gave an early report of Sheikh Abdullah's propensity towards Kashmir's
independence to the Indian Intelligence (while the specific date of this report is not
known but is estimated to be sometime in 1949; Mullik 1971: 9). Abbas writes that the
Blitz, which was initially exceptionally supportive of Abdullah, had reversed its policy
and published articles scathingly critical of him because of what it perceived to be his
'anti-national tendencies' (Abbas 1977a: 435). However, Abbas doesn't dispute this nor
does he voice his agreement. Abbas's stance on Abdullah's dismissal and arrest, and
generally on Abdullah through his unfavorable years with the Government of India is
ambivalent. Thus, film personalities like Abbas and Karanjia were implicated in
Kashmir politics in far more direct ways than just through their films and writing.
An explanation for this change of attitude towards Abdullah could be the Left
intelligentsia's concerns of supposed American interests in Kashmir. Both Abbas and
Karanjia in keeping with Leftist thinking were extremely cautious of America and CIA
(Central Intelligence Agency) interests in the country, a facet of their politics revealed
on the pages of the Blitz, which 'regularly unveiled dark, CIA plots against India and
Third World leaders' (Prakash 2003). This could explain Abbas's turnaround on
Abdullah, as it was believed in some quarters that Abdullah was toying with the idea of
independence for Kashmir with American co-operation. The visit of the Democratic
Presidential candidate Stevenson to Kashmir swung the needle of suspicion on
Abdullah (Abdullah 1986: 126). Also, apparently Abdullah had spoken of the
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independence option to some foreign correspondents in 1949 (Mullik 1971: 9). Itmust
be remembered that amongst the communists, the CIA's interest in Kashmir was seen as
the real threat to India. Therefore Abbas sees the tribal raid as a CIA conspiracy (Abbas
1977a: 300-301), and elsewhere he speaks about the ways in which the CIA was set to
destroy the forces of the Left in India and bring about 'the process of destabililization'
(Abbas 1977a: 428).
Sheikh Abdullah believed that it was the CPI working on the behest of Russian
interests that was part of the conspiracy to have him dismissed. The Russians according
to him were keen to see GM Sadiq, a communist, as head of the Jammu and Kashmir
Government. Abdullah explicitly names Harkishen Singh Surjeet as party to the
conspiracy to have him removed in his biography (Abdullah 1986: 119-127). Surjeet
was until recently the General Secretary of the CPI (M) and was a member of the Polit
Bureau until his death in 2008. Korbel (1954: 483) writes that the Soviet Union along
with the Communist Party ofIndia had designs oftuming Kashmir into a 'Communist
base for infiltration on the sub-continent'. It is also interesting to note in this context
that in 1955 the Soviet leaders Khruschev and Bulganin made a trip to India, and
specially visited Kashmir.
Apart from the suggested communist 'conspiracy', other kinds of changes were
taking place within the CPI which shaped its policy towards Kashmir and Sheikh
Abdullah through this period. Abbas was expelled from the IPTA and the PWA in
1948-49, and he believes that one of the reasons that this happened was because the
Congress and Communist Party 'honeymoon' was over and the Congress was 'out to
crush' the CPI, and the 'in-betweeners' like himself were caught in the cross fire
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(Abbas 1977a: 330-331). Abbas's 'honeymoon' refers to the period ofthe CPI under the
leadership of Joshi working closely in all quarters with the Congress. Joshi was
removed and demoted and BT Ranadive replaced him in 1948 as the General Secretary.
The CPI under Ranadive took on a radically opposed stance to the Congress and began
to have a more militant approach. This was the result of the Moscow line at that time
which encouraged its supporters across the world to militantly oppose their
governments (Masani 1954: 99, Ahmed 2006: 265). It is during this time that the party
policy of supporting Sheikh Abdullah's National Conference was also condemned
(Whitehead [forthcoming] 2010).
While Balraj Sahni was very close to Joshi and extremely critical of the manner
in which the CPI humiliated him (Sahni 1994: 459-460), nonetheless unlike Abbas he
kept his links with the CPI (Sahni 1994: 751). He writes that despite the fact that he
didn't agree with Ranadive's policies, he found it impossible in those times to leave the
Party, which had become an inseparable part of his life, even though he was to distance
himself in later years from all forms of party politics (Sahni 1994: 289). The gargantuan
changes within the CPI and its policy shifts had an impact on the PWA and the IPTA
with many writers finding themselves in a position in which they were for the first time
having to oppose their 'hero' - Nehru (Ahmed 2006: 268).81 The Congress led
government in this period looked upon communists suspiciously and adopted a policy
of arrests and punitive action. Amongst film personalities both Sardar Jafri and Balraj
Sahni were put in prison and it is during this period that Abbas's passport was cancelled
81 Through this period IPTA began to stage plays extremely critical of the Congress, and Sahni wrote a
satire on Nehru titled Jadu Ki Kursi ('The Magical Chair'). Sahni like Abbas had great respect for Nehru
and writes that even though the play became very popular, he deeply regretted being a part of a
production that was disrespectful to a revered leader such as Nehru (Sahni 1994: 751-752).
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on the suspicion of him being a communist (Ahmed 2006: 267-287, Abbas 1977a:
339).82 In both Joshi and Sahni's opinion (Sahni 1994: 751-752, Joshi 1974: 69), it was
Ranadive and those like him in the CPI who were responsible for the end of the IPTA
movement.
However CPI reversed this policy of opposition again and a new era of
'cooperation with the Indian government' began in 1951 (Busky 2002: 59-60). It is in
this period that Abdullah was deposed and arrested. 83It could be argued that the silence
on Abdullah's arrest by the Left cultural intelligentsia is the result of the State's
successful drive to suppress and discipline the communists, and therefore most of them
choose to keep a safe distance from Kashmir and its fraught politics. The CPI also
began to see Abdullah's veering towards the independence option for Kashmir 'as
playing into American hands' (Purl 2009). After the Soviet ratification ofIndia's claim
on Kashmir, made explicit through the visit of the Soviet leadership, Abdullah was no
longer seen as the right choice within the CPI for Kashmir.
Whether it was Cold-War politics that played a part in the massive reversals in
positions takes by the Progressives on Kashmir, or it was a secular nationalist stance
against Pakistan, or Abdullah's authoritarian style of politics (Mullik 1971, Bose 1997),
it is clear that a concern with national unity guided the Progressive legacy in Kashmir.
However, while both Abbas and Sahni belonged to the Progressive movement their
engagements in Kashmir differed to a large extent.
82 When Nehru asks Abbas ifhe is a communist telling him that Morarji Desai suspects him to be one.
Abbas replies 'what do you think?' and Nehru says, 'Since you say you are not a communist, I believe
you' (Abbas 1977a: 335). Nowhere in this exchange or anywhere else does Abbas actually say that he is
not a Communist. He painstakingly tells his readers what kind of a Communist he is not, he also writes
about his problems with Communism, but never explicitly says what Nehru implies.
83 In the same year as that of the arrest of Abdullah, the PWA was to also formally distance itself from the
Communist Party ofIndia (Ahmed 2006: 277).
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Shayar-e-Kashmir Mahjoor and the unfinished beginnings of the Kashmiri film
Balraj Sahni's (1913-1973) cultural engagements in Kashmir are explored by looking at
his endeavour to bring to screen an insider's perspective on Kashmiri history and
culture through the full-length Kashmiri/Urdu feature film, Shayar-e-Kashmir Mahjoor
(The Poet of Kashmir, Prabhat Mukherjee 1972). Balraj Sahni's son Parikshit Sahni, a
well-known film and television actor, who also essayed the role of Mahjoor in the film,
in a personal interview, spoke about his father's long relationship with Kashmir,
friendship with the poet Mahjoor, his attempts to make a corrective to the prevalent
representations of Kashmir in India and his longing to bring to screen the distinctness of
Kashmir's history and culture (Sahni P 2006). One of the most critically acclaimed
actors from the Bombay film industry of the 1950s, Balraj Sahni was also a prolific
writer. Before he started his film career, he worked as a teacher of English and Hindi for
a brief period in Rabindranath Tagore's Shantiniketan, and in 1939 moved to Gandhi's
ashram at Sevagram, where he worked as a translator (Film/are August 1953: 18). Later
he moved to London to work for BBC London's Hindi Service before returning to
become an actor in the Bombay film industry.
A key figure in the PWA and IPTA, Sahni directed the first IPTA play titled
Zubeida, penned by none other than Abbas. The Anand brothers, Chetan and Dev, later
to become prominent figures in the film industry, played the lead and second lead along
with Abbas, who also made a stage appearance (Film/are August 1953: 18). Sahni's
first big role came with the IPTA produced film Dharti ke Lal (1946) on the Bengal
famine of 1943. Later he was to act in other films by Progressive artists like Humlog
(1951) directed by Zia Sarhady, Rahi (1952) directed by Abbas and based on a story by
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Mulk Raj Anand, and Garam Coat (Amar Kumar 1955) based on a story by Rajinder
Singh Bedi. One ofSahni's last films Garam Hawa (MS Sathyu 1973) was also based
on a story by one of the renowned Progressive writers, Ismat Chughtai. However, it is
for his role as a dispossessed farmer who moves from the village to the city, in the quest
of earning the required sum to save his two acres of farmland in Do Bigha Zameen
(Bimal Roy 1953), which brought Sahni much critical acclaim. It is from this film that
Sahni (much to his dislike) earned the nickname of the 'tweed-coat peasant', a reference
to his excellent and realist portrayal of a peasant, despite the fact that he was an
extremely urbane person in real life (Filmfare June 1954: 13). Inhis long and illustrious
career, Sahni acted in several films, and also wrote the script for Baazi (1951), directed
by Guru Dutt. His literary forays in the form of journalism, travelogues and short
stories, many of which are in his native language Punjabi, have also been widely
published and translated. Sahni was a member of the CPI, and shared a deep bond with
Joshi, and it was during Joshi's leadership that organizations like the PWA and the
IPTA flourished (Karat 2007). As a result of Sahni' s association with the CPI, he was
arrested alongside some other communists in 1949, and would report on the sets of
Hulchul (S.K. Ohja 1951) with special permission guarded by police personnel (Sahni
1994: 854).
Balraj Sahni had a cherished and long relationship with Kashmir. Balraj Sahni's
family had a business in Rawalpindi (in present day Pakistan) and spent their summers
in Srinagar. The famous Rawalpindi-Srinagar road was also in use in undivided India.
In an interview with the author, Parikshit Sahni, Balraj Sahni's son, even though
ethnically Punjabi, emphasised his Kashmiri cultural identity (Sahni P 2006). He
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reminisced about his childhood and schooling in Srinagar, and mentioned that his
family were officially State subjects of the Jammu and Kashmir State (Sahni P 2006).
Shahid Budgami, a prominent Kashmiri television writer and producer, who was also
part of the crew for the film Shayar-e-Kashmir Mahjoor writes in the Kashmiri journal
of the Arts, Harmukh, that Balraj Sahni's house in Wazir Bagh, Srinagar was well-
known as 'House no. 6', and became a hub of literary and artistic pursuits. Despite his
demanding acting career, Balraj Sahni along with his friend Pran Kishore was actively
engaged in the theatre movement and the Kashmiri cultural scene (Budgami 1999).
Most of the people interviewed in Sri nagar about this film, credited Balraj Sahni with
the only attempt ever made at building a Kashmiri film industry. For Sahni, whose
politico-cultural activism, literary, and film career was vast and illustrious, his specific
commitment to Kashmir is brought out by the fact that he always considered the film
Shayar-e-Kashmir Mahjoor to be his most cherished project (Film/are August 1957:
63).
Shayar-e-Kashmir Mahjoor is a film made both in Urdu and Kashmiri, and
seeks to document Kashmir's history and culture through the figure of Mahjoor (1885-
1952), regarded as the national poet of Kashmir. Mahjoor was not only well respected
in Kashmir, but also in India. He is believed to have had a regular correspondence with
Rabindranath Tagore who was an ardent follower of his poetry, and literary scholars
often draw parallels in their work (Fazili 1980: 140-141).84 Balraj Sahni writing in
Vishwabharati, a leading journal of Tag ore's Shantiniketan, eulogizes Mahjoor as a
poet of the people:
84 While Balraj Sahni taught for a while at Shantineketan, according to Fazili (1980) and T.N.Kaul
(1988), it is Professor Devinder Satyarthi who introduced Tagore to Mahjoor's poetry.
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If Mahjoor composes a verse today, it is sung by the people within a fortnight.
The children sing on their way to school, girls while harvesting the fields,
boatmen while driving their boats, workers while they toil-i.e. one and all
(quoted in Fazili 1980: 141).
Mahjoor wrote on varied themes, but by the 1930s with the consolidation of the
struggle against Dogra rule, he was increasingly drawn to issues of social and economic
justice. Since he wrote mostly in Kashmiri - the vernacular rather than the classical
Urdu, his verse reached all strata of Kashmiri society. Mahjoor's poetry was fuelled
with revolutionary zeal, urging the masses to overthrow years of oppressive rule and to
stride towards freedom (Fazili 1980: 134-143). Amin Kamil, in his extensive
scholarship on Mahjoor regards the significance of his poetry as that which 'prepared
Kashmiris emotionally to act in the field of politics' (Kaul 1988: 26-27).
The story of the film Shayar-e-Kashmir Mahjoor is mostly in the form of
flashbacks, comprising of reminiscences by an ageing Mahjoor. We see episodes from
the poet's childhood played by a boy who was to later become an acclaimed Kashmiri
writer - Shantiveer Kaul. These childhood episodes make the viewer understand
Mahjoor's predisposition, even as a child, to ideas of social justice and equality. The
child Mahjoor shares a deep bond with his grandmother, his mother having passed away
at a young age. Mahjoor's father wants him to study religion and take over his
responsibilities as a peer ('religious head') in the village. However, Mahjoor tells his
grandmother that he wants to become a 'sher' meaning a lion, but the young child is
attempting to say 'shayar', which means a poet.8S The next scene shows Mahjoor as a
8S One can only speculate if this is a jibe at Abdullah who was well known in Kashmir and India as Sher-
e-Kashmir, the film being similarly titled as Shayar-e-Kashmir. This may well be a fact given that the
film erases the figure of Sheikh Abdullah. and instead ascribes to Mahjoor the role of leading the anti-
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young man, and an argument ensues between him and his father over Mahjoor's
unwillingness to take his place as the village peer. Mahjoor explains that his one and
only interest is poetry and this leads to an altercation between the two that ends with his
father hitting him. Humiliated, the poet leaves home and sets out for Amritsar. Here he
accidentally meets the poet Bismil Amritsari who later helps him to make his
beginnings as an Urdu poet.
A large part of the film concentrates on the politics of language. Being a
Kashmiri, Mahjoor is mocked on his Urdu /ahja ('accent'), and rejected by the Urdu
literary circles. One of his friends advises him that to be successful as an Urdu poet he
must obliterate all that is Kashmiri within him. Mahjoor begins work in a newspaper
called 'Kashmir' when his grandmother passes away, and he has to return to the village.
On his return he starts a small school, and gets married to a local girl. Following a
particularly humiliating incident in a mushaira ('gathering of poets'), where the
audience rejects and mocks his poetry, Mahjoor goes into acute depression. Sitting
amidst waterfalls and forests in Kashmir, Mahjoor is contemplating ending his life
when he hears the lilting voice of a child singing a Kashmiri song by the sixteenth
century Sufi poetess Habba Khatoon. As this voice fades into a chorus of voices
emanating from women working in the fields, Mahjoor realizes that to have an
influence as a poet, and to reach out to his own people, he must write in his native
language, Kashmiri.
Dogra movement. Not only was Sahni a close friend of GM Sadiq, an erstwhile friend and colleague of
Abdullah, and who went on to take Abdullah's place during his incarceration, but also a close friend of
Mahjoor, who had been arrested during Abdullah's reign for expressing his sentiments for Pakistan
(Zutshi 2004: 303).This is ironical given the circumstances in which Abdullah would himself be
dismissed and arrested by the Central Government in Delhi in 1953.
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The next part of the film is about Mahjoor's growing prominence as a peoples'
poet; peasants, shepherds, and children sing Mahjoor's verses, as his fame carries from
village to village. Mahjoor's revolutionary verses against the autocratic rule of the
Maharaja stir the people of Kashmir and instil in them an eagerness for change. As a
result, he is arrested and put in prison by the Dogra administration, The people of
Kashmir are up in arms against the Maharaja, raising slogans for 'Naya Kashmir'.
Mahjoor is released from prison and he throws himself into the throes of this
movement. He is shown to lead the 'Quit Kashmir' movement against the Dogra rule.
The oppression of the Maharaja on the populace is shown through the technique of
shadow play. Nazki revealed in a personal interview that this technique was common in
the IPT A plays (Nazki F 2005). Mahjoor hears the news of the Partition of the country
and is shocked, distressed, and inconsolable. Following the Partition, the raiders attack
Kashmir and scenes of devastation, rape, and plunder at the hands of the tribesmen are
shown in a long sequence. Finally, with the defeat of the tribesmen, Kashmir gains
freedom and the National Conference flag is unfurled in every corner of Kashmir.
However, with time Mahjoor realizes that nothing much has changed and his verses
speak of this sorry state of affairs. In the last scene, an ailing and aged Mahjoor passes
away.
The theme ofa peoples' revolt against feudalism, and the politics of language
are themes that were central to the Progressive agenda. Apart from Balraj Sahni, Prem
Dhawan, who wrote the lyrics for the film, and Pran Kishore, the Associate Director for
the film, were also linked to the Progressive movement in India. Kalpana Sahni, the
daughter of the writer Bhisham Sahni, and niece ofBalraj Sahni, played the role ofa
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young village girl in the film. In a personal interview, she emphasized the fact that a
Bengali director and Punjabi actor had made a film on a Kashmiri poet, which
according to her encapsulated the legacy of the Progressive movement in India (Sahni K
2006). It is apparent from this that a vision of India as a vibrantly diverse and pluralistic
polity guided many of the Progressive artists.
Parikshit Sahni believes that his father's sympathies for the Kashmiri people
guided him in his endeavours in Kashmir. In a personal interview, Sahni spoke of the
derogatory ways in which the Muslim populace of Kashmir were represented, either as
hatho ('labourer') or haanji (,boatmen'). Oppressed for centuries, it was to bring to the
rest of India, the struggle of the Kashmiri people, and their rich syncretic cultural
heritage that Balraj Sahni wanted to make Shayar-e-Kashmir Mahjoor:
He [Balraj Sahni] wanted [to portray] the real soul and spirit of Kashmir. People
think they come there and move around in shikaras and they have a nice time in
the holidays and go back. But they don't have the faintest idea of what a rich
cultural heritage the place has ... Kashmir was the hub of Indian culture at one
stage ... the breeding ground of Sufism and ... Shaivite philosophy ... the
coming together of the two cultures of Hindus and Muslims [in Kashmir] was
very spectacular ... and he felt it is high time people projected the true image of
Kashmir ... [as] its history is often neglected. They [Kashmir] have very
beautiful poets, very profound philosophers, Habba Khatoon ... Nooruddin ...
Lal Ded ... this [Shayar-e-Kashmir Mahjoor] was an attempt to project the real
Kashmir to the world (Sahni P 2006).86
Shayar-e-Kashmir Mahjoor brings to screen Kashmir's nationalist history, and its ethos
of Kashmiriyat, promoted vigorously by the National Conference during and after the
anti-Dogra movement (Zutshi 2004, Rai 2004). However, it must also be remembered
that the National Conference's nationalist articulations of Kashmiriyat also fell within
86 Kalpana Sabni, in a personal interview recalled that the poetry and life ofHabba Khatoon, the Sufi
poetess from Kashmir, was often discussed at home, while she was still a child.
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'the narrative and agenda of the Indian nation-state, and did not allow for an expression
of Kashmiri regional belonging or religious aspirations' (Zutshi 2004: 329).
A large part of the film is about the language question, and it is on this issue that
the differences in approach on the relationship of region and nation between that of
Sahni and Abbas, are most apparent. As would be recalled, Abbas's comment on
language politics in the film Saat Hindustani is one that views it as a manifestation of
narrow parochialisms, perilous to the cause of national unity and integration. This was
particularly relevant in the context of post-independence India, which was dominated by
regional and separatist assertions articulated through the politics of language. Sahni was
a zealous promoter ofvemacular languages and folk forms, and saw any application of
a universal language on a diverse people as a hegemonic imposition by the powerful
classes (Sahni 1994: 289-299). Mahjoor, too, is said to have encouraged many leading
poets of the time, many of who were closely associated with the Progressive movement
to write in Kashmiri (Kaul 1988: 13). Rehman Rahi, in a personal interview, spoke
about the ways in which the Progressive poet Dina Nath Nadim inspired him to write in
Kashmiri, so that he would be able to 'speak' to his people. Rahi reiterated how the shift
to Kashmiri in literary circles was a result of the revolutionary impact of the Progressive
agenda on writers in Kashmir (Rahi R 2005).87 Balraj Sahni (Sahni 1994: 368-369)
writes about the ways in which his relationship with his native language Punjabi was
developed through the advice of Rabindranath Tagore. Until then, Sahni looked down
upon Punjabi as a provincial language and instead chose to write in Hindi. It is then that
Tagore apparently told him, that unless he wrote in his native language, neither his own
87 The Progressives were also central to the debate on adopting Hindustani (the language spoken by many
in India which is a mix of both Hindi and Urdu) even though many Hindi writers at that time opposed the
resolution (Ahmed 2006: 229).
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people nor those in whose language he wrote would accept him. This had a profound
influence on Sahni and he began writing in Punjabi, and the question of promoting
vernacular languages and folk forms in the arts became an issue close to his heart.
Sahni's attempts to foster a Kashmiri film industry were also reflected in the
efforts of other Kashmiri filmmakers. Mainzraat (aka Mehndi Raat aka The Night of
Henna, JR Paul 1964) is usually credited with being the first full length Kashmiri film.
The film is a simple love story about childhood sweethearts, who after being separated
by fate and the evil machinations of the villain, are finally united. Progressive artists
like Pran Kishore, the doyen of Kashmiri music Mohan Lal Aima, and the reputed artist
GR Santosh, were the creative force behind this film. Zia Sarhady, well known for the
films Humlog (1951) and Foot Path (1953), apparently wanted to make a Kashmiri film
Mujawwaza ('Proposed') on the oppressive Dogra rule in Kashmir, and about peasants
who toiled on their fields but were denied their share of the yield. Budgami, in a
personal interview recalled that the film was to be made with the patronage ofBakshi
Ghulam Mohammed (who replaced Sheikh Abdullah), and even commenced shooting
in 1953, but was never completed due to Sarhady's migration from India to Pakistan
(Budgami S 2005). These attempts must be seen as part of the Progressive agenda to
reach the people through cultural production in native languages and folk forms whether
it be in theatre, film, or writing (Ahmed 2006: 178).88
Another Progressive sentiment, which finds voice in the film is the
disillusionment with 'freedom'. This is given voice through Mahjoor's acerbic poem,
'Azaadi ka kya kehna' ('Freedom! The little said the better'), a poem about how the
88Balraj Sahni wrote extensively in Pu~abi and contributed regularly to Preetlari, the Punjabi magazine
started in 1933, which celebrated its 70 anniversary a few years ago. Prominent writers like Sahni, Sahir
Ludhianvi, and Balwant Gargi also contributed to this magazine (Dutt 2003).
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conditions and fortunes of the common people remained unchanged after independence.
The line from the poem in the film, '[azaadi] ki jab aayee sar jhuka ke aayee'
('freedom came with its head lowered'), expresses this dissatisfaction well. This
sentiment is very much in keeping with the way in which the Left and its cultural
movements were expressing their discontent with the Congress led Government:
By 1949 a new slogan was invented of azadijhute (false freedom) to give
expression to the sense of treachery and anguish that was widespread amongst
sections of the intelligentsia at how they felt ordinary people had been cheated
out of freedom (Ahmed 2006: 237)
On its release, the film Shayar-e-Kashmir Mahjoor got mired in controversy. Ghulam
Nabi Khayal, a well-known writer and the editor of Voice of Kashmir in Srinagar,
recalled in a personal interview that some people in the Jammu and Kashmir
Government and even Mahjoor's family had problems with the film (Khayal GN 2004).
Pran Kishore recalled a particularly bad and negative review of the film by Shameen
Ahmed Shameen, a leading Urdu intellectual and politician, and the editor of the Urdu
daily Aaina in Srinagar (Kishore P 2006). Shameen Ahmed Shameen contested and
won the elections against Bakshi Ghulam Mohammed in 1971 and was supported by
Sheikh Abdullah (Basu 1996: 227). Thus, this review could also have been politically
motivated, and it can be concluded that the potential success of the film Shayar-e-
Kashmir Mahjoor in Kashmir was jeopardized by the factionalized internal politics of
the National Conference through this period. Khayal, in a personal interview recalled
some form of public protest that erupted over the film, and thought that it was the
handiwork of a few 'mischievous' people (Khayal GN 2004). As a result not many
people have actually seen the film though it was shown in four cinemas at the time of its
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release in Kashmir, including Amrish in Srinagar and Samakh in Sopore, and was also
telecast twice on Doordarshan (Kishore P 2006). Parikshat Sahni expressed his
dissatisfaction with the film calling it 'sub-standard'. Apparently, he had a very difficult
relationship with the director, who he believed was unable to do justice to the film.
According to him, because the director and a large part of the unit was Bengali, they
could not understand the nuances of Kashmiri culture and language (Sahni P 2006).
Kalpana Sahni, was also of the opinion that the director, Prabhat Mukherjee, was unable
to do justice to the subject of the film (Sahni K 2006).
Nonetheless, Shayar-e-Kashmir Mahjoor is an important film, because it was
the first serious attempt at making a Kashmiri film, that too a historical epic that
documented Kashmir's contemporary history. Even more than five decades later, there
hasn't been a single feature film on Kashmir in India, which has attempted to or been
able to represent Kashmir outside the framework of either tourism or the violent conflict
in Kashmir. While the film doesn't radically challenge any national positions on
Kashmir, it does shift the centre of attention from a national to a regional framework.
However, certain silences in the film, whether the result of a choice or self-censorship,
or the result ofa fraught political situation in Kashmir, speak of the limits of the
articulation of regional belonging constrained by a national framework.
The film was patronized by the 'Marxist' leader of the National Conference,
GM Sadiq (Budgami 1999), and the opening credits of the film credits the Jammu and
Kashmir Government as the prema ('inspiration') for the film. Sadiq, became the Prime
Minister of Kashmir in 1964, while Sheikh Abdullah was still in prison, and was known
for his favourable position towards the Central Government of India (Mullik 1971: 24).
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It is therefore no surprise that the film steers clear of any mention of Sheikh Abdullah
and in a bewildering distortion of historical fact, it is the poet Mahjoor who is shown to
lead the 'Quit Kashmir' movement against the Dogras. It is in these historical re-
writings that one can glean the limits of Kashmiri assertions of regional belonging in
Balraj Sahni's attempts at representing Kashmiri history and politics. However, the film
represents Kashmir in its regional specificity and is a testimony to another vision of the
possible relationships between region and nation in India.
Abbas's investments in Kashmir can be seen largely through the national lens in
which his own persona as a modernist Muslim, commitment to Nehru, and secular
nationalism, dominate this relationship. Abbas's strong allegiance to the cause of
national integration over-determines his relationship with Kashmir, and all other
articulations of region and religion are subsumed under this overwhelming concern.
Thus, as demonstrated above, artists belonging to the PWA and IPTA were not
ideologically, politically, or culturally homogenous.
However, the communists (CPI and CPI (M), the party split due to ideological
differences in 1964) have continued to settle on their relationship with Kashmir through
their concern over the question of national unity. At the time of the militant revolt of
1989-1990 in Kashmir:
Surjeet, a senior leader and ideologue of Communist Party of India-Marxist
(CPI-M), the largest leftist group, responded to the mass uprising by appealing
to 'every patriotic-minded Indian' to fight against 'separatism and terrorism'.
The ... line has to be drawn between those who stand for national unity and
those who oppose it' , he announced (HT 1990) .... There is no hint of
condemnation or even censure of the reign of terror unleashed by Indian forces
on the Kashmiri population ... at a time of especially horrific repression (Bose
1997: 54).
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Rehman Rahi, in a personal interview, while acknowledging the glorious legacy of the
Progressive movement, expressed his dismay at the ways in which the Left
intelligentsia including the Progressives, had failed to take a moral and ethical stance
for democracy in Kashmir (Rahi R 2005).
Filmindia and the Hindu Right Contestations over Kashmir
The above chapter on the tribal raid films discussed the ways in which these films were
also representative of Hindu nationalist discourses on the Partition of India, Pakistan
and consequently Kashmir. The tribal raid became an opportunity in these films to
indict the Muslims for the Partition and to view Partition violence as essentially
'Muslim violence'. Even though these films exercise caution, drawing lines between the
Muslim insider and outsider, the communalized discourses of that period inform these
films. This segment looks at these post-partition Hindu nationalist discourses on
Kashmir as they appeared on the pages of an extremely popular film magazine of that
time, Filmindia. Filmindia, was published between 1935 and the early 1960s. Baburao
Patel, one of the most influential film journalists in India of the 1940-50s was the editor
of the magazine (Reuben 1988: 14,46). Patel, best described as a maverick, held forth
on political, social, cultural, moral and spiritual issues in his editorials in Filmindia.
Patel's writings inFilmindia were audaciously critical of Nehru and his policies, and his
views on Islam and Muslims were equally belligerent. Thus, Ftlmindia often took a
Hindu communal stance and is filled with anti-Muslim tirades (Film india March 1952:
3-7, April 1952: 51-55). However, it was not the mouthpiece of a Hindu Right political
party, but a commercial and popular film magazine. Also, the political stance of the
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magazine lacked consistency. Film scholars have often ignored this magazine despite its
popularity because of Patel's 'politically partisan views' (Chakravarty 1996: 69).
However, this seems curious given that other film journalists like RK Karanjia and KA
Abbas of the Blitz also made clear their 'partisan' view of politics. To privilege sources
that are 'Nehruvian', such as the Blitz, and to ignore those like Filmindia that are Hindu
nationalist and which contest Nehruvian politics, leads to circular arguments in which
the choice of evidence pre-empts the conclusions drawn by the scholarship, such as the
categorization of this period of cultural production as 'Nehruvian'. The recognition of
the Hindi film industry of this period as deeply influenced by Leftist and Nehruvian
ideas, as discussed above, solicits a simultaneous acknowledgement that differing views
of culture and politics were prevalent in the film industry of post-independence India.
Figure 3.1; 'Oh Sher-e-Kashmir!' - Sheikh Abdullah and Nehru (Film india January
1951: 27).
lA5
While there is a vast amount of commentary through the 1940s and 50s in the
form of editorials, letters to the editor, and cartoons on Kashmir in general, and
Sheikh Abdullah in particular, this section focuses on the years leading up to
Abdullah's arrest in 1953. This is because the Leftist filmmakers who had
previously eulogized Sheikh Abdullah, remain silent about this episode. In contrast,
Filmtndia makes a relentless commentary on this unfolding political scenario in
Kashmir. In particular, the cartoons studied below, with their references to the
political context of those times, reveal the small details of the 'larger picture' of this
period.
Many of these cartoons are by Bal Thackeray, who founded the Shiv Sena, the
Maharastrian Hindu Right party, founded in July 19, 1966. The Shiv Sena 'has
acquired a reputation of promoting religious and ethnic chauvinism while targetting
[sic] minorities, especially Muslims' (BBC 2000). Bal Thackeray had worked as a
cartoonist in several Indian publications and also began a Marathi cartoon weekly
Marmik in 1960, through which he sought to educate his cadres (Joshi 1970: 967-
969). The party began as a 'nativist' movement to protect the rights of the 'local'
Marathi people of Bombay. The support base of this party was to grow over the
years, and by the 1980s it had expanded out of Bombay into the interiors of
Maharashtra (Hansen 1999: 162).1t is in this period that it adopted Hindutva and
began its 'stigmatizing of the Muslim minority' (Hansen 1996: 138). In 1995, Shiv
Sena in an alliance with the BJP took over as the Government ofMaharashtra.
Thackeray is also alleged to be the prime abetter of the 1992-3 communal riots in
Bombay (BBC 2000).
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Figure 3.2: 'The Great Moghul.' A cartoon by Bal Thackeray (Film india December
1950: 59).
The relationship between region, religion and secularism on the pages of
Filmindia, reveals an altogether different articulation of Kashmir and India, from the
one discussed above in this chapter. Most significantly, these cartoons depict the
Hindu Right critique of Nehru vian secularism, characterized by its approach to
Kashmir. In the above cartoon, the Hindu majority of India is turned into a minority
in the rule of the 'Mughal emperor' (read 'Muslim') Nehru, flanked by Maulana
Abul Kalam Azad, the first Minister of Education in independent India. The populist
appeal of Hindutva in India has been premised on the idea that the Muslims are a
'pampered minority', who are reaping far greater benefits than the Hindu majority in
'secular' India (Hansen 1996: 195), an accusation that the BJP calls the 'pseudo-
secularism' of the Congress. The critique of Congress's secularism is brought out in
one of letters to the editor, where Patel is asked, 'what does it mean to be a Hindu in
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a secular state?' He replies, 'it is not a sin to be a Hindu nor a crime to be in a
secular state but to live in a secular state as a Hindu under a communal minded
leader like Nehru is a misfortune' (Film india October 1952: 44).
This anxiety is most explicit when it comes to the 'Indian' (Hindu) resources
spent in (Muslim) Kashmir. The image is of an emaciated Mother India with her
impoverished children clinging to her as she hands over all her wealth, in the form
of money, food and soldiers to Sheikh Abdullah, who is perched on a throne held up
by Nehru, while Pakistani Prime Minister Liaquat Ali Khan looks on in anger.
Figure 3.3: 'Empire Builder' (Filmindia October 1950: 19).
In a similar vein, Baburao Patel in an editorial inFilmindia writes:
Though millions of Indians starved and many mothers sold their babies for
bread, we did not let the Kashmiris feel the pinch of food or money for fear of
hurting Pandit Nehru. The happy sequence of embraces between Nehru and
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Sheikh Abdullah continued and we were shown numerous newsreels of the
pageantry of these two monarchs of millions rowing over the Jhelum in gaily
decorated houseboats. Though our own stomachs were empty, we forgot this
hereditary disease, and wildly applauded this pageantry as evidence of our
successful experiment in secular democracy ... [w]e knew that Sheikh Abdullah
would never forget nor allow his Muslim Kashmiris to forget that India had
rushed to their rescue in their hour of need and sacrificed her soldiers and spent
crores in saving and helping Kashmir even though 77.3% of the population of
Kashmir was Muslim (Patel 1952: 7).
heroine 18Kt, tIl' tl 1IIt"leli anu lC· ....>1 ......... • .... ·1 ..... - ..•. ~. ~~. D-"'~ 0--- -.. ~~ --
DAHEJ
Figure 3.4: 'Dahej' by Bal Thackeray (Film india September 1950: 64).
The metaphor for Kashmir's accession to India is often expressed in terms of
conjugality. Nehru had claimed that Abdullah was 'wedded to Indian secularism'
(quoted in Singh 1985: 111), and in a Hindu nationalist reversal in the above image,
'Mother India' is wedded to Abdullah, slavishly serving him, while India's defence,
finance, and food are offered as dahej ('dowry') to Kashmir. The following image
'Kashmir Swayamvar' (swayamvar is where a bride is allowed to choose her groom
from an array of suitors), also by Thackeray, uses the metaphor of marriage, but this
time it is Kashmir who is the bride, the swayamvar being used as a metaphor for the
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plebiscite in Kashmir. The UN Representative Dixon, Abdullah, and Nehru look
nervously as Kashmir the bride, chooses Liaquat Ali Khan or Pakistan. This cartoon
was drawn after the assassination of Liaquat Ali Khan (1951), and therefore he is
represented in the form of a statue. 89
E~'B'rone WtJnlS lfa.shn;ir but no one want.s 0 plebi ...
cne. .4 Hcml.llcn rlddla to the Kashmir maid ••.
Figure 3.5: 'Kashmir Swayavar': 'Everyone wants Kashmir but no one wants a
plebiscite. A Hamletian riddle to the Kashmir maiden.' A cartoon by Bal Thackeray
(Film india March 1951: 81).
89 Sir Owen Dixon had argued that a general plebiscite in Jammu and Kashmir was not a practical option,
and proposed a plan in which Jammu and the Hindu majority areas should merge with India, and
Pakistan-administered Kashmir, along with the adjoining Muslim areas, should merge with Pakistan, and
a plebiscite should be held in the Kashmir valley under the aegis of the UN. It is believed that this plan
had the support of Sheikh Abdullah (Mullik 1971: 24).
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Figure 3.6: 'Goes back Dizzy' - UNO representative Dixon being pushed between
Nehru and Abdullah on one side and Liaquat Ali Khan on the other side. A cartoon by
Bal Thackeray (Film india 1950: 63).
The next set of cartoons represent the fierce opposition by Hindu Right groups
such as Bharatiya Jana Sangh (1951-80, from which BJP was to emerge later in 1980)
in India, and Praja Parishad in Jammu, to the Jammu and Kashmir State's 'special
status' in the Indian Constitution. The opposition by these groups to the regional
autonomy of Jammu and Kashmir was premised on certain religious strains between the
regions of Jammu and Kashmir. The Praja Parishad formed in Hindu majority Jammu
soon after Partition, were disgruntled by Abdullah's 'land to the tiller' policies, as most
of the big landlords in Jammu were Hindu, and therefore viewed his policies as
communal (Basu 1996: 152). The Hindus of Jammu as represented by the Praja
Parishad were also against the idea of a plebiscite in the region, due to fears that the
Muslim majority ofKasbmir would vote against India (Puri 1993: 28). In 1951, they
organized large protests demanding the end to Jammu and Kashmir's autonomous status
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under Article 370, and the abolition of practices of a separate flag, head of state, and
constitution for the region, so as to push towards 'full' integration with India (Puri
1993: 28-40).
gEt DIN KA SUL'IA'N" *. ._...
'*..j ,':
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Figure 3.7: 'Ek Din Ka Sultan' ('Sultan for a day'): 'Sheikh Abdullah, the Sultan of
Kashmir, blackmailed India and succeeded in getting Kashmir its own independent
flag'. (Film india November 1952: 33).
They raised the slogan: ek desh mein do vidhan, ek desh mein do nishan, ek desh mein
do pradhan, nahi chalenge, nahi chalenge ('two constitutions in one nation, two flags in
one nation, two heads of state in one nation, will not do, will not do') (Basu 1996: 154).
The Bharatiya Jana Sangh wholeheartedly supported these protests, and organized many
more inDelhi and Punjab on the issue. Many of their protestors were arrested. Patel
expressed his support for this movement in his editorials (Pate11953: 3-9). Some
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scholars and political commentators believe that these events marked the 'final break
between Sheikh Abdullah and India' (Mullik 1971: 29). Puri (1993: 29) writes, 'the
Sangh-Parishad agitation marked the beginning of the end of Kashmir's emotional
relations with the rest of India' .
The cartoon below titled 'Mahabharat in Kashmir' is specifically on the Sangh-
Parishad agitations. Abdullah is on a chariot drawn by Rafi Ahmed Kidwai and Abul
Kalam Azad. Nehru is represented as Shikhandi, a character from Mahabharata who is
represented as both man and woman, and whom Bhishma, the invincible warrior
refused to fight because he saw him/her as a 'woman'. Shyama Prasad Mookerjee, the
president and founder of Bharatiya Jana Sangh is depicted as Bhishma, who is leading
the Parishad protesters. The Sangh- Parishad protestors are seen raising slogans for
Kashmir's full accession in the background, and are depicted as 'martyrs' for 'India'.
The conflict between the regions of Jammu and Kashmir is represented as one between
Hindus and Muslims, with Nehru is portrayed as an emasculated Shikandi. It is quite
common in the Filmindia cartoons to represent Nehru as a 'man/woman' or as a
'eunuch' (Fllmindia March 1954: 7). This metaphor for in-between-ness is used to
illustrate Nehru as a non-Hindu and in fact a Muslim, or sometimes with respect to the
non-aligned stance vis-a-vis Cold War politics, and at other times to show his lack of
'manliness' with respect to Pakistan. Thackeray, was to continue to use the term of
'Shikhandi government' or 'eunuch' government for the Congress in the 1980-90s
(Hansen 1996: 162, 170).
Hindutva is premised on the idea of the 'recuperation of masculinity' of the
Hindus, and this 'perceived "effeminization'" is overcome 'by expunging the Muslim
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"Other'" in its rhetoric and politics (Hansen 1996: 138). This 'self depreciating' image
of the Hindu community as essentially weak when faced with the Muslim threat, also
explains why post-partition nationalist cinema focussed on the revolutionary and
militant aspects of the freedom struggle as opposed to Gandhi and Nehru led non-
violent freedom movement. The fact that popular cinema and a popular film magazine
like Filmindia were gravitating towards Hindu nationalist discourses in the years
following Partition illustrates the ways in which these discourses were gaining
credibility and popularity amongst many people in India .
...
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Figure 3.8: 'Mahabharat in Kashmir': 'Protected by Pandit Nehru, Sultan Sheikh
Abdullah is making short work of the democratic agitation in Kashmir' (Film india
March 1953: 27)
The following cartoon titled 'Missing Mookerjee' refers to the house arrest that
Mookerjee was put under for entering Jammu without a permit on 8 May, 1953 (Mullik
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1971: 36). Mookerjee decided to enter Kashmir in defiance of a law which required
Indians to gain permits before entering the State of Jammu and Kashmir. Mookerjee
believed that if Jammu and Kashmir was an integral part ofIndia there should be no
travel restrictions placed on Indians traveling there. He was arrested by the Sheikh
Abdullah Government 'with the tacit approval of the Government of India' (Basu 1996:
156). However, Mookerjee died while in detention in Kashmir, due to ill health
according to the Government ofIndia and Jammu and Kashmir, even though the
Bharatiya Jana Sangh suggested that there was foul play involved (Basu 1996: 156).
TAl<E,SIIt ,THI~
IS GOOD FOR
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Jammu, May 24; 1953. .
Figure 3.9: 'Missing Mookerjee!': 'Dr. Shyama Prasad Mookerjee was arrested by the
Kashmir Government for entering the State without a permit. Nothing is heard of him
since. We wonder whether he will ever return?' (Film india May 1953: 15).
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FLYING HOMe
Dr. SramlJ Prtua4 Mookerite went 10 Ka./rmir IIJDlklnl
but Ihe evtr./rOlpltable SA,iM Abd"'uh .sent him home
/l,u...
New Delhi, lun. 23, 19S3.
Figure 3.10: 'Flying Home': 'Dr. Syama Prasad Mookerjee went to Kashmir walking
but the ever-hospitable Sheikh Abdullah sent him home flying' (Film india June 1953:
18).
As a result there was widespread condemnation by Indian leaders, the Indian press, and
suspicions were raised about Sheikh Abdullah's intentions and loyalty to India. The
Bharatiya Jana Sangh considered their leader a martyr to the cause of Kashmir's 'full'
integration with India (Madhok 1952). Baburao Patel, wrote scathing attacks on
Abdullah and Nehru following this incident in Filmindia (1953: 3-9). Addressing
Mookerjee's mother, Patel makes a critique about the 'weakness' of Hindus as opposed
to Muslims, 'your son's death will go unavenged because the wombs from which
Hindus come are themselves temples of piety and forgiveness' (Patel 1953: 9).
These events had a deteriorating effect on the relationship between Abdullah
and the Central Government and vice versa. The following cartoons try to paint a
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frightening image of Abdullah's growing challenge to India. The text is comprised of
extracts from Abdullah's speeches to illustrate his growing 'betrayal' to India over the
years.
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Figure 3.11: 'Lion of Kashmir!' (Film india May 1952: 5).
The cartoon titled 'Secular Snake Charming' makes multiple references to the
events that were perceived to have led up to Abdullah's arrest. Again, there is an
indictment of Nehru's secularism, which is perceived as the reason for the 'bungling'
(Madhok 1952) in Kashmir. The image shows two foreign journalists - possibly a
reference to Ward Price and Davidson, to whom it is believed that Abdullah had
mentioned the possibility of an independent Kashmir (Mullik 1971: 9). Mookerjee lies
dying, while Abdullah is depicted as a snake that has bitten Nehru (a Film india editorial
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from May 1952, on Sheikh Abdullah was titled 'Biting the hand that feeds'), and is seen
to be escaping across the border to Pakistan, On the Pakistani side the Pakistani Prime
Minister Mohammad Ali Bogra and the Pakistani Minister of Kashmir Affairs,
Mohammad Zafarullah, await his arrival. This represents one of the rumours circulating
in India at this time that Abdullah was trying to escape to Pakistan at the time that he
was arrested (Basu 1996: 167).
- .._ .......-__ .. , - :. ,
Figure 3.12: 'Secular Snake Charming' (Filmindia September 1953: 5).
Many factors led to the eventual dismissal and arrest of Abdullah, including
dissentions within the National Conference because of his autocratic functioning, his
propensity towards increased autonomy and independence, and the growing mistrust of
him among Indian politicians and the Indian media (Mullik 1971, Puri 1993, Basu
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1996). Patel, in his editorial 'Old tale of traitors' (1953: 3-9), places Abdullah within a
long narrative of Muslim betrayals, drawing examples from Muslim rulers who
murdered their own kith and kin to capture power. Similar to the tribal raid films, these
editorials in Filmindia represent Muslims as aggressors, and Islam as an essentially
violent religion (Patel 1952: 51-55). Patel warns Nehru to give up his 'phoney
experiments in secular democracy' and calls Bakshi Ghulam Mohammad, who replaced
Abdullah, 'another Muslim adventurer' (patel 1953: 9). The Hindu Right contestations
over secularism in India often manifested itself in the demands for greater centralization
with respect to the regions, in particular Kashmir, evident on the pages of Film india
through this period.
The next series of cartoons represents the 'taming' of Sher-e-Kashmir.
If! A'('t'p;n6 N;itA lht! nld princely Irt,di.
IU~"_1 Prinre Karan ,in~h. Satfar.;.
n','(U(Jl Qf Kashmir, went lillll.hunlilJll
one day.
Srill4,ar, AIt,us, 9, 1953.
Figure 3.13: 'Lion Hunting' - 'In keeping with the old princely tradition Prince Karan
Singh, Sadar-e-Riyasat of Kashmir, went lion-hunting one day' (Film india October
1953: 13).
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The cartoon titled 'Lion Hunting' depicts the Prince and the Sadar-e-Riyasat of
Kashmir, Karan Singh, who ordered Abdullah's arrest, and is therefore shown as having
captured the 'Lion of Kashmir'. The Gandhian freedom activist, Mridula Sarabhai's,
campaign to fight for the release of Abdullah, for which she was also arrested twice
(Basu 1996: 147-220), is represented in the cartoon below. Abdullah is portrayed as a
lion in a cage, while Mridula Sarabhai is referred to as a Muslim woman warrior 'Chand
Bibi' (1550-1599). The 'Calico' is a reference to the Calico Mills that the Sarabhai
family owned.
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CAtICO CHAND BIBI
Figure 3.14: 'Calico Chand Bibi' (Film india October 1953: 13).
The perceived effects of these representations can be discerned from the fact that
Filmindia was banned in Kashmir in 1953 by the Bakshi Government, on the grounds
of 'publishing material prejudicial to public peace and tranquillity in the state'
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(Film india October 1953: 13). The significance of this discussion on the Filmindia
cartoons is to illustrate further the influences of Hindu Right discourses on the the Hindi
film industry and consequently the Kashmir films of the 1950s, discussed in the chapter
above. Secondly, it shows Kashmir's centrality to the contestations over region, religion
and secularism in India. Therefore, soon after the Partition, Kashmir was shaping the
future politics of India. The agenda of the Hindu Right was being set through its
differences with the Congress over the issue of Kashmir. Thus, much of the 1990s BJP
politics, like the Ekta Yatra ('procession for unity') of 1991, which commenced in
Kashmir, with the explicit purpose of unfurling the national flag in Srinagar (Hansen
1999: 168-169), has its precedent in Mookerjee's march into Kashmir in 1953. Even
today, BJP supporters around India raise the slogan, Jahan balidan huye Mookerjee,
woh Kashmir hamara ha; ('The Kashmir where Mookerjee was martyred, belongs to
us.') (Das 2000: 21). The Hindu nationalist engagements in Kashmir, in place by the
1950s, would also be manifested in the Kashmir films of the 1990s, discussed in a later
chapter.
Concluding Remarks
This chapter covers a wide spectrum of politico-cultural engagements in
Kashmir through the 1940-50s to argue that Kashmir was emerging as the site for the
myriad articulations of Indian nationhood in post-partition India. The different kinds of
politics and political affiliations that influenced leading figures of the Hindi film
industry, and the ways in which it shaped their articulations of Kashmir, and the ways in
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which Kashmir articulated their differing ideas about the relationship between region,
religion and secularism in India, has been discussed here in detail.
However, common to the Hindu Right, the secular Left, and the Nehru led
Congress is the uncompromising faith in a centralized nation-state and the unmitigated
fear of any other articulations of belonging. The secular nationalism of the Left and the
Congress was ultimately an 'elitist ideal, one that rested on a deep belief in the authority
and centrality of the bourgeois public sphere, law, and the modem nation-state'
(Prakash 2003). The Hindu nationalist engagements in Kashmir of the 1950s did the
same by 'projecting the degree of centralization of power as a measure of patriotism'
(Puri 1993: 29). This 'faith' in a centralized State is pitched against democracy in
Kashmir, evident in the undemocratic machinations of the Indian State through this
period. This demand for a 'strong' State and a homogenized 'national' culture, over all
other forms of belonging, was to re-emerge emphatically in the Hindi films of the
I990s.
Whether it is the Progressive legacy or Hindu nationalist voices in Filmindia,
the investments in Kashmir by those who belonged to the film industry influenced
filmmakers, actors, writers, musicians, and therefore impacted the representations of
Kashmir in Hindi cinema. It is not a matter of mere coincidence that within a decade of
these engagements discussed here, Kashmir was to become a second home for Bombay
filmmakers. Those like Abbas and Ramanand Sagar, would be responsible for some of
the most popular films to be made in Kashmir in the following years. The familiarity
with Kashmir and the interest in the region, as reflected by Hindi cinema, is linked to
the politico-cultural engagements of these filmmakers in this region. The Kashmir films
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discussed in the next chapter are from the period where Kashmir and Hindi cinema
forged an enduring relationship, wherein Kashmir became a special region for Hindi
cinema, and was articulated as such by Hindi cinema.
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4. The Screen Romance with Kashmir (1949-1991): Diverse Journeys into Modern
India
Overview
Chapter Three explored the politico-cultural engagements in Kashmir of certain
filmmakers, contextualising their articulations of Kashmir. This chapter covers the four
crucial decades (1949-1991) of Kashmir's relationship with Hindi cinema, when
Kashmir emerged as central to the Bombay film landscape. In most of the films
discussed here, the central protagonists undertake a journey to Kashmir. This chapter
looks at what this journey signifies in Hindi cinema. Two very different kinds of
journeys to Kashmir are posited here, the first articulating Kashmir as a homeland in the
films of Raj Kapoor, and the second as a holiday resort, ideal for tourism's leisure
practices, many starring Raj Kapoor's brother, Shammi Kapoor.
The Kapoor family is one of the most influential Bombay film families, with
every new generation providing the film industry a new 'star'. The Kashmir films
immediately bring to mind the Kapoor brothers - Raj, Shammi, Shashi, and Rishi. Rishi
Kapoor calls himself a product of Kashmir, because in his estimation, the forty most
successful films of his career were made in Kashmir (Amin 2009). However, it is the
films of Raj and Shammi Kapoor, which made Kashmir into the most sought after film
location in Bombay. More importantly, their films bring to screen two distinct
Kashmirs. However, Kashmir emerges as the privileged space for the articulation of
'Indianness' in both.
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Kashmir as the Landscape of the Psyche'": The Romantic Imagination in the films
of Raj Kapoor
I am a lover of Kashmir and all its entrancing beauty, because perhaps, deep
down within me and almost forgotten by me, there is something which stirs at
the call of the old homeland from where we came long, long ago; and because I
cannot answer that call as I would, I have to content myself with dreams and
fantasies, and I revisit the glorious valley girt by the Himalayan snows through
books and cold print (Nehru 1968: xi).
Raj Kapoor (1924-1988) has been recognised as one of the leading figures of
Romanticism in Hindi cinema (Dissanayake & Sahai 1998: 154). His use of Kashmir is
reminiscent of the ways in which Kashmir came to be a privileged place for the
European Romantics, as elaborated in the Introduction. Kashmir as the site of religious
mysticism - Sufism, the original home of the Brahmins, of Buddhism, of the secrets of
mankind itself, meant that the Kashmir landscape has always been a metaphysically
charged one in the Romantic imagination (Drew 1999: 54-273, Willson 1964: 212).
This is not to suggest a direct parallel between European literary Romanticism and
Romanticism in Hindi cinema. However, there are multiple ways in which the two
converge and diverge.
Romanticism both in the metropolis and the colony was shaped by the
relationship and interaction between the two (Sabota 2006). European Romantics based
their ideas of Kashmir as a mystical land on accounts by European travellers who in
turn were influenced by Sanskrit and Persian texts, and were drawing on the mythology
of Kashmir from local sources (Drew 1999, Willson 1964). The Indian elites,
intelligentsia, writers, and nationalists' familiarity with the works of the English
90 The phrase has been borrowed from India and the Romantic Imagination (Drew 1999: 20S).
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Romantics right from the nineteenth century (Chaudhuri 2002: x), and its spread
through the colonial educational system (Sahota 2006: 1-194, 156) suggests that there
was considerable influence of these works amongst the educated elite in India.
Further, Hindi Romanticism ('Chayavad') and Urdu Romanticism
(' Rumanviyat ') were itself prominent in the literary sphere in India, and Kashmir was a
privileged place for Romantic writers like Iqbal and Jaishankar Prasad, as mentioned
earlier. Itwould be erroneous to either see Romanticism in India as merely a late carry-
over of Romanticism in the West, as it did develop in distinct ways to European
Romanticism, or to make such a specific case for 'Indian' Romanticism that denies the
interface between the two.
Just as there was an engagement between the European and Indian literary
spheres, there were close links between these literary spheres and Hindi cinema,
established in the context of the PWA and IPTA in the chapter above. While different
literary styles like Hindi, Urdu Romanticism, and the Progressive movement (' Taraqqi
Pasand Tahreek,) emanated from different concerns and political positions, and were
also critical of one another; nonetheless the interaction and engagement between them
meant that they existed not in separate domains but in constant dialogue with each other
(Sahota 2006: 136- 137,200-336). Film writers like Abbas and Sagar were themselves
part of Hindu and Urdu literary circles, and therefore aware of and influenced by these
literary spheres. For instance, a Progressive Writer like Abbas took immense pride in
his ancestry, which he traced back to the pioneering figure of Romanticism in India,
Khwaja AltafHusain Hali (1837-1914)91 (Abbas 1977a: 18-19).92
91 For more on Hali, see Hali's Musaddas: The Ebb and Flow of Islam, by Christopher Shackle and Javed
Majeed (Editors), 1999.
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Nowhere is this engagement clearer than in Hindi cinema where scripts written
by Progressive writers such as Abbas are used for the Romantic films of Raj Kapoor.
Sumitranandan Pant, one of the leading literary figures of Hindi Romanticism, writes,
'Chayavad sought to spiritualize Marxism rather than depart from it entirely' (pant
quoted in Sahota 2006: 276). This is not far from the ways in which Hindi cinema
translated Leftist concerns onto screen. Abbas's Progressive concerns and Raj Kapoor's
propensity towards spirituality, created a cinema, which was distinctly Romantic but
simultaneously concerned with socially relevant issues of the day. The influence of
Bengali literary Romanticism on Hindi cinema was also tremendous, evident from the
fact that it was Sarat Chandra Chatterji's (1876-1938) literary works that gave Hindi
cinema its iconic Romantic heroes (Nandy 2001: 64).
Barsaat (Raj Kapoor 1949) is a film in which Raj Kapoor's Romantic concerns
are most explicit. The film is usually thought to be the first Bombay film to be shot in
Kashmir (Dwyer & Pate12002: 61). However there are earlier films that seem to have
been shot there such as Begum (Sushil Majumdar 1945) (Raj Kapoor worked as an
assistant on this film according to Nanda 1991: 44). The climax scene of the very
successful film Ek Thi Ladki (Roop K Shorey 1949) from the same year as Barsaat was
shot in Kashmir (Filmindia March 1950: 59). The advertisements and reviews of the
film Barsaat also do not suggest that it is the first film to be shot in Kashmir. While
Barsaat may not be the first film to be shot in Kashmir, it is among the earliest, and has
92 The interaction between these different literary spheres is brought out by the fact that Abbas ran into
trouble with the PWA because of a preface that he had written for Ramanand Sagar's 'humanist' novel
Aur Insaan Mar Gaya ('And the Human Died') on the subject of the Partition ofIndia (Abbas 1977a:
330). Ramanand Sagar, who was closely associated with the PWA (Abbas 1977a: 305), in turn indicts the
PWA through a dialogue in the film Barsaat, where being 'taraqqi pasand , literally meaning progressive
(the PWA was called the Taraqqi Pasand Tahreek inUrdu), becomes the limit to one's understanding of
life and humanity, emotions and suffering.
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become the foundational iconic Kashmir film. Kashmir is not specifically named in the
film, but is clearly recognized. The houseboats, Dal Lake, shikaras ('boats'), Kashmiri
landscape, and the Kashmiri-UrdulHindi of the boatmen, establish the space as
Kashmir. In addition, the writer of the film and later a well-known film director
Ramanand Sagar, was from Kashmir, and familiar with Kashmir's landscape and
culture.
The reviews name Kashmir as the setting of the story and the heroines as 'The
Girls of Kashmir' (Film india May 1950: 51). They also pay great attention to the setting
of the film and its cinematographer, Jal Mistry, was lauded for the ways in which he had
captured the beauty of Kashmir (Bombay Chronicle 1 April 1950: n.p.). However, most
of the film was shot in the hill station of Mahabaleshwar and not Kashmir as is the
common perception, and only some 'scenic' shots of Kashmir were taken and
interwoven into the film in the post-production stages (Reuben 1988: 64-65). Kapoor
faced immense problems shooting in Kashmir for Barsaat as the heroine's (Nargis)
mother denied permission for her to travel to Kashmir (Reuben 1988: 65). Although it
might have been easier for Kapoor to shift the location of the story to any other
mountainous region, the use of Kashmir in his other films, suggests that there is on his
part a specific Romantic investment in the landscape of Kashmir. Kapoor's biography
also reveals an incident concerning his great desire to travel to Kashmir as a young man,
tied to his distinctively Romantic sensibility. In an interview with a film journalist,
Kapoor's father and the legendary actor Prithviraj Kapoor recalled how a young Raj
Kapoor had once expressed a desire to travel to Kashmir while they were holidaying in
Mussoorie, and was denied permission. This hurt the feelings of Raj Kapoor immensely
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and his father remembered him sitting on a hillock and poignantly singing 'Dukhiara
Jeev' ('Unhappy Being'), the emotion in his voice according to PrithviRaj Kapoor felt
like 'an artiste was putting life into words; he was giving expression to his innermost
feelings' (Reuben 1988: 47). This incident reveals Raj Kapoor's distinctly Romantic
sensibility, but also the ways in which Kashmir was central to that sensibility.
Barsaat is the story of two friends and their different approaches to love and
consequently life. While Pran played by Raj Kapoor, is an idealist and associates love
with purity, sacrifice, suffering, and truth, his friend Gopal believes that love has no
meaning beyond that of pleasure and ephemeral desire. While for Pran, love has to be
divine, sublime, and absolute, Gopal associates love with a form of hunger ('bhookh')
that seeks sensual satisfaction. Neela is a Kashmiri girl in love with Gopal, and her love
for him is like that of a devotee to god. On a holiday, Gopal visits Neela for a night, and
they consummate their relationship. However for Gopal, Neela means no more than an
object of his pleasure. As Gopalleaves Neela there is a sense of foreboding highlighted
in a song about the tragic consequences of betrayal. Pran in the meantime falls in love
with Reshma, the daughter of the caretaker of the houseboat that the friends have
rented. One day, fearing that Reshma would abandon him due to social constraints
imposed by her family, Pran extols the virtues of Sohni as opposed to Heer (the
heroines of traditional Punjabi epic love stories), saying that while Sohni chose to risk
her life and die for her lover, Reshma like Heer would abandon him to marry the man
that her parents have chosen for her. Reshma, wanting to prove that her love can defy
the restrictions of tradition and society, emulates Sohni and goes to meet Pran against
her father's wishes, wading with the help of a rope through the tumultuous waters of the
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lake. Her father enraged at her rebellion cuts the rope, and she is washed away. Pran
unable to accept Reshma's death, slips into despair and hopelessness. However, Reshma
is alive, saved by a brutish villager who keeps her imprisoned in his house, as he wants
to marry her. After a series of coincidences, the two lovers are united. Having witnessed
the power of true love, Gopal realizes his mistakes and returns to Neela, though he is
too late, as fearing his betrayal, she has committed suicide.
Figure 4.1: 'Barsaat' (Film india December 1948: Front Cover).
Pran's melancholic dispositions, individual self-ex.pression, philosophical self-
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consciousness, awe of nature, spiritual inquiry, views on passionate love, have already
established him as the Romantic poet that he plays in the film (Day 1996: 76-156). The
privileged subject positions of Raj Kapoor's cinema - the actor/artist, poet, vagabond,
(Aag 1948, Barsaat, Awaara 1951) are essentially classic Romantic subject positions.
Kashmir is the desired landscape for an expression of the psyche of the Romantic poet
played by Pran, and much later by Amitabh Bachchan in Chopra's Kabhi Kabhie (aka
Sometimes, Yash Chopra 1976). Yash Chopra, one of Bombay cinema's most
celebrated directors, in a personal interview with the author spoke of how Sahir
Ludhianvi's lyrics invoked images of Kashmir in his mind, and was one of the primary
reasons why he chose Kashmir as a location for his films (Chopra Y 2006). The
landscape of Kashmir becomes the outward manifestation of the desired interior
wholeness of the Romantic subject in Hindi cinema, in particular Barsaat.
The film opens with panoramic shots of Kashmir - long pans of mountains,
rivers, snow-peaks, and the lake. This scenery is cut with the shot of a car being pushed
uphill by Gopal, as Pran sits nonchalantly at the wheel listening to the strains of a folk
tune emanating from somewhere in the surroundings. In a long dialogue that follows,
Gopal argues for moral relativism and denies the existence of any absolute or universal
good. He tells Pran to give up his world of emotional poetry that belongs to the
eighteenth century (' atharveen sadee Idjazbaatee shayaree'), as in the twentieth
century one cannot afford to waste time on feelings and the imagination ('jazbaat',
'bhavna'). He tells Pran to shun his ancient worldview and accept modem ways ifhe
wants to progress in this world. He asks Pran to look at things through the 'materialist
angle' ('agar duniya mei kuch taraqqi karnee hai toh materialist angle se cheezon ko
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dekho'). Pran cautions him on his erroneous ways and expresses dismay that Gopal
could have uttered such thoughts standing amidst the mountains.
The mountains in themselves are symbols of a glorious past, of the 'memoried
loveliness of ages past' as Nehru writes about the Kashmiri Himalayas (Nehru [1946]
1956: 38). The mythology of the mountains in Kashmir is such that they are identified
with the male gods, in particular Shiva (Drew 1999: 215). Further, the Lake is believed
to be Goddess Uma or Parvati, the wife of Shiv a reborn as Kashmir (Inden 2008: 540).
So, when Reshma asks Pran in the film Barsaat about the meaning of love, he replies
that 'love is when you see a deep blue lake in somebody's eyes and the moon on
somebody's forehead'. The image brings to mind the face of Shiv a (with the halfmoon
on his forehead) and the Goddess Uma in the form of the Lake. Love is defined in terms
of the union of Shiva and Uma. More importantly, this image is an allusion to Kashmir
itself, 'Kashmir as manifestations of the divine' (Inden 2008: 552). Thus, the expression
of the sublime in Kapoor's Romantic oeuvre is intrinsically tied to the Kashmiri
landscape, invoking its sacred geography.
In a typically Romantic use, the mountains evoke a sense of foreboding, a
premonition and intuition about the tragic end to the other love story in the film, that of
Neela and Gopa1.93 The mountains and nature are central to Romantic thought and
expression, and in Barsaat they signify the sublime, a source of imagination and
creativity (' bhavna'). They are also a pre-requisite for the artist's expression of his pain
and suffering ('dard'). The Kashmir landscape is a metaphor for the psyche of the poet
93 The mountains and nature in general bas an eminent place in Romanticism intrinsically tied to
Romanticism's central dilemma of the separation of mind and object. For more on this see Frances
Kapstein 1947, Ferguson 1984.
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Pran, which is as mysterious ('raaz') as nature itself." Even the camera work brings
expression to an inner subjectivity with low-key lighting, deep shadows, as well as
close-up shots of the central protagonists. This film with its 'unusually innovative
chiaroscuro cinematography ... created deep rather than laterally elaborated spaces and
relied heavily on metaphor' (Rajadhyaksha & Willemen 1994: 291).
Raj Kapoor's films are dominated by a search for purity, in his own words a
search for an 'ideal' (Nanda 2002: 2), again a search which essentially defines the
Romantic subject (Jager 2006: 321). The women in Raj Kapoor's films are the
repositories of this purity, of the ideal that Raj Kapoor is seeking. Reshma in Barsaat is
the personification of womanly purity, love and devotion, and so is Ganga in Ram Teri
Ganga MaW (Raj Kapoor 1985), signifying 'India's cultural heritage' (Dissanayake &
Sahai 1998: 152). The use of the Kashmiri landscape and the women as personified by
the heroines of these films (sometimes Kashmiri) are also similar. Thus, in most of
these films the moment the hero of the film sets eyes on the Kashmiri landscape,
precedes the moment when he sets his eyes on the heroine of the film. The awe-
inspiring moment emphasized through long pans of the landscape is paralleled with the
breath-taking beauty of the heroine. In Barsaat, Pran sees Reshma soon after he admires
and praises the beauty of Kashmir. In the film Kalpana (Rakhan 1960), as the
protagonist paints the Kashmiri landscape, his object of desire - Kalpana, literally
meaning imagination, walks into the landscape (Film india November 1960: 45). This
framing of the landscape and the heroine, and the co-relation between nature and the
94 Therefore, when Gopal asks Pran why old-fashioned poets like him are always pre-occupied with
melancholy and suffering ('dard-e-dil'), Pran replies by saying, 'yeh raaz tum kya jaano, tumhe kisi
shayar ke di/ ka haa/ kya malcom' ('you can never comprehend this mystery and know what transpires in
a poet's heart').
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woman is deliberately staged in many of the Kashmir films. This parallel between
Kashmir and the Kashmiri woman, both as objects of desire is also obvious in the
holiday films discussed later. Film titles such as Kashmir ki Kali (Shakti Samanta
1964), meaning the flower bud of Kashmir, and the song Kashmir ki kali hoon main ('I
am the bud of Kashmir') sung by the heroine in the film Jung/ee (Subodh Mukherji
1961) makes this amply clear. Thus, the desire for Kashmir (as nature/woman) results in
a feminization of Kashmir. This appropriation of both nature and the feminine for a
narcissistic projection of the male self underlies a typically Romantic disposition (Day
1996: 191).95 If on one hand the search for the ideal is found in the form of womanly
nurture, it also takes us to Kashmir in the form of mystical nature.
Thus, Kashmir becomes a privileged place within a distinctively Romantic
imagination in the films of Raj Kapoor. Kashmir in these films is symbolic of all that is
valuable, retainable, and incorruptible in the face of a modernising imperative. Raj
Kapoor's films also reveal a fascination with the idea of an etemal Indian civilization,
and Kashmir is articulated as homeland in these films, reminiscent of Nehru's evocation
of Kashmir as the 'old homeland' (Nehru 1968: xi).
The Question of Origins: Kashmir's Place in an 'Indian' Civilization
Raj Kapoor had said about his films that 'the intensity in romanticism was brought in by
me' (Dissanayake & Sahai, 1998: 154). However, before him the actor/director
Pramathesh Chandra Barua (1903-1951), most associated with the film Devdas (pC
Barua 1935), had already brought the image of the self-destructive, Romantic-moralist,
95 The magazine Filmindia in its review criticised Raj Kapoor for his regressive sexual politics in the film
Barsaat and his depiction of the Kashmiri women (Film india May 1950: 49).
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'innocent, artistic dreamer lost in an overtly realistic world' to screen (Nandy 2001: 62-
64). Raj Kapoor's Romantic hero was a much more urbanised figure when compared to
the earlier heroes of Barua's films, who brought to screen 'aristocratic decadence,
nineteenth-century romanticism, the pathos of exile from a protective village life,
defensive aestheticism and self-destructiveness' (Nandy 2001: 64). The Romantic
subject of Kapoor's films discussed here developed in some distinct ways to its
predecessor. The relationship between 'tradition' and 'modernity' in Kapoor's films is
not simply about Hindi cinema's preference for the traditional (Nandy 1995, 1998a), or
of it being desirous of modernity (Prasad 1998: 109), or of striking a 'harmony'
between these discourses (Dissanayake & Sahai 1998), but rather calling into question
both tradition and modernity and re-assessing these categories in the context of a 'new',
post- independence India.
It has been acknowledged that Romanticism and melodrama as its privileged
form (Brooks 1995) is a response to 'stressed secular spaces' (Jager 2006: 301), and the
means to envisage 'the spiritual in a world voided of its traditional sacred' (Brooks
1995: 11). This sacralization takes place with relation to the individual and therefore is
very much a part ofa modem sensibility (Brooks 1995: 16-21). In other words, 'the
sacred is striven for but meaning comes increasingly to reside in the personality'
(Vasudevan 1995b: 309). In the modem context, traditional sites of authority like that of
family and community are no longer 'the given', or the limits to one's social
experience. Thus, '[i]n the realm of the secular, all subjects and communities encounter
not only each other, but also the frustrating "distance" that such engagements take them
from familiar norms and assumptions' (Brittain 2005: 164-165). It is in this context that
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a Romantic response in post-independence Hindi cinema translates into wresting away
tradition from the traditional and in the process rearticulating tradition and modernity
itself. This tendency shaped much ofliterary Hindi and Urdu Romanticism during the
late colonial period:
Romanticism made a crucial intervention: it would seek to reinvent tradition by
non-traditional means and in such a way as to incorporate the demands and
conditions of modernity. In that manner, the tendency of Romanticism was
distinguish [sic] itself from conservative orthodoxy and from straightforward
thematics of modernity as faith in science, reason, technology and liberalism
(Sahota 2006: 155).
Films like Barsaat challenge both tradition and modernity or rather the absolute
authority of both is denied over individual subjectivity, which is given a far more
autonomous domain in which to function. In the process both tradition and modernity
are reconfigured and given new meanings - what is to be considered valuable and what
is considered to be in detriment for individual expression are reassessed in both. So
while the film Barsaat is a relentless critique ofmodemity's thirst for progress
('taraqqi'), any uncritical allegiance to community ('samaaj') and family is eschewed.
The word samaaj comes to represent a moribund and orthodox society and is therefore a
hurdle to individual expression, spiritualized way of life, and transcendental romantic
love. This while the film constantly espouses traditional notions of sacrifice, devotion,
love and morality. So while the constraints of tradition are being challenged and the
dissatisfaction with modem day values is expressed, there is also an attempt to re-
contextualize tradition and invoke universal religious values.
Pran in the film Barsaat, in a monologue to Reshma's father, criticises
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tradition's false ideas of honour and shame (lhootee izzat aur sharam') and its inability
to comprehend the nature of true love. It is striking that most of the protagonists of the
film - Gopal, Pran, Neela have no family and no explanation for this absence is
mentioned anywhere in the film. Only Reshma's family, comprising a blind mother and
a mostly absent father (who attempts to kill her), make a brief appearance. This
complete erasure of the family, otherwise considered central to all Hindi film narratives
(Prasad 2002), and seen as a stand-in for the nation (Rajadhyaksha 1993: 59), brings up
the seldom discussed facet of how the family space, far from being the source of moral
authority is conceived of as restrictive with respect to individual expression in many
post-independence era films. Similarly, in Ram Teri Ganga Maili, another film shot in
Kashmir, the space of the traditional is wrested away from the authoritarian bounds of
the family, which is seen as incapable of being the repository of moral values, and
instead these values come to rest with the individual. Thus, the resolution of the film
shows the hero and the heroine leaving the space of the family, contrary to the
conventional ending of Hindi films where the family is re-united. In Kapoor's Romantic
imagination, traditional centres of moral authority (religion, family, and society) are
viewed as corrupted, and it is the individual who becomes the inheritor of the legacy of
the 'old', even as it is rearticulated in the context of the 'new'.
This rearticulation can be understood in the framework of the effects of the
colonial experience, which had a deep impact on self-perceptions of religion, culture,
and society on the colonized, borne out by the various attempts of modern Indian
reformers of the nineteenth century to adapt tradition to meet the challenges of the
contemporary (Kumar 1993: 7-10). Additionally, the cataclysmic circumstances of
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India's Partition and independence also called for a certain rethinking so as to give the
present its continuity from the past. Thus, the concern in Kapoor to redefine the old and
resuscitate tradition in a modem context leads to a concern with the idea of an Indian
civilization. As he himself said in an interview, '[t]hrough these films we portrayed
India: this is our culture, this is our music, and this is our struggle and this is what we
want to achieve' (Nanda 2002: 140). It is in this context of articulating India as a
perennial and eternal entity that the significance of Kashmir in Raj Kapoor's films is
made evident. Since for Kapoor, it is spirituality which 'is the real source ofIndian
culture' (Dissanayake & Sahai 1988: 92), it is Kashmir's privileged place in religious
thought and practice, and its status as home to Indian spiritualism that propels him to
Kashmir. This image of Kashmir was and is so popular that it is used from the 'tribal
raid' films of the 1950s, down to the most recent films on 'terrorism' in Kashmir.
This representation of Kashmir also mirrors Nehru's representation of Kashmir
as homeland:
Kashmir has been the meeting ground of the different cultures of Asia, the
western Graeco-Roman and Iranian and the eastern Mongolian, but essentially it
was part ofIndia and the inheritor of Indo-Aryan traditions (Nehru 1968: x).
Nehru's image of Kashmir as an inheritor of Indo-Aryan traditions makes Kashmir
central to articulations of Indian belonging and origins. Quoting Kalhana from the
Rajatarangini, Nehru goes on to speak of Kashmir as the 'jewel of Asia"', the land of
the Sun God, the place where dawn first breaks offering 'homage' to the mountain
peaks (Nehru 1968: xi). Nehru's imagination of Kashmir is also distinctly Romantic and
he quotes M Foucher to elaborate thus on Kashmir's beauty:
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May I go further and say what I believe to be the true reason for this special
charm of Kashmir, the charm which everybody seeks ... But what is found in
Kashmir alone ... in a midst of a nature still animated with a mysterious life,
which knows how to whisper close to our ears and make the pagan depths of us
quiver, which leads us back, consciously or unconsciously, to those past days
lamented by the poet, when the world was young ... (Foucher quoted in Nehru
[1946] 1956: 571).
Kapoor, as is well documented had a deep veneration for Nehru, and in interview with
his daughter Ritu Nanda he had said, 'Pandit-ji [Nehru] said that he wanted every
Indian in this country to do something for the nation, to build it up into the beautiful
dream that he had ... I tried to follow him ...' (Nanda 2002: 65-68). The underlying
concern of Nehru in The Discovery of India is the idea of an Indian civilization. to
discover the real spirit ofIndia, also the underlying concern in Raj Kapoor's films.
Nehru's canonical Discovery of India was first published in 1946, a few years before
the making of Barsaat. Thus, it is not merely coincidental that Nehru's imagination of
Kashmir should find resonance in Kapoor's cinema. It is in Raj Kapoor's conception of
the individual as the inheritor of a glorious civilization, a relationship that has been
corrupted by society both in its traditional and modem manifestations, that Kashmir
with its mystical mountains, rivers, and lakes becomes the space to revisit the question
of origins.
This use of Kashmir was not unique to Raj Kapoor but particular to a Romantic
oeuvre of cinema. The film Amar (1954) directed by another leading film director,
Mehboob Khan, makes for an interesting example in this context. Advocate Amamath
played by Dilip Kumar is a modem, conscientious, successful man with a keen sense of
justice who is always ready to help and fight for the disadvantaged villagers (the film
opens with shots of an idyllic village). He is soon to be married to a rich heiress whom
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he dearly loves, Anju Rai played by Madhubala. However, in a moment of weakness he
rapes a village girl Sonia (Nimmi), who has come to his house seeking refuge. He
violates the very village on the borders of which he lived, the village he so cherished,
and which trusted and cherished him. He is not able to deal with this guilt, nor have the
courage to own up to it. Eventually after much psychological drama, he owns up to guilt
and marries Sonia (who had always been in love with him), and spares her a life of
'shame'.
The film, Amar, meaning 'eternal', also speaks of the eternal (Indian) human
values that must be reclaimed by the individual. The title of the film and the name of the
main protagonist, Amamath, is a name of Shiva, literally meaning the Lord of
Immortality. Kashmir is considered a sacred place for Hinduism because it is the site for
the holy pilgrimage to the Amamath Temple undertaken by Hindus every year
(' Amarnath Yatra'). Amamath, in Kashmir is believed to be the place where Shiva told
Parvati the secret of life and eternity. Another legend is that 'when the gods, threatened
by Death, sought Siva's protection, he gave them here the amrita, or milk of
immortality, before relapsing into his customary absorbed state of devotional
abstraction .... the cave [at Amamath] being symbolic not only of the material void but
also of the intelligible essence ...' (Drew 1999: 215).
In the film, soon after he commits his crime, traumatised by his own inner
voices, Amar travels to Kashmir, to the abode of Amamath. Much like Raj Kapoor's
films, the journey to Kashmir is marked by a search for origins, and Kashmir signifies
all that is incorruptible and eternal, and therefore a repository of essential values. The
sacred Kashmiri mountains are a symbol of purity and origins in this film, and also a
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place for healing, and an escape from the horrors of the self. The Amamath pilgrimage
has also been part of later holiday films like Jab Jab Phool Khile (Suraj Prakash 1965),
and Aasha (J Om Prakash 1980). Kashmir also becomes a site for healing and escaping
trauma in Aasha and Ek Phool Do Mali (Devendra Goel 1969), when the heroes travel
there to mourn the death of their wives.
However, the spiritually resonant landscape also becomes necessary to give
everyday themes a distinctively mystical meaning in the films of Raj Kapoor. It is the
Kashmiri landscape, so metaphysically charged that becomes the pre-requisite for
Kapoor's predilection for making sublime otherwise common themes. In Barsaat,
themes of love, friendship, suffering, betrayal, equality, poverty, or for that matter the
theme of corruption in Ram Teri Ganga Maili, and Indo-Pak politics in Henna (Raj
Kapoor 1991) are taken to epic levels. The love story of a city boy and village girl and
the theme of betrayal in Barsaat is used to speak about larger debates on whether the
aesthetic and the spiritual should take precedence over the social and the material.
Similarly, an identical love story in Ram Teri Ganga MaW and Henna becomes the
ground to talk about purity and origins through the metaphor of the river. This tendency
can also be seen in literary Hindi and Urdu Romanticism that developed in some
distinct ways to European Romanticism. If European Romanticism undertook the
process of secularization of religious categories, Hindi and Urdu Romanticism defied
secularization and attempted to sublimate otherwise secular categories, wherein
everyday themes attained 'a distinct spiritual import' (Sahota 2006: 215).
However, the turn to Kashmir's landscape is also connected to Kapoor's overt
concern with the desire of unifying India through cinema, in his words, 'the east, west,
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south and north', the basis of this unity being a common spiritual heritage (Nanda 2002:
146-147). Kapoor attempts to generate a notion of permanence, of an eternal Indian
civilization, defined by its spiritual tradition as opposed to the rampant materialism of
modem day values (Dissanayake & Sahai 1988: 92). He says:
We know that our country is very diverse. So many religions ... so many castes,
breeds, provinces, languages. Yet we are one. We have been one .... That unity
has been our (true) spirituality .... I am also one amongst the many who have
contributed to bringing together a lot of people in this country at one beautiful,
integrated, solidarity-level of humanism, belonging and understanding ...
(Nanda 2002: 146).
Again, this concern with the question of civilization is to be found in the Hindi and
Urdu Romantic writers of the late colonial period, apparent through their attempts at
reinvigorating traditional Hindu and Islamic epic forms. Some examples are Altaf
Husain Hali's Musaddas: Madd 0 Jazr-e-Islam ('Musaddas: The Flow and Ebb of
Islam'), Maithilisharan Gupt's Bharat - Bharati ('The Spirit ofIndia'), or Iqbal's Javid-
i- Nama ('The Book Of Eternity') (Sahota 2006). The same concern also underlies The
Discovery of India, a text used quite often by film scholars (Chakravarty 1996), in
particular to understand the 1950s cinema. Similarly, Rajadhyaksha (1993) in an essay
elaborates on the ways in which the 'Epic Melodrama' in Hindi cinema was the form
that captured best the themes of 'nationality' in post-Independence India. It is important
to add that in the context of Kapoor's films discussed here, nationality is intrinsically
tied to notions of origins and civilization.
However, nationality also invokes a sense of loss, as the question of origins is
linked to the idea of a glorious past. The 'region' in these films is also a metaphor for a
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(lost) childhood, mother, home, family, village, values, and more generally a sense of
belonging. Kapoor's own quest for the ideal mixed with his overt engagement with the
idea of translating Indianness on screen, produces a mix of exultation and loss. On one
hand there is a vision of the ideal and on the other the realisation that, 'under the
conditions of the modernity we all share, even the strongest commitments and the most
firmly held identities are fragments, paradoxes, and traces of the ideal' (Jager 2006:
321). It is at these interstices and contrary pulls that the Romantic subject of this cinema
is formed and where Kashmir comes to be inserted in the image of the homeland.
Interestingly, a recurrent theme of 'homelessness' pervades this period of
cinema whether it be the poet from Barsaat, the vagabond of films like Awara (Raj
Kapoor 1951), or the orphan of Shree 420 (Raj Kapoor 1955), the migrant peasant in
Do Bigha Zameen (Bimal Roy 1953), or the tragic poet of Pyaasa (Guru Dutt 1957). A
lament for a time that has passed and the question of belonging dominate these films.
This sense of loss and homelessness points to the larger political realities of this period
of cinema. The broken or incomplete family separated in the narrative either due to
unforeseen circumstances as inMother India (Mehboob Khan 1957), or due to natural
ones as in Andaz (Mehboob Khan 1949) (and the frequent image in these films of a
garlanded photograph of the dead father/mother in the background serving as a
reminder of that lack of familial completeness), or simply an inexplicable absence of the
family as inBarsaat, are recurrent in these narratives. The loss of a childhood, home,
family, village, or moral values have rendered the protagonists of these films, homeless
refugees in their own land.
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This homelessness can be understood through the event of the Partition of India
in which millions lost their homes and crossed borders looking for new homes, many
died en route from hunger, exhaustion, or in rioting and general carnage. The Partition
ofIndia is the bloodiest and most devastating historical event in the history of the sub-
continent. Amongst the million refugees who crossed the new borders in search of their
new homes, many were filmmakers from the Punjab and Bengal. It is fairly well known
that many filmmakers of that period, whether it is Raj Kapoor or BR Chopra, had their
roots in Western Punjab. Raj Kapoor's place of birth (Peshawar) and ancestral home
(Faisalabad then called Lyallpur) are both areas that are part of modern day Pakistan.
Thus, like Kapoor, the theme of homeless ness in the cinema of this period was literally
true for millions of people in India, people who could not return to their birthplaces and
ancestral homes. The link between the cinema of this period and the post-partition
context is made clear in the review of Barsaat, which bemoans the morbidity of the film
and emphasizes the need for entertainment 'in these tragic days' (Film india May 1950:
51). Kashmir in the context of post-partition India takes on added relevance as a
homeland, as a validation of the 'eternal' Indian nation, of undivided India, and
therefore encapsulates the true essence of the nation.
Romanticism was the privileged 'representational mode which registered best
the series of dislocations and de-centerings effected by Empire' (Sahota 2006: 88),
including the Partition of India. Inden's (2004) suggestion of viewing the Kashmir films
in the context of the German idea of Heimat is interesting in this context. The word has
often been termed untranslatable but generally means 'homeland', invoking a distinctly
German Romantic sensibility (Kaes 1992: 163). However, the Heimatfilme ('homeland
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films') in themselves form a vast body of work and have been very different across
different periods in German cinema. The post World War II context of Germany is
vastly different from that of the Partition ofIndia, but what is similar is the nostalgia for
a homeland in the German cinema of the 1950s, which imparted a sense of home to the
millions of refugees and exiles from the war, and helped those who had been made
homeless to identify with West Germany as their new homeland (Kaes 1992: 15).
However, there is little more than that which is common between the two contexts. But
the concept of Heimat is useful to understand the ways in which European Romanticism
evoked the notion of the homeland, which it did in some similar contexts and often
through a mountainous region like Kashmir." As Raj Kapoor put it succinctly, his films
were about 'the innocence of the Republic, newly born, learning to cope with the
difficult world' (Nanda 2002: 62). The metaphor of a newly born child thrown into an
estranging world invokes the political context of post-independence and post-partition
India, but does so with a typically Romantic lament about alienation (Day 1996: 121)
(Kaes 1992: 165).
Central to Kapoor's cinema is the recurrent use of the metaphor of the river, as
the titles of his films amply suggest - Jis Desh Mein Ganga Behti Hai (Kannakar
1960), Sangam (aka Confluence, Raj Kapoor 1964), and Ram Teri Ganga Maili.
Whether it is the Ganga, Yamuna, Saraswati, or Jhelum, rivers have figured in Kapoor's
films as a symbol oflndianness (Nanda 2002: 70 & 140). Rain ('barsaat') is also a
96 However, some scholars have argued that the Heimat landscape is not Romantic. Confmo (1997: 178-
179) argues, 'Romanticism showed how nature overwhelmed man ... Romanticism based the essence of
art on the idea of the artist-genius, of creativity that was unique, whereas the Heimat image elevated
banality to a state of art. While Heimat images also conveyed a touch of nostalgia. it was a candid and
human nostalgia that every person could identify with ... Nature in the Heimat idea was, to use a current
expression, user-friendly'.
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related metaphor. It has been the argument here that much of Raj Kapoor's cinema is
about articulating an idea of an Indian civilization mostly through the metaphor of
mountains and rivers. This concept is integral to the story of the film Henna, set in
Kashmir. In Kapoor's own words:
Henna is a story of human relationships ... about two nations which were one,
whose waters were one till poison was dropped into them. The story is built
around a river, the Jhelum. that starts in India and flows into Pakistan (Nanda
2002: 178).
Henna written by the Progressive writer Abbas along with VP Sathe, was originally to
be directed by Raj Kapoor, but Kapoor died before the completion of the film and his
son Randhir Kapoor eventually finished it. Chandra Prakash, played by Rishi Kapoor, is
from Baramulla in Kashmir is in love with Chandni from Srinagar. On the day of their
engagement Chandra Prakash meets with an accident and as a result he is washed away
by the waters of the river Jhelum, which carry him across the border, into Pakistan. The
heroine's (Henna) family saves his life, but as a result of the accident he loses his
memory. Having no memory of the past he begins his new life in the village and over
time Henna and he begin to fall in love. On the day that he is to marry her, his memory
returns and he remembers his past life and love, and thus the wedding is called off.
However, the evil daroga ('police constable') is in love with Henna and is determined
to prove that Chandra Prakash is aspy, so as to get him sentenced to death. Henna saves
Chandra Prakash's life through many personal sacrifices and as a result dies on the
border of India and Pakistan, on the barbed wires of the 'no man's' land that separate
the two countries. The sacrifice of the life of the Kashmiri girl is the harbinger of the
hope that the two countries will end their enmity, and move towards a peaceful future.
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The River Jhelum, which rises in Kashmir, and is a tributary of the Indus, is the
key metaphor around which the film revolves. The River Indus or Sindhu from which
the word 'India' is derived, is central to the idea of an Indian civilization (Nehru [1946]
1956: 38). In particular the Indus Valley Civilization is the oldest civilization is South
Asia. This 'well-developed civilization' was a matter of great pride and redemption for
Indian nationalists burdened by the debilitating effects of colonialism on self-
perceptions of religion, culture, and society (Nehru [1946] 1956: 37-39). The Indus is
the sacred river in the Rigveda, where the other rivers of India like the Ganges and
Yamuna are given less significance (Albinia 2008: 220). The Rigveda is one of the
oldest Vedic texts, according to Max Muller, 'the first word spoken by the Aryan man'
(Nehru 2004: 73). The Jhelum, also referred to as (Goddess) Vitasta, has an extremely
revered place in the Rigveda (lnden 2008). However, the Rigveda refers mostly to the
area presently called Punjab (the region that Raj Kapoor belonged to), and the word
means 'the land of the five rivers', a reference to the Indus's five tributaries. However,
at the time of Partition most of this river went over to Pakistan, including Mohenjo Daro
and Harappa, the excavated Indus Valley civilization cities. The Partition as the break in
'that vision of five thousand years' (Nehru [1946] 1956: 39) of India meant a loss of
most part of the Indus and 'Hinduism's motherland' (Albinia 2008: xv) to Pakistan. It is
in this context that Kashmir, as the source of the Jhelum, gained a special significance.
The significance of the River Indus and the Indus Valley civilization to Pakistan
cannot be overstated. Scholars have attempted to write alternative histories of Pakistan
based on the river, articulating Pakistan as a separate civilization to that of India (Ahsan
2001). However, the real contestation is not merely about civilizational claims but about
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water resources themselves. It is in this context that the famous phrase ascribed to
Mohammad Ali Jinnah, which claims Kashmir as 'the jugular vein of Pakistan'
(Greater Kashmir 20 September 2009) can to be understood. This is a direct reference
to rivers, and it would not be wrong to say that at the heart of the India-Pakistan dispute
over Kashmir are the rival claims of both on the river Jhelum. For instance the well-
known activist and writer Eqbal Ahmed writing on the India-Pakistan peace process
says:
To become prosperous and normal peoples we must make peace where there is
hostility, build bridges where there are chasms, heal where there are wounds,
feed where there is hunger, prosper where there is poverty. Kashmir is the finest
place to start, and not merely because it is the core of Indo-Pakistan conflict.
Our histories, cultures and religions have converged in Kashmir. Our rivers
begin there, mountains meet there, and dreams rest there (Ahmed 2000).
The film Henna touches upon this very contested history, culture, and politics between
India and Pakistan, evoked through the metaphor of the River Jhelum. Raj Kapoor uses
the river to bring up the question of origins, of 'two nations that were one whose waters
were one'. It is not surprising that a Punjabi filmmaker from West Punjab should evoke
this 'much forgotten river' (Albinia 2008: 271) in the context of the Partition of India
and should remind us through this metaphor of what is at stake in a conflict-ridden
Kashmir.
Ram Teri Ganga Malli uses Kashmir in very similar ways in order to speak
about an Indian civilization. The film uses the metaphor of the river Ganges, which rises
in Gangotri, in its purest form and is soiled as it flows down to the east, washing the
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sins of people." The heroine of the film is called Ganga and the film is about how she is
degraded and mistreated as she moves into the city. In Raj Kapoor's own words, he
wanted the heroine of the film to signify all that the sacred river Ganges does, 'Ganga
the pure, Ganga the virgin, Ganga the Himalayan beauty, Ganga the faithful' (Nanda
2002: 85).98 The film is reminiscent of Barsaat, especially the central protagonist Naren
is similar to Pran in terms of being defined by a quintessentially Romantic sensibility.
Even though going by the geography of the film the heroine Ganga should belong to the
Uttarkashi district, the film was shot entirely in Kashmir except for the segment where
the hero goes to Gaumukh, to the mouth of the river. This curious calling to mind of the
Ganga in Kashmir is not unique to this film. For instance, a song from the film Tumse
Achha Kaun Hai (Pramod Chakravorty 1969) starring Sharnmi Kapoor, Ganga meri
maa ka naam, baap ka naam Himalaya ('My mother is the Ganga and my father is the
Himalaya') is shot against the Kashmiri Himalayas and the river Jhelum and not the
river Ganga. This song promotes the idea of India as the primary identity for Indians as
opposed to its various regional identities. Needless to say that the very fact of using
Kashmir in order to speak of an Indian civilization has much to do with the fact that of
the many regions in India, Kashmir was the one whose complete integration with India
always remained contested but crucial. The metaphoric excesses used to speak of
Kashmir in India like 'the crown ofIndia' can be understood in this context. Thus, the
idea of a unified India derived from an eternal Indian civilization, quite often with its
basis in ancient Hindu mythology, makes Kashmir a special place in many Hindi films.
91 Hindu myth holds that one can wash their sins of their past and present lives by taken ablutions in the
holy river Ganges.
98 Also the rivers Ganga and Indus are often traced to the same origin (to the vicinity of the Mount
Kailash and Lake Manasarovar, both extremely sacred to Hinduism).
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The turn to Kashmir and the Romantic subject comes into play in a moment of
crisis. A fragmented, alienated, displaced consciousness propels a search for the ideal,
which is forever ephemeral. Kashmir is not merely a beautiful landscape in these films
but part of the Romantic hero's desire for wholeness and belonging, manifested in the
search for a homeland. Thus, it is not coincidental that the nation's search for unity or
wholeness is also impossible to frame without Kashmir in the context of post-partition
India.
However, a very different imagining of Kashmir was taking shape in the 1960s
inwhich older practices of articulating Kashmir as a paradise on earth - the sacred
geography of Hinduism, the Mughal gardens, the Indian homeland, were all being
distilled through the practices of tourism. Kashmir as a pleasure haven for Indian
tourists emerges in this period of Hindi cinema. These films have been grouped under
the term 'holiday films' in this study, as it is the tourist imaginary of Kashmir which
makes these films different from the other Kashmir films. A growing modernity and
increasing consumer culture in India were the primary influences on the films of the
1960s (Kasbekar 1996: 384). Films from this period had heroes who impersonated Elvis
Presley moves, wore westernized clothes, and their narratives were dominated by fun
and romance (Kasbekar 1996: 384).
Landscape of Attractions: Cinema and Tourism in Kashmir
Kitni Khoobsurat Yeh Tasveer Hai,
Yeh Kashmir Hai
Behold this beautiful picture
This is Kashmir
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- Lyrics from a song from Bemisal (Hrishikesh Mukherjee 1982).
This segment looks at one of the most productive periods (1960-80s) of film
production in Kashmir. This is the period when Kashmir and Hindi cinema forge a link
which still persists in public memory. At the height of this trend, in the summer of
1985, it was estimated by Nazir Bakshi, the president of the Travel Agents' Association
of Kashmir, that about twenty-five Hindi film units were shooting simultaneously on a
single day in the Kashmir Valley (Jaleel 1999: x).
While the Romantic quest and the search for homeland and the nation's essence
was one reason to undertake a journey to Kashmir in the 1950s films, in the same period
the meanings of this journey were undergoing a change. The idea of the journey as self-
discovery, refuge, escape, and recovery with all its sublime associations was to change
drastically with Junglee starring Shammi Kapoor. Quite in contrast to the Romantic
films, Kashmir in the holiday films became a symbol of growing consumer modernity.
If Romanticism's 'habits of self-consciousness' (Jager 2006: 321) were dominant in Raj
Kapoor's films, the Shammi Kapoor films did precisely the opposite, displaying
unabashedly the lack of any self-consciousness. Shammi Kapoor often called the Indian
Elvis, was to twist, shake, jerk, and jive into the hearts of millions of young people. His
wild dance of freedom while descending the snow-covered slopes of Kashmir in the
film Junglee, singing, Yahoo! Chahe koi mujhejunglee kahe ('Yahoo! Even if they call
me wild'), heralded a new age of fun and romance in Indian cinema Shammi Kapoor's
screen persona'" was in sharp contrast to that of Raj Kapoor's Romantic hero, as were
99 For more on Sbammi Kapoor's 'star' appeal see, Rai 2001.
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his films, dominated by a regime of enjoyment rather than the spiritual and moral crisis
of the other films.
That is not to suggest that one Kashmir replaced the other, but rather that both
came to be popular ways of imagining Kashmir in Hindi cinema, and more than often
both sensibilities could be seen to co-exist within the same narrative. The films shot in
Kashmir through this period have shades of both these approaches, Romanticism mixed
with unabashed consumerism. For example, Yash Chopra's use of Kashmir is both
Romantic and consumerist in films like Kabhi Kabhie, Si/si/a (aka The Affair 1981) and
Faasle (aka Distances 1986). In Kabhi Kabhie, a girl's search for her mother takes her
to Kashmir, which is the setting of a story of love, sacrifice, and betrayal. The Romantic
association of the film can be discerned from the figure of the Romantic poet hero
played by Amitabh Bachchan in the film, along with the lyrics of Sahir Ludhianvi, and
a storyline about love and belonging. On the other hand, the 'spiral staircases, glittering
chandeliers, elaborate private bars, exotic furniture ... the eye catching outdoors'
(Pradhan 1976), develop the tourist and consumerist approach to Kashmir.
This use of Kashmir in Hindi cinema is ascribed to the coming together of the
star persona of Shammi Kapoor, colour film, the youthful music with western
influences of composers like R.D.Burman, Shanker Jaikishen and OP Nayyar, along
with an aesthetic of consumer modernity in Hindi cinema (Rai 2001, Kasbekar 1996,
Kabir 2005, Gaur 2007). A review of the film Junglee delineates well the elements that
came to dominate this new kind of cinema:
Gaiety, glamour, giddy romance, beautiful location shots of Kashmir, snow-
covered in winter ... but throughout breath-takingly beautiful ... [the film]
proceeds riotously from one dramatic or rather melodramatic moment to another
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(Filmfare January 1962: 30).
Kashmir in these films came to possess renewed symbolic significance, but as a
spectacle to be consumed. Therefore, in its most glorious period of Hindi cinema,
Kashmir comes to be an 'attraction', distinctly tied to the experience of modernity, and
becomes a necessary element of a film's success. The use of the term 'attraction' is
borrowed from Tom Gunning's (1989) work on the 'cinema of attractions', where he
relates the development of cinema to aspects beyond that of storytelling, such as new
ways of experiencing space and time in modernity.
The developments in colour film had a direct impact on the growing popularity
of Kashmir as a filming location. This is brought out by the fact that the primary
impetus behind the film Pamposh (Ezra Mir 1954), a story of a little girl called Mogli
and a boatman, shot entirely on the Dal Lake in Kashmir, was to promote Gevacolor
film (Kamath n.d. ).100 Similarly, it is Eastmancolor that comes to define the choice of
location for the Shammi Kapoor films (Kabir 2005: 84-89). However, the coming of
colour explains the need for scenic shooting locales, but it does not explain why
Kashmir as opposed to any other shooting locale came to be the preferred destination
for Bombay filmmakers. It is argued here that one of the reasons for the sudden
popularity of Kashmir as a shooting destination can be understood through the
100 The producer of the film, Ambalal Jhaverbhai Patel had set up India's first colour processing
laboratory and the film Pamposh was made so as to prove the superior quality of his processing to the
Bombay producers. Patel also owned the agency to market Gevacolour, a product of Gavaert in Belgium.
As a result, Gevaert sent an expert, Vande Vera, to oversee the colour processing so as to ensure the best
results. Pam posh was written and directed by Ezra Mir and the cinematography was by Carlos T Marconi
(Brittanica 2003: 254-255). The film went on to feature in the competition section of the 1954 Cannes
film festival.
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relationship that developed between the practices of tourism and cinema in this
period.'?'
This tourist imperative is clear in the constant naming of Kashmir and its tourist
spots in the holiday film narratives, to the extent that they sometimes seem like
promotional films made by Jammu and Kashmir tourism. Raj Kapoor's films in
Kashmir stayed away from this kind of constant naming, possibly because in the
Romantic imagination the landscape had much to do with an interior world of the poet
hero, a state of mind and imagination. The homeland in Raj Kapoor's films cannot be
geographically located so specifically, and only allusions can be made to Kashmir, as it
primarily exists as an ideal, in the realm of the imagination. But Kashmir as a symbol of
a consumer modernity needs to be named incessantly, as it is one of the primary
attractions of the holiday films.
However, such is the fame of the Kashmir Valley that it is promoted as the
location in films that are not even shot there, or only partly shot there. As mentioned
before only parts of Barsaat were shot in Kashmir, and the film Laat Saheb (Hari Walia
1967) shot in the Himachal Valley (Film/are January 1968: 33) is often thought to be
shot in Kashmir (NFAI Brochure, n.d.). The same is true of the film Arzoo (Ramanand
Sagar 1965) where segments of the film have been shot in Simla (Film/are May 1965:
21). Shammi Kapoor revealed in a personal interview that the iconic image of the
holiday films - him sliding down Kashmir's snow slopes shouting' Yahoo' is also not
Kashmir but Simla (Kapoor 2006). However, these non-Kashmir locations in the films
are named as Kashmir, and there is an attempt to convince the audience through
101 For more on early photography and its links to the development of tourism inKashmir during the
Dogra period, see Kabir 2009: 60-79, 94-98.
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costume, language, and other such markers, that the locale of the story is Kashmir. This
reveals the ways in which Kashmir in this period was emerging as a necessary
ingredient for a film's success.
Kashmir comes to dominate this period of cinema such that no review of a film
shot there is complete without assessing whether the cameraperson was able to do
justice to the beauty of Kashmir. A reviewer of the film Junglee writes that the
Department of Tourism should be thankful to the director, as they should be to the
photographer NV Srinivas, for portraying the beauty of Kashmir as 'never been seen
before' (Film/are January 1962: 30), while other reviews lament that 'the Kashmir
landscape is not well -exploited' (Film/are June 1964: 35), or that the only note-worthy
element in the film is the Kashmir backdrop (Film/are December 1965: 45). Even for
films that were panned by film journalists, like the film Kanhaiya (Om Prakash 1959), a
special mention is made of the photography which 'captured the scenic beauty of
Kashmir faithfully' (Film india September 1959: 60). The same is the case for films in
which the Kashmir element is marginal, but is picked up as part of the promotion for the
film (Filmindia May 1959: 76). Kashmir's centrality to this period of cinema can be
ascertained by the fact that the director of the film Junglee is praised first for bringing
the beauty of Kashmir to screen, and second for introducing Saira Banu in the female
lead (Film/are January 1962: 30). Kashmir here takes precedence over the female 'star'
of the film. Kashmir was so much a part of a film's formulaic success at the peak of this
trend, that three 'star sons' were introduced in films that were shot in Kashmir - Love
Story (Rajendra Kumar 1981) introduced Rajendra Kumar's son Kumar Gaurav, Rocky
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(Sunil Dutt 1981) introduced Sunil Dutt's son Sunjay Dutt, and Dharmendra's son
Sunny Deol made a debut in the film Betaab (Rahul Rawail 1983).
Figure 4.2: 'Shammi Kapoor's rise to screen fame has been truly meteoric, and his
inimitable flamboyant style in the fabulous "Junglee" made him the darling of the
cinegoers' (Publicity Material for the film Kashmir ki Kali, Courtesy Shakti Samanta).
Kashmir: A Film and a Holiday
Taking a vacation away from one's place of abode is a distinctly modem act and a part
of 'performing' modernity (Urry 2002: 2). Most scholars of tourism have linked its
growth directly to the coming of industrialization. It is not surprising then that the
precursor to the cinema is imagined to be the locomotive train with people sitting back
and watching moving images (Charney & Schwartz 1995). Thus, the camera and
tourism have been seen by scholars as being 'uniquely modem ways of defining reality'
(Home as quoted by Urry 2002: n.p.). Following from Nash (1989) and Urry's (2002)
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triad of higher productivity, industrialization and modernity, leading to the
development of tourism, one can see Kashmir emerging as a popular tourist destination
for many well-to-do Indians in North India from the mid 1950s (Desh Bandhu 1989:
164-165).
The tourist impulse that defined Kashmir through this period of cinema is made
amply clear in a survey of Film/are, one of the most popular film magazines in India,
through the mid 1950s to the 1980s. An English film magazine edited by the well-
known editor of his times BK Karanjia, the magazine had a cosmopolitan, modern, and
glamorous brand image as compared to the more politically opinionated and Hindu
nationalist voice of Filmindia. By the 1960s the appeal of Filmindia had begun to wane
and the magazine was discontinued, while Filmfare gained in popularity. The reportage
from Kashmir in Film/are is done in a young, modern, and savvy voice in which
aircrafts, luxury hotels, picnics, motorboats are highlighted as symbols of a glamorous
lifestyle.
A vacation in Kashmir seems to be an aspirational symbol in the 1950s and 60s.
The Filmindia review of Barsaat in trying to ascertain to which class the protagonists of
the film belong, comes to the conclusion based on the fact that they are holidaying in
Kashmir that they must belong to the 'well-off classes (Filmindia May 1950: 51). The
holiday in Kashmir is termed a 'luxury trip' in the review of the film Kashmir Ki Kali
(Filmfare June 1964: 35) and in another article watching Kashmir ki Kali is seen as a
substitute for those who cannot afford a holiday in Kashmir (Filmfare June 1964: 35).
Shammi Kapoor, in a personal interview spoke about his regular holidays to Kashmir,
and mentioned that it was only the rich who could afford this luxury in those days
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(Kapoor 2006). Such is the likeliness between tourist gazing and cinema viewing that a
reviewer writes that watching Jung/ee 'is itself a holiday' (Film/are January 1962: 30).
The motor boats on the lake, the skiing championships, the mountain trekking, the
shikara rides, the snow fights, and the beautiful Mughal gardens in these films seek to
represent to their audiences, the experience of a luxurious holiday in Kashmir.
Consumer modernity is highlighted through 'western' symbols of modern
living, often over-determined in these films through a multiplication of detail. A
fetishistic recurrence of foreign consumer goods - Rolex watches, Ronson lighters,
Cadillac cars, Boeing flights and Life magazine, in films like Arzoo, Kashmir ki Kali
and Ek Phool Do Mali - are not merely displayed but repeatedly named as such in the
dialogues of these films. Tourism itself becomes a marker of class status and the
capacity to be a consumer. This growth of a consumerist culture and the rise of the new
middle classes would later propel filmmakers to seek out newer symbols of consumer
modernity like Switzerland (Dwyer 2002).102
Film/are through the 1960s covers Kashmir as a regular beat, sometimes
bringing the news of the different stars holidaying in Kashmir (June 1956: 9), and
sometimes news from film sets in Kashmir (July 1963: 36-37). As the introductory text
to one of their issues reads, "'Filmfare" takes you on a holiday to Kashmir visiting stars
... as they work and relax in the colorful valley oflakes and flowers' (Film/are
102 Interestingly, the rise in the trend of shooting in Switzerland is paralleled by the sudden
discontinuation of shooting in Kashmir, due to militancy in the late 1980s. Kashmir has often been called
the 'Switzerland of the Eastllndia'. It could be argued that the use of Kashmir in Hindi cinema as an
aspirational symbol of consumer modernity would have been exhausted and replaced by foreign locations
(as is the case in present times) with due passage of time, even if the beginnings of militancy hadn't
brought this trend to an abrupt end. However, Kashmir itself didn't disappear from the screen but was
inserted into newer narratives of terrorism as discussed in the chapter below. It is this endless capacity of
Kashmir to generate a shifting terrain of meaning across the sixty years of cinema discussed in this study,
that makes Kashmir a 'special' region in Hindi cinema.
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December 1963: 7-10}. Photographs ofShammi Kapoor with his daughter and wife
Geeta Bali, Dev Anand with his wife and children, the cast and crew of the films with
their families, adorn the pages of Film/are through this period. In a personal interview,
the director Shakti Samanta (Samanta S 2006) said, that one of the reasons to choose
Kashmir as a location was that it was possible to get film stars solely devoted to one
project, away from the hustle bustle of the city, and the distraction of the other films to
which they were committed. Moreover, according to him the families of the stars
usually travelled with them making it all the more conducive for them to be solely
dedicated to the film.
Thus quite literally, Kashmir became a retreat for the Bombay film world, much
like it was for the hero and heroine of the holiday films. Film/are's excessive attention
to tourism in Kashmir is evident from its interviews in which film stars are asked their
views on Kashmir and actresses exude their happiness on being in Kashmir (Film/are
December 1963: 7). The Film/are issue of December 13, 1963 runs a photo feature of
the film star Dev Anand in Chandanwadi, Pahalgam. The feature also carries poetic text
written by Dev Anand about the beauty of Kashmir (Anand 1963: 8-1O).
One particular issue of Film/are is of interest here - the July 26, 1963 Issue,
which was called the 'Kashmir Issue'. Film magazines and in particular Film/are named
its special issues coinciding with festivals and holidays, for example around Diwali,
Christmas, and New Year. A 'Kashmir Issue' is in itself unusual and indicates the
emerging centrality of Kashmir to the Bombay film world. This is how the magazine
introduces one of the features in this special issue on Kashmir:
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Figure 4.3: 'Geeta Bali, joining her actor husband Shammi Kapoor for a holiday in
Kashmir, enjoys an afternoon's outing' (Filmfare July1963: 4).
Figure 4.4: Sharnrni Kapoor, Sharrnila Tagore, and crew of the film Kashmir ki Kali
along with family and friends (Filmfare July 1963).
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Figure 4.5: Dev Anand in Kashmir on the cover of Film/are. The magazine runs a photo
feature and diary by Anand on Kashmir in this issue (Filmfare July 1963).
KASHMIR today has as much box office value as top stars. And Kashmir
locales plus the colour medium is a doubly gilt-edged filmic proposition. In this
feature, 'Filmfare' presents first pictures in colour of the Kashmir shooting last
month of three Bombay units- J. Om. Prakash's 'Ayee Milan ki Bela,' Shakti
Samanta's 'Kashmir Ki Kali' and S. D. Narang's 'Shehnai.' The locales used
included the Shalimar and Nishat gardens, the Srinagar stadium (where Nasir
Hussain filmed big scenes with thousands of authentic schoolgirls), Pahalgam,
Gulmarg and some normally inaccessible spots (Filmfare July 1963: 37).
This sums up the ways in which Kashmir was being articulated as a tourist retreat in this
period of Hindi cinema. This is made evident by the constant mention of tourist spots,
the activities of the film stars - fishing, skiing, trekking, jeep rides, and parties - in this
commentary, thus creating for its audience an imagination of the lifestyle of the 'rich
and famous'. The following example is typical of the reportage on films and Kashmir,
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describing the visits of Mala Sinha and the comedian Johnny Walker to different tourist
spots of Kashmir:
"The mere sight of mountains fills me with immense happiness," said Mala ....
she went with Producer F.C. Mehra and his family to Khilanmarg .... Mala
soundly pelted Mr. Mehra with handfuls of snow, and Mr. Mehra capped
everything by making a snowcap and putting it neatly on the head of Mala's
father. ... Where did Mala find Johnny Walker? On the bank of a lake, of course,
with his fishing tackle .... At Pahalgam, Mala Sinha and three other young
women went for ajeep ride ... (Filmfare July 1963: 7).
Figure 4.6: The 'Kashmir Issue' (Filmfare July 1963: Front Cover).
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Figure 4.7: 'Biswajeet and Rajshree the star pair of "Shehnai" cruise on the picturesque
Dal Lake' (Filmfare July 1963: 36).
Apart from this, Kashmir's landscape is the formulaic setting for love and
romance in these films, to the point of becoming a cliche by the 1980s. So while
reviews for the film Janwar (Bhappi Sonie 1965) come with taglines such as 'Love
blossoms in Kashmir' IFilmfare 1965: 33), by the late 1970s reviewers are bemoaning
the repetitive use of Kashmir in Kabhi Kabhie, '[a]nd since love in films can never
blossom except amidst the 'chinars' of Kashmir and its snow-covered valleys, the
director promptly shifts the locale' (Pradhan 1976: 41).
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The Hindi film has traditionally negotiated with the institution of the family, and
a schism between lovers and the family is common to the narratives. Kashmir is an ideal
setting for romance as it is a space outside the restrictive sphere of the family and its
conventions. This possibly gave Kashmir the reputation of being the 'honeymoon'
capital of India, a place where social conventions are relaxed and there is relative
autonomy and freedom from collective scrutiny (Urry 2002: 11). For instance, the
sexually suggestive song from the film Bobby (Raj Kapoor 1973), shot in Kashmir, in
which the hero and heroine are locked in a room by accident, is an ideal example of this
freedom from censure for such a couple (Dwyer & Patel 2002: 64-71).
Certain questions arise with respect to the evident linkage between tourism and
Kashmir in the holiday films of this period. The coming of colour film, which made
location shooting conducive, does not explain why Kashmir came to be the preferred
destination for filmmakers. The fact remains that many films were being shot in other
hill stations in India like Simla and Kulu, and even foreign locations were being used
throughout this period, such as An Evening in Paris (Shakti Samanta 1967), and
Sangam, even if not to the same degree as Kashmir. Even tourism as an aspirational
modern activity does not explain why Kashmir as opposed to other tourist destinations
was given such prominence in Hindi cinema. It is evident that this sustained attention to
Kashmir by Bombay filmmakers and film commentators, further promoted tourism in
Kashmir. Shakti Samanta and Yash Chopra, in personal interviews, confirmed that
shooting in Kashmir was also determined by the fact that much help and support were
offered by the tourism department and the tourist industry, thereby making filming in
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Kashmir highly affordable (Chopra Y 2006, Samanta 2006}.103
Film/are, ran advertisements for Jammu and Kashmir tourism (April 1955: 22,
May 1955: 40, August 1955: 47) and a particular emphasis on promoting tourism in
Kashmir is discernable in the magazine throughout the second half of the 1950s. Also
tourism figures from this period show a marked rise in the budget allocated for tourism
in Kashmir and a phenomenal rise in tourist traffic through these years. If 6,783 tourists
came to Kashmir in 1950, this increased by almost fourteen times in the year 1961,
when the number of tourists went up to 92,456 (Desh Bandhu 1989: 164-165). Thus, it
must be borne in mind while viewing this period of cinema in Kashmir that a
Government and industry impetus in promoting tourism in Kashmir was one of the big
influences on the kind of cinema that was being made in Kashmir. It has been argued
later in this chapter that this emphasis on tourism inKashmir in Hindi cinema, as
opposed to other regions in India is related to the troubled political context of Kashmir.
There are other ways in which tourism as a practice is implicated in the 'ways of
seeing' in the holiday films. Weightman (quoted in Suvantola 2002: 115) illustrates
'outsideness' and 'directedness' to be characteristic of how a tourist approaches a place.
Directedness is the tendency to head straight for the tourist destination, e.g. the Dal
Lake, Shankaracharya temple, Pahalgam or Gulmarg. This is exactly the ways in which
the holiday films approach the landscape of Kashmir, which is distributed into tourist
'spots'. Also, the houseboat which is a quintessentially tourist experience in Kashmir, is
central to the diegesis of most of the holiday films. Even upto the present day, most
Kashmiris would not themselves have had the experience of living on a houseboat
103 The same is true for shooting abroad in present times where various 'tourist authorities of these
countries compete with each other to attract Indian film makers' (Dwyer 2002).
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barring those connected to the houseboat trade, yet ironically the houseboat becomes
the limit to the understanding ofKashmiri life, culture, and society in Hindi cinema.
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Figure 4.8: Jammu and Kashmir Tourism Advertisement (Filmfare April 1955: 22)
Those parts of Kashmir which are outside the tourist map are absent from these
films, as are any other signs ofKashmiri life and culture that are not connected to the
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tourist trade. Outsideness comprises of 'just looking at the places, not being a part of
them' (Suvantola 2002: 115). This also characterizes the ways in which cinema
'captures' Kashmir through its photography. Given that most of the protagonists of
these films are outsiders and are looking at the Kashmiri landscape as tourists, and the
audiences see Kashmir through the gaze of the camera and the protagonists of the films,
means that the 'tourist gaze' is generated and regenerated through cinema. Speaking of
the tourist gaze, Urry (2002) writes that tourism is a collection of signs, and these signs
when visually captured through postcards, photographs, and films, enable this gaze to
be endlessly reproduced.
Hindi films have also literally created tourist attractions in Kashmir. The small
Valley where the film Betaab was shot, near the town of Pahalgam, became known as
the 'Betaab Valley' after the film, and is now a popular tourist destination. The
practices of tourism determine how filmmakers see Kashmir and in turn films too
influence how Kashmir is to be seen and how the tourist experience is to be experienced
and reproduced. Whether the practices of tourism resulted in the images of Hindi film
heroines like Sharmila Tagore and Saira Banu being dressed in the Kashmiri native
costumes in films, or these films led to tourists wanting to be photographed in that
image is hard to say as the practices of tourism and cinema in Kashmir are deeply
enmeshed.
Also Suvantola (2002) points out that the relationship that tourists have to the
native people is highly 'instrumental', as it is just 'a means to consummate the
commercial contract of travel; we interact with the people who are necessary parts of
the infrastructure that delivers the goods and services we have purchased' (2002:
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114).104Therefore it is not surprising that the only Kashmiris in these films are those
that serve the tourist industry. In the film Barsaat, Reshma is the daughter of a
houseboat owner, and in Arzoo, the famous comedian Mehmood also plays a Kashmiri
houseboat owner, the same for Shashi Kapoor who plays Raja in Jab Jab Phool Khile.
In Kashmir ki Kali, Champa played by Sharmila Tagore is a woman who sells flowers
to tourists and in the film Rahi Badal Gaye (Ravi Tandon 1985) the hero Amar, played
by Rishi Kapoor, works as a tourist guide. In the world of Hindi cinema, we seldom
meet any Kashmiri outside the framework of the tourist industry except in the 1990s
films as 'terrorists'. Further Nash (1989) writes:
Touristic transactions are defined, first, by the condition of strangerhood. The
tourist is almost an ideal-typical example of what Simmel (1950: 402-407) had
in mind when he formulated his conception of the stranger. ... who does not
share the essential qualities of host group life .... Not only do strangers and their
hosts treat each other as types but also as objects. Where disparities of power are
great, as in the early stages of colonialism, this can lead to prejudice and
discrimination by the colonizers and a variety of familiar responses among the
colonized (Nash 1989: 44-45).
Figure 4.9: Sharmila Tagore in Kashmir Ki Kali and Preity Zinta in Mission Kashmir
(Publicity Stills, now widely available online).
104 This comes close to a term coined by Boorstin (1964) and used popularly to describe how tourists are
encapsulated by the 'environmental bubble', which insulates them in essence from the people and places
to which they travel.
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Figure 4.10: A tourist couple gets photographed in traditional Kashmiri dresses.
Photograph published in The Tribune 20 December 2003.
While the international milieu of the 1960s pop culture and consumerism have been
used to understand the holiday films in Kashmir, the tourist practices of the British
colonial masters also left their imprint on the ways in which tourism in Kashmir was to
be experienced and put to use in films. Given the troubled relationship between India
and Kashmir, it is all the more interesting to note that these tourist practices as
represented by Hindi cinema have their precedent in the colonial times.
The Resort of the Raj: The Colonial Legacy and the Kashmir Holiday Films
If the early European travellers of the nineteenth century had fuelled the imagination of
Kashmir as a 'paradise of the Indies' (Drew 1999: 210), 'a secret garden which only a
handful of Europeans had glimpsed', by the later end of that century they were to
lament how Kashmir had been 'spoilt' by its transformation into a 'Resort of the Raj'
(Keenan 2006: 156). The British were to convert Kashmir into a hill station 'available
with the arcadia of the English holiday resort' (Inden 2008: 553), by adding to its
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landscape 'what nature had not provided - tennis courts, cricket pitches, golf links and
so on' (Keenan 2006: 156).105Even its reputation as a honeymoon capital which the
holiday films harness, has its precedent in the colonial times, wherein it was a favourite
destination for British honeymoon couples (Keenan 2006: 170).
Some of the earliest representations of Kashmir in film that are still available to
the researcher are the ones made by the British who were either posted or holidaying in
Kashmir such as the 16mrn films by RA BankS.106The film by Banks covers the
activities of the 'Ski Club OfIndia'. A silent, black and white film running along with
titles, gives us the time and location as 1931-32, Gulmarg, Kashmir. Complete with
long pans of the mountainous ranges, snow-covered Valleys, polo grounds, groups of
holidaymakers eating and drinking in scenic locales, the film exemplifies the British
articulation of Kashmir as a tourist retreat. The scene then shifts to Khilanmarg, '1000
feet above Gulmarg, Nanga Parbat and others in the distance' followed by scenes of the
trek up to Khilanmarg, of 'well-known runners' skiing on the slopes, while others are
seen to enjoy themselves while sliding down the snow-slopes. Shots of the Christmas
party of the Ski Club and the Gulmarg golf course make up for the rest of the film. The
digression to early colonial films here is to trace particular tourist practices in Kashmir
and Hindi cinema to their precedent in the colonial practices of tourism in Kashmir.
These colonial sports activities in Kashmir introduced by the British find
representation in the holiday films. In Arzoo, for example, the hero and heroine meet at
a Skiing championship in Gulmarg, and in Ek Phool Do Mali, the hero is an avid
lOS Such was the British tourist traffic in the early part of twentieth century that the Government had to set
up one of the earliest tourist offices, the Motamid Darbar, which looked after issues of accommodation,
rates and even published annually a set of Rules For Visitors to Kashmir (Keenan 2006: 133).
106 Banks was employed in India between the years 1929-1933 touring India for I.e.I. Limited,
investigating manufacturing possibilities, sites for factories, and supply of raw materials.
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trekker and one of the settings of the film is a Mountaineering Club. Shammi Kapoor
and Saira Banu sliding down the snow-slopes of Kashmir in Junglee, repeated in
countless holiday films, looks identical to the images of the British revellers in the
Banks films made three decades before the release of Junglee. Not insignificantly,
Shammi Kapoor's own earliest memory of visiting Kashmir as an adolescent was of a
cricket match, and his later memories comprised of jeep rides over the frozen Dal Lake
(Kapoor S 2006).
Beyond this imagination of Kashmir as a colonial 'Club', Kashmir with its
houseboats, shikaras, and Mughal gardens also provided the opportunity to the British
to consume some of the flavours of the 'exotic East' (Inden 2008: 553).107 Most of the
holiday films use the Kashmiri gardens like the Shalimar Gardens and Nishat Gardens
as a setting for romance and song sequences, but much like the British, the holiday
films convert these gardens into a tourist spectacle to be consumed.
While some of the tourist practices of the British had their precedent in the
Mughal period, the houseboat, which figures in almost all the Kashmir films, is a
creation of the British tourist experience. Since the Maharaja of Kashmir had
disallowed the purchase of land by any foreigner in Kashmir, an Englishman in 1880s
devised the ingenious strategy of owning a 'house' in Kashmir by converting the
traditional Kashmiri boat called the doonga into the modem houseboat replete with
I07Such was the appeal of these Mughal gardens in the 'west', that there is an entire song about love and
longing in the Shalimar Gardens ofSrinagar in the Hollywood film Hers to Hold (Frank Ryan 1943)
starring Deanna Durbin, 'Pale hands I loved beside the Shalimar, Where are you now? Who lies beneath
your spell? Whom do you lead on rapture's roadway far, Before you agonize them in farewell' (Youtube
2009). In the film adaptation of EM Forster's A Passage to India by David Lean, made in 1984, the
character of Dr.Aziz, after Miss Quested withdraws her accusations against him in court, returns to
Kashmir and opens a hospital in Srinagar. This is where Fielding meets him for the last time, and it is
here that the final resolution of the film takes place. However, Kashmir does not figure in the book, but is
introduced in the film.
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sitting rooms and fireplaces (Keenan 2006: 158-159). The Kashmiri houseboat is central
to most Kashmir films and in the film Arzoo, the Kashmiri houseboat owner/caretaker is
seen sitting at the feet of the hero, while the hero dressed in a silk dressing gown is
evocative of the image of the British saheb in colonial India. Significantly, it is the
'Indian' tourist that takes the place of the British while the Kashmiris remain in the
place of the 'natives' in these films. This is best encapsulated by a comment by
Parikshit Sahni (Sahni P 2006), who in a personal interview bemoaned the unfamiliarity
of Indian people with Kashmir's culture and heritage, saying that for most well-to-do
Indians Kashmir was no more than a tourist destination to live out 'the days of the
Raj' .108 Thus, colonial articulations of Kashmir were being rearticulated in Hindi
cinema precisely through a period when the Indian State was to be implicated in
severely undemocratic practices in Kashmir in a bid to strengthen its hold over the
region (Bose 1997: 30-54).
The holiday films remain etched in public memory as the lasting image of
happier times in Kashmir. Due to the beginnings ofa militant uprising in 1987-1989,
film crews could no longer shoot in Kashmir. For many Indians, the image of Shammi
Kapoor on the snow-covered mountains of Kashmir became a memory of better times
in Kashmir, and references to this time are made in contemporary terrorism films on
Kashmir like Yahaan (Shoojit Sircar 2005), where the Army officer Arnan remarks that
it is difficult to believe that at one time Shammi Kapoor used to dance on these very
108 A critique of these representations of Kashmir was made by another Punjabi Kashmiri filmmaker,
Vidhu Vinod Chopra, in the film Khamosh (Vidhu Vinod Chopra 1985). A whodunit set in Kashmir,
Khamosh was a film that mocked the exploitative nature of the Bombay film industry. The film was a
tongue and cheek critique of the ways in which Kashmir is used by Hindi cinema. Khamosh contains
within it a comment on the ways in which Kashmir signifies a tourist fantasy and a mere setting for a
romantic song sequence for Hindi films. In a sense one can see a desire in filmmakers to represent
Kashmir beyond the framework of an exotic locale for Bombay cinema. This desire would later manifest
into a film on Kashmiriyat, Mission Kashmir (Vidhu Vinod Chopra 2000).
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snow slopes that now besieged by terror. Thus, it is no surprise that tourism and
'Bollywood' are the indicators of how well India's relationship with Kashmir is faring:
I have always known that armed conflicts, Al Qaeda terrorists, not even the
nuclear threat will ever persuade any Indian citizen to give up Kashmir. Why?
The answer lies in one word: Bollywood .... Alas, a whole generation oflndians
have missed out on the valley, tom by ethnic violence. Ironically, thanks to
Bollywood, Kashmir has remained embedded in the Indian psyche as the last
paradise on earth. It is the one place all Indians wish to see before passing from
this life. This is perhaps why no Indian will ever give up Kashmir (Sarvate
2005).
Concluding Remarks
In most films the journey to Kashmir occurs at a point of crisis, providing the
opportunity for a change in the lives of the protagonists. Sometimes this takes the form
of self-discovery, as is the case in Barsaat, Ram Teri Ganga Maili, Junglee, and Jab
Jab Phool Khile. At other times the journey is marked by trauma, and Kashmir becomes
a place for healing, as in Amar, Ek Musafir Ek Haseena (Raj Khosla 1962), Henna,
Kabhi Kabhie, Ek Phool Do Mali, and Aasha. Common to this vast oeuvre of films is
the journey to Kashmir as an experience of romantic love, and an escape from the
confines of a traditional family, such as in Junglee, Bobby, Aaye Milan Ki Bela (Mohan
Kumar 1964), Kashmir ki Kali, Arzoo, Janwar, Bemisal, and Rocky. However, while
Kashmir emerged as central to the narratives of Hindi cinema in this period, the same is
not true for Kashmiris.
Raj Kapoor's films addressed politically progressive themes and social content,
resuscitating tradition for a modem context. The holiday films of Shammi Kapoor on
the other hand unabashedly embraced consumer modernity and social relevance was put
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on the back burner. However, it is the exclusivist definitions of 'tradition' and the
'modem' in both, which effectively leave out Kashmiris from Kashmir in these films.
The Kashmir Valley is predominantly Muslim, and all the films under discussion here
obliterate this fact, even as they articulate Kashmir as a special place.
In the case of Raj Kapoor, the spiritualism so central to his imagination ofIndia
is indistinguishable from a form ofmajoritarian 'Hindu' culture, which essentially
universalises Hindu religious and cultural values. Raj Kapoor says as much when he
describes himself as an inheritor of a 'universal consciousness, which is Hinduism'
(Nanda 2002: 143). While there is nothing inherently problematic about imbibing a
'Hindu' consciousness or even making it the basis of one's cinema, it is his emphasis on
making this consciousness the bedrock of universal human values so as to articulate
Indianness, which is problematic. More so when the chosen place for this articulation is
Kashmir. The unifying impulse in Kapoor's cinema through its emphasis on the
'common bond that links every man' (Khubchandani 2003: 7), relies on an exclusive
notion of the Indian nation and of Indian civilization. The Kashmir films reveal this on
account of both religion and region. For instance, speaking about the film Henna,
Kapoor says:
The story is built around a river, the Jhelum, that starts in India and flows into
Pakistan. This part of the country is Hindu, but the moment you go to that part,
it becomes Muslim. Why? Because man has divided it. But can you divide love
(Nanda 1991: 167)?
Kapoor calls this part of the country (India) Hindu, and that part of the country
(Pakistan) Muslim, revealing the ways in which Partition came to be popularly
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understood, negating the narrative of the Indian nation as a religiously diverse and
secular nation. More importantly, the film is set in Kashmir, thus Raj Kapoor is
incorporating into his idea of a Hindu nation, a Muslim Kashmir. The fact that he calls
Kashmir a Hindu country, invokes a Kashmir of the past, and leaves out the vast
majority of Kashmiris from this image of Kashmir. The voice-over that opens the film
Henna speaks about the Jhelum, which flows through Kashmir into Pakistan as a
unifying force. The voice-over goes on to say that the river does not differentiate
between the people of India and Pakistan as they are essentially the same, and if at
sunrise a Hindu cleric sits down to puja ('Hindu prayer') on one side, on the other side
of the border a Muslim cleric offers his namaz ('Muslim prayer'). That a greater
number of people might offer namaz in India than in Pakistan, given that India has a
larger Muslim minority than the Muslim population of Pakistan, is completely elided by
Raj Kapoor, as is the fact that Kashmir is inhabited by a large majority of Muslims.
Therefore, a far greater number of people would be saying their namaz than puja on the
Indian side of the border in Kashmir, a fact completely missed by the opening narration
of the film. This reality of a Muslim majority Kashmir is erased from most of the films
set in Kashmir in this period.
It is not merely accidental that Kashmiris in films such as Ek Musafir Ek
Haseena, Arzoo, Henna are portrayed as Hindus while in other films such as Barsaat,
Kashmir ki Kali, and Jab Jab Phool Khile, the religion of the Kashmiri protagonists is
kept ambiguous. Names like Neela and Reshma (Barsaat), Raja (Jab Jab Phool Khile),
and Champa (Kashmir ki Kali) are names that do not reveal the religious identity of the
protagonists. This is a deliberate attempt to obfuscate the question of religious
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belonging. While, the use of language in these films is sometimes suggestive of a
Muslim culture, for instance, the refrain of Ya Ilahi ('0 Allah') sung by the character of
the Kashmiri boatman Mamdoo in Arzoo, no other obvious marker of Muslim
religiosity in Kashmir is present. This while temples and Hindu pilgrimages abound in
these films (Aap ki Kasam, J Om Prakash 1974, Arzoo, Aasha, Jab Jab Phool Khile).
Kashmir then is not merely the symbolic space for the articulation of Indianness but a
space wherein the slippages between Indian and Hindu are all the more emphatic and
out of place.
The reference to Muslims in these films happens in curious ways. Thus, a
temporary loss of memory can make the Hindu Kashmiri protagonist a Muslim for a
brief spell in a film like Henna, as if to suggest that the reality of Muslim Kashmir is a
temporary mistake. This passage from the Discovery of India is particularly telling in
this respect:
In Kashmir a long-continued process of conversion to Islam had resulted in 95
per cent of'the population becoming Moslems, though they retained many of
their old Hindu customs. In the middle nineteenth century the Hindu ruler of the
state found that very large numbers of these people were anxious or willing to
return en bloc to Hinduism. He sent a deputation to the pundits of Benares
inquiring if this could be done. The pundits refused to countenance any such
change and there the matter ended (Nehru [1946] 1956: 264).
Written to elaborate on how Hinduism does not proselytize, the paragraph suggests that
the Muslims of Kashmir 'were anxious or willing to return' to the Hindu fold. That
Sardar Patel, a leading figure in the nationalist movement and the Indian National
Congress, had also seen Kashmir as 'a Hindu State situated in Muslim surroundings'
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(Noorani 2006a) is a further testament to the ways in which Kashmir was imagined as
part of a Hindu civilization.
These films also have a curious sequence in which the hero of the film (usually
in a comic sequence) is 'dressed' up as a Muslim (Kashmir Ki Kali, Arzoo). This
involves impersonating a 'traditional' Muslim, for instance by wearing a burkha ('a
loose garment worn by Muslim women covering the entire body and face'), or an
achkan ('a long coat worn by men in South Asia and associated with North Indian
Muslim aristocracy'), and speaking in 'chaste' Urdu. Thus, when the (modem) North
Indian Hindu male dresses up as a Muslim in these films, he does so by emphasizing the
Muslim's relationship to the community. While the holiday film is a celebration of
modernity, the Muslim is defined through the relationship to the community, which is
'traditional and seamless' (Mufti 1995: 84). The Kashmiris in these films are contrary to
the modem Indian (Hindu) protagonists of these films as their language, attire and
mannerisms convey ethnicity, folk culture, tradition, and the non-modem. However, the
Kashmiri Hindu protagonists (Henna, Junglee, Arzoo) are educated, wear western
clothes, speak English, and are wholly participative in 'performing' modernity. If the
holiday films define Indianness with reference to modernity, then the Kashmiri Muslim
is excluded from this articulation of the nation. The Muslim in the framework of Indian
modem nation becomes 'the continually repeated, negative reminder of the national (ist)
selfs modernity' (Mufti 1995: 84).
The erasure of a Muslim Kashmir in these films is complemented with the
complete erasure of the troubled political relationship developing through this time
between this region and India. The holiday films are light-hearted romances where
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Indian protagonists visit Kashmir for their leisure and thus an ideal relationship of
Kashmir to India is imagined. It is therefore no surprise that coinciding with the holiday
films is also the period in Kashmir when the Indian State is implicated in extremely
undemocratic practices. The arrest of Kashmir's first Prime Minister in 1953 and New
Delhi's manoeuvres of replacing him with the more acquiescent Bakshi Ghulam
Mohammed and subsequent 'unrepresentative puppets imposed from Delhi in Srinagar
was passed off as the consent of the people (Bose 1997: 40)" so as to be able to
consolidate India's position in Kashmir. The official Indian view on the decade
following Abdullah's arrest is that Kashmir through these years saw expeditious
growth, progress, tourism and 'development' (Devadas 2007: 88-98). The fact that the
rise in tourism and the other political and legal measures taken to cement Kashmir's
integration with India are mentioned together while speaking of this period as the 'best
period in Kashmir' (Mullik 1971: 48-49), is reflective of the ways in which the Indian
State was hopeful of being able to use tourism towards very specific political ends.
However, the sentiment in the Valley was far from calm, and these undemocratic
practices led to increasing disenchantment in Kashmir with the Indian State (Bose 1997:
30-54). Not to be forgotten is the 1962 Sino-Indian War, which was a big humiliation
for India, soon after which India's first Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru was to die in
1964. This period also saw the second war with Pakistan over Kashmir in the year 1965.
Therefore the holiday films were made in times of immense political turmoil. The
holiday films mask this reality of Kashmir by focusing on development and tourism,
fitting in well with the official line on Kashmir in this period.
Kashmir's economic growth, development and tourism have always been the
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counter argument from the Indian side on the issue of self-determination and the
deepening democratic crisis in Kashmir (Rangaswami 1970: 11-13). It is suggested in
these arguments that Kashmir's relationship with India has been an advantageous one to
Kashmir due to the tremendous economic progress of Kashmir. The links between the
growth of tourism and national integration in other countries including India has been
made by scholars (Adams 1997: 154-180, Bhardwaj 1999: 51, Desh Bandhu 1989: 8),
and the evidence presented in this segment suggests that these films need to be viewed
together with the attempts of the Indian State to coax, cajole and coerce an integration
of Kashmir with India (Ganguly 1997: 44, Bose 1997: 30-54). Even today the idea of
'normalcy' in Kashmir is judged by the return of tourists and filming crews and the
resumption of film shooting in the Valley. As a result in the April of2003, the Jammu
and Kashmir Tourism Ministry invited many filmmakers like Yash Chopra, Vidhu
Vinod Chopra, Ramesh Sippy, Manmohan Shetty in a bid to regenerate interest in
shooting in Kashmir (BBC 2002, Indiainfo 2003, Jaleel 2007).109 As Kabir (2005)
points out:
We cannot ignore the correlation between political practices of marginalization,
domination and hegemony on the one hand, and the cultural practices of
containment, incorporation and homogenization on the other, often managed and
engineered through pleasure (Kabir 2005: 96).
When the Kashmiri boatman Mamdoo in Arzoo breaks into a monologue about the
greatness of Jawaharlal Nehru standing in front of the Shankaracharya temple, and
further elaborates on how the Kashmiris are intrinsically beautiful ('khoobsurat')
I09Some of the films to be shot in Kashmir in the troubled 1990s are Indra Kumar's Mann (1998), and Raj
Kumar Santoshi's Dil Kya Kare (1999).
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people, their only difficulty being that of garibi ('poverty'), the official line of the
Indian State on Kashmir and its link to the holiday films is laid bare.
If the journey is 'an expedition to the borders of the self' through which the self
is confronted and challenged (Nandy 2001: x), the space where this happens in Hindi
cinema is Kashmir, the very borders of the nation in the post-partition context where the
united Indian nation faces its toughest challenge. The journey to Kashmir is also a
journey to the troubled borders of the nation, wherein the idea of 'return' for the
protagonists is tied with the idea of Kashmir's return to the fold of the nation, as is the
case in films like Karma (Subhash Ghai, 1986), Roja (aka The Rose, Mani Ratnam
1992), and Mission Kashmir. Whether it be the 'criminal soldiers' of Karma, or Rishi
and Liaquat of Roja, or Altaf of Mission Kashmir, the return to society (Karma) and the
family (Roja, Mission Kashmir) is paralleled with Kashmir's return to the nation with
the defeat of the enemy forces. This journey and return is discussed in the framework of
terrorism and the threat to India's unity in the following chapters. With this Hindi
cinema enters an altogether new phase of the Kashmir films, wherein terrorism and not
tourism in Kashmir becomes the primary focus of the Hindi films, displaying Kashmir's
endless capacity to be inserted into narratives that define the diverse imaginings of
India.
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5. The Spectre of Terrorism in the Kashmir Films
Overview
Kashmir's long 'honeymoon' with Hindi films was to extend to the late 1980s.
However, through the same period, Kashmir also became the backdrop for the nation's
epic struggles with all its enemies in films such as Karma (Subhash Ghai 1986) and
Elaan-e-Jung (Ani! Sharma 1989), where the theme of 'terror' comes to be associated
with the Kashmiri landscape. These films marked a break from the idealized
representations of Kashmir as a paradise on earth, as seen in the holiday films, and
began to show it as a paradise in periL As a result, Kashmir remained a popular
shooting destination for the 1980s films, serving as a chimerical screen on which the
anxieties of the nation could be projected. However, the figure of the 'terrorist' in these
films lacks any specificity, as the stories of the 1980s films revolve around an
unspecified threat to national unity, waged by an indeterminate enemy.
However, with the beginnings of a Kashmiri militant secessionist movement in
late 1980s, the theme of 'terrorism' becomes firmly attached to Kashmir. The surge of
films on the fight against terrorism in the 1990s led scholars to term this trend in Hindi
cinema as 'cine-patriotism' (Sethi 2002, Rai 2003). This trend began with the release of
the film Roja (aka The Rose, Mani Ratnam 1992), wherein explicit linkages between
Islam, Kashmir and terrorism are forged. Over these years, the idea of terror changes
from being monstrous to the much less phantasmic, global context of a transnational
jihad ('holy war waged on behalf ofIslam'). In Roja, the struggle against terror is not
the superhuman struggle against evil, as was the case in the 1980s films, but becomes
more clearly against the 'Other', the 'Muslim' embodied in the figure of the terrorist.
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Roja was epoch-making in as much as it inaugurated a new chapter for Kashmir in
Hindi cinema, as after Roja films turned to Kashmir to explore the theme of 'Islamic'
terrorism. Reminiscent of the 'tribal raid' films, Roja laid bare the centrality of Kashmir
to the modern Indian nation by articulating Kashmir with reference to its foundational
concerns, that of Indian secularism, and the spectre that haunts the Indian nation since
its inception - the spectre of 'Muslim separatism' (Devji 1992). The difference between
the 1950s and 1990s articulation of Muslim separatism is that Kashmir was a
'vindication' of Indian nationhood (over Muslim separatism and Pakistan) in the tribal
raid films, but in the 1990s, it becomes the threat of its failure.
Karma and Elaan-e-Jung: Shadowy Encounters with Terror in Kashmir
This segment focuses on two films shot in Kashmir, Karma and E/aan-e-Jung, both of
which were very successful with audiences, and also representative of the kind of action
oriented films being made through the 1980s. If Karma was inspired by the 'curry
western' Sho/ay (aka Flames of the Sun, Ramesh Sippy 1976) (Mohamed 1986: n.p.),
Elaan-e-Jung was seen as imitating both Sholay and Karma (Mohamed 1989: n.p. ).110
Thus, along with the political context, production exigencies and cycles of 'inspiration'
(of box office successes which spawn copies) influence the kind of cinema that is made
at any given point of time: II1
110 So as to ensure that audiences recognize the original in the re-make, even the character of Dharmendra
who played Veeru in Sholay, goes by the same name in the film F 'arishte (Anil Sharma 1991), a film also
shot largely in Kashmir.
III These films were in turn inspired from American films such as Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid
(George Roy Hill, 1969), The Dirty Dozen (Robert Aldrich 1967) (Rajadhyaksha & Willemen 1994: 397,
440) and the Sergio Leones (1929-1989) Spaghetti Westerns.
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Coinciding with the state of emergency declared by Prime Minister Indira
Gandhi in 1975, Sholay was emblematic of a number of films feeding off what
political theorists refer to as a crisis of legitimacy of the Indian state (Gopalan
2002: 9).
In Karma and Elaan-e-Jung, the energies of the social rebel and the lawless angry
young man ofa Sholay, Deewaar (aka The Wall, Yash Chopra 1975) or Shakti
(Ramesh Sippy 1982), is harnessed for the nation in a deft political move. This is clear
in a film like Karma, advertised with the text, 'when criminals become soldiers', which
uses the anti-social persona of Jackie Shroff from the film Hero (Subhash Ghai 1983) to
good effect. The mission ofIndia's action heroes in the films of the 1980s is to rescue
the nation, and return the misguided - not-yet-terrorists but criminals and social
outcasts, back to the 'national mainstream'.
Karma is the story of one man's fight with the evil Dr. Dang, who through his
terror network is set to destroy India. The ideal citizen of Karma, a jailer named Vishwa
Pratap Singh, vows to fight Dr. Dang and his group called the Black Star Organization
(BSO), in a bid to save the nation and avenge the killing of his family. He traverses the
national landscape of India and reaches the contested borders of the nation in Kashmir,
which remains unnamed in the film, but clearly recognized, as is evident from the
reviews of the film (Sipahimalani 1986: 14, VNSR 1986). A politician has provided
him with mercenaries, three hardened criminals on death row, as only his unorthodox
tactics can save the nation.
In Elaan-e-Jung, the opening shots of the beautiful Kashmir landscape, which
would immediately call to mind images of shikaras ('boats'), houseboats, skiing,
holidaying and romance, is converted into a canvas of terror. Much is at stake in the
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Kashmiri landscape, which now hides intrigue, and conspiracy in its shadows. An
Indian spy watches through his binoculars as a convoy of trucks enter the landscape,
carrying contraband materials in a secret camp on the border. Like in the film Karma,
the renegade Arjun, played by Dharmendra, does the job of the State by creating his
own army to destroy General DJN of the Cobra Rebel Force (CRF), which is out to
destroy India.
It is the quasi-religious notion of terror in the 1980s films that reveals the ways
in which Roja makes a shift in the narrative of terrorism in the 1990s Hindi cinema. The
villains of films like Elaan-e-Jung signify evil, with no explicit motivation guiding their
wrongdoings. These villains, immortalized in public memory by the legendary actors
who have played them (Amrish Puri, Anupam Kher, Sadashiv Amrapurkar) - with
their peculiar grotesqueries, strange names, caricatured personae - conjure up the
fantastic and the abnormal, making the fight against evil in these films all the more
superhuman and heroic. In the film Karma, the patriot hero Vishwa Pratap calls Dr.
Dang a rakshasa ('demon'), and explains that there is no real cause behind his evil
doings except for the fact that he is a rakshasa. In keeping with the conception of evil in
Hindu mythology (O'Flaherty 1988), there is no explicit will or ideology that steers
these villains, but evil is inherent to their (demonic) nature. Vishwa Pratap in Karma
makes a distinction between those criminals who turn to crime because of an unjust
society, and those who are criminals because of their inherent greed or their nature
('fitrat ').While the first, according to him, deserve pardon, it is the religious duty
(' dharm ') of all patriotic people to annihilate the latter category of criminals. Dr. Dang
in keeping with this image of a demon is shown to commit acts of terror due to no cause
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or will, but with a sense of perverse enjoyment, and his famous catchphrase from this
film is 'maza aayega' ('this should be fun'). 112 In Elaan-e-Jung it is the villain's desire
for 'power' which is seen as a moral flaw, the source and the nature of evil, representing
again the religious framework within which terror is framed in this film.
But evil is also intrinsic to the present age. Direct references to Kalyug (the four
ages of Hinduism) are also explicitly made by the characters of these films, such as the
figure of the mother of the hero in Elaan-e-Jung. Kalyug, in which the world begins
over and over again, seeing a decline from the 'Golden Age' (Satyug) to the bad ages
(Kalyug), reiterates the balance of good and evil in the universe:
The World begins over and over again ... and the Golden Age takes place. This
age degenerates until finally the Fourth Age is reached, the present Kali Age,
which is destroyed by fire and flood: all is once again water, out of which the
world is created anew (0' Flaherty 1988: 18).
Evil in these films is already always present and seldom justified with recourse to
psychological, social, or political factors. The opening sequence of the film Karma
shows the jailer along with his family, colleagues, and prison inmates singing a patriotic
song, celebrating India's Independence Day. This sequence which projects an idyllic
image of the nation is cut to a montage of images, of poverty, hunger, riots, and
destructive mobs, all locating us firmly in the bad age - Kalyug. The segregation
between moral evil (rioting) and natural evil (hunger) is collapsed, as they are viewed as
part of the same phenomena in Hinduism (0' Flaherty 1988: 6). These evils are an
illustration of Dr. Dang's machinations and not a product of social or political factors,
112 Similarly, the evil character of Mogambo inMr. India (Shekhar Kapur 1987) says, 'Mogambo khush
hua' ('Mogambo is pleased').
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made explicit by Dr. Dang's superimposed and menacing image on these negative
images of the nation. Therefore the denouement in these films comes when the forces of
good destroy evil (and this is typically depicted through large-scale physical
destruction) - the pralaya ('the time of universal destruction', 'the period of the end of
the world'). As the end-credits roll, one cycle of evil ends, and 'we' as the audience
know that a new Golden Age has begun, which would degenerate into evil as audiences
re-enter cinemas for another film.
Figure 5.1: Poster of the film Elaan-e-Jung, showing Dharmendra holding a trishul (' a
trident carried by Shiva') and the scenes of final destruction (by fire) in the climax of
the film (Publicity Still from the film, now widely available online).
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Since in Hinduism good and evil, order and disorder are 'mutually reinforcing'
(0' Flaherty 1988: 330), the hero of the film Elaan-e-Jung is called Arjun ('hero of the
Hindu epic Mahabharata') and the villain is called Durjan ('a wicked person'), the
names evoking opposites, but emphasizing a mutual relationship between the good and
the bad. However, one should add as a caveat that Hindu mythology in itself conceives
of evil in different ways in different periods and through different texts:
Thus it is possible for a Hindu myth to imply that the evil in human life is
necessary, desirable, and intended by God, that everything in life is relative, and
yet to assume at the same time a universally valid "good" toward which all
mankind should strive. "Evil" must be accepted, but "good" must be sought;
these views together provide a working solution to the problem of evil, a
framework in which mankind as a whole, and each individual, may function in
the face of an ultimately insoluble problem. Although some Hindu texts seem to
welcome the presence of evil, and others envision an escape from Karma and
from the evil inherent in it, the total corpus affirms a universe of possibilities
(O'Flaherty 1988: 379).
The terrorist of the 1980s films is undefined precisely because of the Hindu
mythological underpinnings of these films. Moreover, terrorism by definition requires
to be politically and ideologically motivated (Ruby 2002: 9-14), and the other
ambiguities about who the enemy is and why they commit acts of terror, keep the
contours of terrorism adequately blurred in these films. The opening sequence of the
film Elaan-e-Jung shows the evil General in a conference room addressing an audience
comprised of every nationality and ethnic origin one can imagine, including Chinese,
Arabs and Americans, who have congregated in order to make plans to destroy India.
The point a viewer might be straining to understand in these films is raised by one of
the conference attendees, when he asks, what will be achieved by destroying India? The
reply doesn't lead to any clarity as DJN replies with a single word emphatically spoken
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in English - 'power'. One can only infer from this that the world is set to destroy India
because it is a powerful nation or a moral roadblock in the path of some foreign forces,
reflecting a vague non-aligned developing world morality framed within the context of
Cold War politics.
Similarly in the film Karma, the identity of the enemies and their motives
remain ambiguous. Dr. Dang, the villain of the film is assumed to be Chinese by most
reviewers (Hindustan Times 10 August 1986: n.p.), but it is revealed in an almost
missed and fleeting moment in the film that Dang is seeking revenge from Indians as
they killed his father during the Partition carnage of 1947.113 Not stated explicitly but
cautiously placed in the film, one wonders based on this information whether Dr.
Michael Dang is Muslim, even though the name suggests otherwise.
This explains why Karma and Elaan-e-Jung project the terrorist threat in
Kashmir (a Muslim majority state), despite the fact that the year 1986 (release of the
film Karma) was still a few years before the beginnings of militancy in Kashmir. Even
though Karma was released two years after the assassination of Indira Gandhi by her
Sikh bodyguards'I" in retaliation to 'Operation Blue Star' (BBC n.d. b), the director
chooses Kashmir as the location for the film. Hindi cinema's continued lack of interest
in any other secessionist movement (Punjab, Northeast) apart from Kashmir with which
it is singularly obsessed, provides a glimpse of how the fear ofIndia's disunity and
disintegration is traced to the Partition oflndia, making evident the ways in which the
113 After India's defeat to China in the 1962 war, Hindi films often portrayed the Chinese in a negative
light. One of the earliest examples of this would be the War film Haqeeqat (Chetan Anand 1964). also a
film partly shot in the Valley.
114 To emphasize the connection with the event, the camera pauses for a long duration on the garlanded
picture of Indira Gandhi while a patriotic song with the the lyrics - 'hum jiyenge aur marenge, ay watan
tere liye' ('we will live and die for the nation ') plays in the background. For more on the separatist
movement in the Punjab see, Deol (2000).
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spectre of Muslim separatism makes every threat to the nation into a threat of 'another
Pakistan' and 'ends up making Indian history into a series of variations upon the theme
of Partition as original sin' (Devji 1992: 1).115The Northeast elicits little interest in the
media and cinema not merely because of notions of race (Aryans and Mongoloids)
leading to an 'us and them' binary as Sonwalkar suggests (2004: 398), but precisely
because the Northeast cannot be inserted into the foundational narrative of the nation
threatened by Muslim separatism. This explains why, despite the fact that contemporary
realities of that period necessitated an allusion to Punjab, and Anil Sharma, the director
of Elaan-e-Jung, in a personal interview (Sharma A 2006) confirmed that the Punjab
and Northeast situation did inform the film, no such reference is made in either films,
and instead it is Kashmir where the anxieties of the nation are played out. These films
provide a fascinating study of the national crisis, as in its displacements it conflates
within a Kashmiri landscape those events which were to take place in Kashmir soon
after. That the loyal Muslim character of Khairoo in Karma, who sacrifices his life to
save the nation, is actually a reformed terrorist, points to the ways in which tentative
linkages between Islam and terrorism in Kashmir were being forged in these films.
However, to confuse the audiences further, Dr. Dang's militant group is
recognized through the symbol of the Star of David. The identity of the enemy remains
one of the unfathomable mysteries of these films. The villains of the 1980s films are
mostly foreigners bent upon plundering and destroying India, like Mogambo and Mr.
Wolcott in Mr. India (Shekhar Kapur 1987), Sir John in Ram Lakhan (Subhash Ghai
1989), and Dong in Tahalka (Anil Sharma 1992). InElaan-e-Jung, the evil mastermind
liS Maachis (Guizar 1996) was one of the few films made on the issue of Punjab militancy. Dil Se (Mani
Ratnam 1998), and Tango Charlie (Mani Shankar 2005) touch upon the theme of militancy in the
Northeast of India.
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General DJN, eludes to his friends in other nations, and in Karma the word videshi
('foreign') always precedes the word ugrawadi ('extremist'). This can be understood
with reference to Indian politics which was dominated by the rhetoric of the 'foreign
hand', and most issues and events ranging from corruption to secessionism were
explained as a conspiracy on the part of foreign powers to destabilize India. Indira
Gandhi's 'singular contribution to Indian political discourse was the idea of the "foreign
hand". The nationality of this hand is hard to establish, although one presumes it was
white' (Guha 2000). Therefore the terrorist in Hindi cinema has not been 'just Muslim'
(Tellis 2008), as is commonly assumed, but rather terror and the terrorist have been
mediated by other tropes like that of the 'insider' and the 'outsider', which have been in
place in Hindi cinema (at least) since the tribal raid films of the 1950s.
Figure 5.2: Video still from film Karma. Dr. Dang's terrorist group with the symbol of
the 'Star of David' in the film Karma (Shemaroo 1986).
The ambiguity about the forces of evil in the 1980s films also stems from the fact that
neither Kashmir nor Pakistan are named in these films. An allusion to the threat to
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India's borders is continually made, while never quite naming its precise nature. Even
though Pakistan is not explicitly named, there are enough references to it embedded in
both the films. For instance, right from the time of the Punjab militancy to the Kashmir
militancy, the Government oflndia has accused the Pakistani State of supporting and
abetting militancy in India, and also of running training camps for militants in Pakistan
(Kohli 2004: 288-292, Leather 2004: 149-184). The films discussed here explicitly
mention the presence of militant training camps 'across' the border. This also provides a
clue for why these films choose Kashmir for their narratives of terrorism, as India's
long-standing dispute with Pakistan is over Kashmir.
The abstractions of political discourse in these films, though not entirely
motivated by the fear of censorship, can be attributed to the fact that these new
articulations ofIndian politics were taking shape in the absence of a clear vocabulary.
This vocabulary was to be provided much later by the growing presence of the media,
hyper nationalist politics, and the globally circulating discourses of terrorism. The crisis
of the State in the 1980s could only be imagined and was far from being televisual or
televised. The 1980s is a period where satellite TV was yet to have revolutionized mass
media in India, and 'news' was regulated by stricter governmental controls. Naming
Kashmir or Pakistan explicitly in these films would have appeared to challenge the
control of the State over mediated representations of politics. Things began to change
with the introduction of private satellite and cable television in 1991, and Kashmir was
explicitly named in films like Roja as a site of crisis of the national and its foundational
ideology of secularism.
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Even the word aatankwadi ('terrorist') is sparingly used in Karma, the preferred
usage being that of ugrawadi (,extremist'). When the word aatankwadi is used, it seems
to come from a far away place, in hushed whispers or from a TV set, as if needing to be
masked through layers of mediation. The first instance in the film is when the bodies of
Vishwa Pratap's family members, killed by Dr. Dang are brought to the hospital. A
muted voice emanating from the crowd says that 'some terrorists killed this family'. In
another instance, a newsreader on TV refers to Dr. Dang's group as a terrorist
organization and Dr. Dang as the leader of the terrorists. This is 1986, but by E/aan-e-
Jung in 1989, the word is more frequently used.
If the enemy in the 1980s films could not be clearly identified as belonging to
any particular religion or region, with the release of Roja, fingers were being clearly
pointed inwards, to the enemy within, the Kashmiri Muslim. This process revealed its
logic in films such as Ma Tujhhe Salaam (Tinnu Verma 2002), The Hero (Ani! Sharma
2003), and Jaa/ (Guddu Dhanoa 2003), where the terrorist is clearly embodied in the
figure of the Muslim. Vinay Lal (1998: 252-253) argues that it is only with the figure of
the terrorist that Hindi films have come 'dangerously close to providing us with a
formulation of the "Other'" .
Films like Karma used 'traditional myths' to 'exorcise contemporary anxieties'
(Times of India 11 August 1986: n.p.), and the protagonist of Elaan-e-Jung sought
'religious sanctity for his mission' (Verma 1989: n.p.) against the terrorists. The film
Karma also suggests' science is fmally the cause of all our woes' (Times of India 11
August 1986: n.p.). Roja inverts this equation, wherein science and modernity come to
represent the Indian nation, and religion comes to be ascribed to the terrorist, who
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represents a challenge to the secular State. Anil Sharma, in a personal interview, said
that the overt religiosity and violence of the 1980s films was due to the fact that the
'gentry' had abandoned the cinemas as a result of the VHS revolution, and filmmakers
had to cater to the tastes of the 'masses', who according to him seemed to enjoy this
mix of religion and extreme violence (borne out by the success of Elaan-e-Jung at the
Box Office) (Sharma A 2006).
The ambiguities of 'terror' as a moral evil in the 1980s films can also be
understood through the fact that the narrative of 'Islamic' terrorism was not yet
available to the Bombay filmmakers. It is with the beginnings of the militancy in
Kashmir that terrorism in Hindi cinema becomes ideological and political, and Hindi
cinema returns to its (preferred) narrative of the threat of Muslim separatism to the
Indian nation, resuscitated as Islamic terrorism in the 1990s films. Terrorism is no
longer abstract nor merely evil in Roja but is explained with reference to Islam and
secularism, nationalism and sub-nationalism, sovereignty and national security.
Therefore unlike its immediate predecessors, Roja relies on the language of the modem
State to articulate terrorism as a threat to national unity.
In a limited sense Roja secularizes the idea of terrorism in Hindi cinema with its
recourse to the language of the modem nation-state, even as it names the Muslim as the
terrorist. However, Roja was criticized by most scholars as pandering to the Hindu
Right and led to 'Mani Ratnam being attacked as a supporter of Hindutva' (Dwyer
2006b: 280). The following segment argues against this view, and elaborates on the
ways in which the Hindu majoritarian underpinnings of the film are contradictions
inherent to Indian secular nationalism. The discussion of the film here also seeks to fill
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a gap in the existing debate on the film, by elaborating on the significance of Kashmir
to the Raja narrative, and indeed to debates on region, religion and secularism in India.
The Roja Debate and the Limits of Indian Secular Nationalism
The trend of shooting in Kashmir gained tremendous momentum through to the late
1980s, when the militant secessionist movement against the Indian State erupted. A
period followed when Kashmir more or less disappeared from the landscape of the
Bombay film. Many aspects, analyses, and actors of the Kashmir problem have changed
over the last few decades, nonetheless Kashmir remains to date one of the most
protracted conflicts in the world (Jagmohan 1991, Purl 1993, Lamb 1994, Jha 1996,
Bose 1997,2003, Joshi 1999). While the India-Pakistan dispute over Kashmir is as old
as the independent nations themselves, from 1987 the growing discontent in the Valley
against the policies of New Delhi became a full-fledged armed insurgency. The internal
factors leading to this were the continued denial of democracy in Kashmir, turning the
'representative government to a travesty', and the 'subversion and destruction of the
federal autonomy which was a condition of Jammu and Kashmir's accession in 1947 to
the Indian Union' (Bose 1997: 19).
Raja was inspired by the real life incident involving the kidnapping of K
Doraiswamy, an executive from the Indian Oil Company, by militants in Kashmir in
1991. That Doraiswamy was a Tamilian explains Ratnam's particular interest in this
story, even though other political kidnappings in Kashmir like the one by the JKLF
(Jammu and Kashmir Liberation Front) of Rubaiya Sayeed, the daughter of the then
Union Home Minister Mufti Mohammed Sayeed, was also quite obviously an
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inspiration for the film, as the references within the film suggest.
Mani Ratnam had already earned himself the status of an auteur in South India,
his films being packed with weighty content, contentious themes, and technical finesse.
His reputation was to be secured in the rest of India with the dubbed Hindi version of
the Tamil film Roja. The film was considered to be groundbreaking for many reasons. It
brought together a highly talented team and many believe that it heralded a new age in
Indian cinema and music. The film is also remembered for introducing the music
composer AR Rahman, and the cinematography was by an immensely talented young
cinematographer, Santosh Sivan.!!6 Itwas uncommon for a Tamil film dubbed into
Hindi to become so widely accepted, and the film went on to be a nation-wide success
(India Today 31 January 1994: 140) and also received the National Film Award in 1993
for the best film on National Integration. Such was the appeal of the film that the media
coined the response to the film as 'The Roja phenomenon'i " (Sunday Magazine 27
February 1994: 52-55), claiming that the film had resuscitated patriotic fervour amongst
the people oflndia, while others called it 'jingoistic propaganda' (Duara 1993: n.p.).
Most importantly, it was one of the first films to depict the Kashmir issue with reference
to a Kashmiri separatist movement for azaadi ('independence').
Roja is a film which retains the memory of the older Kashmir films and
simultaneously inaugurates a new genre of the Kashmir-centric political thriller. The
cinematic representations of Kashmir as a paradise on earth, struggle in this film against
116 Santosh Sivan is known internationally for his film, The Terrorist, 1999.
117 The relationship between Hindi cinema and patriotism is an old one and every once in a while a film
that generates patriotic sentiment amongst audiences is given extensive attention by the media suggesting
that the nation-wide response to the film has been unprecedented. For instance, the success of the film
Rang De Basanti (Rakesh Omprakash Mehra 2006) and the nationalist sentiment it generated amongst the
youth of India also led to the media coinage of the 'Rang De Basanti phenomenon' (DNA 8 Apri12006:
n.p.).
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the new aesthetic of Kashmir as a dangerous zone ofIslamic militancy. Shots of back
alleys, hooded men and chase sequences on the vel)' snow slopes made famous in the
older holiday films starring Shammi Kapoor, transform into an aesthetic for new
narratives of suspense in Kashmir, taking audiences into the 'sinister' spaces of radical
Islam.
The film opens in Kashmir where the Indian Army gives a chase and finally
captures the 'dreaded terrorist' Wasim Khan. The film then shifts to the village ofa girl
called Roja, who marries Rishi, a city boy working as a code-breaker for the Indian
intelligence. Just as some initial misunderstandings on the part ofRoja about Rishi are
cleared (the first half of the film), Rishi is sent on an assignment to war-tom Kashmir,
and Roja accompanies him to what used to be a favourite honeymoon destination for
middle class couples in India. As they reach Srinagar, militants kidnap Rishi,
demanding the release of one of their men in police custody, the terrorist Wasim Khan,
introduced in the opening sequence of the film. Roja's long battle with the State seeking
the release of her husband, and Rishi's with the militants, unfolds in the rest of the
narrative, with the film having a predictably happy ending. While the State in all its
paternalism does give in to Roja's demands for the release of the terrorists in exchange
of her husband, Rishi's patriotism (by escaping and fighting the militants) ensures that
such an exchange does not take place. In the end, India is victorious in all respects, in its
benevolence to its subjects and in its encounter with the enemy.
The film Roja generated a sustained debate in journals and weeklies and became
a significant moment for Indian film studies:
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This debate generated methodological arguments as well, about ways of
analyzing film narrative, understanding the politics of different traditions of film
realism, and developing approaches to reception. But there is little doubt that the
debate derived its energy from the approach to film as a contemporary political
document (Vasudevan 2002: 1-2).
The scholars in this debate critiqued Roja 's 'figuration of the nation in majoritarian
Hindu terms' (Vasudevan 1994: 43), premised on the perception of the film as
indicative of a discursive shift in Hindi cinema, particularly in the ways that it sought to
redefine the secular in a 'new Hindu way' (Dirks 2001: 163). This perceived change
was in light of the rise of militant Hindu nationalist movements or the 'Hindutva forces'
(Niranjana 1994: 79) and the Hindu right-wing party, the BJP.1l8 Going through the
debate generated by the film Roja is in effect a review of contemporary literature that
exists on the representations of Kashmir in Hindi cinema, and therefore necessary to
examine in greater detail:
As the Hindutva forces reoccupy the discourses of liberal humanism in India, an
anti-colonial bourgeois nationalist project is refigured and the secular subject is
reconstituted. The project is now one that bestows citizenship on the Hindu as
Hindu, the supposed 'tolerance' of Hinduism allowing it to function as 'truly
secular'; in the demarcation of this new space as secular, the 'communal
Muslim' is defined through a process of exclusion (Niranjana 1994: 79-80).
The scholarly debate on the film Roja began with Niranjana's landmark essay (1994),
'Integrating whose Nation? Tourists and Terrorists in Roja'. Niranjana argues that the
film is an unabashed celebration of the newly' assertive and self-confident middle
class', which is the focal point of the larger project of the film, that of national
integration - an integration of all the diverse peoples into the hegemonic Hindu nation.
118Pormoreon the rise of Hindu nationalism or Hindutva see Basu 1993, Veer 1994, Jaffrelot 1996 and
Hansen 1999. For more on the media and Hindu nationalism see Rajagopal2001 and Dwyer 2005 &
2006.
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She sees the film as enunciative of the discourse of the Hindu Right, in the backdrop of
the liberalization of the economy, free enterprise, and a rejection of the Nehruvian
secular State. The Hindu subject in Raja is 'really modern (read secular), and therefore
'truly Indian', while the 'communal Muslim' is defined through a process of
'exclusion' (Niranjana 1994: 79-80). She illustrates by pointing to the modern outlook
of the main protagonist Rishi, his English speaking background, and his 'scientific'
temperament as compared to the Muslims who' always appear in clothes marked as
ethnically Muslim' (Niranjana 1994: 80) and are therefore considered non-modern (and
by extension not Indian).
Figure 5.3: Publicity Still from the film Raja (now widely available online).
Niranjana's observations about the religious profiling of the central protagonists
in Raja are made evident through the course of the film. Rishi Kumar's religious
belonging remains understated in the film, and as a modern subject his allegiance is to
the State, the nation, and not religion. He is modern and therefore assumed to be secular.
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Rishi's boss in the film is a man of science, but also traditional and religious, with many
markers of his Hindu religiosity present in the scene where Rishi takes Roja to meet him.
Roja too in contrast to Rishi, is both religious and traditional. However, this tradition is a
point of nostalgia and loss in the entire film, from Rishi's desire to marry a girl from the
village, to conversations between Roja and Rishi's boss about festivals, rituals, and food,
to the idyllic portrayal of village life. Therefore, Hindu traditions and rituals exist in a
harmonious relationship with the (secular) nation. Even when Roja's traditional self
becomes a challenge to the State, because of her refusal to foreground the nation before
the self, her path because it is that of negotiating with the State, of invoking its
paternalism, is structured as an acceptable difference and not as a fundamental
opposition.
In sharp contrast, Islam is represented as the threat to the secular, modern
nation, and the Muslim (through the character of the militant Liaquat) as contrary
to the ideal citizen subject, personified by Rishi. Islam, according to Bharucha
(1998: 127), another scholar in the Roja debate, is equated with violence and
disturbance in the film:
The most insidious representation of Islam is when Liaquat is praying while
Rishi Kumar is going berserk attempting to extinguish the national flag burned
by the terrorists .... Here the peaking of nationalist fervour is consolidated, I
repeat, through the inscription of the enemy (Liaquat), whose faith is so intense
(rather his primordial link to the concept of jihad) that it seems to transcend
reason, humanity, history (Bharucha 1998: 127-128).
This scene according to Dirks (2001: 161) sets 'Islam against the principles ofIndian
nationalism'. He also points out that this opposition between Islam and the nation is set
up right from the beginning of the film, where the Muslim call to prayer ('azaan ') is
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interspersed with sounds of military action, and as a result evokes 'danger' (Dirks 2001:
165-166).
The other scenes in the film make the nation-Islam opposition of the film even
more evident. In the scene where Rishi and Roja arrive in Kashmir, the shots of the
Indian Army are juxtaposed with shots of Muslims praying, inter-cut with shots of bomb
blasts, fire and destruction - forms of terrorist activity. The Army of any country fights
its enemies and if shots of Army drills are inter-cut with shots of people offering namaz
('Muslim prayer'), the possibilities of what the sequence can mean are limited. Muslim
piety is related with terror in this sequence, revealing the focal point of the film, which
posits the nation vis-a-vis religion, which is Islam, as Hinduism is not a 'religion' in the
film, but 'merely part of the complexity of being Indian' (Niranjana 1994: 80). The
'practices and symbols of Hinduism' are recognized as Indian values in Hindi cinema
and not per se as religious values (Dwyer 2006a: 274). Therefore, Hindi cinema attempts
to represent Hinduism as secular by making it appear not as religion, but as synonymous
with the nation. Conversely, Islam as religion is a threat to the nation, and by extension
to Hinduism.
Rishi's abduction by the militants also takes place in front of a temple, where
Roja, not considering the dangers of an Islamic militancy has gone to pray, yet again
positing on one hand the innocence of Hindu religiosity and the direct threat to it by a
'fanatical' Islam. In the flag burning sequence mentioned earlier, when the Kashmiri
militants set the Indian flag on fire, Rishi throws himself on the flag so as to extinguish
the flames. This sequence is inter-cut with shots of Liaquat (the Kashmiri militant)
praying. This juxtaposition also suggests that while for the Indian (read Hindu) the
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nation comes first, religion comes first for the Muslim. This is made evident by the plea
in the song playing in the background, which is for national integration and of
prioritizing the nation above all else. Therefore 'Islam, not Hinduism, is rendered a sign
of difference, a threat to secularism' (Dirks 2001: 161-163).
However, the debates take the view that Roja shows signs of Hindutva, and a re-
interpretation of Indian secularism. This invariably links the film to the immediate
national political context of the ascendancy of the Hindu Right. It is Nehruvian
secularism ('anti-colonial bourgeois nationalist project') that is seen as being 'refigured'
(Niranjana 1994: 79-80) in the film, the loss of which many of the scholars in the Roja
debate 'mourn' as a failure of both the Indian nation and Indian State (Dirks 2001: 164).
However, this view does not stem from a comparison with other films on Kashmir,
secularism, or terrorism so as to specifically account for the ways Roja posits a new
articulation. The analysis of the film in this chapter places it in a relationship to other
Kashmir films and makes a departure from some of the central conclusions of the Roja
debate. It is argued here that viewing the film with reference to certain national events
such as the demolition of the Babri Mosque by militant Hindu nationalists in 1992
(Niranjana 1994), has led scholars to ascribe to the Hindu Right what should be credited
to Nehruvian secularism, to which Roja remains loyal. This argument is not merely for
the sake of polemics, but to underscore the importance of acknowledging that the Hindu
majoritarian underpinnings of the film are contradictions inherent to Indian secular
nationalism, and consequently the Hindu Right does not pose the only 'crisis' to
secularism in India. Therefore this segment also addresses the related problem of
periodization and the tendency to categorize films according to certain dominant national
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political contexts, imposing on the cinema 'a priori framework of political perception'
(Vasudevan 1994: 43).
While Niranjana and Dirks note accurately that the 'modem' in this film is
synonymous with Hindu, Indian, and secular, this articulation is not unique to Roja in
Hindi cinema As mentioned above, it is common for Hindu values to be markers of
'national/cultural identity' (Dirks 2001: 163) in Hindi cinema (Dwyer 2006a: 274).
Also, a comparison with the Kashmir films of the 1960s-1980s discussed in the
previous chapter reveal that this articulation of' Indianness' with reference to
modernity, with the inclusion of the Hindu and exclusion of the Muslim, was in place
long before Roja. That this distinction between the modem and the non-modem is
premised on religion and not region is made amply clear by the fact that in the films
where the protagonists are Kashmiri Hindus like Arzoo (Ramanand Sagar 1965) and
Henna (Randhir Kapoor 1991), they are portrayed as modem. While these films of the
1960s-80s celebrate Kashmir as a symbol of consumer modernity, the Kashmiri Muslim
is defined through a relationship to tradition and the non-modem. Beyond the Kashmir
films, the Muslim protagonists of the 'Muslim socials' like Pakeezah (Kamal Amrohi
1972) and Mere Mehboob (Hamam Singh Rawail 1963) are also defined through their
relationship to tradition. These facts question the attribution of this representation in
Roja to Hindutva, and the particular political context of the 1990s.
Moreover, Roja's problem ofIndian nationhood and modernity, to the inclusion
of the Hindus and exclusion of the Muslims can be traced as early as to Nehru's
writings on this issue. Nehru places before his readers in the The Discovery of India, the
problem of the incommensurability of modernity and the Indian Muslim. Bemoaning
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Muslim 'social backwardness' he writes, '[s]ince British rule came to India, Moslems
have produced few individuals of the modem type', and though the nationalist Muslims
in the Congress are 'remarkable men', they don't 'easily fit in with modem
developments' (Nehru quoted in Mufti 1995: 81- 84). The figure of the Muslim for
Nehru becomes an impediment for the secular modem Indian nation, embodying a
deep-seated anxiety of the nation itself. Nehruvian secularism offers Muslims the
'Indian or Muslim' choice, a choice that continues to haunt South Asian politics ever
since Partition. To claim modernity and nationhood Muslims must embrace a
uniformity of citizenship or give up their claim to both modernity and by extension
Indian nationhood. So while Nehru bemoans the non-modernism of Muslims, the space
for the articulation of a Muslim modern/secularist position within the framework of
secular nationalism does not exist. The 'who are you' question when posed to the
Muslim 'is experienced as a trap', because if the answer were to be 'Muslim outright',
then that would exclude Muslims from being 'Indian in the modem sense' and ifnot
Muslim, then why not just an Indian citizen (Mufti 1995: 85).
In contrast, the representation of Hinduism in Roja; as intrinsically tolerant and
therefore secular has its parallel in The Discovery of India, wherein Nehru's 'gloss on
the words 'Hindu' and 'Hinduism' disassociating them from their commonly held
association with religion' is clearly discernable (Chakravarty 1996: 23). This is
faithfully rendered in the Roja narrative where 'Hindu associations and ritual practices
having been emptied of specifically religious content ... [are] made into markers of
modal national/cultural identity' (Dirks 2001: 163).
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If it is the transformation of the non-modern Muslim to the 'communal' Muslim
in Roja that the scholars of the debate are particularly concerned with, then the basis of
this articulation is not to be found in the Hindutva politics of the 1990s, but goes back to
the very foundations of modern Indian nationhood, which is premised on the 'secular-
communal' binary (Devji 1992). Roja unlike its critics, lays bare the real crisis of
secular nationalism in India, by relating the question of Kashmiri separatism to that of
Muslim separatism, and the Partition of India, when the patriot Rishi ends his dialogue
with the militant Liaquat with an emphatic - 'this country will not be partitioned again'.
It is the perceived threat of Muslim separatism in Kashmir, invoking the threat of
another Partition that underscores the importance of Nehru vian secular nationalism in
Roja:
[I]n the history that the Indian state obsessively re-enacts, the Muslim separatist
is nothing more than the original sign of its failure .... And as such, every
Muslim becomes, at a certain level, the symbol of national frustration and
insecurity. This is how he or she enters into the history of independent India
(Devji 1992: 1-2).
Given that Indian secularism is defined by the event of the Partition (Bhargava 1998:
497 -517, Tambiah 1998: 423-450), it would be correct to say that Indian secularism is
defined against the Muslim separatist demand (for Pakistan). Secular nationalism in
India gives the Muslim the choice to 'dissolve itself ['Muslimness'] within the
nationalist mainstream, and simultaneously give up any claim to being
"representative"', or be by 'defmition (and perversely) communalist' (Mufti 1995: 84).
Thus the foundations of the Indian nation itself are premised around Roja's problem of
the 'communal' Muslim, more so in the event of any perceived articulation of
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separatism, a tendency that has defined Nehruvian politics in Kashmir. Not surprisingly
as mentioned in an earlier chapter, Sheikh Abdullah, the Kashmiri leader whom Nehru
credited for providing India and Indian secularism its greatest validation over Pakistan
(Mullik 1971, Noorani 2006a, 2006b), was labelled 'communal' by him when seen to
be demanding increased federal autonomy for Kashmir (Mullik 1971: 34, 101-102). The
majority-minority and centre-state challenge to Indian democracy is sought to be
tackled by the secular-communal binary, preset to expel the Muslim to the latter
category.
Religion is constructed as the problem for secular nationalism in Roja, and it is
painstakingly delineated that Hinduism is not the religion that secularism is addressing.
Therefore, the question arises of which religion does Indian secularism address as
religion. Following Asad (2003: 192), who traces the genealogy of secularism to the
Renaissance doctrine of humanism, the Enlightenment conception of nature and Hegel's
philosophy of history, Anidjar (2006: 63) argues that Western Christendom 'actively
disenchanted its own world by dividing itself into private and public, politics and
economics, indeed, religious and secular' and 'reincarnated itself as secular' making
Islam the 'paradigmatic religion ... the religion of fanaticism':
I propose to take for granted that the religious and the secular are terms that,
hopelessly codependent, continue to inform each other and have persisted
historically, institutionally in masking (to invoke Asad's term) the one pertinent
religion, the one and diverse Christianity and Western Christendom .... Like that
unmarked race, which, in the related discourse of racism, became invisible or
white, Christianity invented the distinction between religious and secular and
thus made religion (Anidjar 2006: 62).
If Islam comes to be the 'Other' of secularized Christianity and secularism
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(Anidjar 2006: 62-66), in the Indian context it also comes to be experienced as a
trauma. Mufti (1995: 88) in his reading of The Discovery of India writes that the theme
of 'conquest and conversion' surrounds Nehru's discussion ofIslam in India, and '[i]n
the nationalization ofIndian history, ... the arrival ofIslam can be experienced only as
... trauma to the nation'. This along with the history of the Partition ofIndia and the
two-nation theory, against which Indian secularism has defined itself explains Roja's
pitching of the nation against religion, which is Islam.
However, the contradictions of secular nationalism run deeper in the film Roja.
On one hand the Kashmiri Muslim is shown his/her own communalism and asked to
give up his/her non-modern/communal stance and instead choose modern/secular India.
However, this demand for integration from the Muslims, to forgo their communitarian
loyalties, wears only a thin veneer of secular nationalism, because as Chatterjee (1998:
366) has rightly pointed out, '[u]niversal citizenship forces all groups into a
homogenized mould which is not neutral but the culture of the dominant group' and it is
the 'disadvantaged' who are coerced into relinquishing their cultural identities, and their
claim to being 'representative'. Thus, the uncertain climax of the film Roja, where the
militant Liaquat tells Rishi, 'oatankwadi ab aansoo pohchega' ('the terrorist will now
wipe tears'). In a previous sequence Rishi asks Liaquat to leave the path of militancy
and instead devote his energies to wiping the tears of his people, that is to say, alleviate
the suffering of his people. Liaquat's fmal statement offers redemption to the Indian
nation, as the Kashmiri Muslim separatist surrenders his separatism, but typically it
offers no redemption to the Kashmiri Muslim separatist, as we are not told how the
distance and the difference between the modem Indian national State and the 'Muslim'
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and the 'separatist' will be negotiated. Liaquat accepts the Indian nation on its terms, as
the nation concedes nothing in exchange for this acceptance. This is what Bilgrami
(1998: 395-396) refers to as the 'Archimedean existence' of Nehru vian secularism in
India which was not the product of negotiations and dialogue between different
communities, because for Nehru 'the transcendent ideal of secularism made such a
question irrelevant'.
It is here that the difference between secular nationalism and Hindu
majoritarianism of the Hindu Right is collapsed. The Hindu Right in India does not per
se have any issue with this secularist agenda, except that it terms the Congress's
interpretation of it as 'pseudo-secularism', not abandoning the idea of secularism itself.
This is precisely why secularism cannot meet the challenge of Hindu majoritarianism in
India:
The thrust of the Hindu Right movement is to erase any religious or ethnic
particularism from the domains of law or public life and to supply, in the name
of 'national culture', a homogenized content to the notion of citizenship
(Chatterjee 1998: 347).
The difference is that the Hindu Right would not feel the need for the apprehensiveness
and open-endedness of Roja's ending, as they are quite explicit that the Muslims in
India should accept this form of 'benevolent marginalization by the majority
community' (Dwyer 2006b: 276).
However, even this scenario of homogenization and universal citizenship is an
impossibility for the Muslim within the framework of secular nationalism, which
requires the Muslim to be marked and clearly as 'Muslim' so as to illustrate the Indian
nationalist triumph over Pakistan and the two-nation theory. Indian secular nationalism
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requires the 'Muslimness' of Muslims so as to be acknowledged, validated, redeemed,
and to triumph. That explains why this form of nationalist discourse in India and Hindi
films 'void the Muslim of all personality apart from Muslimness' (Devji 1992: 8), as is
the case with most Hindi films including Roja. Itwould be a strain to remember even a
single Hindi film in which the Muslimness of the Muslim character is irrelevant, not
quoted and simply there, which is the case with the Hindu north-Indian norm in Hindi
cinema. 119 This also explains why Muslims in the Hindi film imagination are traditional,
pious and devout, intrinsically linked to their community, as it is such a Muslim
definitively marked as a Muslim that serves a purpose for Indian nationalism.
Contradictorily, the Muslimness of the Kashmiri Muslim is both a validation (in the
figure of the good, loyal Muslim) and a threat (in the figure of the separatist/terrorist) to
the Indian nation. This discussion demonstrates that Hindi cinema's representations of
the Muslim are to be traced to the wedged status of the Indian Muslim in Indian
secularism itself that requires the Muslim to both be and not be a Muslim in the Indian
nation.
Secularism and the National State
Roja is different in some respects to earlier films in its approach to Indian secularism,
but in ways opposed to those that scholars have argued. Hindi cinema, even as it
portrays the Hindu norm as the universal Indian norm, has relied on the pluralistic
meaning of secularism (Dwyer 2006a: 133), emphasizing the 'plural possibilities of
faith', of 'inter-faith dialogue', of 'equal respect' for all religions. This according to
119 However, recently there have been exceptions like the character of Ali in Dhoom (Sanjay Gadhvi
2004).
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Nandy (1998b: 324-328,2003: 34-35) is the non-modem meaning of secularism in
India, based on the Gandhian model as opposed to the modernist Nehruvian model of
secularism, which devalues the role of faith and religion in public life. This
representation of religion as the basis for co-existence is not limited to the Kashmir
films, many of which invoke the concept of Kashmiriyat or Kashmir's traditions of
religious syncretism, like Mission Kashmir (Vidhu Vinod Chopra 2000) and Yahaan
(Shoojit Sircar 2005), discussed in Chapter Six below. A recourse to faith as the
negotiator of difference in films such as Dhool Ka Phool (Yash Chopra 1959) with the
well-known song, tu Hindu banega na Mussalman banega ('you will be neither Hindu
nor Muslim'), forwarded a common sense version of pluralism as Indian secularism.
Even the notion of the 'sacha Mussalman ' ('true Muslim ') which persists in cinema
from as early as the 1950s tribal raid films like Kashmir to recent films such as
Sarfarosh (John Mathew Matthan 1999), however patronizing it may be, values the role
of religion in nation-building, and uses the tenets of Islam to define the 'true Muslim' as
one whose loyalty to the Indian nation is supreme. As a result, Hindi cinema has
generally depicted Muslim piety as a sign of integrity and a marker of loyalty to the
Indian nation.
Roja does not invoke the plural possibilities of faith but rather uses the idea of
universal citizenship to negotiate difference. Westernized, modernized Indians like
Nehru, according to Nandy (1998b: 326-328) have preferred a version of secularism in
which religion is kept separate from public life, made apparent in slogans such as
'Indians first, Hindus second'. The Nehruvian loyalist Mani Ratnam, replicates this
conception of secularism, not only in Roja but also in the film Bombay (Mani Ratnam
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1995), where the hero when faced with a violent mob demanding to know whether he is
Hindu or Muslim, replies 'Indian'. This Nehruvian conception of secularism is also
endorsed in the film Roja, made apparent in the song, Bharat humko jaan se pyaara hai,
sabse nyaara gulistaan hamara hai ('India is dearer to us that our lives, this unique
garden of ours '). The lyrics of the song dwell on the notion of abstract citizenship and
the territorial integrity of the nation, Assam se Gujrat tak. Bangal se Maharashtra tak ...
Kashmir se Madras tak ... hum ek hain ('from Assam to Gujarat, from Bengal to
Maharashtra, ... we are one'). The lyrics go on to stress a pan-Indian identity,
Hindustani naam hamara hai ('Our name is Indian'). In its insistence on foregrounding
the national over region and religion, Roja champions the secular State and is a
Nehruvian film if ever there was one.
The Indian claim to Kashmir in the film Roja is also made on the grounds of
territorial integrity of the nation. In the scene where Rishi's boss expresses security
concerns over him travelling to Kashmir, Rishi responds by stating emphatically that
Kashmir is in India, implying that he feels no fear travelling to a part of his 'own'
country. This is reminiscent of the ways the film Kashmir Hamara Hai (K K Verma
1950), claims Kashmir as hamara ('our'). Even the argument against Partition in the
film does not forward the usual argument of the unity of India based on its traditions of
religious syncretism, but invokes the notion of sovereignty and territorial integrity,
where Rishi accuses the neighbouring nation (pakistan) of misguiding the Kashmiri
youth and categorically states, 'India will not be partitioned again'. The foremost plea
in Roja is to place the nation above all other commitments, but most of all religion.
Thus while Nehru often turned to the argument of religious syncretism of popular life in
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India in order to denounce Muslim separatism as 'elitist', nonetheless it would be in
keeping with the Nehruvian desire to see this 'transcended and sublated into a modem
rationalist secularism' (Mufti 1998: 115), like in the case of Roja.
Prasad (2002) in another response to the film highlights the ways in which Roja
posits a change in Hindi cinema, by privileging the State over traditional forms of
belonging. Focusing on the 'ideology of the form' in Roja, he points to the particular
formal method employed in the film, which marks a shift from conventional Hindi film
norms. He argues that the film can be broken into three narrative segments - the first he
terms as 'jB', the short sequence that opens in Kashmir with the army crack down, and
the subsequent arrest of the terrorist Wasim Khan, followed by segment 'A', which
opens in Roja's village, culminating in her marriage and consequent misunderstanding
with Rishi, a segment that ends with their reconciliation. Segment A, in his opinion
comes as a rupture in the narrative, bearing little continuity with the previous sequence
jB. Finally, there is the segment which Prasad terms as segment 'B', the couple's entry
into Srinagar, Rishi's subsequent abduction and the demand by the militants for the
release ofWasim Khan, which is metonymically linked to segmentjB, a connection we
may anticipate, but which is only revealed in segment B.
Prasad believes that this structure is not merely about narrative convenience but
serves a larger ideological function. The meaning and action of segment A is
SUbordinated and rendered incomplete to that of segment B, because of the opening
segmentjB. According to Prasad the 'authorial' intention behind such a move in Roja is
Primarily to re-form the dominant forms of the Hindi film:
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To recapitulate, in the 'classical' Hindi film, two resolutions to the narrative
crisis would follow in quick succession, one enforced by the traditionally given
authority of the exemplary subject(s) of the narrative; the other, following
immediately after, and comically redundant in appearance, enforced by the
agents of modem law (Prasad 2002: 146).
Roja marks a break, as it reconfigures the Hindi cinema's relationship with the State
and in effect prioritizes (secular) 'law', the narrative process being complete only 'when
the subject posits the state as the external embodiment of its Self (Prasad 2002: 163).120
Using Prasad's formulation, Roja de-prioritizes the personal, the familial, and the
collective (the family, village, community) in favour of an abstract citizenship based on
modem secular law. Also the subordination of 'religious authority to the secular
authority' (Prasad 2002: 162) is what distinguishes Roja from earlier articulations of
terrorism in Hindi cinema. While 'justice' in a film like Elaan-e-Jung is rendered in
front of the idol of the Goddess Kali with the hero Arjun holding a trishul ('a trident
carried by Shiva and the Goddess') at the throat of the terrorist/villain Durjan, justice in
the form of the couple's reunion in Roja takes place under the gaze of a secular
authority, the Indian Army.
Roja epitomizes the arrival of the Indian State in Hindi cinema, as Hindi cinema
has usually marginalized the State in 'discourses about inter-community relationships',
(Vasudevan 2007: 239), but Roja attempts to change this equation by bridging the
'emotional distance between state and nation' (Vasudevan 2002: 14).
The Region and the National State in Roja
However, the Nehruvian idea of 'unity in diversity' as the basis of modem secular State
120 Prasad (1998) has argued elsewhere that the institution of Hindi cinema is a part of the continuing
struggle within India over the form of the State.
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addresses other diversities apart from that of religion, recognized by the film Roja, but
largely missed by the debate. Beyond religion and secularism, the relationship of the
region to the nation is also significant in the film. Some of the contributors to the debate
have argued that by focusing on the dubbed Hindi version of Roja, scholars have
sidelined all regional specificities to the film. Dirks calls attention to the regional
political context rather than the national one (ascendancy of Hindu Right) in which the
film was made:
Perhaps more significant for 1992, we must recall that the film was made after
the political horror of the assassination of Rajiv Gandhi in 1991, ... an act of
terrorism performed by Sri Lankan Tamil terrorists in revenge for the actions of
the Indian army against the Tamil tigers. In this context, a Tamil hero sacrificing
himself for the Indian nation in Kashmir readily displaces the guilt by
association for the death of an Indian national hero on Tamil soil, even as it
dramatically enacts the sudden change in Tamil political relations with the
national state; after 1991, the Tamil tigers were designated as enemies of all
Indian Tamils and Jayalalitha's govt. associated itself more comfortably with
mainline Indian nationalism ... (Dirks 2001: 161-162).
Along with this context, it must also be remembered that Tamil Nadu had its own very
strong anti-Brahmin, Dravidian movement, which was 'flamboyantly secessionist' up
until the 1960s (Menon & Nigam 2007: 137-138). This was adequately represented in
Tamil cinema that has been unequivocal about its 'ambivalent' relationship with the
idea of the' Indian nation' (Devadas & Velayutham 2008: 154 -171). It has been argued
that it was with Mani Ratnam's 'national oriented films' that Tamilians were placed
'within the discursive and representational framework of the Indian nation' (Devadas &
Velayutham 2008: 167). Later Tamil films like Indian (S Shankar 1996) are an example
of the ways inwhich Roja was to successfully redefine the region/nation relationship
between Tamil Nadu and India. Vasudevan (1994) in his essay, urges us to see Roja in
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the light of issues around language and the Tamil film:
... [I]n the original version, language functions to highlight differences of identity
which are entirely suppressed in the Hindi version ... In laboring to transform the
text of Tamil identity into that of an Indian one, the film seems to have come up
against a symbolically intractable edifice (Vasudevan 1994: 46-47).
In one sense the film must be viewed as addressed to the Tamil people, one
region in India is being shown the devastating and destructive separatist politics of
another region in India, and the plea for unity and integration is being made to the
Tamil people, made amply clear by the lyrics of the Tamil version of the song Tamizha
Tamizha ('Tamil '), which was translated as Bharat humko jaan se pyaara hai (,India is
dearer to us that our lives') in the dubbed Hindi version. The song Tamizha Tamizha
directly addresses the Tamil people, but in the Hindi version of the song, the word
Bharat ('India') changes this address to that of the whole nation. The translation of the
lyrics of the Tamil version of the song is given below:
Oh Tamil!
Tomorrow is ours
Oh Tamil!
The nation is also ours
Say my house is Mother Tamil Nadu
Be firm that you are an Indian (Devadas & Velayutham 2008: 154).
Vasudevan (1994), Dirks (2001), S. Shankar (2005), and Devadas &
Velayutham (2008), are right in pointing out that the issue of translation along with
regional and language specificities must complicate our understandings of the film.
However this does not necessarily make the politics of the film less problematic. If the
film addresses regional specificities of Tamil Nadu and is illustrative of the change in
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Tamil political relationship with the national State after the assassination of Rajiv
Gandhi by the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE), this change is staged by
making an example of Muslim separatism rather than 'Tamil separatism'. Ratnam
doesn't pick a Tamil separatist issue for the story, but makes an example of (Muslim)
Kashmir for the (Hindu) Tamil people, there being an unsaid consensus about the
'Islamic threat'. Of the two regions in the film (Kashmir and Tamil Nadu), one gets
defined as religion (Kashmir). The question when do Tamil people become Indian in
Raja generates discomforting replies.
The introduction of the category of the region in the Raja debate is significant
for another reason not acknowledged by the debate itself. The secular-communal binary
of Indian secularism and Indian secularism scholarship (Bhargava 1998, Needham &
Rajan 2007), seldom acknowledges that the region (centre-state relations, language
movements, regional autonomy, secessionism) has posed a great challenge to the
transcendental ideal of the modem secular nation. Thus Raja attempts through a secular
nationalist tum to erase the nation-region, centre-state strains by replacing it with the
secularism-communalism dichotomy. It is by converting Kashmiri separatism to
Muslim separatism that Ratnam is able to divert the sympathies of the audiences to the
national State. This is why the demand for azaadi in the film is swiftly explained with
reference to ajihad, so that the demand for autonomy or independence in Kashmir is
seen through the lens of religion (communalism), immediately invoking the threat of
another Partition. This is not to deny that 'religion' has been used at various times, in a
range of ways and by the different sides to the Kashmir dispute, but rather to underscore
that this narrative has been privileged in Raja so as to allow a homogenous secular
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nationalism to mask the centre-state and nation-region tensions of the Indian polity.
Thus for instance, none of the films on the subject of the conflict in Kashmir (except
Yahaan and Fanaa, Kunal Kohli 2006) ever mention Kashmir's tumultuous history with
India over the issue of federal autonomy guaranteed by Article 370 of the Indian
Constitution.F' or of the unfulfilled promise of plebiscite, and the conditions of
Kashmir's accession to India. Thus, '[w]e are never told or Liaquat is never allowed to
say within the film why he and his men desire azaadi or freedom' (Chakravarthy &
Pandian 1994: 644). The narrative of Roja cannot allow for the causes for the demand
for azaadi to be told as the story of the region-centre tensions and the machinations of
the central government in Kashmir, as that may veer audience sympathies away from
the Indian State in the many regions of India, particularly so in Tamil Nadu.
The 'imperative' of increased centralization of the Indian State has surfaced at
various times in the history of post-independent India, as discussed in Chapter Three
previously.v" The period when Kashmir's troubles with the Indian State precipitated
into the dismissal and arrest of its democratically elected leader (1953), was also the
period when the Indian State was beseiged with 'the contest between the central power
and the forces of regionalism' in other parts ofIndia (Harrison 1956: 621). In the South
ofIndia for instance a Gandhian leader Potti Sriramulu (1901-1952) fasted until he died
while demanding a separate regional state for Andhra within the Indian Union (Gray
1971: 463, Patel 1953: 3), while Tamil Nadu was spearheading a political movement for
secessionism from the Union and for the 'sovereign republic of Dravidasthan' (Harrison
121 Kashmir has a special status in the India Constitution which grants it federal autonomy under Article
370. For more on Article 370, see Purl 1993, Lamb 1994, Singh 1995, Jha 1996, and Bose 1997.
122 A history of the centre-state disputes in India is yet to be written. For instance, it has been estimated
that Article 356, which allows for the dismissal of a state government by the centre and the imposition of
President's Rule (or Central Rule), has been used 114 times between 1951 -2003 (Setlty 2003: 66).
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1956: 624). It is in this situation that the logic for the need for 'exercise of supreme
central authority' became the norm, rather than the exception (Harrison 1956: 635). As
Harrison, writing on the regional challenges to Indian nationalism in 1956 says:
While representative institutions might survive the rise of a commanding central
authority, the great danger is that sooner or later the center will discard the
restraints of Parliament and Constitution in the name of nationalism (Harrison
1956: 636).
The idea of a centralized State in India has supporters in all sections of the political
spectrum, from the Left to the Right, including Hindutva supporters who according to
Nandy are completely 'statist' (Pinney 1995: 11). While the 1990s may be a period of
increased 'State repression' in different regions of India as some of the scholars of the
Roja debate have pointed out (Srinivas 1994: 1225), it is not clear how this can be the
grounds to argue that Raja 's approach to the region is a departure from that of the
Nehruvian State.123 The politics and history of Kashmir would not bear out such an
argument.
There is still something left to be said about the film Roja (in all probability the
most discussed film in Indian film studies), given that at least one scholar (Dirks 2001)
believes that the film is about gendered subjectivities and the irreconcilable distance
between 'the home and the nation', and others believe that it represents the stressed
relationship between regional and national identity (Vasudevan 1994, Devadas &
Velayutham 2008). These scholars allude to a relationship which forms the central ploy
in Ratnam's films and yet, has not been discussed in much detail. The reconciliation of
123 The more significant argument is of the ways inwhich liberalization of the Indian economy has
changed the nature of the Indian state, an argument which both Srinivas (1994) and Niranjana (1994)
allude to but fail to elaborate in any specific way with reference to the film Raja.
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the part and the whole - the personal and the political, individual and collective, desire
and law, the region and the nation - are central to many of Ratnam's films (Roja,
Bombay 1995, Dil Se 1998, and Gum 2007). Most of these films begin in the realm of
the personal, one that signifies innocence and desire while the other part of the film is
about what transpires when this world of the individual clashes with the larger world of
the political. Whether it be the couple in Roja which meets with terror in the realm of
the nation, or the Hindu-Muslim couple caught up in inter-religious violence in the film
Bombay, the commitment to (militant) politics vs. personal desire in Dil Se, and the
ambitions of an industrialist circumscribed by his struggles with the law in Gum,
Ratnam's films stage an irreconcilable struggle between the part and the whole. That
Ratnam is negotiating this relationship in Roja is made apparent through the long
dialogues staged in the film, between people from differing worlds and worldviews, and
the plea in the film is ostensibly for dialogue, but in fact for integration.
This argument can be made clearer with examples from the film. Rishi signifies
the modem, westernized city, while Roja represents the traditional and the non-modem
village. Rishi's nostalgia requires for the village to be constructed as an idyll, with no
antagonisms whatsoever, even if the villagers are traditional they are open to modem
ways. Rishi too, despite being modem, is patronising about the traditional ways of the
village. An ideal balance is achieved through discussion and dialogue between these
differing worldviews. In the sequence where Rishi's mother insists that the bride and
the groom speak with each other, to establish whether or not they are compatible, the
villagers who are initially aghast at the suggestion as it is against traditional norms,
eventually relent. Similarly, Rishi's decision to marry Roja instead of her older sister
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(her older sister is in love with another man and therefore requests Rishi to decline the
marriage proposal), leads to a misunderstanding on the part of Roja. However, when
Roja realizes that Rishi's decision was in favour of her sister's welfare, she realizes her
folly and the couple are reconciled. Thus a balance between the contrary worlds of the
traditional and the modem, the village and the city, the woman and the man, is reached
through dialogue. This logic - that conflict is the product of a misunderstanding of
hierarchical but benevolent relationships, is made clear in this personal segment of the
film and carried over into the realm of the nation in the second segment of the film.
In the segment following Rishi's abduction by militants, Roja's familial pleas
clash with the hard rationality of the State in the form of Major Royappa from the
Indian Army. Roja's insistence that the State give in to the militant's demand for the
release of a terrorist in exchange for Rishi, leads to the ire of the Major, who thinks that
Roja's incapacity to prioritize the nation above her family suggests a lack of patriotism
on her part. Roja replies by asking him whether he would argue for the same if the
person abducted had been a minister's daughter rather than an ordinary citizen of the
country. She asks, what is the point of an army if it cannot protect ordinary citizens like
her husband. This question of 'who is the State for?' attacks the undemocratic underside
of democracy, and as a result Major Royappa is seen to veer towards Roja's position in
the latter part of the film. Dirks (2001: 169-170) argues that the heroine of the film as a
gendered subject not only refuses 'the State's political logic and her husband's calculus
of sacrifice' but also 'to enter into the discourse of State rationality'. However, more
than a figure of resistance as Dirks suggests, Roja's place in the narrative serves a
defmitive function. In the first segment, Roja's valid critique ofRishi (her query as to
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what gave Rishi the right to make the arbitrary choice of marrying her, given that Roja
herself was against the marriage) is portrayed as a misunderstanding, so as to let Rishi' s
stance emerge as moral. Roja's almost childlike demand to the Indian State in the next
segment allows for the State to emerge as paternalistic and moral.
There is another world apart from Roja's which is at odds with the nation and
the State, and that is of the Kashmiri militant Liaquat. A long dialogue between Rishi
and Liaquat is staged, in which Rishi tries to convince Liaquat to give up his militant
stance and instead choose the path of dialogue and negotiation with the Indian State.
However, these differences may run too deep as unlike the personal, in the realm of the
nation, no amount of talking it over between Liaquat and Rishi leads to easy resolutions.
These worlds remain consistently opposed to each other, only to be reconciled by an
unconvincing climax. The staging of the last scene is telling and reinforces the
argument made in this essay. The Indian Army is framed high above on a ridge, while
down below Roja runs to meet Rishi and collapses at his feet, while Liaquat - the now
reformed militant is somewhere in the margins of the scene but not visible (as he
disappears into the surrounding forest). This scene unfolds under the benevolent gaze of
the State (Major Royappa). Like most Hindi films in which the family is re-united in the
last scene, so is the State with its constituent 'parts' in Roja - the family, region
(Kashmir), and religion (the Muslim).12
Chakravarty (2000: 236) writes that narrative cinema can only represent the
nation through its fragments, 'and project them as evidence of the whole'. Ratnam
achieves this by juxtaposing the different fragments in Roja against each other, to set up
121t is within the framework of the nation that the Kashmiri Muslim becomes a minority. otherwise a
majority in the Jammu and Kashmir State.
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a series of hierarchical surrenders, culminating in the State - the village to the city, the
traditional to the modem, the woman to the man, the family to the nation, the Muslim to
the (Hindu) Indian, and the region to the nation. As is evident, in Ratnam's calculus, it
is the part that needs to integrate with the whole. Having opened up some fissures, the
irreconcilable worlds within the secular nation, the filmmaker closes them with recourse
to yet another universal, that of secular nationalism. And herein lies the deeply
problematic politics of the film that sees the margin as a challenge to the nation's
hegemony.
The question, which has the potential to destabilise Ratnam's wonderfully
crafted logic of surrender to the State, is posed in an earlier avatar of the terrorism films.
The Muslim protagonist Khairoo asks the patriot Vishwa Pratap in the film Karma,
whether or not the incessant demand for the sacrifice of the individual in the service of
the nation is a form of terrorism. Khairoo's question has the potential to open up a
discussion about the 'fundamentalism' inherent to the idea of a transcendental (secular)
nationalism (Devji 1992: 5), but is dismissed by Vishwa Pratap in the way that many
Indian secular nationalists may dismiss such a question - by calling him 'jahil'
('ignorant' /,illiterate').
Concluding Remarks
Inspired by Roja 's success, scores of directors turned to the subject of the Kashmir
conflict in their films. Just like the Kashmir holiday films, the political thriller set in
Kashmir (albeit ironically not shot there) became popular. Films like Jaal, Zor
(Sangeeth Sivan 1998), Hindustan ki Kasam (Veeru Devgan 1999), Mission Kashmir,
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Maa Tujhhe Salaam (Tinnu Verma 2002), The Hero: Love Story of a Spy (Anil Sharma
2003), were made on the theme of terrorism andjihadin Kashmir. However, while
certain iconic scenes and themes from Roja were repeated in later Kashmir films, like
the saving of the flag by the hero in Diljale (Harry Baweja 1996), or the abduction of
the heroine and the demand for the release of a terrorist in Jaal, these films were in
other respects quite dissimilar to Roja.
It has been argued here that the film Roja stays loyal to Nehruvian secularism,
however that is not to suggest that Hindutva discourses did not find their way to the film
screen. To the contrary, films like Jaal and Maa Tujhhe Salaam explicitly borrow a
great deal from the Hindu Right. The story of Jaal makes the war in Kashmir one
between Hinduism and Islam. If on the one hand the soundtrack is dominated by calls of
Allah when the terrorists come on screen, refrains of Shakti ('strength' and 'the name
of a Hindu goddess') and Om namah Shivah ('adoration to Shiva') take over the
soundtrack when the (Hindu) hero and heroine fight the villains. Similarly Maa Tujhhe
Salaam is dominated by slogans for Pakistan which were used extensively by the Hindu
Right in India (Deshpande 2004), such as Doodh maango kheer denge, Kashmir
maango cheer denge ('ask for milk, you'll get a pudding! ask for Kashmir and you'll be
ripped apart'). In the film Indian (NMaharajan 2001), the hero legitimates the violence
against one's 'own' brethren by invoking the war between the Kauravas and the
Pandavas in the Hindu epic Mahabharata. In the film this is said in the context of the
hero killing his father-in-law (who is involved in terrorism), the statement appears to
legitimize the killing of fellow (Muslim) citizens, now deemed terrorists. Further, the
figure of the loyal Muslim in the film is made to masquerade as a 'Hindu' by wearing a
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tilak ('red vermillion mark on the forehead worn by Hindus'), suggesting that Muslims
can only be Indians if they adopt the symbols of Hindu culture. Quite chillingly, the
loyal Muslim character says in the film, 'Hindustan se gaddari kame walon ka rastaa
seedhe kabristhan jaata hai' ('the path of those who are disloyal to India leads straight
to the graveyard'), reminding one of the Hindu right-wing slogans chanted during the
demolition of the Babri mosque by Hindu mobs in 1992, Mussalmanon ke do sthan, ya
Pakistan ya kabristhan ('there are only two places for the Muslims, either Pakistan or
the graveyard') (Sethi 2002). Thus, many of these Hindi films on Kashmir were
explicitly inspired by Hindutva. However, Roja owes its allegiances to Nehruvian
secularism and is misread as favouring Hindutva, primarily because the film is viewed
in conjunction with national politics - the belligerent presence of the Hindu Right in
both political and cultural spheres of the 1990s. As a result of this misreading, the
critics fail to acknowledge what Roja amply reveals, albeit not critically - the inherent
limits oflndian secularism itself. What this debate fails to recognise is that 'the Muslim
would exist as a sign of national failure and remain a focus of attack even were there no
Hindu nationalist parties, because the real problem is not religiosity but the politics of
[secular] nationalism itself' (Devji 1992: 7).
The Roja debate highlights the problem of categorizing films and film periods
with reference to national events. Most 'histories' of the Hindi cinema are based on a
narrow reading of film periods in which very diverse kinds of films were being made.
More importantly, this periodization which is based on the national political context,
relegates the cinema to being a mere reflection of national politics, and consequently its
audiences as being homogenous. This is not to suggest that political contexts are
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unnecessary in understanding a film like Roja, (the analysis of the films in this study
has relied on political context), but to argue against the tendency to write films into a
teleological narrative of India as a secular democracy.
Roja's representation of the Kashmiri separatist issue was to trigger more
interest about Kashmir and Kashmiris in Hindi cinema, both of which were largely
absent from the film: the first because the film was not shot in Kashmir, and the second
because of the absence of Kashmiris (except as militants) from the film. The next
chapter discusses films that sought to correct some of Roja 's representations of
Kashmir, and in that attempt return some specificity to Kashmir. Rather than Kashmir
being a threat to Indian secularism, these films deployed the concept of Kashmiriyat,
making Kashmir the focus ofIndia's religious syncretistic traditions. These films
attempted to bring Kashmir to the centre stage of their exploration of the Kashmir
problem, evident by the fact that Kashmiris are the main protagonists of these stories.
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6. Kashmiriyat and Hindi Cinema: Religious Co-existence. Regional Belonging or
Indian Secularism?
Overview
This chapter looks at the ways in which the idea of Kashmir as a special place in
Hindi cinema takes on particular meanings in the context of Kashmiriyat in three films
from the last decade- Mission Kashmir (Vidhu Vinod Chopra 2000). Yahaan (Shoojit
Sircar 2005). and Fanaa (Kunal Kohli 2006). It compares the ways in which the
deployment of Kashmiriyat in these contemporary films differs from that of earlier
films like Jab Jab Phool Khile (Suraj Prakash 1965) and Shayar-e-Kashmir Mahjoor
(Prabhat Mukherjee 1972) to argue that the Kashmiriyat of Hindi cinema disarticulates
any particularities to Kashmiri regional and religious belonging, so as to deploy it for
the purposes of Indian secularism and national unity. Paradoxically, these films engage
Kashmiri subjectivity, albeit through the stereotypical figure of the Muslim 'terrorist',
and thus reveal more about Kashmir than is common in Hindi cinema. In their attempt
to mediate the tricky terrain of the regional and the national, the religious and the
secular, these films capture the irreconcilability of these categories, if only to suppress
them in order to emphasize the need for national unity.
Kashmiriyat and Religious Fundamentalism
The three films under discussion signify the different ways in which the
Kashmir insurgency is portrayed in Hindi cinema as a crisis of Kashmiriyat. In Mission
Kashmir, the Kashmiri militant saves Kashmiriyat, in Yahaan, the Kashmiri militant
fights the Islamists over the contested meanings of Kashmiriyat, but in Fanaa, the
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Kashmiri militant repudiates Kashmiriyat for a single-minded even amoral pursuit of
azaadi ('freedom'). However, common to these films is the impulse to convey that
something 'special' is at stake in a conflict ridden Kashmir. Vidhu Vinod Chopra and
Shoojit Sircar, the directors of Mission Kashmir and Yahaan, mentioned in personal
interviews with the author that their films sought to correct the portrayals of Kashmir in
Hindi cinema, so as to bring to their audiences the particularities ofKashmiri culture
(Chopra VV 2006, Sircar 2006). Itmay be recalled here that Balraj Sahni's motives
behind making a film on the poet Mahjoor were also similar, as discussed in a previous
chapter. The fact that several attempts have been made to bring the 'real' Kashmir in
terms of its history, culture, and people to the Indian audiences, time and again, is
reflective of the fact that Kashmir is seen as a special region in India by filmmakers
belonging to successive generations. More importantly, the Kashmiriyat films self-
consciously bring Kashmiris to the forefront of the Kashmir films, recognizing the
silences and erasures of the previous Kashmir films.
Figure 6.1: Publicity Still from film Mission Kashmir (Destination Film 2000).
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Mission Kashmir124 is the story ofInayat Khan and Altaf, and the battle to save
Kashmiriyat. Inayat Khan is a police officer whose young son dies in hospital due to a
fatwa ('a legal decree handed down by an Islamic religious leader')125 by militants that
forbids doctors in Kashmir from treating those who belong to the security forces.
Driven by revenge, Khan plans an attack on the militants as they take refuge in a
houseboat belonging to young Altars family. As Inayat Khan and his team
indiscriminately fire on the militants, Altars entire family who happen to be in the
same houseboat, are also killed. The child Altaf remembers the eyes of the murderer of
his family in a black balaclava, that is, Inayat Khan. Khan confesses to his guilt about
killing Altars family to his wife Neelima, and his wife thinks that they should adopt
Altaf, given that they themselves have lost their son, and Altaf his family. At Inayat
Khan's home, Altafis socialized into the world of Kashmiriyat, and begins to call Khan
abba ('father'), and accepts Neelima as his mother. One evening, when Neelima and
Khan are out, Altaf discovers by chance, the balaclava along with a revolver in the
drawer of Khan's desk, and realises that Khan is the murderer of his family. When
Khan and Neelima return, Altaf emerges from the shadows and fires three bullets at
Khan. Khan shoots back at him, but Neelima saves Altaf, who runs away, disappearing
into the dark. The darkness into which Altaf disappears reveals in a slow pan the
dreadful face of Hilal Kohistani, an Afghan mercenary. The shadows that have claimed
young Altaf are those of sinister Muslim fundamentalism. Hilal is contacted by an
international group of terrorists who want to wage ajihad ('holy war waged on behalf
124 For more discussions on the film Mission Kashmir, see Mehta 2004, Inden 2008, Sharma 2008 and
Kabir 2009
125 However, thefatwa by militant groups (in most instances) is not issued by religious authority, and
therefore the word in the context of this discussion should be loosely understood as a ban that comes
along with a death threat for those who disobey it.
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of Islam') against India, and have a plan called Mission Kashmir, which seeks to
destroy Kashmiriyat, by planning twin attacks on the Shankaracharya temple and the
Hazratbal mosque, the symbols of Kashmiriyat in the film. Altaf is recruited for this
mission by Hilal, who does not let him know about the true nature of this mission,
knowing well that Altaf would never agree to destroy Kashmir synonymous with
Kashmiriyat. In the end, Altafrecognizes Hilal's sinister plans and kills him, and the
security forces defeat the militants. In the last scene, Altaf is reunited with his family,
his foster father Inayat Khan and childhood sweetheart Sufi Pervez.
Figure 6.2: Publicity Still from film Mission Kashmir (Destination Film 2000).
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Of the films discussed here, it is only Mission Kashmir that explicitly uses the
term Kashmiriyat. However, the theme of a rejection of religious fundamentalism by
Kashmiris due to Kashmir's culture of religious tolerance has been understood through
the concept of Kashmiriyat in Indian and Kashmiri nationalist discourses on Kashmir
(Rai 2004, Zutshi 2004). It is useful to remember here that Kashmiriyat is an Urdu
word. Many scholars of the Kashmiri language appropriated the term as Kashiryut (a
literal translation into Kashmiri of the Urdu Kashmiriyat).
Mission Kashmir begins with a dedication to Kashmiriyat, 'to Kashmiriyat, the
centuries-old tradition of religious tolerance and harmony'. The director of the film,
himself a Kashmiri Punjabi/26 born in Srinagar, calls Kashmir his 'lost homeland', and
'dreams of a film that will be about the Kashmir of his childhood. Though he cannot
live there anymore ... Kashmir lives within him' (Vidhu Vinod Chopra 2000). A 'lost'
homeland, paradise, and childhood are the central metaphors used to speak of Kashmir
in this film.
The dedication to Kashmiriyat dissolves in a hail of gunfire. This is synoptic of
the plot of the film - the crisis of Kashmiriyat threatened by militancy. This symbolism
is repeated in the opening shot of the film, a Kashmiri shikara ('boat') is blown to
smithereens by a bomb that shatters the peace of the early morning twilight over the Dal
Lake. This shot sets the tone for the rest of the film that explores the theme of
Kashmir's transformation from an idyllic paradise of religious harmony to a veritable
126 Vidhu Vinod Chopra was born and brought up in Kashmir. One would recall that other Punjabi Hindus
from the film industry like Ramanand Sagar and Balraj Sahni had also spent a large part of their growing
up years in Kashmir. There are many historical ties between the Punjab and Kashmir. In the early part of
the nineteeth century, Kashmir came under the Punjabi ruler Ranjit Singh, and even after the transfer of
power to the Dogras, Punjabi Hindus dominated the Dogra administration and received tremendous
patronage from the Maharaja of Kashmir (Rai 2004: 140, 241). For more on the links between the Punjab
and Kashmir, see Rai 2004: 140-263.
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hell of transnational jihad. The narrative -like the myth of Kashmir's origins in an
ancient lake, Satisar, cleared of demons by the gods - begins with shots of the waters of
the Dal Lake in Srinagar. As Inden (2008: 555) points out, these shots which show 'the
lake at the center of the vale of Kashmir, the water source which makes it into a
paradise', surrounded by 'the mountains, which make up its wall' is the image of
paradise imagined across centuries. The image of the shikara also opens the film
Yahaan, while Fanaa begins with a pan over the Dal Lake with shots from the
Shankaracharya Hill. The setting up of beauty and violence in the opening sequence of
Mission Kashmir calls to mind the opening of the film Roja (The Rose, Mani Ratnam
1992), which uses the same binary of paradise and hell, and even older 'tribal raid'
films such as Kashmir (Rajindernath Jolly 1951), where the opening shots of the lake,
mountains, Hazratbal mosque and Shankaracharya temple, are followed by shots of
destruction and war. Mission Kashmir begins with an invocation of a lost paradise in the
song Yeh saazishen hawaon ki (,This conspiracy of the winds'). This song
superimposed on the aerial visuals of the surface of the Dal's waters, skilfully shot by
the cinematographer Binod Pradhan, also recur at the end of the narrative, and can be
treated as a meta-narrative, a commentary on the film's central concerns. The song
mourns the tragedy of Kashmir:
Yeh saazishen hawaaon ki, yeh saazishen dishaaon ki
Lahu lohan ho gayi zameen yeh devataaon ki
Na shankh ki sadayen hain, na ab sada azaan ki
Nazar meri zameen ko lagi hai asmaan ki
Hain dar-ba-dar yeh log kyon, jale hain kyon makaan
This conspiracy of the winds, this conspiracy from all directions
The land of our gods is drenched in blood
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We do not hear the conch shells from temples
Or the call to prayer from the mosque
My land has been cursed by the sky
Why are these people homeless?
Why are these houses burnt?
Kashmir, the land of the gods, a paradise on earth, homeland, Kashmiriyat - is on the
verge of being lost in this song. This song is the most explicit articulation of the
authorial intent in the film, expressed similarly in a personal interview with the
filmmaker (Chopra VV 2006).
While the lakes and the mountains are used to articulate Kashmir as paradise on
earth, a constant refrain in all the songs is about Hindu-Muslim brotherhood, the co-
existence of mosques and temples, symbolized by the reiteration of the images of the
Shankaracharya temple and Hazratbal mosque. The main protagonist of the film, Senior
Superintendent of Police, Inayat Khan, is an exemplar of Kashmiriyat. His wife
Neelima is a practising Hindu. Avinash Mattoo, a Kashmiri Hindu, and Gurdeep Singh,
a Sikh, are Khan's deputies in the Force. The heroine of the film is called Sufi, invoking
Kashmir's Sufi ethos. The narrative of the film is framed right from the beginning in
ways where religious identity is foregrounded in order to assemble the discourses of
Kashmiriyat. This is similar to the ways in which Yahaan represents Kashmiri society-
the heroine Ada's Muslim family adopts Shree a Hindu girl, after she loses her parents
in a terrorist attack. The film emphasizes that Ada's family not only adopts her, but also
respects her religion, by celebrating Hindu festivals like Holi and Diwali. In Fanaa, the
heroine is called Zooni, which is the popular name of a sixteenth century Sufi Kashmiri
poetess Habba Khatoon. The very title of the film Fanaa is a Sufi term for annihilation,
which leads to baqaa, permanent life. It is clear from this, that what makes Kashmir
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special for these films is its culture of Kashmiriyat, understood as religious co-existence
in these films.
However, Kashmiriyat is an idealized memory of the past in Mission Kashmir,
as it is childhood that emerges as the metaphor which is used to speak of Kashmir as a
'lost' paradise and homeland. The homeland like childhood is as an ideal that has
receded, surviving as an image in memory, reminiscent of the ways in which the
German idea of Heimat ('homeland') is expressed, which also evokes a sense of the
past, of a lost childhood and home. Quoting Ernst Bloch, Kaes (1992: 165) describes
Heimat as the utopian antithesis to alienation, '[t]here arises in the world something
which shines into the childhood of all and in which no one has yet been: homeland'.
Therefore, Altar s paintings made as a child - of the mountains, the lake and the
shikara - of Kashmir in the image of a homeland, are a central motif in the film. When
we first see the young Altaf, he is drawing this image with crayons, surrounded by the
Zabarvan hills. Some young Kashmiri girls are performing the Rof, a Kashmiri folk
dance, and Altaf's childhood sweetheart, Sufi, is one of them. It is this drawing which
falls like a shroud over the dead body of Altaf's little sister, killed by the indiscriminate
firing of the police in the houseboat. It is such a drawing of a childhood paradise that
Altafmakes again when he is rehabilitated at Inayat Khan's house as a child. Later,
when the militant Altaf goes to meet Sufi in the film, he sees an old drawing of the
Shankaracharya temple which he had made as a child framed on her wall. It is this
painting which leads to a fantasy song sequence, Socho Idjhee/on ka shehar ho
(,Imagine, there is a city of lakes'), where Sufi and Altaf are transported into a set
identical to Altar s drawing of the shikara, wearing identical clothes that they wore in
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the sequence that introduced them as children and led to the tragedy of the houseboat.
The film also ends with a still of Altaf s painting and the following dedication by the
director - 'For my children, Ishaa and Agni, and for all the children of conflict, may they
dream without fear. May they someday rediscover that Valley oflove I grew up in, that
haven of harmony, that paradise called Kashmir'. It is with this image that the lost
paradise is regained in the last sequence of the film.
However, this image of Kashmir as a paradise on earth - of the Lake, mountains
and shikara - identifies Kashmir, but not necessarily Kashmiris in India. Rather, it is an
image that freely circulates in India as an image of India, enabling every Indian to
identify with it. Pinney's (1997: 115,121,197) scholarship on Indian photography carries
at least three such photographs, taken in photography studios, where this image of
Kashmir is used as a backdrop, with people photographed against it. It is also
commonplace to find this image on Indian postcards. It is thus that a distinctly regional
iconography comes to represent the homeland of the nation. An idealized regional image
of the Kashmiri homeland comes to be recognized as the image of the Indian homeland,
one that is easily appropriable by every Indian, whether or not they have visited
Kashmir. It is this swapping between the image of the 'local and national', which makes
the nation a 'local metaphor' (Contino 1997), where the nation comes to be identified
through an image of the region. This interchange is made possible through various
practices including those of cinema and tourism, wherein far-off images are made
accessible and familiar (Confino 1997: 180-186) to those who have never visited these
places.
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However, Mission Kashmir reminds its audiences that this idealized image of
Kashmir is from a past, far from the realities of contemporary Kashmir. When Sufi and
Altaf are reunited as adults in the film, Sufi tells Altaf that she firmly believed that as
long as Hazratbal mosque and Shankaracharya temple exist, Altaf would remain safe.
Altaf calls his recent past a hell but Sufi reassures him that she would take him back to
his lost paradise:
Altaf: After ten years you are sitting near me but I cannot feel your presence.
There is so much beauty but I cannot see.
Sufi: What do you see Altar?
Altaf: I see smoke everywhere. In the smoke, bullets, people dying, their
screams, corpses, shards of flesh and bone, heads severed ....
This dialogue between Altaf and Sufi explores Altaf's trauma. The song that follows,
however, expresses the hope that Kashmir will regain this lost paradise of Kashmiriyat
- Sapnon ki hai duniya yahi (,This is the world of dreams'). The chorus reiterates,
Gehra dhuan hatne laga/Dekho charo tara! ab noor hai jannat lea ('the dense smoke
disappears/ look at the light of paradise all around you').
This sentiment is made explicit in the 'peace concert', a sequence in which Altaf
and his men blow up the Srinagar TV tower. There are again two Altafs in this
sequence: the one who is reminiscent of the child Altaf, who dances for peace in
Kashmir, and the other, the militant Altaf, who plants a bomb in the TV tower. A
phantasmal set meant to evoke paradise with water, trees, islands, animals and birds, is
the setting for the song Rinda poshmal gindaney dray; 10 10 ('My carefree beloved goes
out to frolic'). This line is a refrain that recurs through the song and is taken from a
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popular folk song written by Rasul Mir, the famous nineteenth century Kashmiri
Romantic poet.127 Cardboard cut outs of Shankaracharya and Hazratbal form the
backdrop, as little children from different religions play together. Kashmir is referred to
as Jannat ('paradise/garden') and the song speaks of the return of all that has been lost
in Kashmir:
Phir zarra zarra mehkega
Khushboo ke mausam aayenge
Phir chinaar ki shaakhon pe
Panchhi ghar apna banayenge
In raahon se jaane waale
Phir laut ke waapas aayenge
Phtr jannat ki galiyon mein
Sab log yeh naghma gaayenge
Every comer will be fragrant again
The seasons of fragrance will come once more
On the branches of the chinar tree once more
Birds will build their nests
And those who left these paths shall return
And again in these lanes of paradise
Everyone will sing this song
The song goes on, 'music contains Gita and Koran! music contains Allah and Ram'.
The image of Kashmir as a paradise on earth is conflated with peaceful religious
coexistence.
However, Kashmir is also the mother(land) in the film, and this symbolism
becomes clear in a sequence where Altaf meets his mother Neelima in his hideout.
Neelima says to Altaf:
127 Another song 'Bombro bombro' in Mission Kashmir is taken from a Kashmiri opera called Bumboor
Yembarzal, written by the Progressive Kashmiri writer Dina Nath Nadim in 1953 (The Music Magazine
n.d.).
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It is not a fight between you and Khan Sahib, there is love on one side and
hatred on the other, humanity on one side and terror on the other. You have to
choose between good and evil, animality and humanity, destruction and
Kashmir: what stays alive is for you to decide, only you. So think hard before
you fire that bullet because whoever fires that fatal bullet, it is my heart that it
will pierce.
Whether it is the violence of the State or that of the militant, it is suggested that it is
Kashmir that is being destroyed In a dream sequence, Altaf sees Sufi whisper into his
ears that he is consumed by personal revenge for his foster father Inayat Khan, and not
a commitment to jihad as he professes. Altaf shoots Sufi in the dream but her body
turns into that of his mother, Neelima. In this sequence, Altaf anticipates the dreadful
action that he inadvertently commits. Altaf kills his mother in his zeal for revenge, as a
bomb meant for Inayat Khan kills Neelima, The understanding of the Kashmir
militancy in the film is quite simple, young Kashmiri men like Altaf, enraged by the
years of violence and personal tragedies, take up violence, but end up destroying the
very thing they cherish - Kashmir. In the last scene, when Altaffinally realizes the
truth about Mission Kashmir as a plan to destroy Shankaracharya temple and Hazratbal
mosque, Inayat Khan tells him, 'Son, one mistake of mine destroyed your entire life,
your mistake will destroy Kashmir. You could never forgive me and Kashmir will
never forgive you. Mission Kashmir is the death of Kashmir'. Further Khan pleads to
Altaf, 'for the sake of your mother, for the sake of Kashmiriyat, save Kashmir ...
remember when she used to take you to Hazratbal and Shankaracharya?' Hilal urges
Altafto kill the kafir ('infidel') Khan and says, 'Allah is testing you. He is trying to see
if you will ever waver from your goal ... remember how I showed you the path of
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jihad?' Kashmiriyat in the film is also the choice of the right paternalistic authority and
Altaf chooses Inayat Khan. He remembers his mother's words, 'choose before you fire
the fatal bullet', and he turns around and shoots Hila!.
Figure 6.3: Publicity Still from film Mission Kashmir (Destination Film 2000).
Mission Kashmir is a film that seeks to depict Islamic fundamentalism as a
threat to Kashmir and Kashmir's traditions of Kashmiriyat, however, the climax
suggests that while a paternal State (the foster father in the film) may have made
mistakes in Kashmir, which may be the reason for young Kashmiri men to take up
arms, nonetheless Kashmiris must choose India and save Kashmir from destruction.
This reveals the limits to the understanding of Kashmiriyat in India, which is deployed
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as an argument for India's claim on Kashmir. As Altafkills Hilal, he pronounces
Hilal's death sentence:
For spreading death instead of life in the name of religion, for placing carbines
instead of crayons in the hands of innocent children, for turning the paradise of
Kashmir into a hell, I sentence you to death.
Altaf kills Hilal and in the ensuing gun battle, some bullets hit him. This shot is
followed by a slow motion shot of Altaf falling into the waters of the Dal Lake - from
which he is reborn into his lost childhood, signifying the primordial return to Kashmir's
origins from the waters. Khan jumps after Altaf and rescues him. The film ends with a
dream sequence where Altaf, Sufi, Khan and Neelima have entered his childhood
painting and are seen playing cricket in a paradisiacal snow garden. Altafwakes up to
see Sufi and Khan and recounts the dream to them. Altaf regains the name of the father
and calls Khan Abba.
Kashmiriyat and Regional Discontent
Mission Kashmir and Yahaan acknowledge that the demand for Kashmir's
independence and growth of militancy are tragic responses to human rights violations
in Kashmir, a narrative an earlier film like Roja suppresses. In Roja, shots of army
drills and people being searched on roadsides do allude to a larger knowledge about
Kashmir, which the film interprets within its own paranoid framework of 'security'.
The subject of human rights violations of the Indian State in Kashmir has more or less
remained a taboo for Hindi cinema, and it is Mission Kashmir that stages this reality,
but takes an ambiguous position about it. There are many such scenes in Mission
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Kashmir, like the one where Ghafoor the militant is tortured, or a suspect is shot at
point blank range by Khan, but only the incident of the houseboat is introspected upon
in the film. When in a television interview, Sufi asks Inayat Khan about the human
rights violations by the police, Khan replies, 'when bullets are flying at you, you are
forced to fire back'. The film does not do much to contextualize the human rights
violations by the State, and the interview sequence appears to defend the State. After
the operation at Dal Gate, Inayat Khan confesses his guilt to Neelima but she connects
Khan's sense of guilt to her own guilt as a mother who feels responsible for her son's
accidental death, and as retribution for both these acts decides to adopt Altaf. Not only
are human right violations de-institutionalized and made 'accidental', but also a
connection is forged in the narrative between personal responsibility and political
responsibility, with the object of exonerating the responsibility of the Indian State in
Kashmir. In Yahaan, the militant Shakeel, is a non-violent political activist for
Kashmir's independence. On one occasion the Indian Army raids the printing press
where they publish political pamphlets for azaadi, and as Shakeel and his friends try to
escape, two of his friends are killed in the shootout. Majid, an Islamist foreign militant
working for the terrorist group 'Al-Jihad' rescues Shakeel. It is this incident that makes
Shakeel a militant.
However, Yahaan goes further than Mission Kashmir in highlighting
that at the heart of the Kashmir conflict is the estrangement between India and
Kashmir. The film revolves around the love story between Captain Arnan, a
soldier of the Indian Army, and Ada Ahmed, the sister of the militant Shakeel
Ahmed belonging to the AI-Jihad group. Their love is seen as taboo and
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therefore also the harbinger of change in Kashmir. This film attempts to bring
to its audience the complexity of everyday life and politics in Kashmir. It also
expresses the difficult subject of the metamorphosis of Kashmiri political
discontent in the 1980s to an armed struggle in the 1990s. Yahaan begins with
a title card but unlike Mission Kashmir, the film does not begin with a
panegyric to Kashmiriyat, but attempts to historicize the rise of militancy in
Kashmir:
A .. HDlCM 'LLM' PkOnUU'110tf
A SHOOJIT SIROAO DIRt 'ION
A. AIiAtA ON~. MOTION 1'1 uav~ (lRJlMJ(lN
.YAHAAN• •
Figure 6.4: Publicity Still from film Yahaan (Red Ice Films 2005).
The ethereal Valley of Kashmir known for its maple trees has been in the grip of
political conflict since Indian independence. The roots of this conflict lie in the
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accession of Kashmir to India following an invasion by Pakistan. Kashmir
erupted in 1989 when Indian security forces were called in to counter the
insurgency in the Valley. Since then 80,000 Kashmiris have died in the conflict.
Yahaan focuses on Rashtriya Rifles - an elite counterinsurgency force raised by the
Indian Army to fight militants in Kashmir - accused of many human rights violations
(Human Rights Watch 2006). In the scene where the hero Captain Aman Verma joins
Rashtriya Rifles in Srinagar, the Army camp in Kashmir is portrayed in a state of siege
- barricaded, surrounded by barbed wire, and in a constant state of vigil, suggesting a
hostile 'local' environment. The local threat from outside the gates of the camp is
reinforced through shots of informers, gates and sentry posts. Arnan's senior, Major
Rathod, also warns Captain Arnan, 'beware of the locals'. A young Kashmiri is being
interrogated in the background, crouching at the feet of an Army man. In the scene that
follows, Major Rathod speaks to his men, 'Gentlemen, you have just one name here,
Rashtriya Rifles. This name should not get disgraced. There is one rule of battle here, a
bullet for a bullet ... while shooting, no regrets. While crushing someone's head with the
butt of your gun do not hesitate a bit. If you show doubt, you are dead. The honour of
your regiment is in your hands'. This sequence makes clear the distance and hostility
between the Indian State Forces and the local Kashmiris.1t is this distance that needs to
be covered according to the film, and the love story between the 'good' Army man and
a Kashmiri girl provides the opportunity to further this message of the film.
The tense relationship between the Indian Army and Kashmiris is also explored
in the scene where Guizar Ahmed, Ada's father, visits Captain Aman in his bunker and
appeals to him that he should not disrespect the family's honour by pursuing his
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relationship with Ada. It is then that it becomes clear to Captain Aman that the
Kashmiris hold the Army in as much contempt as they do the militants. GuIzar tells
Arnan, 'we are aware that we are scared ... but it is as much because of you as it is
because of them. As a girl's father, I can slap your face but being the father of a
Kashmiri girl, I must quietly suffer this pain ... do let us live'.
The question of human rights violation in Yahaan becomes a struggle within the
Army, wherein some corrupt Army officers engage in malpractices, while other
conscientious officers fight them. The sequence about the massacre of innocents in a
village by militants and the Army retaliation to it on the villagers reveals the terrible
cycles of violence in Kashmir. The Army has been accused of murdering innocent
civilians in reprisal for massacres like that of Chittisinghpura which took place on
March 20, 2000, even as questions have been raised about the massacres themselves
(Mishra 2000). Soon after the massacre in the film, Major Rathod declares to Arnan, 'I
will introduce you to Kashmir today. If we make inquiries, people will call it a military
atrocity. But if we do not make inquiries, the number of the dead will rise from 32 to
132'. The film appears to defend the Army against the charges that it refuses to hold
impartial inquiries, made by various human rights organizations (HRW 1996). In the
scene of an Army crackdown in a Kashmiri village, Major Rathod is seen to brutalize
innocent Kashmiris in order to obtain information about the attack, 'tell me if militants
come here ... you bastards are not even fit to live'. Arnan protests and stops Major
Rathod after threatening to report him to the Army seniors. Rathod is incensed by
Arnan's threat, but retreats from the village. Shoojit Sircar, the director of the film,
revealed in a personal interview that he wanted to portray both the good and the bad
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guys in the Army (Sircar 2006). Such personalized explanations of 'good and bad guys'
for human right excesses in the world's most militarized zone does little justice to the
'reality' of everyday Kashmir that the filmmaker seeks to represent in Yahaan.
Nonetheless, this would be one of the few films on Kashmir that, however defensively,
indicts the Army.
The film depicts the Kashmiris as trapped between the violence of the State and
that of the militants. This sentiment is echoed in the film when a junior officer tells
Aman, 'see what a beautiful place this is, and these are lovely people, they have been
crushed from both sides'. However, when Aman asks his junior about the terrorists in
the region, he is told that they are ruthless and for them there is no difference between
the civilians and the Anny. According to the film, the Army does make the distinction
between terrorists and locals, and in the very first scene where the Army chases Shakeel
and his friends, one can hear the military officer instruct his men, 'don't bother the
locals'. Again, such a nationalist portrayal of the Army is not backed up by the facts on
the ground (Human Rights Watch 1996). This impression is reinforced in the scene
where old Kashmiri men wait outside the gates of the camp where they have come to
receive their young sons who are to be released by the Army. As a Kashmiri boy is
being released and his father signs the papers, an officer warns the father, 'we are
releasing him because he was kidnapped and he did not go of his own free will'. Yet
again a suggestion is made that Kashmiris are being forced into militancy by foreign
Islamist militants backed by Pakistan, and that the Indian Army is sympathetic to these
compUlsions faced by the Kashmiri populace.
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Even though the film does concede the alienation of the Kashmiri people from
the Indian State, it blames foreign militants and Pakistan for turning the Kashmiri
paradise into hell. The encounter between Shakeel and Arnan after the latter's
kidnapping also calls to mind a similar encounter between Rishi and Liaquat in Roja.
This exchange between Shakeel and Aman explicitly addresses the Kashmir problem
and anticipates a more frank discussion on the historical nature of the Kashmir dispute
in Fanaa:
Shakeel: The problem would have got solved 55 years ago, soldier, if your
deceiving government did not have evil intentions about Kashmir.
Arnan: You are speaking the language of people from across the border
[Pakistan].
Shakeel: I am speaking the language of the people of Kashmir.
Arnan: The people here do not speak your language. They want something else.
Shakeel: What?
Arnan: Peace. Security. Calm.
Shakeel (laughing): And the Indian government will give the people of Kashmir
peace, security and calm.
Arnan: When they came here in 1947 to disgrace your women, it is the Indian
Government that came to your rescue 5000 feet high.
Shakeel: ... and gave us this living hell in return. Article 370. What is Article
370? We will rule the land but the orders will be given by Delhi ... and you talk
about peace.
Arnan: Yes, I am talking about peace. If you have a problem with the
Government, talk, raise a voice, why a gun?
Shakeel: ... your Government does not want to listen.
Arnan: Are you accusing the wrong side?
Shakeel: Which is the right side? You tell me.
Arnan: Look into your eyes and see.
Shakeel: You must have grown up in Mumbai, Delhi or some other such big city
where there is no difference between stories of Kashmir and fanciful tales. You
come here after an unsoiled childhood, and want to extend your hand, expecting
that Kashmiris will reciprocate. My father used to hold my finger and take me
out. He would tell me beautiful stories about Kashmir. He would say if there is
heaven on earth, it is here, it is here. I grew up listening to great mystic poets
such as Lal Ded and Kabir. I would sit in the Mass Communication library and
dream of making films ... my foot! But suddenly, your Army boots crushed
everything. Why have you come here? What right do you have?
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Arnan: We have a right over you, Shakeel. We have a right over our piece of
land.
Shakeel: Kashmir is not a part of your country.
Arnan: Whose part is it then? Theirs?
Shakeel: No, not even theirs. It is ours; it belongs to us. You must go from here.
Arnan: If we leave, they will come.
Shakeel: We will deal with them. But you leave this place.
Many complexities of the Kashmir problem are coded in this exchange. The betrayal of
promises made by the Indian government, the debates over Article 370 of the Indian
Constitution, the cultural memory of Kashmiriyat, the threat of Pakistan and the fissures
within the secessionist movement in Kashmir. It is also clear how the memory of the
tribal raid is still invoked in Indian claims over Kashmir. The question of whom
Kashmir belongs to, central to the tribal raid films is reiterated when Captain Arnan
claims Kashmir as a territory of India, and Shakeel challenges him by saying that
Kashmir belongs to the Kashmiris.
This obsession with history deepens in films like Fanaa and signals an
increasing awareness of the political nature of the Kashmir conflict in Hindi cinema.
The conversation between Sushil Rawat of the Anti-Terrorist Unit of the Military
Intelligence and Malini Tyagi of the Research and Analysis Wing (RAW) in Fanaa,
about the causes of Kashmiri militancy brings up the unfulfilled Indian promise of a
plebiscite in Kashmir, definitely a first for Hindi cinema. Rawat asks, 'when Kashmiri
Maharaja Hari Singh acceded to India in 1947, then why this talk of independence
now?' Tyagi goes on to contextualize the Kashmir militancy, 'but Kashmiris were
promised a vote or referendum that they would be given a right to choose if they wanted
to be with India or Pakistan or remain independent, but they were never given that
chance'. This infuriates Rawat who angrily replies that a referendum had to take place
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in the whole of Kashmir and half of Kashmir was and remains with Pakistan. Tyagi
impresses upon the gathering that this is no longer an India-Pakistan issue but one about
Kashmir's independence. Thus, Yahaan and Fanaa view the Kashmir problem not
merely as that ofIslamic fundamentalism, but also as one of democracy with particular
reference to centre-region tensions, connecting it to a different vision of politics in
Kashmir.
The theme of Kashmiriyat as regional belonging is stressed further through the
emphasis on the insider-outsider distinction in these films, reminiscent of the 1950s
Kashmir films. When Shakee1 in Yahaan confronts the foreign militant Al-Sami about
the massacre of innocent Kashmiris including children, Al-Sami declares such incidents
as necessary. Shakeel warns Al-Sami, 'our battle is with the Army, ifit remains with the
Army, that would be good'. Shakeel adds angrily, 'Kashmir is my country, the people
here are my people and to get my people their rights, Ido not need to hire an Afghan' .
The choice of Afghans, Al-Sami in Yahaan and Hilal Kohistani in Mission Kashmir as
the evil mercenaries, who destroy Kashmir, is not merely coincidental. This choice
carries a strong political resonance in Kashmir when placed in the context of the
historical memories of the Afghan rule and the excesses of the tribal raid of 1947. The
tribal raid films of the 1950s also depict the tribesmen as raiders bent upon destroying
the paradise that is Kashmir. Zutshi (2004: 34-56) writes that the theme of destruction
of Kashmir as a paradise on earth by outsiders is found in Kashmiri poetry as early as
from the years of Afghan rule in Kashmir (1753-1819). This theme is rearticulated with
reference to transnational Islamic terrorrism in the more recent Kashmir films.
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These films portray a difference between the Kashmiri militant and the foreign
militant - if the Kashmiri militant has a political demand, the goal of the foreign
militants is a pathological jihad that thrives on violence. The battle between the
Kashmiri militant and Islamist militant is represented as that between Kashmiriyat and
Islamic fundamentalism, and between Kashmiri Muslims and Muslims across borders.
When Shakeel comes to know about Al-Sami's plan to take hostages in a shrine, he
refuses to 'barge into God's house', but finds himself helpless. In the next few scenes, it
becomes clear that the militants of AI-Jihad plan to occupy the Dastagir Sahib shrine at
Kbanyar in Downtown Srinagar - the shrine of the great Sufi saint of Baghdad, Syed
Abdul Qadir Jeelani (1077-1066 A.D), the founder of the Qadiri order of the Sufis. This
scene clearly borrows from the militant siege of Hazratbal mosque in 1993 and of the
occupation by Afghan mercenaries such as Mast Gul of the Chrar-e-Sharif shrine in
Central Kashmir in 1995.128 Shakeel's reluctance to occupy a Sufi shrine comes out of
his experience as a Kashmiri, while the foreign militants hope to pressurize the Indian
government to release Al-Sami in exchange of the people held hostage in the shrine.
This sequence sets up a contrast between the Sufi moorings of ordinary Kashmiris
trapped in the shrine and the evil intentions of the Islamists. Similarly, the strategy of the
foreign militants in Mission Kashmir is revealed in the film as an attempt to attack
Kashmiriyat, which binds Kashmir to India. Hilal demands ten million dollars for this
mission, but a bearded figure in the shadow wearing a turban (perhaps symbolizing the
Taliban), offers twenty million dollars on the successful completion of Mission Kashmir.
128 For more on the Hazratbal episode see Habibullah 2002, and for Chrar-e-Sharif siege see Navlakha
1995.
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The Kashmiri militants are represented as victims of circumstances while the foreign
mercenaries are depicted as ruthless and criminal.
The challenge to Kashmiriyat from the Islamists is also reflected in Mission
Kashmir as a tension between the Kashmiri militants and non-Kashmirijihadis. When
Altaf returns to his militant hideout in one scene, Ghafoor serves everyone kahwa
('Kashmiri green tea'). Even the signifiers of everyday life in Kashmir such as kahwa
symbolise the difference between the Kashmiris and the non- Kashmiris among the
militants. For instance, Ghafoor tells everyone that his kahwa is Kashmiri and not that of
Muzaffarabad (a city in Pakistan administered Kashmir). This scene turns on the ethnic
tension between Kashmiri-and non- Kashmiri speaking Kashmiris (those Kashmiris who
speak Punjabi or Pahari). The idea of Kashmiriyat and Kashmiri regional belonging is
closely tied to the Kashmiri language and therefore Kashmiri nationalism is also divided
by distinctions between those in Kashmir who speak Kashmiri and those who do not. In
another scene, a Kashmiri militant is seen crying because both his mother and sister have
been raped by 'people on the other side', which in this case would allude to the tensions
between the Kashmiris and the Pakistanis in the Kashmir militant movement. The
sufferings of Kashmiris are imputed to these foreign mercenaries who appear to care
little for morals and even lesser about Islam. In one scene, Hilal Kohistani secretly kills
the Kashmiri militant Sadiq to plant a map on his body so as to mislead the police. As
the other militants rush to see Sadiq's dead body, there are visuals on the TV of
Kashmiri women wailing. The scene suggests through this juxtaposition that the real
culprits behind the deaths of thousands of Kashmiri boys, inclUding militants, are
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mercenaries such as Hilal. This perverse jihad of the outsider is made apparent in
Yahaan in the scene where the foreign militant Majid kills the Kashmiri militant, Moin.
However, much like Mission Kashmir, in Yahaan too, it is the women who are
the repository of Kashmiriyat, the indication of hope, change and peace in Kashmir. Ada
lives with her father and grandmother and her adopted sister Shree. She is represented as
a Kashmiri girl who is stifled by the insularity of Kashmiri society. The dilemmas of
Ada and Kashmiri women are represented through the sequence about a pair of jeans
symbolizing freedom for Ada. This is shown through a song sequence Or zuv, Dor Kuth
('May you have good health and strength'), reminiscent of Mission Kashmir in its
gesture of inflecting the film narrative with markers of Kashmiri language and culture.
In a later sequence, when Captain Arnan and Ada hide in the forest to escape from Al-
Jihad, Ada wistfully asks Arnan if there are any bombs and bullets in his native Pune,
and if the girls wear jeans there. The film suggests that azaadi for a girl like Ada means
something different than it does for her militant brother Shakeel. Kashmiriyat is a sign of
the Kashmiri ethos of religious tolerance in the film and also inflected with discourses of
modernity, both besieged by a fundamentalist Islam.
The film portrays the difficult life of women in Kashmir but indicts the militants
for it. When Ada and her friends run into Captain Arnan in a Kashmiri bazaar, Ada's
friends warn her not to strike an acquaintance with an Army man. Ada then tells Arnan
not to follow her because if a girl speaks to a soldier in Kashmir, she is either killed or
raped. The Army represented by Captain Arnan, not only saves Kashmiris from fanatical
Muslim terrorists, but also Kashmiri women from conservative Kashrniri men.
Therefore, it is the women of the household, Ada, Ada's grandmother, and Shree, with
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whom Captain Aman develops a deep bond. When Ada's father, Gulzar Ahmed,
disapproves of the relationship between Ada and Arnan, it is Ada's grandmother who
advises him otherwise, 'we spent half of our lives in fear and the other half waiting for
death and our children are still suffering'. When Ada asks her grandmother if Kashmiris
had forgotten to love, her grandmother replies that it was true that they had not loved in
a long time. The world of fundamentalist Islam in Yahaan, is a world without a vision of
not only politics but also hope. The foreign militant Majid warns Shakeel about the
consequences of a Kashmiri girl falling in love with an Indian soldier, 'do you know
what will happen if she is not stopped? The impossible will become possible. People will
see a new path. And India and Indians will get an opportunity to enter Kashmir all over
again'. The love between Arnan and Ada, and Indian (Army) man and a Kashmiri girl, is
represented in the film as the way to bridge Kashmir's relationship with India.
This reveals the structure of the nationalist fantasy of Yahaan - Kashmiri women
stifled by tradition and fundamentalist Islam challenge the power of the secessionists.
When Captain Arnan is court-martialled due to a false case brought against him by
Major Rathod, it is the Indian 'secular' nationalist media that comes to the rescue of
Ada. Ada is in a Cafe when she sees a TV programme where ordinary citizens can raise
their voice against social injustice. She speaks to the producer and soon they announce
that in the next episode of the TV show, they will introduce a Kashmiri girl, 'Ada,
terrorist Shakeel Ahmed's sister, asks what wrong she has committed by falling in love
with an Indian Army officer, Captain Arnan. Isn't this relationship indicative ofa new
fragrance?' Further, Shree asks Ada to write a letter to the Indian Prime Minister. The
Prime Minister's Office and the Defence Ministry both respond to the letter. As a result
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of this, Rathod is exposed, and Captain Arnan is acquitted. It is the final sequence in
which the nationalist fantasy of the film is revealed through Ada's monologue on TV:
My name is Ada and I amjihadi Ahmad Shakeel's sister. I am proud that I love
the Captain who is a loyal soldier of the Indian Army and an exemplar of
humanity ... What complaint can I have of the Army which has given me a good
man like Arnan ... and both of us will see a Kashmir where loving is not a sin.
Where houseboats row again, where songs are sung, where every sister can see
her brother's smiling face.
Ada goes on to request her Kashmiri 'brothers' to come back to their families that await
them. Common to the films discussed here is the theme of Kashmir's 'return' to India,
represented through the appeal made to the Kashmiri militants to 'come back'. Arnan
pleads with Shakeel, 'we need you, Shakeel, come back', and Shakeel's father addresses
his son and the Kashmiri militants, 'we had lost our way but returned home in the
morning, he is waiting for some other morning to return ... they do not realize that it
might be too late to return'. This statement is curious and probably hints at the
'agreement' with India made by the older generation of Kashmiri politicians through
accords like the Indira-Sheikh accord of 1974, and indicts the younger generation for
choosing the path of militancy. This appeal to return is similar to the ones made by
Inayat Khan to Altaf in Mission Kashmir.
This idea of return is also connected to Kashmir's return to Kashmiriyat.
Therefore, in Mission Kashmir, Altaf collapses into the waters of the Dal Lake and is
reborn into his childhood Paradise. The Hindu myth of the birth of Kashmir from the
waters turns this scene into an allegory of a rebirth for Kashmir. In Yahaan, the Kashmiri
militant is transformed at the shrine of Sheikh Abdul Qadir Gilani, as a sign of the
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rejection of Muslim fundamentalism by Kashmiris. In Fanaa, however, the Kashmiri
subject is split between Zooni and Rehan, and the battle over Kashmiriyat is about
differing notions of love and commitment. Fanaa, or annihilation, is the first journey of
the Sufi, which represents the stage of the unification of the consciousness. Even here
the aura of Sufism hints at a return to the meanings associated with Kashmiriyat.
The explicit rejection of Shakeel by his own sister and father in Yahaan,
reaffirms the commitment of Kashmiris to the Indian State. As Captain Aman, Ada and
Shree walk together in the last shot of the film, the national family is restored in a
regained paradise. Shoojit Sircar, in a personal interview, mentioned that he wanted to
depict 'national integration' through this last shot of the film (Sircar 2006). A Kashmiri
Hindu girl, a Kashmiri Muslim girl, and an Indian Army officer, symbolize a curious
image of national integration. Conspicuous by his absence in this image of integration is
the Kashmiri man. We encounter here again what Spivak (1988: 271-313) in a different
context has called white men trying to save brown women from brown men - except that
in this instance, the white man has been replaced by an Indian (Army) man. Sufi in
Mission Kashmir, Ada in Yahaan, and Zooni in Fanaa, are represented as modem
women wholly integrated with India and completely alienated from the movement for
Kashmiri independence in Kashmir, or the world of fundamentalist Islam.
In Fanaa, too, it is the Kashmiri Muslim woman who is the Indian nationalist. It
is she who seeks to counter Rehan's hate with love. Her father Zulfikar is also the
privileged Kashmiri subject who reconciles his Kashmiri ethos with Indian nationalism.
However, these films bring up an interesting facet: Kashmiriyat is reflective of
modernity, and it is through this modernity that the relationship between Kashmiriyat
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and Islam, and consequently Islam and India is negotiated. In Fanaa, for instance, there
is no difference between a Kashmiri Muslim identity and a North 'Indian' Muslim
identity. Zulfiqar and his wife Nafisa, the parents of the heroine in the film, are
portrayed as a reasonably liberal Kashmiri couple that spend their time reciting Urdu
poetry to each other. Urdu emerges as a signifier of Kashmiri cultural identity, and even
the Kashmiri mosques and shrines are replaced in the film by Jama Masjid (Jama
Mosque) and Hazrat Nizamuddin (1238-1325 CE) shrine of the Chisti Sufi saint in
Delhi.129
In sharp contrast to a film like Jab Jab Phool Khile (Suraj Prakash 1965),
discussed later, it is modernity and privilege that symbolize Kashmiriyat. The class fault
lines of Kashmiri politics also become apparent in Mission Kashmir, when the Kashmiri
militant accuses Dr. Akhtar of being like those 'educated people who show indifference
to the freedom movement'. Kashmiriyat emerges as opposed to not only Muslim
fundamentalism, but is also inflected with discourses of secular modernity in the
'enlightened' Islam of characters such as Dr. Akhtar and Inayat Khan. The film also
makes the urban elite the votaries of Kashmiriyat, as the rural populace appear as
militants in the film. The way in which the Kashmiri militants and Altars family (all
seemingly belonging to humble backgrounds) remain outside any familial or cultural
discourse of Kashmiriyat, and the way Dr. Akhtar, Sufi, or Zooni remain oblivious of the
politics of the Kashmiri militants, indicates how Kashmiriyat also appears as a discourse
of privilege in these films. Kashmiriyat mediates the representation ofIslam's 'troubled'
relationship with modernity, discussed in the previous chapter. It is through this
129 The reasons for this might well be that like Roja, Fanaa, barring a few outdoor shots, was not shot in
Kashmir, but inDelhi and Poland.
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mediation that the Kashmiri subject is integrated with India in these films. However,
with the release of Fanaa, the Kashmiri militant is no longer a religious extremist, but an
educated, urban and modern soldier of Kashmir's independence.
Kashmiriyat and Pathological Nationalisms
Tere dil mein meri saanson ko panah miljaaye
Tere ishq mein meri jaan fanaa ho jaaye.
May my life's breath find refuge in your heart
Destroyed in your love, may my life depart.
(Lyrics of a song from Fanaa)
Fanaa is the love story of a blind Kashmiri girl Zooni and a Kashmiri militant Rehan.
Zooni and her family are introduced in the film as Indian nationalists. Zooni travels to
Delhi where she meets Rehan, a tourist guide. Rehan and Zooni fall in love, and Rehan
takes Zooni to an eye specialist, where after a surgery she regains her eyesight. Before
she can see Rehan, she gets the news that he has died in a bomb blast at the Presidential
House in Delhi. However, it is revealed that Rehan is alive, and actually the mastermind
behind the bomb blast. He is the head of an international terrorist group called
Independent Kashmir Front (IKF). IKF has a nuclear missile and all that they need to
launch it on a city like Delhi is a trigger. Rehan impersonates an Indian soldier and
manages to travel in the helicopter which is carrying the trigger to Delhi. He steals the
trigger, even as the Army attempts to engage Rehan in a gun battle. However, he is badly
injured in this encounter. Seeking refuge, Rehan knocks at the door of a house and is
shocked to see Zooni. Zooni calls out to a young child who is also called Rehan, and it is
soon apparent that the young Rehan is Rehan' s son. Zooni and Rehan begin to grow
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close over time, and Rehan reveals his identity to Zooni, but conceals the fact that he is a
soldier of the IKF. In the last scene, after Zooni realizes Rehan's true identity and
mission, she kills him, as he attempts to deliver the trigger to his militant group. The film
weaves a complex plot around love, commitment, and a desire forJanaa (,annihilation'
and 'a state of mystical union').
Fanaa is a film that acknowledges the movement for Independence in Kashmir,
but simultaneously steers clear of any debates over region and religion. Unlike Roja,
Mission Kashmir, or Yahaan, there are no Muslim fundamentalists, no debates over
Kashmiriyat or Indian secularism, and neither an indictment of Pakistan. The world of
Fanaa is clearly a Manichean world: the choice between love and hate. The advice that
Zufliqar Ali Beg, Zooni's father, gives to her in the beginning of the film, which is also
repeated in the last scene, makes this amply clear. Her father tells her that the choice is
not between good and evil, as the real choices of life are between the greater of the two
goods and the lesser of the two evils, and it is these choices which decide 'our' fate. One
should recall a similar choice offered to Altaf by his mother Neelima in Mission
Kashmir, or when Captain Arnan says in Yahaan about Shakeel, 'he has a reason to fight
and I have a reason to resist him, and from the two, the right reason must win'. This
theme of making the 'right choice' in all three films assumes importance in the context
where Kashmiris are seen in a position where they must constantly choose between India
and Pakistan (Rushdie 1999).
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Figure 6.5: Publicity Still from film Fanaa (now widely available online).
The film opens with shots of the Dal Lake, Shankaracharya temple, and
Hazratbal mosque, like all the other films discussed here. These are probably the only
shots that depict 'Kashmiriness', as the rest of the film chooses a pan-Indian identity for
the Kashmiris. The images of Red Fort, India Gate, Humayun's Tomb, Qutb Minar, and
the use of chaste Urdu through the film, place the Kashmiris in a cultural and political
landscape that is distinctly national. The images of Kashmir in the opening sequence are
placed on the sound of the santoor (a Kashmiri musical instrument) playing a patriotic
Indian song, Saarejahan se accha Hindustan hamara (,Of the whole world, our India is
the best'), a poem written by the famous Urdu poet Iqbal, himself of Kashmiri origin,
and who went on to be a leading ideologue of the idea of Pakistan. Right from the
opening shots, the song claims Kashmir as Indian territory.
The first sequence shows us a celebration of the Independence Day of India - a
flag ofIndia is unfurled in a school in Srinagar and the schoolchildren salute the national
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flag. This sequence is itself peculiar, given that days like the Independence day and
Republic day of India are marked by curfew, heightened security, shut down, and
protests in Srinagar (Kumar P 2007, Alunad 2009). Zooni Ali Beg, a young blind
woman, is facing away from the flag as she salutes it. But Zooni's mother, Nafisa, walks
up to her and turns her in the direction of the flag. The choice of the Kashmiri subject as
blind, and her mother's gentle manoeuvre of turning the blind Kashmiri subject towards
the Indian national flag, reveals the implications of this film. The use of the metaphor of
blindness might suggest close-mindedness, or ignorance, but in this film it signifies
'true' sight. The speech that Zooni makes at the Republic day function in Delhi makes
this clear:
People say that our Independence Day has lost all meaning. That it is just another
holiday. But it is not just a holiday for me. This day marks the birth of my
country. They say that the state of our country is like that of our old monuments.
What is beautiful was only in the past. I am blind so I do not see the faults of my
country but why cannot those who see, see the beauty here. What Emperor Shah
Jehan said of my home state of Kashmir, we Kashmiri girls believe to be true for
the whole of India: If there is heaven on Earth, it is here, it is here, it is here.
As in Yahaan, a Kashmiri girl directly addresses the nation, with the specific purpose of
affirming India as the choice for all Kashmiris. Kashmir in Fanaa is special, but what
makes it special is that it is part oflndia.
In Fanaa, Rehan' s unwavering commitment to azaadi is seen as a pathological
desire for annihilation This has a precedent in a film like Mission Kashmir, where the
militant Malikul Khan pays Dr. Akhtar a visit because the doctor has disobeyed his
fatwa by treating Inayat Khan. Dr. Akhtar mistakes Malikul Khan for a patient. Malikul
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Khan describes his illness to the doctor as a mad passion ('junoon') for azaadi, 'kyo
bataaoon doctor sahib aaj kal dil-o-dimaag main ekjunoon sa chaaya hua hai, na
bhook lagti hat na pyaas. Chaaron tara! ek hi awaaz sunaye deti hai: azaadi, azaadi,
azaadi' ('what can I say, doctor? These days I feel possessed by a madness, I feel
neither hunger nor thirst. I can only hear one voice: freedom, freedom, freedom').
Not only is the demand for political independence represented as pathological, a
disease, but this desire has led to the breakdown ofKashmiri society. Dr. Akhtar tells
Malikul Khan that he does not recognize him. This infuriates Malikul Khan and he says,
'you did not recognize me?' Recognition and the lack of it, is an important ploy in this
film. When Altaf sees Inayat Khan, he does not recognize him as the murderer of his
family. It is only later in the film that he finds the balaclava at Inayat Khan's house and
realizes that his own father is the murderer of his family. Similarly, the blind Zooni
does not recognize Rehan in Fanaa, when she meets him many years later. Both her
father and she mistake him for a loyal soldier of the Indian Army and not a militant of
the IKF. This is suggestive of the ways in which violence has fractured a close-knit
society, and a community bound by recognition. The conflict has tumed contemporary
social identities into a masquerade, marked by disguise and non-recognition. The way in
which the Kashmiriyat-espousing Inayat Khan disappears into the balac1ava of an anti-
terrorist police officer who kills innocent Kashmiris is paralleled by the ways in which
an Urdu poetry reciting tour guide Rehan transforms into a cold and immoral terrorist.
As in Yahaan, the film Fanaa implies that at the heart of the violence in
Kashmir lies fear, which Kashmiris must reject in favour of love. The romantic
moments in the films are set up around a question, which Rehan asks Zooni and Zooni
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asks Rehan, at different points of the film - 'Are you feeling scared?' The fear of the
loss of self, implicit in this exchange acquires a more complex meaning for Rehan and
Zooni who harbour conflicting emotions and approaches to life. The Sufi concept of
fanaa is also deployed towards this end; Zooni wants to destroy herself in her
commitment to love, and eventually her love for her country, India, while Rehan does
the same for his cause of Kashmiri independence. The Indian nationalists are on the
side of love in the film, and the Kashmiri militants on the side of rage. However, while
the film affirms Zooni's choice, it is interesting that it allows Rehan to affirm his
choice, to die in the service of his cause of Kashmiri independence. Thefanaa that
Rehan attains can also be interpreted on the axis of a different political project in
Kashmir, which is his cause of Kashmiri independence.
But Fanaa underplays fundamentalist Islam and concedes to the Kashmiri
militants a political anti-India sentiment. Quite unlike Hindi cinema, the film doesn't
deploy the conventional tropes to speak about Kashmir - Partition, secularism,
Pakistan. The IKF wants an independent Kashmir, and the Kashmir problem is an
outcome of the non-deliverance of the promise of a plebiscite in Kashmir. Thus, the
threat of the IKF is felt equally by India and Pakistan, and the group has also carried
out bomb blasts in Peshawar, Islamabad airport, and the Karachi oil refinery. The
Kashmiri terrorist is no longer ajihadi brainwashed by radical Islamic groups but a
shrewd and intelligent operative committed to the political vision of an independent
Kashmir. It is in this complex relay of commitments and loyalty, which are both
familial and political, that a complicated portrait of Kashmir begins to emerge, which
the film refuses to develop. The film neither explores the characters and motivations of
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Rehan, Rehan' s grandfather under whose instructions Rehan operates, or the people
that the IKF represents. Instead, the film offers in way of explanation the desire for
fanaa, presented through Zooni and Rehan, one consumed by love and the other by
rage, one life affirming and the other destructive.
As Rehan lies dying in Zooni' s arms, he tells her, 'now I am not scared'. The
loss of the self has led to its annihilation - fanaa. This ambiguous ending of the film,
which allows both Zooni and Rehan the destruction they seek, is open to multiple
interpretations. In the final scene of the film, Zooni and her son place flowers on
Rehan's grave and on the soundtrack we hear Zulfiqar Ali Beg's voice again - 'The
choice is not between good and evil. That is easy. The real choices of life are choosing
between the greater of the two goods and the lesser of the two evils. It is these choices
which decide our fate'. In Fanaa, even if India is not a good choice for Kashmiris, it is
still the right choice.
Kashmiriyat and Indian Secularism
Lakeer kheench di gayi dilon ke darmiyaan
They partitioned hearts with lines
(Lyrics from a song in Mission Kashmir)
This explicit reference to the Partition in Mission Kashmir frames the tragedy in
Kashmir as the terrible legacy of India's Partition. However, this framework places a
limit to the understanding of Kashmiriyat in Hindi cinema. The discussion of the
Kashmiriyat films elicits an enquiry on the difference between Kashmiriyat and Indian
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secularism as represented in Hindi cinema. In a personal interview, Vidhu Vinod
Chopra called Kashmir his 'lost homeland' in terms of the lost ethos of Kashmiriyat,
which he explained as the lived experience of different religious communities: Pandits
(Hindus), Muslims and Sikhs. When asked how Kashmiriyat was different from the
idea of secularism in India, Chopra replied:
[Kashmiriyat] is how people lived. When I was in Kashmir I used to go
to Hazratbal, Baba Rishi was my patron saint, I have prayed there so
many times, it never struck me that it was a Muslim shrine .... See
when you try and be secular because you are secular then that is the rest
of India, when it comes to you naturally ... I am not being secular
because I have to be, that is secular ... but Kashmiriyat you did not even
know that you were being secular, because of your upbringing that is
just how you are (Chopra VV 2006).
Speaking about Kashmiriyat is difficult even for a Kashmiri director like Chopra, as
it is seen to reflect a lived experience and therefore never quite clearly defined. However,
despite Chopra's insistence on separating the two in his interview, and attempts at
representing Kashmiriyat as a distinctively Kashmiri way of life in his film, he cannot help
emphasize Kashmiryat 's parallel with Indian secularism in Mission Kashmir. In the police
operation at Kunjar in the film, Avinash Mattoo, who is a Kashmiri Hindu, furiously pumps
bullets into the bodies of two dead militants. Gurdeep, a Sikh, asks him why he does this. In
this exchange, the film addresses the problem of sectarian tensions between Hindus and
Muslims and Hindus and Sikhs in India:
Gurdeep: Why do you do this? You go mad when you see a militant.
Avinash: You would not understand. Because you are not a Kashmiri, you are
from outside. You did not hear how loudspeakers from mosques hurled abuses
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at Kashmiri Hindus. And they said: "Kashmiri Pandits, if you want to live, leave
the Valley" ... and the Pandits started leaving ... No, you cannot understand what
it is to live in a refugee camp, what it is to see your own house burning, what do
you know what it means to be separated from your own people.
Gurdeep: No, I will never understand. Because my entire family was killed in
the 1984 riots. A burning tyre was put around my father's neck and he was
killed. You know, who did it? The Hindus. Should I kill you now, you Hindu? I
cannot kill you, not because you are my friend, but because we are not killers
but protectors. We have to protect humanity, and we must save Kashmir.
Thus, the breakdown in inter-community relationships in Kashmir as a result ofthe
forced exodus of the Kashmiri Hindus from the Valley is equated with communal
disharmony in the rest of India. When Inayat Khan comes to know about the plan to
destroy the Shankaracharya temple and Hazratbal mosque, he equates it to the
destruction of the Babri mosque (1992), which led to widespread Hindu-Muslim riots in
India, and to Operation Bluestar in Golden temple in Punjab that led to the assassination
of the Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi and the anti-Sikh carnage of 1984.
Therefore, Mission Kashmir is as much a mission to destroy Kashmiriyat, as it is to
destroy Indian secularism.
Zutshi (2004: 13) writes that Kashmiriyat is 'the articulation of a regional
culture by Kashmiris, a culture that transcended but did not obscure religious
affiliations, and which was defined in the universal language of Islam'. However, Hindi
cinema does not articulate Kashmiriyat in the 'universal language of Islam', and nor
does it allow for it to be expressed as an idea which is an outcome of a dialogue within
Islam. In stead, Kashmiriyat is expressed as a kind of equivalence towards all religions.
This is made clear in the penultimate sequence of the film which ends with images of
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the Cross, Crescent, Om, and of Christ, a Hindu Goddess and Guru Nanak, while the
soundtrack reverts to the song at the beginning of the film:
Khuda ke naam par yahan fasaad kis ne likh diya
Sitam ko aur gunaah ko jihad kis ne likh diya
Na Jaane khatam honge kab khizaaoon ke yeh si/si/e
Bichhad gaye hai shaakh se hazaaron phool bin khile
Tabah kaun kar raha hat apne gulistan ko
Who wrote strife into our lives using the name of God?
This oppression, these crimes, who calls ujihadl
God knows, when this autumn will end
Thousands of tender buds have been tom from their branches
Who is destroying our Paradise?
Thus, there is no difference between Indian secularism expressed as pluralism
and the articulation of Kashmiriyat in Hindi cinema. There can be several reasons for
why this happens in Hindi cinema, but the most important amongst them is the fact that
whether it be the the 1950s tribal raid films or the films discussed in this chapter,
Kashmiriyat like Indian secularism is defined against the idea of' Muslim separatism' in
Hindi cinema. The only difference being that in the tribal raid films the Muslim
separatism in question is that of Pakistan, and in these recent films it is that of the
Kashmiris. Kashmiriyat does not emerge in these films as a specific set of practices or
beliefs which are rooted in Islam, and distinct to the history and culture of Kashmir. Like
Indian secularism, Kashmiriyat is contained within the binary of
secularism/communalism (Kashmiriyat/lslamic fundamentalism) in these films, rather
than being a distinctively Kashmiri way of life. The question about religion
(communalism/fundamentalism) posed as a threat to Kashmiri society, is eventually one
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about the Indian nation. As Devji (1992: 2) writes, '[t]he ghost of Pakistan haunts the
Indian State, not only in the threat of other partitions, but also in the threat to a
coercively homogenous Indian nationalism'. Kashmiriyat as a regional culture rooted in
the history of Kashmir and expressed in the language of Islam could pose a challenge to
an idea of a homogenous Indian secular nationalism, but interestingly is rearticulated in
Hindi cinema in ways so as to become the promise of its deliverance in Kashmir. If the
regional specificities of Kashmiri culture are allowed to emerge in Mission Kashmir and
Yahaan, it is done in ways to establish Kashmir's difference not to India, but to any
expressions of a pan-Islamic identity.
Thus, in two of the three films under discussion, a nebulous Kashmiri self
negates the subject positions of an Indian nationality, but in the end is restored to an
Indian identity. The fact that these films are unable to articulate precisely how the idea
of Kashmiriyat differs from the idea of Indian secularism has to do with the fact that
Kashmiriyat as an idea has been widely deployed and appropriated by the Indian State
as a natural corollary to the idea of Indian secularism. Scholars of Kashmiriyat, such as
Rai (2004: 3) concede that 'it has been easier to depict or speak about Kashmir than
Kashmiris' .
Kashmiriyat beyond 'Muslim' Separatism in Hindi cinema
Pardesiyon se na akhiyan milana
Never fall in love with foreigners
(Lyrics from a song in Jab Jab Phool Khile)
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However, Kashmiriyat as a distinctly Kashmiri way of life, has been articulated
in different ways in earlier films such as, Shayar-e-Kashmir Mahjoor (Prabhat
Mukherjee 1972), which attempted to present a Kashmiri nationalist account of
KashmiriyatP" There have also been efforts to represent a different Kashmiriyat from
the vantage point of Kashmir's religious and literary culture by directors like Mehboob
Khan and Muzaffar Ali, who attempted to make a film on the life of Habba Khatoon,
the legendary Sufi poetess of sixteenth century Kashmir. However, both Khan and Ali
failed to complete their ambitious projects. Mehboob Khan's son Shaukat Khan, spoke
extensively about this unfinished project in a personal interview (2006).
The film Habba Khatoon was based on a script by Sardar Jafri and revolved
around the story of Habba Khatoon or Zooni who is a peasant girl taken up as a disciple
by a Sufi mystic because of her beautiful voice. But Kashmir's king is enchanted with
Zooni's voice and falls in love with her. Jafri's script turned the story of this Kashmiri
queen into a struggle to preserve Kashmir's past and an attempt to defend its language
and culture against Mughal imperial power. The centrality of Sufism to representations
of Kashmir and the role such representations played in the development of the idea of
Kashmiriyat can be glimpsed in this script which was later developed by RS Chaudhary
(Khan S 2006). Even though a large budget was set aside for the film, the film never
got made (Filmindia September 1955: 64).
BR Chopra also made an attempt to film the legendary story of Habba Khatoon
in 1979 with a cast ofZeenat Arnan and Sanjay Khan (Free Press 2 September 1979).
In the late 1980s, Muzaffar Ali began work on an ambitious film on Habba Khatoon
130 However,this film represented a Kashmiri nationalist account which was close to those forwarded by
the National Conference in Kashmir. Scholars have pointed out that Kashmiri nationalism as represented
by the National Conference fell within the agenda of the Indian State (Zutshi 2004: 13).
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with a new script and an international crew and funding from the Jammu and Kashmir
Government (Indian Express 5 June 1988). Ali cast Dimple Kapadia as Zooni, Vinod
Khanna as YusufShah Chak and Pran as Baba Khaliullah (the Sufi Master). In excerpts
from the 'Director's Diary' published in the Sunday, Ali suggests that the film was to
represent 'a special dimension of Sufism' and would be imbued with 'the magic of
sound, phonetics of Persian and Sanskrit, the roots of Kashmiri language (Ali 1997: 32-
37)'. Funding troubles and the rise of militancy in Kashmir thwarted Ali's project. He
writes, 'the last two days have been marked by hartals ['strike'], a mark of resentment
against the Indian Army coming to Kashmir in 1947 (Ali 1997: 37)'. The irony of a
film that sought to depict Kashmiri cultural and political resistance to the Mughals,
being stalled due to the beginnings of a movement for Kashmiri freedom from India, is
apparent in Ali's diary, though not explicitly recognized as such by him. Indian
filmmakers who have wanted to represent the articulations of Kashmiri regional
belonging through historical and cultural narratives of Kashmir (Kashmiriyat) have
seldom connected it to its post-colonial politics.
Another film Jab Jab Phool Khile, as mentioned earlier demonstrates the ways
in which Kashmiriyat is deployed as an alternative to mainstream Indian modernity, but
in doing so rearticulates the region as the real essence of the nation. The film, a huge
box-office hit, was released in 1965, the year that war broke out between India and
Pakistan over Kashmir. It is a love story ofan American educated city girl who falls in
love with a traditional Kashmiri houseboat owner. Right at the outset, when we meet
Raja (Shashi Kapoor, brother of Raj and Sharnmi Kapoor) who plays the houseboat
owner, his Kashmiri identity is foregrounded, Raja is dressed as a Kashmiri and speaks
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in Kashmiri. For the rest of the film, Raja speaks Urdu but with a heavy Kashmiri
accent. This is perhaps the only instance of a Hindi film where some of the dialogues in
the film are in Kashmiri, as the more recent films such as Mission Kashmir and
Yahaan, use bits of Kashmiri in the song but not for the dialogue sequences.
The Raja of Jab Jab Phool Khi/e is ignorant of the world beyond Kashmir. Rita
is as ignorant of Raja's world and the cultural pride he takes in it. On the very first day
that Rita spends in Kashmir, she objects to Raja playing the nout ('an earthenware pot'),
a Kashmiri musical instrument. Even if Raja is Kashmiri, he desires assimilation in
Rita's world. He refuses the baksheesh ('tip') from Rita and as such any subordination,
and instead requests Rita to teach him to read and write. But when Rita offers to teach
him English, he insists that he wants to learn the Urdu script. Rita regrets that she does
not know the Urdu script and Raja then suggests that he could learn Hindi. We then see
Rita teach the first letters of the Hindi alphabet to Raja. The symbolic dimensions of
teaching Raja Hindi, which is the national language, in a region where Urdu is the
official language, in itself points to the contradictions that have embittered the
relationship between Kashmir and New Delhi.
It is when Rita goes on the Amarnath pilgrimage to a Hindu religious shrine that
Raja attempts to express his love for Rita. On the way to Amarnath, Raja sings a song
about the immortal love of Gul-o-Bulbul ('Flower and the Nightingale'). The
juxtaposition of this Indo-Islamic legend with the Amarnath pilgrimage suggests a
hybrid zone of religious identity in which Raja's own religion remains ambiguous, even
though most houseboat owners in Kashmir are Kashmiri Muslims. Even the language
(for instance the reference to god as Khuda) used by Raja could suggest that he is
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Muslim. The scene in which Rita's father introduces Raja, as Mr. Raj Kumar is the only
place where it is suggested that Raja is Hindu.
Just as Rita realizes that she too is in love with Raja, Rita's father forces her to
return to Bombay. Rita's father puts a condition on their marriage: Raja must become
suitable for an urban, cosmopolitan life. Raja is forced to wear western clothes, eat in
fancy restaurants and learn English. But when Raja protests, Rita replies that he no
longer only belongs 'there', but also 'here'. However, the Kashmiri Raja does not
comply with this notion of belonging both 'there' and 'here', a negotiation that lies at
the heart of the region's acceptance of national identity. In a party thrown in his honour,
Raja sings a song - Yahaan main ajnabi hoon/ Meinjo hoon bas wohi hoon ('Here I am
a stranger/ I am who I am'), giving voice to his sense of alienation. This is represented
as a conflict between tradition and modernity, between a metropolitan India and the
region, and the film forwards the region as the true essence of India. In this song, Raja
invokes the cultural pasts of India and calls himself a Hindustani, main kaise bhool
jaaon main hoon Hindustani ('how do I forget that I am an Indian'). In yet another
fragment of the song, Raja expresses his estrangement:
Mujhe bhi hai shikayat, tujhe bhi to gila hai
Yeh hi shikwe hamari mohabbat ka sila hai
Kabhi maghrib se mashriq, mila hai jo mile ga
Jahan ka phool hai jo, waheen pe woh khilega
Tere oonche mahal mein, nahin mera guzara
Mujhe yaad aa raha hai woh chota sa shikara
I have a complaint just like you do
But such are the fruits oflove
The West never did and never will meet the East
A flower blooms only in its garden
I cannot take residence in your palace
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I remember my small shikara
These lyrics can as easily be read as an allegory of the relationship between Kashmir
and India. Rita feels terribly humiliated and dismisses his values as old and traditional.
She tells him,' go back to Kashmir, go back to your people, go back to your society'. In
the next sequence, we see Rita beg for forgiveness at the railway station just as Raja is
about to leave for Kashmir. The lovers unite and they both set out for Kashmir. In Jab
Jab Phool Khile, Kashmiriyat is an articulation of regional identity, as the region comes
to be a primary and not a secondary terrain of belonging. The region in this film defines
the centre, and is represented as the homeland of the nation.
If Jab Jab Phool Khile represents a notion of regional belonging which emerges
in Hindi cinema as the 'Other' to the national identity rooted in urban modernity, the
more contemporary films like Mission Kashmir and Yahaan invert this equation,
wherein there is only a minute difference between a secular modernity and Kashmiriyat.
Thus, it is no coincidence that the film Jab Jab Phool Khile was remade and renamed
'Raja Hindustani' (Raja the Indian, Dharmesh Darshan 1996). The journey of Raja the
Kashmiri to Raja the Indian in Hindi cinema is completed through the articulation of
Kashmiriyat as an essentially Indian ethos.
As Nandy (quoted in Vasudevan 2002: 5) has argued, Hindi cinema retains 'the
traces, however distorted, of affiliation to forms of community, cultural languages and
moral concerns endangered by the homogenising imperatives of modernization'.
Kashmiriyat, however artificial the term itself may be, could be alluding to such a
language threatened as much by homogenising imperatives of modernity as by
majoritarian nationalisms. Kashmiriyat is best approached as a form of cultural
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memory - a cultural memory which has become a repository of ideological investments
for the rival claimants to Kashmir. However, this does not exhaust the possible uses of
the concept, in particular for Kashmiris. Recent scholarship (Rai 2004, Zutshi 2004)
has sought to historicize Kashmiriyat, but as long as the categories of the religious and
the secular are not problematized we would be unable to uncover the longer history and
less institutionalised meanings of this concept, or the ways in which people have used
them in their everyday lives. The difficulty of accessing the meanings of Kashmiriyat
lie in the creation of the category of religion, as modern secularism refuses to recognize
the 'folk' which is devalued and only emerges in reified forms (Nandy 2003: 26).
Concluding Remarks
The differing notions of Kashmiriyat for Indians and Kashmiris, lie at the heart
of the Indian contestations over Kashmir. These hegemonic articulations of
Kashmiriyat, which allow for only those aspects of regional belonging to be articulated
which acknowledge the supremacy of national patriotism, has led to many people in
Kashmir rejecting the term (Kabir 2008). It is the reduction of a 'deep-rooted regional
memory' to Indian secular nationalist appropriations of 'syncretism' (Kabir 2008),
which undermine the possibilities of the representations of Kashmiriyat in Hindi
cinema. Kashmiriyat for Kashmiris is about 'putting the Kashmiri back into the
landscape and redefining that relationship on their own terms' (Kabir 2008), completely
in negation to the Kashmiriyat of Hindi cinema, which seeks to claim Kashmir as a part
of India. It is therefore no coincidence that Kashmiriyat was resuscitated in Hindi
cinema in response to Kashmiri secessionism. The Kashmir films privilege the cultural
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understanding of the term and acknowledge Kashmir's distinctiveness, only to argue
against the political expression of the same. Clearly, according to Hindi cinema, while
Kashmiris affirms Kashmiriyat in their everyday lives, they are acting against it in their
political choice for independence (Outlook 18 October 1995, Reuters 13 August 2007).
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7. Conclusion
This study shows that the ongoing conflict in Kashmir alone does not provide an
adequate framework in understanding its special place in the public culture of India,
which in itself is an important dimension to the conflict in the region. The articulations
of Kashmir in Hindi cinema - as a paradise on earth, sacred site of Hinduism, home of
India's syncretistic traditions, pivotal to the idea of an eternal Indian civilization, and as
'vindication' of Indian nationhood in a post-partition context - reveal the attachments
that guide the 'Indian' claims on Kashmir, but which are seldom mentioned in the
extensive literature on the political conflict in Kashmir.
Nehru's quote (1958: 213) which begins this thesis claimed that 'Kashmir is
symbolic as it illustrates that we [India] are a secular State, that Kashmir, with a large
majority of Muslims, has nevertheless, of its own free will, wished to be associated with
India'. However, his elaboration of Kashmir as a Muslim majority region associating
itself with a secular India of its' own free will' does not translate onto screen in the
ways that this statement might lead one to imagine. The Kashmiri Muslims are either
absent or marginal to the Kashmir of Hindi cinema, and when they do appear on screen,
it is as shadow citizens and incomplete selves. In films such as Arzoo (Ramanand Sagar
1965), Jab Jab Phool Khile (Suraj Prakash 1965), Roja (Mani Ratnam 1992), Mission
Kashmir (Vidhu Vinod Chopra 2000) and Yahaan (Shoojit Sircar 2006), the Kashmiri
subject is portrayed as having a problem with speech: in Roja the sister of the militant
does not speak, in Mission Kashmir the Kashmiri child (hero) loses the power of
speech, Mamdou in Arzoo stutters and Raja in Jab Jab Phool Khile is learning to
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speak. 131 This 'lack' or inability to speak is reflective of the ways in which the
Kashmiris of Hindi cinema are represented as not yet complete or fully formed
(national) subjects. This is also an implicit acknowledgement of the marginality of
Kashmiris from Kashmir in Hindi cinema, as these characters are quite literally
rendered helpless and silenced. Thus, in the Kashmir films upto the 1980s, Kashmiris
appear either as part of the backdrop or in asymmetrical relations with the Indian
subject. When the Kashmiri subject does appear in the terrorism films in the 1990s, it is
as a malevolent subject of an undesired change. The paradox of Kashmir's centrality to
Hindi cinema and its marginalization of Kashmir is from Kashmir, reveals the ways in
which Hindi cinema is implicated in the everyday politics of India.
The Muslims of Hindi cinema are represented in ways that clearly identify them
as a minority. However, the Muslims of Kashmir have formed a large majority in the
region for many centuries. Therefore, this Muslim majority is minoritized in Hindi
cinema so as to appear as national subjects. This study argues that the marginalization
of Kashmiris in Hindi cinema is an attempt at nationalizing (bringing into the fold of the
nation) Kashmiri Muslims as 'Indian Muslims' by representing them as a minority.
Majorities and minorities are not just effects of census data, a mere rendering of
numbers, but also representations that are forged in Hindi cinema. Thus, while the
Kashmiri Muslims are marginalized, Hindus (sometimes Kashmirii32 are the hero and
131 The metaphor of blindness works within the same framework in Fanaa (Kunal Kohli 2007). However,
in this case blindness signifies 'true sight' which nonetheless emerges from a 'lack'. It is only by the end
of the film that Zooni gains her ability to 'see' along with her ability to 'choose' between the 'greater of
two goods and lesser of the two evils' i.e. India. It is with this choice that the national subject is fully
formed.
132 However, they arc seldom represented as Kashmiri Pandits (as the majority of the Kasbmiri Hindus
are called in the Valley) but rather as North Indian Hindus, stripped of any regional specificities.
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heroines of these films.133 The traces of Muslim religiosity and culture are obliterated
from the representations of Kashmir, while portraying it as a place which is
fundamental to the imagination of Hindu pasts, and central to the question of origins
and belonging in India (as also seen in Nehru 1956: 38, 216, 570). The difficulty of
representing the Muslim as anything but the minority reveals the limits of the pluralism
as secularism narrative of Hindi cinema.
However, Kashmir is clearly marked as 'Muslim' in the films that represent the
threat of 'Muslim separatism' to the Indian nation. The emphasis on secularism in
Kashmir, when it emerges in Hindi cinema, becomes a way of speaking about the
anxiety over Islam and Muslims in post-partition India. While the acknowledgement of
a Muslim majority in Kashmir is important to claim the vindication ofIndian
nationhood over the two-nation theory, it also embodies the threat of (future)
Partition(s). It is in this context that the political effects of the representations of
Kashmir in Hindi cinema become apparent: Kashmir is pivotal to the articulations of
Indianness in Hindi cinema, but also the place where the synonymy between Indian and
Hindu rests on the disavowal of a 'Muslim' Kashmir. Therefore, the abstract equality of
secularism, and the neutrality of 'national culture' remain an ideal in Hindi cinema, as a
Hindu majoritarian State becomes the national State. This points to the larger
contradictions of Indian secularism, and it is not coincidental that the very regions that
have posed the biggest challenge to Indian democracy, all having secessionist
movements, such as Kashmir, Nagaland, Mizoram, and Punjab, are regions whose
respective majorities are Muslims, Christians, and Sikhs (Census Report 2001). The
133 The last census of2001 puts the Hindus at 4 % and the Muslims as 95% of the population in the
Valley (BBen.d. a).
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reiteration of the need for these marginalized (and disgruntled) groups to be integrated
into the national mainstream is a thinly veiled suggestion that they should accept their
place as a national minority. Universal citizenship and national culture seek to turn
these regional majorities into national minorities, and it is in this framework that Hindi
cinema's attempts at nationalizing Kashmiri Muslims as a minority needs to be
understood. Kashmir and Islam, region and religion, emerge in the narratives of Hindi
films as a problem for the nation (secularism), and also as a possibility for its
deliverance. Thus, Kashmir is also the site that holds the promise of an Indian secular
nationalist reclamation of 'Islam' through the religious syncretistic traditions of
Kashmiriyat.
Ironically, Kashmir, the symbol of secularism in India, as Nehru often reiterated,
becomes the site for contestations over religion in Hindi cinema. Hindi cinema makes
explicit these regional and religious contestations over the categories of the national and
the secular, providing a far more diverse account of history, culture and politics in
India. The Kashmir of Hindi cinema is a site for the demonstration of the ways in which
'politics and religion turn out to implicate each other' (Asad 2003: 173-175) in India.
Most studies on secularism revolve around moments of sectarian violence in the
history of India as a secular nation, such as the demolition of the Babri mosque at
Ayodhya by Hindu extremists in 1992, the Bombay riots of 1993, or the Gujarat
pogrom in 2002 (Bhargava 1998, Needham & Sunder Rajan 2007), in an attempt to
reassess the successes and failures of secularism in India. Thus secularism's relationship
with religious extremism rather than with democracy is the focus of this scholarship.
Events such as the undemocratic dismissal and incarceration of Sheikh Abdullah in
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1953 or the recent political crisis over the Amamath land transfer in Kashmir'I" are not
the preferred moments for a scholarly discussion on secularism in India. If secularism
has merely come to mean a deterance against 'the persecution of religious minorities'
for the scholars of Indian secularism (Bhargava 1998: 1), it must be remembered that
similar struggles are fought by people in non-secular States like that of Iran, Israel and
Pakistan. Unless secularism's links with the project of liberty and equality and
consequently democracy is not emphasized, it is bound to remain limited to a form of
majority-minority management. Therefore, if the history of the relationship between
Indian secularism and democracy were to be explored, rather than the one between
Indian secularism and religious extremism, a different narrative of Indian secularism (as
majoritarianism) and ofmajoritarianism (as secularism) might emerge. This can be
linked to Zizek's (2008) argument that the scholarship on sectarian violence prioritises
subjective violence (sudden acts of violence between subjects) rather than systemic
violence (that which is endemic to the socio-economic-political order).135 However,
134 In June 2008, an order passed by the Government of Jammu and Kashmir (in consultation with the
Government ofIndia) transferred forest land in Kashmir to the Shri Amarnathji Shrine Board (SASB), a
religious trust that has jurisdiction over the Amarnath pilgrimage (Bose 2008, Navlakha 2008, Roy 2008).
This led to widespread protests in the Kashmir Valley and the order was withdrawn in July. This led to a
counter-agitation in Hindu majority Jammu for the restoration of land to the Board. Regional and
religious mobilisation in both Kashmir and Jammu deepened the faultlines between Jammu and Kashmir
as regions with divided religious and political loyalties and yet again called into question Kashmir's
relationship with India. These tensions spread beyond Jammu and Kashmir to cities such as Indore,
Lucknow and Delhi (Puniyani 2008, IBNLive 13 August 2008). Hindu right-wing groups such as the
Vishwa Hindu Parishad (VHP) called for a nationwide strike (Express india 03 July 2008) and the BJP
explicitly linked these protests in Jammu to the Praja Parishad and Bharatiya Jana Sangh protests in the
1950s for Kashmir's complete integration with India (Hindustan Times 25 August 2008). Many activists
argued that the pilgrimage had been politicized over the years so that a religious pilgrimage had become
associated with virulent Hindu nationalism (Roy 2008, Navlakha 2008: 17-18). The Indian media saw
these events as 'a conflict between Hindus and Muslims in a state supposed to be the showpiece of Indian
secularism' (IBNLive 07 August 2008). This political crisis that brought thousands of people out on the
streets of Jammu and Kashmir represents the fiercely contested nature of the diverse regional, religious,
national and secular claims on the Valley of Kashmir. which has also been a focus of this study.
135Nandy (2007: Ill) points out that a large part of genocides in the world are committed by secular
States.
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Hindi cinema due to its participation in the everyday life of India makes these
'contradiction[s] between democracy and secularism' (Nandy 2007: 113) explicit. For
instance, this discussion on Kashmir in Hindi cinema provides a different perspective
on the argument that Hindu majoritarian articulations of the nation are a product of the
rise of Hindu fundamentalism in thel990s, as they are traced back to film and film
commentary of the late 1940s and early 1950s. Thus, the 'crisis' of secularism in India
as reflected by the Kashmir films belongs to a period that is otherwise considered as the
high point of Nehruvian secularism in Hindi cinema.
One possible way of retrieving the complex relation between secularism and
democracy in Hindi cinema is to deploy Said's framework of' secular criticism,' which
is opposed not to religion per se but 'directed at any transcendental narrative and in
particular against any idea of uniform national belonging' (Mufti 2004: 3). The use of
'secular' here is not opposed to religion but to nationalism. Unlike the Nehruvian idea
of 'unity in diversity', premised on the assumption that the diversity ofIndia's faiths
must yield a whole, a centre, Asad's (2003: 177-180) formulation of a 'decentered
pluralism' where everyone can live as a 'minority among minorities' is particularly
productive in evaluating the successes of secularism in India.
While this study has attempted a 'historicization ofBollywood's
Kashmir obsession' (Kabir 2005: 84) so as to explore Kashmir's special place in
the public culture of India, it has only briefly touched upon the attempts made
by Bombay filmmakers in framing a critique of these representations of Kashmir
in Hindi cinema. However, a recent study (Kabir 2009) has brought to the fore
Kashmiri 'modes of self-representation' which 'attempt to resist the hegemony
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of the camera ... to regain control over the landscape itself in a bid to reclaim
'Kashmiri' subjectivity 'from the impossible conditions of existing only in
desubjectified absence, as the disposable bodies evacuated from the nation's
pastoral fantasy' (Kabir 2009: 4, 17,21). This is a significant counterpoint to the
present study, and underscores the importance of understanding these
representations of Kashmir in Hindi cinema as both 'articulating the world in
which they are situated and as articulated by it', and more significantly as
having 'a disarticulative or dislocating effect on the world in which they
intervene' (Inden 2000: 3-4, 13). Therefore, the centrality of Kashmir and the
marginalization ofKashmiris from Kashmir in the public culture of India is not
merely a consequence of the political conflict in the region but an important
dimension to the seemingly intractable dispute over the region.
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